
taking over the losing venture, the public’s need of the prod-
ucts of the industry will force it to take it over.

These various efforts of American manufacturers to escape
from the effects of over-industrialization, carefully concealed
from the public, run counter to existing law, to existing folk-
ways and to existing economic philosophy. They involve con-
ventional business men and conventional economists in amaze
of logical contradictions—natural consequences of the conflict
between business necessity and existing statutes, customs and
philosophies.

Ultimately economic necessity will prevail.
New laws, new customs, new economic theories—which

permit of greater cooperation, greater integration, greater
efficiency will take the place of those which prevail today.

But efficiency will remain—to whip and drive and scourge
the victims of this civilization.
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the four years 1923–26 inclusive. The year 1927, however, pro-
duced an output of 905, 800,000 barrels.

The industry began to discover a problem. Lower prices for
petroleum and its products; increased expense for storage fa-
cilities; diminished profits and outright losses could not be ig-
nored. Prices of leading oil stocks moved to new low levels
in the face of a rise in the price of stocks generally. Even the
stocks of the Standard Oil of New Jersey and Standard Oil of
New York were being affected.

A Committee of Nine was formed, consisting of three rep-
resentatives of the oil industry, three of the mineral section of
the American Bar Association, and three of the Federal Gov-
ernment. This committee brought in a report radically differ-
ent from that of the Committee of Eleven. It was plain to this
committee that the industry had to save itself by cooperative
development of oil pools by “voluntary” agreement. In order to
secure the necessary “voluntary” agreements, the government
was to remove any unnecessary obstacles—that, is, suspend the
enforcement of the Sherman Anti-Trust Law—and in addition
to bring to bear whatever pressure it “reasonably” could ex-
ert. As a step in this direction, the State and Federal antitrust
laws were to be amended so as to remove unequivocally from
their purview voluntary agreements looking to the restriction
of output and the cooperative development and production of
oil.

If this sort of cooperation in the oil industry succeeds in re
storing profits, is it not plain that expansion will again set in,
profits will again disappear, and still more cooperation will be
needed to save the industry, and so on ad infinitum?8

If in spite of help from such “voluntary” cooperation the in-
dustry ultimately ceases to furnish possibilities of profits, then
the owners of the industrywill naturally strive to “unload” it on
the government, and if the government proves reluctant about

8 The Nation, April 11, 1928, p. 403.
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of the food industry—are social and economic menaces. What
they produce is sold at low “distress” prices to the public, but
the communities in which the factories are located suffer from
the unemployment and underpayment of labor, and from the
loss of profits and the bankruptcies of the owners of the fac-
tories. These factory towns become economic plague spots, in
which consuming-power for the products of other industries
is at a very low point because the residents have not income
enough to buy and to consume a normal volume of commodi-
ties.

Confronted by the problem of stabilizing profits and stabi-
lizing production, American manufacturers in spite of their
boasted individualism are beginning to turn to cooperation
and governmental assistance for salvation.

They are trying to solve the problem by raising prices. Prices
are raised by controlling production; monopolizing raw mate-
rials; licensing patents; stimulating consumption, (usually by
lessening consumption of the products of rival industries), and
by cooperative price-fixing.

They are trying to solve the problem by reducing costs—by
using more and more automatic machinery, by working longer
hours, and by lowering wages.

And now they are beginning to try to solve the problem
by enlisting the assistance of the government. The tendency
in this direction is becoming plainer all the time. The oil in-
dustry furnishes an excellent illustration of it. A report of the
Committee of Eleven of the American Petroleum Institute in
1925 showed that the industry at that time was unaware of the
existence of any serious problem. Their report stated that the
industry was confident of its ability to secure “prices that will
provide a return to producers, refiners, and distributors com-
mensurate with the risk involved and the capital invested.”The
total domestic output of oil, however, was only 763,743,000 bar-
rels that year—slightly more than the average production of
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Maximum output, in place of restricted output.
The development of each man to his greatest efficiency and

prosperity.7

•

Cooperation and not individualism is implicit in the factory
system. As efficiency increases, cooperation will therefore
increase. With maximum efficiency the goal, cooperation will
not be dispensed with once it is attained within individual
factories. Cooperation inside factories will be followed by
cooperation between factories, and finally, by cooperation be-
tween all the factors in production and distribution. Efficiency
thus imposes upon the factory-dominated world a process of
integration, centralization and finally, if uncontrolled private
monopoly is not to be permitted to exploit the public, some
form of socialization.

Added impetus is being given to this tendency, especially in-
the older industries, by the threatening aspect of over indus-
trialization. Under our present economic regime factories, as
we have seen, tend to proliferate at a constantly accelerating
rate. They would probably increase similarly under any other
regime in which policy was in the hands of a quantity-minded
class of managers and rulers. But under present day conditions,
the immediate consequence of over-industrialization to the in-
dividual factory owner, and therefore to the workers and those
dependent upon the operation of the factory for a market for
raw materials and supplies, is a reduction of net income.

With more factories than are really needed seeking to mar-
ket their products, and to operate at least at such a proportion
of their total capacity as will enable them to meet overhead
expenses, prices frequently fall below the cost of production.

Industries in which this state of affairs has become chronic
many branches of the textile industry and certain branches

7 Ibid., p. 140.
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ematical problem, in which the effect of twelve independent
variables must be determined.”6

•

Once such formulæ have been found, they impose them-
selves upon all factories.

The Midvale Steel Company discovers a new and more ef-
ficient method of production. It cuts its costs and lowers its
prices; enlarges its sales and increases its profits.

In order to meet the Midvale Steel Company’s competition,
competing steel companies must adopt the newmethods. They
must become equally efficient or they must reconcile them-
selves to more or less speedy failure.

Both the owners of the factories and the factoryworkers find
themselves forced to conform to the necessities of a Franken-
stein, the inevitability of which both accept, precisely as both
owners and slaves once accepted the inevitability of slavery.

And there is no escape from this inevitability of efficiency
by an abandonment of private ownership. There is only one
escape: that is by an abandonment of an further development
of the factory. This would stabilize efficiency at the standard
which prevails today. But it is an escape in some respects worse
than the evil to be remedied.

Efficiency, more efficiency, still more efficiency—this is what
the factory itself imposes upon mankind, not only with regard
to production, as in the instance just cited, but also in every de-
tail of factory operations, beginning with the purchase of raw
materials, the management of labor, accounting, credit, and
finance, and ending with marketing, selling, and advertising.
Taylor summarizes it as:

Science, not rule of thumb. Harmony, not discord.
Cooperation, not individualism.

6 Frederick W. Taylor, The Principles of Scientific Management, pp. 104,
110.
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1933 Foreword by Harry E.
Barnes

Mr. Ralph Borsodi has written one of the most challenging
and important books of recent years. During the height of the
madness of 1929, when the book was first published, it was
easy to ignore it. Indeed, to many people Mr. Borsodi’s argu-
ments seemed fantastic in the face of Coolidge “prosperity,”
highwages and rising prices. Now that four years of depression
have vindicated so many of them, his program—which seemed
so impossible a few years ago —is rapidly becoming the only
way out for many of those staggered by the insecurities of mod-
ern industrialism.

Themost striking and dramatic aspect of the book is its slash-
ing attack upon the ugliness, oppressiveness and irrationality
of our factory system, as run under the present profit motive
in an era of speculative business enterprise.

There is nothing completely new about this. The traditions
of John Ruskin, William Morris and others, and their assault
upon the repulsive and repressive nature of our machine age
and factory system, are old and familiar. That Mr. Borsodi has
done the job again in effective fashion in terms of our present
economy is not in itself an epoch-making contribution to the
literature of social and economic criticism. Nor is his proposal
to escape by building up self-supporting domestic units on the
land wholly novel.

Far more fundamental and much more truly challenging is
Mr. Borsodi’s relentless exposure of the shallow and superficial
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nature of the most sacred shibboleths of contemporary civiliza-
tion.

Mr. Borsodi is sufficiently well informed and realistic to rec-
ognize that the factories are but a product and a symbol of un-
derlying principles and processes. Behind them, their opera-
tion and the disposition of their products, is a dominant philos-
ophy.

There is the current doctrine that the well-being of the hu-
man race is to be assured chiefly, if not exclusively, through
mass factory production and business prosperity. Efficiency
and economy in the operation of the factory are designed to
insure high productivity. Expert advertising will market the
products. Large sales insure high profits. Such profits enable
the employers to offer highwages and steady employment. Per-
manent work and good wages are to make it possible for the
employees to buy more and, hence, to speed up consumption.
Greater consumption is to lead to the placing of larger orders
at the factories, and so on around the circle.

But at no point have we been willing to raise the basic ques-
tion as to whether the greater consumption means greater hap-
piness and larger satisfaction with life.

Greater consumption, indeed, but greater consumption for
what?This is a questionwithwhichHenry Ford has never grap-
pled. To do so would involve him in obvious embarrassment, if
not in destructive confusion.

Our current business philosophy has passed through three
stages. The first was that of the crude days of industrial expan-
sion following the early period of machine-factory production.
It was the public-be-damned era. Immediate profit was all that
concerned the business man. Large profits could only be in-
sured, it was believed, by depressing wages. This was proved a
fallacy which, if persisted in, would lead to the disintegration
of capitalistic enterprise.

So some employers then came to understand that if they
were to find a market for an ever larger supply of goods they
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plication to factory operations of the laws which govern max-
imum production from the machinery, the materials and the
labor available to the management. Factory efficiency is high
or low in accordance with the extent to which the manage-
ment can make the workers accommodate themselves to the
formulæ which the efficiency engineers evolve. It is not, there-
fore, the native capacity of the workers, much less their per-
sonal desires about work, which determines how they work in
the efficient factory. It is the factory’s impersonal necessities
that determine how the workers must work. And the manage-
ment must discover its factory’s necessities or fall behind in
the competition with those which do.

An illustration from The Principles of Scientific Management
gives some idea of what the factory can afford to pay for the de-
velopment of formulæ that lead to greater efficiency. In the fall
of 1880, William Sellers, President of the Midvale Steel Com-
pany, asked Taylor to conduct a series of experiments designed
to answer two questions which would add greatly to the effi-
ciency of all the company’s machine work. At the time the ex-
periments were begun it was believed that it would not take
more than six months to develop the necessary formulæ. As
a matter of fact, the experiments were carried on, with occa-
sional interruptions, for 26 years and from $150,000 to $200,000
was spent in making them.

Taylor was asked by Sellers to provide the company with a
set of rules that would enable the managers of the factories to
answer two questions:

First, at what cutting speeds should the machinists operate
the various metal cutting machines at which they work;

Second, what feeds should they use in their machines?
“They sound so simple,” said Taylor, “that they would appear

to call for merely the trained judgment of any good mechanic.
In fact, after working 26 years, it has been found that the an-
swer in every case involves the solution of an intricate math-
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burden of the factory system are not arbitrary inventions of
capitalism.

The state owned and operated factory would labor under
substantially the same inherent and unavoidable compulsion
to be efficient as does the privately owned factory. If it failed
in efficiency, it would be unable to furnish the public goods at a
cost as low as that provided by the privately owned factory.The
truth about the cost of its products could be concealed from the
public by making production a state monopoly and thus pre-
venting privately owned factories from making odious price
comparisons. Making it impossible for the public to buy from
an alternative source of supply would enable the state owned
factory to survive, but the factory would nevertheless be an
economic failure. It would absorb more labor and more mate-
rial than similar factories under capitalism and yet furnish the
public a smaller quantity of finished goods.

Thuswe are driven to conclude that nomatter what the form
of control and ownership, the compulsion to operate the fac-
tory efficiently is inherent and inescapable. It must be operated
efficiently or fail as a factory, with individual losses under pri-
vate ownership; with government losses under public owner-
ship.

Efficiency is, therefore, the quintessence of the factory sys-
tem. Efficiency determines where factories are located; what
equipment is used in them; how large they are to be; what
methods and practices are to prevail in their operation. For only
if they are efficient can they absorb the functional handicap of
the institutional bur den and deliver an economic product to
the public.

•

We are indebted to the late Frederick Winslow Taylor, the
founder of scientific management, for the first exposition of
the principle that factory efficiency is dependent upon the ap-
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would have to pay decent wages in order that the workermight
be an effective consumer. High wages meant general prosper-
ity, and well diffused prosperity meant extensive consumption.

We are now entering upon a third stage of analysis and eval-
uation. This will introduce qualitative, moral and sociological
considerations. The judgments demanded can no longer be ex-
clusively those of the bookkeeper. Tentatively accepting the
doctrine of greater consumption as a means of assuring human
happiness, we are coming to ask such questions as, consump-
tion for what? Consumption of what? How much consump-
tion? What price consumption? And the like.

It is the fact that Mr. Borsodi rocks to its very foundations
the whole philosophy of the present era of mass-production
that gives his book real significance. It may not convince us
and it may not convert us, but it will be a thick-headed or irre-
sponsible person who can read the book without being moved
to reconsider his economic and social philosophy and, perhaps,
his whole way of living.

Sooner or later, we shall have to deal with the question of
whether we are to live to consume or to consume to live. When
we face this issue it will be necessary to do more than call con-
ferences of industrial leaders or radical agitators.

Mr. Borsodi is sensible and realistic enough not to launch
an undiscriminating blanket attack upon machines and facto-
ries. The machines have enormously contributed to lessening
human effort and to increasing our productive power. Only
when introduced in factories have they become a menace to
mankind. Even a factory is not in itself inherently destructive
of human well being. Factories which manufacture essential
products render a great social service. It is the factories which
manufacture non-essential or harmful products and are linked
up with irresponsible types of modern advertising that menace
the welfare of humanity.

The core of the whole matter is to be found in the changed
philosophy of production and consumption which accompa-
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nied the establishment of the factory:—”Before the coming of
factory production commerce devoted itself to producing what
the buying public wanted, rather than to marketing what pro-
ducers fabricated.”

In 1929 Mr. Borsodi’s devastating critical analysis of the
fundamental deficiencies and thoughtlessness of industrial civ-
ilization seemed far more important and convincing than his
proposal for escape. The factories and factory machines were
busy everywhere, and escape from them in large numbers
seemed impossible. In 1933 the situation is different. Millions
are leaving the city to return to the country.

Whether we follow Mr. Borsodi to the country or stay in
our congested cities, we must face the question of what really
constitutes a satisfactory life and how both factories and farms
can be employed to produce it.

Mr. Borsodi answers this question by placing before us an
economic philosophy based upon a twelve year experiment
with domestic machinery and production for use. If the de-
pression lasts long enough, millions may turn to production
for use, domestic machinery, the decentralization of electric
power, and what Mr. Borsodi calls self-sufficient homesteads
as the instruments for achieving the good life.

Even if one believes that we shall solve our current industrial
problems primarily by curbing speculative piracy and insur-
ing high wages, while preserving the system of mass produc-
tion, he will find Mr. Borsodi’s book of real value. For, under
the most favorable outcome, many will be unable to find work
within the industrial system. Automatic machinery is likely to
throw more and more out of work. Therefore, though Mr. Bor-
sodi’s program should prove an incidental and secondary line
of defense against poverty and confusion, it is, nevertheless,
bound to be highly significant. Several millions of Americans,
at least, are destined to find this their only practicable mode of
relief.
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not through any elimination of the institutional burden of the
factory system itself.

For most of the costs of producing and distributing factory
products consist of items which would remain no matter what
the form of control or what the kind of ownership. Some
economic efforts must be made in order to accumulate capital,
and whatever the form these efforts take, consumers must
be charged enough to pay the actual cost of accumulating
and using the capital. Some economic efforts must be made
for meeting depreciation and obsolescence in buildings, ma-
chinery, and materials. And again consumers must be made
to pay for the actual cost of maintaining and replacing the
equipment essential to the factory. And distribution also has
tangible and very real economic costs, and consumers must
be made to pay these costs if the factory’s products are to be
made available when consumers want them and in the places
where consumers want to procure them. There are other items
in the institutional burden which cannot be escaped by any
mere change in control—changes of fashion affecting demand,
new methods which make old machinery worthless, and new
industries which tend to render the old ones un-economic.

Thus there is no escape from the conclusion that the institu-
tional burden of the factory system as a whole cannot be elim-
inated by a shift of factory control from individual owners to
corporations; from corporations to trusts and from trusts to
government departments.

•

The economic obligation to be efficient cannot be evaded by
abolishing private ownership of the factory and outlawing pri-
vate profit. Socialization may actually increase the overhead
and so make an even more rigorous efficiency in production
necessary.

Overhead expenses, transportation and distribution costs
and practically all the costs which comprise the institutional
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consolidation of some kind. Occasionally, however, the factory
which has been taken over is not operated at all. Production is
concentrated in other factories owned by the new corporation.
Often, however, the new corporation is not strong enough to in
dulge in this drastic method of insuring profits. It may merely
represent new capital which acquires the plant and the machin-
ery at a bargain and hopes to operate the factory successfully
because its investment is smaller than that of the corporation
which failed.

It is an ingenious system. Considering it objectively, it pro-
duces for mankind with amazing reliability. It will continue to
function at least as well as it does today, as long as scientific
management devises new wrinkles in efficiency to offset rising
overhead and distribution costs.

•

The institutional burden is largely an inherent attribute of
the factory system. Mere changes in methods of control and
ownership will not eliminate it.

Socialism, for instance, would abolish all the present charges
for rent, interest, and profit. Theoretically this would reduce
the cost of capital. Theoretically this would eliminate the sur-
plus profits of capitalists. Actually, the saving would be neg-
ligible because in taking over all factories not only would the
gains of the successful factories be taken over, but all the losses
of the unsuccessful ones.

Cooperation, on the other hand, would operate the distribu-
tion system in the interest of consumers and the factory system
in the interests of the producers and workers. Theoretically
the consumers would be insured against exploitation by the
“middle-men.” Theoretically the producers and workers would
be protected against exploitation by the factory owners, Actu-
ally, the protection hoped for could be realized only through
the agency of exceptionally able and honest management and
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To those to whom Mr. Borsodi has directly addressed his
book —the men and women he calls quality-minded, artists,
teachers, scientists, poets and all those belonging to the cul-
tured minority—his program will prove particularly interest-
ing at this time. For it points to a way in which they might
do what Mr. Borsodi has done: make themselves economically
independent enough to end any subservience on their part to
contemporary business, social and political pressures

HARRY ELMER BARNES
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1933 PREFACE

In the four years between 1928, when Herbert Hoover was
triumphantly elected President of these United States, and 1932,
when he was repudiated, American public opinion has under-
gone a complete revolution. It has changed not only from Re-
publicanism to Democracy in politics, from dryness to wetness
on the liquor question—it has changed from sublime faith in
American economic institutions to a bitter dissatisfaction with
them.

Belief in the “new era” of permanent expansion, and faith
that mass production and high wages, in accordance with the
ideas of Henry Ford, would abolish poverty, have in these four
years given way to doubt and despair, to desire for change and
search for security. The selfsame people who four years ago
laughed at forecasts of disaster and who called those who criti-
cized the tendencies of American civilization “Jeremiahs,” have
now lost their self-assurance. Most of them are groping around
for some new magic to replace the old, and many of them are
turning to the new gospel of economic planning to give some
meaning to the struggle for life.

In 1928, during the peak of the great boom, I wrote This Ugly
Civilization. The book was published just before the collapse of
the boom in the fall of 1929. In spite of the fact that reviewers
were kind to the book and were good enough to pay it the trib-
ute of lengthy consideration—even when they disagreed with
its argument—public interest in the book was small. When it
appeared the public still believed in the permanence of the
new era, and for months after the debacle in Wall Street in
October of that year, few people were ready to give up their

10

In new industries, profits are the spur to efficiency.
In old industries, survival is the spur to efficiency.

•

The factory has to be operated with an efficiency propor-
tioned to the institutional burden because only to a limited ex-
tent can it raise prices to cover increasing overhead and distri-
bution costs.

The individual factory cannot raise prices beyond a certain
limit because of the competition of rival factories.

A whole industry cannot raise prices beyond a certain limit
because its products would drive consumers either to the prod-
ucts of other industries or to the production of the goods for
themselves.

An individual bakery cannot raise the price of bread, for in-
stance, beyond the neighborhood price without losing its busi-
ness to rival bakeries. If all the bakeries in the country were
consolidated, or bread baking were taken over by society, the
price of bread could still not be raised beyond a certain point
because consumers would then be driven to baking bread for
themselves. When prices are raised to the point fixed by these
limits, further margins for overhead and distribution costs can
only be secured by increased efficiency in production.

As long as the factory management is efficient and the sales
volume adequate, the overhead is covered; interest and divi-
dends are paid; the securities of the corporation rise in value.
If the factory management is inefficient, and the overhead is
not covered, capital charges are not met. The securities then
depreciate in value until the equities they represent are com-
pletely dissipated. The corporation operating the factory then
fails. Liquidation of its assets turns the factory over to a new
corporation.

The new corporation may represent “stronger hands.” The
factory is then absorbed and operated as a part of a merger or
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Ten years later, this increased to 11%. In the next ten years it
increased to 14%. By 1900, it was 16%. The average rise during
these 30 years was about 1½% per decade. Beginning with
1900, the rate of increase became progressively more rapid. By
1910, it had jumped to 20%. By 1920, fifty years after it was
only 10%, it had become 25%. Even if the rate of progression
ceases to increase, within the next fifty years there will be one
worker engaged in transportation and distribution for every
worker engaged in farming or manufacturing.

•

As the factory increases in size—as the contribution of la-
bor to production becomes smaller and that of machinery and
power larger—the institutional burden becomes greater and
greater. We find almost a natural law governing the growth of
factories: the larger the factory, the greater the inverse relation-
ship of the general overhead and distribution costs to labor and
material costs. The problems of efficiency of operations and of
volume of sales increase in importance, while those of wages
and of raw material costs decrease in importance. Indeed, in
spite of the intensity of modern competition, a Henry Ford can
afford to pay higher wages than prevail in the general labor
market and to use the most expensive of raw materials, and
still accumulate a gigantic fortune. He can do this because his
product is still relatively a new one and his industry still imma-
ture. He can secure volume distribution at low cost, and he has
the necessary skill to operate a gigantic factory efficiently. As
the automobile industry reaches maturity, however, this will
become more and more difficult.

In young industries, like the automobile industry, efficiency
produces enormous profits.

In old industries, like the textile industry, only the most rig-
orous efficiency enables the manufacturer to avert bankruptcy.
Management in a textile mill is a race between covering the
over head and going into bankruptcy.
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convictions that the decline would merely prove a temporary
break in the movement toward bigger and better business. In
the spring of 1930 it will be remembered, there was a decided
improvement in business. Prices in the securities market be-
gan to rise again. Business responded to the stimulus of the
glittering promises which the President, Andrew Mellon (then
Secretary of the Treasury), Charles E. Mitchell (then president
of the National City Bank of New York), John D. Rockefeller,
Sr., and other political, industrial, and financial leaders made. It
was only after this movement collapsed in the summer of 1930
and all the optimistic statements began to prove illusory that
faith and hope began to decline. As the depression dragged its
weary way, month after month and year after year, with prices
declining continuously and unemployment increasing steadily,
the doubts of intelligent men and women as to the magic of
the gospel of mass production and high-pressure selling made
a hearing possible for the message in This Ugly Civilization.

By that time the book was out of print.
As the depression has continued, spreading misery far and

wide, requests for the book and for information about it have
kept pouring in on me. The correspondence from those who
had heard about the Borsodi experiment, or who read the book
or the earlier New Republic articles, has been extraordinary.
Men and women from all over the country, and even from Eu-
rope, keep asking for more and more details about “how to go
Borsodi.” Proposals to establish colonies began to be made to
me. In Dayton, Ohio, plans for multiplying such an experiment
as mine in a large way are be ing sponsored by social agencies.
Individual families which have in one way or another tried out
the idea, have been writing me about their experiences.

Two things make me feel that a reissue of the book is now
justified. One, the number of requests I receive for information
about the way of life of which I am an advocate; the other the
fact that in the four years since the book was written our new
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experiments in domestic production have immensely strength-
ened the case for what I have called the organic homestead.
Our experiments with home weaving in particular warrant re-
vising upwardwhat I originally said about the economy and de-
sirability of shifting cloth production from production for sale
in our textile mills to production for use. Hence what I wrote
five years ago as theory on the subject of domestic weaving
has in this edition been revised on the basis of our experience
with weaving during the past three years.

At the present time the world needs to be shown that there
is some practical plan which men and women anywhere can
adopt for securing food, clothing, and shelter—the essentials
of life which requires them neither to wait for a revival of busi-
ness nor to wait for some revolutionary reform of the existing
social system. Those who are looking for some way to secu-
rity and independence—for a satisfactory way of life in a crazy
world in which everything seems suddenly to have become
insecure—and who wish to achieve comfort and beauty in life
here and now, may find in this book a new approach to the
solution of the economic riddle.

RALPH BORSODI
March, 1933
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tions as possible. There are gang bosses, speed bosses, inspec-
tors, repair bosses, planning department representatives and of
course corresponding “office” supervisors: designers, planners,
record keepers and cost clerks. Similar additions to the over-
head develop in the office of the factory. There are office man-
agers, personnel managers, sales managers, advertising man-
agers and traffic managers. When more than one plant has to
be supervised or a number of branch offices must be managed
a whole hierarchy of higher supervisors are necessary: above
the superintendents of the plants there are engineers, auditors,
general managers, treasurers, presidents and finally directors.
All tend to absorb the reductions in manufacturing costs which
are made possible by the factory machinery and factory meth-
ods.

•

If the mass of goods produced by the factory is to be ab-
sorbed, mass distribution has to be provided. Time and place
utilities have to be created. Distant markets must be secured.
The goods must be warehoused at convenient points in antic-
ipation of seasonal demand. Mass consumption must be cre-
ated through salesmanship and advertising. As a result, approx-
imately two-thirds of what the consumer of today pays for the
products of the factory is payment for distributing the product;
less than a third is payment for manufacturing it.

I have discussed the distribution question in detail in The
Distribution Age, and the part advertising plays in the creation
of mass consumption in National Advertising vs. Prosperity.
In these two books, I have assembled what seems to me
irrefutable evidence that as factories grow larger and larger,
as the industrialization becomes more and more complete,
distribution costs rise higher and higher. In 1870 only 10% of
the working population of the United States was engaged in
transporting and distributing the commodities then produced.
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Let the factory fail to absorb these costs and it becomes im-
possible for it to supply consumers as economically as they can
produce for themselves or buy from a custom maker. Mankind
would then find a revival of domestic and custom production
worth while.

•

With factory production large capital is necessary for plant,
machinery and materials. It is secured by borrowing; by form-
ing partnerships; by incorporation. Interest, profits, and divi-
dends are used to pay those who furnish capital. Depreciation
and obsolescence of plant and equipment form a major prob-
lem; the larger the machinery, the greater is not only the neces-
sity of providing for wear and tear, but of setting up reserves
to make it possible to acquire new machines and to use new
processes wherever their invention makes the use of older ma-
chinery unprofitable.

Overhead is relatively large not only because of these ex-
penses but because of the high cost of superintendence. The
larger the factory, the greater the superintendence. Large num-
bers of workers cannot be directed by the methods which were
efficient enough when a master workman was producing, un-
der the handicraft system, surrounded by a group of appren-
tices. The military system of management, in which all power
and authority emanate from one man who keeps control of all
details is inexpensive but it is efficient only in the small shop. In
the factory, the departmental system develops inevitably.Work
is divided into departments each under absolute control of one
man who is in turn under the control of a superintendent who
gives general instructions and holds the department foremen
responsible for results. In the largest factories, combinations
of what are known as the functional system and the depart-
mental system of management are used. The work of manage-
ment is divided so that each supervisor shall have as few func-
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1929 PREFACE

This book in its present form is an attempt, still largely un-
satisfactory to myself, to project certain ideas evolved from a
quest of comfort—material and philosophical—in some respect
quite different from that which engages most of us today.

If I have ventured to step from the humdrum practicality of
economics to the sacred and dangerous precincts of philoso-
phy, it is because philosophers generally seem to forget that
the acquisition of food, clothing and shelter is prerequisite to
the pursuit of the good, the true and the beautiful. Epistemol-
ogy, ethics and esthetics acquire reality only if related to eco-
nomics.

While not too sanguine about my success in venturing into
this field, the book cannot wholly fail if here and there it spurs
men and women to free themselves from the ugliness of this
civilization. If it directs the attention of even a few thinkers to
the questions with which it deals, I will feel fully justified in
having published it.

It is impossible to acknowledge my indebtedness to all from
whom I have taken counsel in the preparation of this book, but
special mention must be made of my friend Guy M. Carleton,
with whom I have discussed almost every point in it, and who
has been good enough not only to study the manuscript, but to
make many suggestions for its, improvement.

RALPH BORSODI
Suffern, New York.
August, 1929
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Book I – TheQuest Of
Comfort

tic production. With domestic production consumption takes
place at the point of production. But with large scale produc-
tion it is almost impossible to find both a sufficient supply of
rawmaterials and a sufficient market for all that is produced at
the place where the factory is located. Transportation of both
the raw materials and the finished products is often necessary.
Transportation of one or the other is almost inevitable.

The factory’s general expenses are new and hardly compara-
ble to any of the costs involved in domestic production because
advertising and selling expenses, credit costs, and accounting
and other office expenses have their reason for being only be-
cause the factory has to sell what it produces.

And for the same reason the manufacturer’s profit is hardly
comparable to anything existing under domestic production.
The elaborate structure of interest on bonds and bank loans;
dividends on stock, and the various forms which remuneration
for risks and management take, are non-existent under a sys-
tem of non-factory production where the capital investment—
no factory machinery being used—is negligible.

But if these three costs were the only costs constituting the
institutional burden of the factory system, efficiency would not
present so menacing an aspect. These three new factory costs
are only a part of the full institutional burden. Some of the
more important of the other costs are wholesaling transporta-
tion and warehousing costs, wholesaling expenses, wholesal-
ing profits, retailing transportation and warehousing costs, re-
tailing expenses, retailing profits.

Factory production must be efficient enough to carry the
burden of all these distribution costs because, with a volume
of production in excess of the demands of the market in its im-
mediate neighborhood, some such costly system of distribution
is necessary. It must be efficient enough to carry the burden of
all transportation costs and distributors’ expenses and profits
in addition to the costs of its own which are usually lumped
together under the term “overhead.”
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you prefer, the sacrifice which is made in order to satisfy the
individual’s desire for any commodity, may be resolved into
three costs: the cost of the labor necessary in fabricating the
commodity; the cost of the materials used; and the incidental
expenses not directly classifiable under either of these two
heads. These three costs are analogous to what are usually
called the direct material cost, the direct labor cost, and
the shop expense of the factory, the three comprising the
manufacturing cost of a factory product.

With factory production these three costs are, of course,
much lower than with domestic production.

Factory production makes it possible to effect savings on the
cost of material by purchasing in large quantities, by eliminat-
ing waste and by utilizing by-products. It makes revolutionary
savings on the cost of labor possible through the division of
labor and the use of labor-saving machinery. Finally, it makes
almost equally large savings possible in the shop or factory ex-
penses. These factory expenses—the non-productive labor of
firemen, engineers, oilers, etc., the materials such as coal, oil,
materials for repairs which are not directly chargeable against
any unit of product, and of course the rent, taxes, insurance, de-
preciation, etc.—are distributed over the large number of units
of the products made by the factory, and are therefore materi-
ally smaller than the incidental expense per unit under domes-
tic production.

•

But these savings are somewhat offset by three new factory
costs which have no real counterparts under domestic produc-
tion: the transportation costs on materials and supplies; the
general office expenses of the manufacturer, and the profits
which have to be added if the manufacturer is to be compen-
sated for his effort and enterprise.

The factory’s transportation costs on materials and supplies
are hardly compatible with any expenses incurred in domes-
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Since humanity came into beingman hath enjoyed
himself too little: that alone, my brethren, is our
original sin.
—Thus Spake Zarathustra.
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Part I. This Ugly Civilization

I. This Ugly Civilization

This is an ugly civilization.
It is a civilization of noise, smoke, smells, and crowds—of

people content to live amidst the throbbing of its machines;
the smoke and smells of its factories; the crowds and the dis-
comforts of the cities of which it proudly boasts.

•

The places in which the people work are noisy. The factories
are filled with the recurring, though not the rhythmic, noises
of machines and the crash and clatter incidental to their
operation. The offices, too, are noisy with the rat-tat-tat of
typewriters, the ringing of telephones, the grinding of adding
machines. The streets on which the people move about, and
around which they work and play, resound with the unending
clatter of traffic—the roar of motors, the squeaks of brakes, the
shrieks of sirens, and the banging of street cars. And even the
homes in which they are supposed to rest are noisy because
they are not only packed close together but built tier on tier
so that the pianos, phonographs, and radios in them blare
incongruously above, below, and on all sides of them.

The people of this factory-dominated civilization accept its
noisiness. For noise is the audible evidence of their prowess;
the inescapable accompaniment of their civilization’s progress.
The greater the noise, the greater the civilization.

•
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If every individual were willing to sacrifice freedom and ini-
tiative in the economic field, society might succeed—as the so-
cialists believe—in eliminating every trace of exploitation from
the factory system. But the elimination of exploitation by the
abolition of private ownership of production and distribution
does not reach the root of the trouble. The factory’s ineradica-
ble attributes would still remain to plague mankind. Socializa-
tion or functionalization of the factory will never produce the
utopia for which so many idealists are working. Socialization
must fail as a remedy because it does not treat with the real
disease which the factory system has inflicted upon mankind.

Socialization must fail because it contains no balm for
efficiency-scourged mankind.

For the efficiency that is the quintessence of factory civiliza-
tion is the real disease which the factory has inflicted upon
mankind.

And efficiency would remain to rob mankind of comfort no
matter what form management and ownership of the factory
might take.

The factory must be efficient. It can survive only by becom-
ing more and more efficient.

It has to be efficient under private management and owner-
ship. It would have to be efficient even if private management
and ownership were changed to public.

Mankind’s comfort would have to be sacrificed on the altar
of the great god efficiency under socialism precisely as it has
to be under capitalism because the factory system ceases to
be economic unless it is efficient enough to absorb the institu-
tional burden which is its inescapable concomitant.

•

What is the nature of this institutional burden? And what is
its significance?

With domestic production–indeed with almost any non-
factory system of production—the price which is paid, or if
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began to appear across the channel in Europe and simultane-
ously across the Atlantic in North America. Now only Asia and
Africa and part of South America and Australia remain to be
industrialized—the last frontiers which the factory will have to
conquer before the whole world will have been industrialized.

Sometimes I see the factory as a reincarnation of the fabled
Wandering Jew. Where the Wandering Jew directed his foot-
steps, there came the Black Plague. Restlessly the Wandering
Jew pushed on into every region of the globe. Behind him he
left regions writhing in miseries as to the source of which the
sufferers were ignorant.

So it has been with the factory.
Wherever the factory establishes itself, there it introduces

its special form of ugliness.
Restlessly the factory pushes on into every region of the

globe. One after another the non-industrial cultures and
civilizations go down before it. Highly developed civilizations
like those of the Japanese and the East Indians succumb to
it precisely as do the primitive cultures of the South Sea
Islanders or the African negroes. Into each region it introduces
distresses and discomforts as to the source of which the
populace is largely ignorant.

•

In every countrywhere the factory has been established long
enough; in every nation in which the factory has precipitated
those grave social problems which we shall later consider in
some detail, efforts to socialize the factory—to make it sub-
servient to society—inevitably develop. These efforts, although
rarely inspired directly by socialism, are yet vindications of
Marx, Engels, and Lassalle. For socialization and functional-
ization of the factory are predicated upon the basic idea that
the uncontrolled private ownership of the means of production
and distribution is responsible for practically all of the social
maladies of the world.
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The people of Pittsburgh, a city of more than half a million
souls, live in a cloud of soot. Soot shuts out the sun by day;
the moon and stars by night. Soot blackens Pittsburgh’s
churches and courthouses; its humble dwellings and towering
office buildings. It creeps and sifts into Pittsburgh’s homes.
It smuts the walls, the draperies, the rugs, the furnishings
in Pittsburgh’s homes. In Pittsburgh people accept a sooty
civilization because soot makes Pittsburgh great.

The people of Chicago, a city of over three million souls, live
under an encircling and overpowering smell. At breakfast, at
luncheon, at dinner: while working and playing; awake and
asleep; Chicago’s millions inhale penetrating smells from the
mountains of dung and offal in its great stockyards.The greater
the smells the stockyards make, the greater their contributions
to Chicago. In Chicago people accept a smelly civilization be-
cause smells make Chicago great.

The people of New York, a city of over six million souls,
shuttle back and forth morning and night between their
flats at one end and their jobs at the other end of a series of
long underground tubes. Twice each work day throughout
their lives New Yorkers push and are pushed into their noisy,
sweaty, obscenely crowded subways, elevated railroads, street
cars and busses. In New York people accept a civilization of
crowded homes, crowded streets, crowded stores, crowded
offices, crowded theatres because crowds make New York
great.

Pittsburgh is not our only sooty factory city; Chicago is not
our only smelly stockyards town; New York is not our only
crowded metropolis. The cities of the country differ from one
another only in degrees of sootiness, smelliness, noisiness and
crowdedness. What is most discouraging, those not so sooty as
Pittsburgh, nor so smelly as Chicago, nor so crowded as New
York, aspire to equal these three shining jewels of our civiliza-
tion in the very things that make for ugliness.
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•

Travel on the Erie Railroad from New York to Buffalo and
you will see how this civilization scars what should be one
of the most beautiful regions of the world. The train moves
through a countryside that is one unending delight—a succes-
sion of hills and valleys, fields and streams of entrancing loveli-
ness. From the time it leaves the factory dotted area of northern
New Jersey, which the sprawling cities of Jersey City, Passaic
and Paterson make hideous, it travels through a region that
should inspire all of those who dwell in it to the building of
beautiful places in which to work and play.

Instead, the cities and towns are eyesores, especially those
that contain factories, andmost of them do;mademore hideous
because of the contrast between the dingy places built by men
and the natural beauty about them. What the factory has left
undone to mar the country seems to have been done by the
signs and billboards advertising factory products; by the hud-
dle of stores and warehouses in which factory products are dis-
tributed; by the drab, box-like houses in which dwell the mak-
ers of factory products. Between the factory itself and these
by-products of a factory dominated countryside all has been
done that could be done to make the country ugly.

•

Above all, this civilization is ugly because of the subtle
hypocrisy with which it persuades the people to engage in
the factory production of creature comforts while imposing
conditions which destroy their capacity for enjoying them.
With one hand it gives comforts—with the other hand it takes
comfort itself away.

The servitude to the factory which it enforces uniformly
upon all men harnesses skilled workers and creative individu-
als in a repetitive treadmill which makes each muscle in their
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Bonanza profits on new products, fortunately for the public,
stimulate the building of factories in the new fields. As soon
as production in a new field is sufficiently developed to insure
profits, the factories in it tend to multiply often at geometric
progressions. The time in which the mass production of a new
product can be pushed past the experimental stage has persis-
tently been shortened. What took decades to accomplish in the
case of the steam railroad has taken a single generation in the
case of the automobile. Mass production, which had to develop
by trial and error methods in the early days of the factory, can
today be applied to making any product as soon as the mar-
ket for a product proves large enough to justify the necessary
investment in automatic machinery.

The radio vacuum tube and the radio receiver industry, as
soon as the products themselves were developed, sprang into
mass production. So great was the capital inflow into the in-
dustry and so efficient the machinery and techniques used in
the factories, that within a few years the volume of production
frequently exceeded the absorption capacity of the market.

•

The world is rapidly becoming one vast factory. The frontier
of the agricultural civilizations of the past was marked by the
clearings of the pioneer settlers. Where the pioneer was there
was the agricultural frontier. The frontier of our modern indus-
trial civilizations is marked by belching smokestacks. Where
the factory is and the region where no factories have yet been
erected begins, there is the industrial frontier. Farther and far-
ther into the “backward” regions of the earth goes that frontier.

If we assume that the first distinctly industrial community
was Manchester, in which Arkwright established the factory
production of yarn, then the first industrial frontier was in that
tight little island that contains England. By 1850, the indus-
trialists had dotted England with factories. Then the factories
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•

These high profits explain the present day dominance of our
economic life by the factory system of production, distribution
and consumption. Enormous sums accumulate in the hands
of relatively wealthy factory owners. That they should invest
these sums in the erection of more factories, in the production
of the raw materials they need for them, and the development
of systems of transportation for both the raw materials and
the finished products, is only natural. For they cannot consume
these sums in good living, no matter how ostentatiously they
may spendmoney.They do not know enough about art, science
and history to use them to really beautify the earth.

They can only invest them and re-invest them.
So capital is always accumulating in their hands, just as it

is accumulating in their banks, in their business corporations,
their insurance companies and even in their endowments and
foundations.

Ingenious, cunning, ruthless, with appetites whetted by gar-
gantuan visions, they are encouraged by the existence of all
this capital to develop new industries. The capital accumulated
in textiles makes it easier to make fortunes in railroads, and
in turn to make fortunes in brewing and distilling; in iron and
steel; in meat-packing and flour-milling, and today in automo-
biles, in movies and in radio.

Every advance in science is seized upon to extend the fac-
tory system.Those first to operate successfully factories which
take advantage of new scientific developments win the greatest
profits. Nearly every new factory product and new factory pro-
cess creates at least one great fortune when it is new. Kerosene
produced the Rockefeller fortune; refined sugar theHavemeyer
fortune; reapers produced the McCormick fortune; cash regis-
ters the Patterson fortune; cameras the Eastman fortune and
automobiles the Ford fortune.
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bodies, every drop of blood in their veins, the very fibres of
their being, cry out in voiceless agony that they are being
made to murder time—the irreplaceable stuff of which life
itself is composed.

For America is a respecter of things only, and time—why
time is only something to be killed, or butchered into things
which can be bought and sold.

•

Wherever the factory dominates, there you will find the
factory-generated waste of human life and natural resources,
and the noise, soot, smell and crowds of industrialized
America.

For the misdirection of human energy which destroys
beauty is neither exclusively American nor exclusively mod-
ern. Ugliness has existed in all ages and is to be found among
all the peoples of the earth. The tragic universality of the
“misfortune” to which Friedrich Nietzsche calls attention in
Thus Spake Zarathustra has made ugliness the common curse
of mankind. Says Nietzsche:

There is no sorermisfortune in all human destiny, thanwhen
the mighty of the earth are not also the first men.

For “themighty of the earth,” when bereft of wisdom, have to
devote themselves ruthlessly to perpetuating their own might.
This is the genesis of the interminable warfare waged by preda-
tory quantity-minded men upon the quality-minded men who
seek to make the world a more beautiful place in which to live.

Substitute “church” for “factory” and the argument of this
book applies equally well to the situation of mankind when
Voltaire waged his war with l’Infame. Hypatia the church
tore to pieces. Bruno it burned at the stake. Copernicus and
Galileo it terrorized into temporary silence. What the church
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did when it had full sway to the quality-minded individuals
who sought to make the world a more intelligent place was
similar in essence, although far worse in kind, to that which
the factory does today.

Substitute “slavery” for “factory” and the argument applies
equally to that period of history when mankind accepted the
idea that heredity and power gave to limited numbers of men
the right to enslave others. Nothing in all history is more vile
than the institution which permitted a “noble” Roman to crip-
ple Epictetus, because he owned him! What slavery did when
it flourished to the quality-minded individuals, both slave and
free, who sought to make life more beautiful, was no different
in essence from that which the factory does today.

Substitute “absolutism” for “factory” and the argument ap-
plies equally to every period and every place in which kings,
princes and nobles wielded absolute powers. What absolutism
did wherever it had sway to quality-minded individuals was
similar in essence to what the factory does today.

The civilizations dominated by the church, by slavery and by
absolutism were each in their way ugly. But the superstitions,
cruelties, and injustices which marred them were the symp-
toms and not the true causes of the perhaps incurable disease
from which all of them suffered.

The institutions which dominated those civilizations, just
as the factory dominates ours, expressed the activities of ac-
quisitive, predatory, ruthless, quantity-minded types of men.
Because these powerful but inferior types impose their wills
upon superior types of men, the individuals who mitigate the
tragedy of life—those who have contributed all the beauty to
be found amidst the wealth of folly and waste in the world—are
penalized and handicapped in their work.

Under penalty of all that is dear to men—work, comfort,
fellowship, even life itself—they are forced to subscribe to
the false facts, false hopes, false fears, false tastes of the con-
ventions of their times. The penalties for failure to conform
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brood, each was the recipient, so far as fortune was concerned,
of about as near to nothing as is conceivable. He began life
as a barber. Dealing in human hair and dyeing it by a pro-
cess of his own enabled him to accumulate a little wealth. In
1767 he gave up this business and began his real career, first
as an exploiter of inventions dealing with spinning, and after
the manufacture of yarn was firmly established, as a specula-
tor and trader in the yarn markets. Less than twenty years later
he was the head of businesses representing a capital in excess
of 200,000 pounds. He had become many times a millionaire by
modern standards. Nothing in the previous history of mankind
had been discovered which made it possible to create peace-
fully such a fortune in so short a period of time. The only way
in which wealth had previously been accumulated rapidly was
by seizure and conquest, or by currying the favor of those who
were already wealthy and powerful. Before the factory these
were the only alternatives available to power-seekingmenwho
objected to the slow process of acquiring riches by inheritance
or by minute accretions in land values as population increased.

Arkwright lived to be showered with honors and attention.
A grateful British king knighted him. He died enormously
wealthy, the progenitor of the modern captain of industry,
the man who showed Britain what could be accomplished by
a nation led by men like himself. Historians tend to neglect
the men who followed in his footsteps; but economists cannot
afford to do so. Their lives furnish demonstration after demon-
stration of the proposition that factories came into being in the
beginning, and continue to this day to be established because
individuals like Arkwright see in each new field of production
enormous opportunities for profit—the opportunity to sell
a factory product at a high profit to a public still used to a
non-factory level of prices, or willing to pay a high price
for a new product because of the higher prices or greater
disadvantages of the product which it displaces.
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times, wars and plagues regularly decimated the population.
Livestock and agricultural products, jewelry, precious metals,
furnishings and other forms of pre industrial wealth, were all
things which could at that time be accumulated only slowly.

With the coming of the factory all this was changed.The fac-
tory revealed the golden secret of rapid capital turn-over. The
profits from the factory accumulated in the form of cash, bills
and accounts receivable, and stocks of goods, all of them forms
of wealth which were exceedingly mobile. Even profits in the
form of additions to plant and equipment, while less mobile
than the other forms of factory wealth, were still not so immo-
bile as land.

The unending stream of factory-created profits was invested
in more and more factories.

Facilities for banking and trading were stimulated into fever-
ish growth.

Joint stock companies and limited liability companies began
to take the place of individual and partnership forms of factory
ownership.

The instrumentalities for speculation were developed and
made ready for the period of expansion which began with the
coming of the canal and the railroad and which has continued
without respite since that time.

•

Sir Richard Arkwright, the father of the cotton-spinning in-
dustry, and perhaps even father of the modern system of fac-
tory production and distribution, furnishes an example of the
rapidity with which fortunes were accumulated through the
organization, operation, and marketing of the products of the
factory. He was the youngest of thirteen children of very poor
parents. The parents had Little enough to give to any of their
children either of education or of other more substantial advan-
tages, and by the time this was distributed among so large a
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have varied from burnings-at-the-stake, the favorite method
when the church dominated civilization, to starvation-into-
accepting-a-place-in-the-factory system, the favorite method
now that the factory dominates civilization.

•

America has not yet permitted the factory, officially, to take
over the government. America still gives, officially, lip-service
to the rights of the individual. But factory-dominated Amer-
ica is slowly but surely destroying its idealists by making laws,
schools and all other popular institutions “practical.” Already
the factory has created a factory folkway. In America “business
as usual” is not a mere slogan—it is a holy and patriotic virtue.

But look at Russia. In Russia proscription of the noncon-
formist is practiced—after socialization—on an even greater
scale than in capitalistic America.

There the factory is supreme.
There the factory has taken over the government.
And there all men are being forced to conform to the needs

of the factory, precisely as in ancient Sparta they were forced
to conform to the needs of the state, and in the Middle Ages to
the needs of the church.

•

And now let me try to tell you why it is that I have come
to the conclusion that it is the factory—the gross abuse of the
factory—that has produced this ugly civilization.

•

For it is an ugly civilization.
It is ugly because of its persistent failure to concern itself

about whether the work men do, and the things they produce,
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and above all the way they live, create the comfort and under-
standing essential if mankind is to achieve an adequate destiny.

And it will remain ugly and probably become uglier year by
year until the men who are able to mitigate its ugliness free
themselves to do so.

II. Machines

All civilizations have been ugly. They could not well avoid
it.

But this civilization is unique. Machines make it possible for
this one to be beautiful, and yet it is in many respects indescrib-
ably uglier than the civilizations that have preceded it.

For this civilization, instead of using machines to free its
finest spirits for the pursuit of beauty, uses machines mainly
to produce factories—factories which only the more surely hin-
der quality-minded individuals in their warfare upon ugliness,
discomfort, and misunderstanding.

•

Consider, for instance, the persuasive and eloquent apology
for the factory which Mr. Glenn Frank has recently written
and which he entitled The Machine Age.1 Among contempo-
rary students of our civilization Mr. Frank has no superior in
equipment and experience for the task of defending our “ma-
chine civilization” from those who venture to criticise it. He is
a practical man, with years of business experience under Mr. E.
A. Filene of Boston, the head of the largest men’s and women’s
clothing store in theworld. He is a forceful writer, with the skill
in expressing himself to be expected from a man for so many
years the editor of the Century. He is an erudite man, for he is

1 Glenn Frank, The Magazine of Business, September, October, Novem-
ber 1927.
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The first factories were established at a time when nearly
all “boughten” products were slowly fabricated by individual
craftsmen. The factory products were naturally sold either
at the prevailing high prices or at prices only a little lower
than those of craft-made products. The combination of power-
driven machinery and factory methods cut the cost of making
goods to fractions of the cost upon which the prevailing
level of prices was based. Manufacturers could undersell the
craftsmen and still make themselves rich in a comparatively
short lime. Profits that now seem fabulons were made because
the public was accustomed to the high “handicraft” level of
prices. High profits continued until production of craft-made
products virtually ceased; until factory-made goods took
possession of the market, and until competition between rival
manufacturers brought prices down to a level which gave
consumers part of the lower costs of factory production. Dur-
ing this period, manufacturing fortunes had time to become
firmly established factors in world economics and the process
of investing and reinvesting manufacturing profits in still
additional factories had time to enlist the cupidity of an army
of quantity-minded men.

The foundations for modern mass-production, mass-
distribution, and mass-consumption were laid.

The factory-made fortunes introduced into the economy of
the world a type of capital different in many respects from
any which had up to that time been evolved. First of all, this
capital was infinitely more mobile. Even the fixed capital of the
manufacturer was more mobile than the fixed capital, if one
may call it that, which formed most of the wealth of the upper
classes before the industrial revolution. Pre-factory wealth
consisted mainly of land and houses, of all forms of capital
the most immobile. Land, which was the principal source of
income of the wealthy, was practically fixed in quantity. It
increased in value only with the increase in population. This
was a very slow process because, until comparatively recent
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continuing along the same line of serialized, standardized, so-
cialized production, distribution and consumption.

I do not believe that socialization is unavoidable. It may
come, but if it does come, it will not be because the state
has no alternative except to take over the management of
the Frankensteins which our captains of industry have been
creating. When it does come, it will be because the herd-
minded masses will again do what they have so often done in
the past, follow the leadership of quantity-minded men who
deliberately reject the alternatives which quality-minded men
evolve.

I am opposed to the whole tendency toward making the in-
dividual a cog in huge factory systems of production and dis-
tribution, quite without regard to whether the systems are to
be individually, corporately or governmentally owned.

Complete socialization would be the final step in the process
of making man the servant of his own machines, the first step
of which was taken when factories were first erected.

The improvements in the status of the workers for which
socialists hope, if society through officials of some kind takes
the place of the present owners of industry, will not solve the
problem of the quest of comfort. For socialists considerman too
much merely as one of the elements in the processes of produc-
tion and distribution and do not sufficiently consider how men
individually should live if mankind generally is to enjoy the
good life.

•

The modern factory with its application of power to the op-
eration of heavy and expensive machinery came into existence
during the latter part of the eighteenth century. Individual de-
sire for profits, for huge profits, for profits which make present
day factory profits relatively insignificant, was responsible for
its birth.
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the president of the University ofWisconsin, one of the best ex-
emplars of the higher education in these machine-dominated
states.

And yet Mr. Frank makes the serious mistake of taking a
facile phrase, the machine age, too seriously. To speak rhetori-
cally of amachine age is permissible if the inferences drawn are
merely rhetorical. But it is not permissible to assume that “ma-
chine age” is a self-defining term and that no obligation exists
for defining it as carefully as every general concept should be
defined when it is used as a basis for broad generalizations. In
the absence of definition I can truthfully say that I am heartily
in favor of my kind of machine age and very much opposed
to Mr. Glenn Frank’s kind of machine age. Plainly, if we are to
understand each other, we must define our terms.

Mr. Frank fails not only to define adequately the term which
gives his thesis its title but he uses it interchangeably with
such expressions as “the machine,” “machine industry” and
“machine civilization”—expressions which he likewise fails to
define.

Certainly Mr. Frank, who says he has spent every hour
which he could steal from his profession for the past ten
years in research for a correct understanding of American
civilization, ought not to fall into this error. And yet if so
well equipped a student fails in this way to penetrate beneath
surface appearances it is not surprising that defenders and
critics of the machine age both make the same mistake.

It is a rather common mistake. Most of those who criticise
the machine and nearly all of those who defend it show clearly
that they do not really understand the machine.

The time has come to understand it. The time has come to
begin the discussion anew with a better definition of the thing
that occasions the dispute. Perhapswe shall then find ourselves
a little nearer to the discovery of what is probably the wisest
course of conduct uponwhichmankindmay enter with respect
to the machine.
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•

In India, where criticism and defense of the machine is in
the realm of practical politics, the failure to define the term
“machine” has led to a considerable confusion among the fol-
lowers and the opponents of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi.

Writing with deep appreciation of the revival of domestic
spinning, Gandhi says:

Slowly but surely the music of perhaps the most ancient ma-
chine of India is once more permeating society.2

But in the same book in reply to the charge that he is op-
posed to machinery and progress he says:

Do I want to put back the hand of the dock of progress? Do I
want to replace the mills by hand-spinning and hand-weaving?
Do I want to replace the railway by the country cart? Do I
want to destroy machinery altogether? These questions have
been asked by some journalists and public men. My answer is:
I would not weep over the disappearance of machinery or consider
it a calamity.3

I have taken the liberty of italicising the line which makes it
very plain that two different kinds of machines are referred to
in the two quotations. In the first, Gandhi speaks approvingly
of the growing use of the machines of one kind. In the other, he
says that he would not weep over the actual disappearance of
machines of another kind.

Evidently there is real need not only for a definition of the
term “machinery” but also for the drawing of a distinction be-
tween the two kinds of machinery to which Gandhi referred.

•

According to the dictionary, very nearly every kind of me-
chanical contrivance which does not fall plainly into the cate-
gory of tools, falls into that of machines. The dictionary makes

2 M. K. Gandhi, The Wheel of Fortune, Madras, 1922, p. 53.
3 Ibid., p. 14.
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the German Princes at the time of the founding of the German
Empire.

He concludes:
The Bismarck who could drill patriotism into them has not

yet been found. The “new system of restraint” will quickly
show its superiority to the present system. I am convinced
that in the near future we shall reach a condition under which
large corporations will receive their monopolies from the
State, which, at the same time, will compel them, by strict
supervision, to live up to their duties.This development cannot
be prevented by the present warfare against State control.5

The consolidations of which American business men like
Mr. Mazur speak so hopefully, and the monopolistic evolution
which economists like Professor Schmalenbach consider
inevitable, may ultimately end in socialization, as Karl Marx
predicted. For it is improbable that the consuming public
would long submit to exploitation by uncontrolled private
monopoly. The industrialized nations might not turn to
communism, but the very least form of socialization which
they would adopt would involve public regulation. “Private”
business would be subject to regulation much as are railroads,
street cars, electric and gas companies and other privately
owned public utilities today.

Strangely enough both the business men and the economists
pleading the cause of the huge armies of investors, and the
reformers and socialists pleading the cause of the consuming
public are in agreement about the desirability of developing
the factory system, the desirability of integrating industry, the
desirability of utilizing the powers of the government in order
to promote the production and distribution of factory products.
Both believe in mass production, in mass distribution, in mass
consumption. Socialization, if it ever arrives, as Russia tends
to show, will mean a change of directors, but not of direction.
We may substitute commissars for capitalists, but we will be
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entrusted in 1927 with the investigation of the Ruhr mining
situation.

“The predictions of the founder of Marxism are being ful-
filled before our eyes, but the present industrial leaders will
protest if they are told that they are the executors of Marx’s
testament,” Dr. Schmalenbach wrote.

While the industrialists are not trying to bring about
economic restraint, he adds, they are tools in the hands of
evolution. Continued improvement in labor-saving machines
is largely responsible for the unavoidable change, aided and
abetted by the growing intensity of capitalism in making
human hands more and more superfluous. The costs of produc-
tion have been increasing constantly, and the time must come
when they are so high as no longer to balance consumption.

German industry and commerce are now at the crossroads,
and nineteenth-century freedom is about to be lost and
replaced by restraint at the hands of the Government, he said.
The transition will come within a period of a few years only.
Objections by trusts and cartels to supervision will not prevent
or even retard the change of the entire economic system, but
their resistance will actually accelerate the process of change.

Dr. Schmalenbach finds no cause for public worry about
the operation of the new system even though it involves the
abandonment of the present largely free competitive system.
Monopolies will soon be assisted to maintain themselves in
supreme power. He illustrates this contention by using the
coal industry of Europe as an example. Possession of coal
mines under the old system is a curse instead of a blessing for
England, Germany, France, and Belgium since competition
forces them to bear heavy losses through selling at prices
below the cost of production to countries having no coal. This
practice under the new system would be discontinued and
selling would be done at prices fixed to protect against loss.

Directors of large cartels and monopolies, the Professor con-
tends, show the same lack of comprehensive outlook as did
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it clear that the term “machine” is applicable to innumerable
mechanical appliances, many of them antedating the applica-
tion of power to machinery and many of them very different
from those which are conjured up in the mind when we think
of modern machines.

If we forget the dictionary definition of machines, it is very
easy to forget that machines are very old; that machines were
used to perform the work of the world long before the indus-
trial revolution. What the industrial revolution brought upon
us was not the machine but the application of power to the op-
eration of machines. Power did not introduce mankind to the
machine. Power merely revolutionized the manner in which
man used the machine.

What is called the industrial revolution was really the eco-
nomic, social and political changes caused by the transfer of
machinery from the home and workshop to the mill and fac-
tory.

It is quite possible that the application of power to machin-
ery resulted in a reduction in the amount of machinery used
per capita.The spinning wheel was certainly a piece of machin-
ery. It is extremely doubtful whether the number of spinning
machines per capita is as great as the number when practically
every home boasted several spinning wheels and many kinds
of spindles. It is doubtful whether the number of looms per
capita is as great as before the introduction of the power loom.
It is doubtful whether the number of iron mills, flour mills, and
lumber mills per capita is as great as when every neighborhood
included a number of them.

What did result from the application of power to machinery
was the gradual abandonment of machine production in the
home and workshop and its transfer to the mill and factory.
An even more unfortunate result was the fact that this transfer
blighted the development of the technique of domestic produc-
tion for nearly two hundred years. Only since the development
of the internal combustion engine and of the electric motor
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has a technique of domestic production been developed which
makes it possible for the family to compete with the factory.

•

It is easy to forget that the distinctive feature of our present
industrial civilization is not so much our machine technique as
it is our factory technique. It is the impressive use of machinery
by the factory that makes us forget that there is a significant
distinction between the domestic machine and the factory ma-
chine.

Factory machines, important as they are in our present civ-
ilization, are by no means the only type of machines which
are characteristic of this age of ours. In the discussion of this
question this other type ofmachinery is almost invariably over-
looked. Critics and defenders of themachine age forget that our
domestic machines include sewing machines, vacuum clean-
ers, washing machines, mangles, refrigerating machines, cake
mixers, meat grinders, polishing and scrubbing machines, and
of course automobiles. In addition, suburbanites and farmers
use bread mixers, cream separators, fruit presses, steam pres-
sure cookers, mechanical churns, automatic pumping systems,
lighting plants, saw mills, grist mills, all of which are distinctly
domestic and not factory machines. Obviously it is not these
machines which Mr. Glenn Frank has in mind when he speaks
ofmachines; of amachine age; ofmachine industry; ofmachine
civilization. Yet these domestic machines are indubitably ma-
chines, often power driven, and they are indubitably character-
istic of the times; perhaps even increasingly characteristic. The
industries which are producing these domestic machines are
growing rapidly, a growth of ominous significance for many
non-essential and undesirable factories.

•
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commission merchant or f actor—grew originally out of the
necessity of financing the production of the mills, but it has
transferred the ownership of the sales market for the products
of the mill from the producer to the commission agent.

The necessity of controlling production and eliminating
the guerilla warfare that results from unlimited competition
actually screams for consolidation within the textile industry
in America. Moreover, the wisdom of the producer’s possess-
ing unquestioned title to his own sales agency and his own
sales market can only prompt the inclusion of the function
of sales among the processes of the new consolidated units
which are inevitable in the industry. The problem is already
serious—almost tragic in New England—and it will become
more serious as Europe begins to pay its annual interest
charges in the textile values which she is so well fitted to
create.

With mergers the textile business of America may be able to
prosper; without mergers, its hope of rehabilitation is desper-
ate indeed.

The textile situation is merely the most aggravated case of
competitive disease in American industry. As time goes on
and the demand for volume continues, the road of consoli-
dation will be more and more frequently trod. Such a road
will carry industry to competitive safety, even to the security
of monopoly, unless the Sherman Law and the Clayton Act
present effective barriers to the development of mergers.4

Recognition of these facts is not confined to industrialized
America. In industrialized Germany students of this question
are saying that the epoch of the freedom of German industry
and commerce is rapidly and inevitably drawing to a close. A
new era is dawning which fulfills Marxist prophecies of Gov-
ernment control. This was the gist of a recent article by Dr. E.
Schmalenbach, a professor at the University of Cologne, whose
knowledge of economics was considered by the Government
so extensive that he was made chairman of the commission
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There are already plenty of straws to show which way the
wind is blowing. Today, at the very timewhen the United States
Chamber of Commerce solemnly issues pronunciamentos in
favor of less and less interference by government in business,
American industry itself is actually engaged in building legal
and statutory foundations for consolidation, for monopoly, and
for government regulation. Evidently there is something inher-
ent in the factory—in a system of production which gets larger
and larger all the time, which tends to consolidation, regula-
tion, socialization; some force of which business men generally
are not cognizant and to which they continue to voice hostility
even after they have accepted it in practice.

Upon this point, let me quote Mr. Paul M. Mazur, one of the
partners in the banking firm of Lehman Brothers, New York:

Consolidation … offers the solution of other problems of
American industry. In many cases the existence of uncon-
trolled competitive effort has made profit for some American
industries impossible. For nearly five years the textile situation
has presented a most un alluring picture. Here and there textile
corporations have been successful, but, by and large, the entire
industry lias presented most depressing profit figures to its
owners. Decrease of sales and inefficient management have
contributed in important measure to the unhappy situation.
But the existence of a large number of highly individualized
corporate units and the resulting competition have been the
fundamental causes of the lean years during which the textile
business has starved upon half rations. The need for keeping
the wheels and looms of mills running has encouraged the
sale of goods at unprofitable prices. And any bulge in demand
that might have been momentarily created has been inundated
with a tremendous supply that resulted from the desire of
each mill to get its full share of the apparently available sales
market. The selling custom of the industry also added to the
problem of the mill. The plan whereby the whole sales respon-
sibility is turned over to an independent sales agency—called
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The distinction between the factory machine and the domes-
tic machine is very important. For domestic machines are gen-
erally waging economic warfare with factory machines.

The domestic sewing machine is at war with the factory
sewing machine.

The domestic washing machine and domestic mangle are at
war with a whole group of laundry machines.

The domestic refrigerating machine is at war with the ma-
chines in the artificial ice-factories.

The domestic steam pressure cooker is at war with the ma-
chines in the canneries and packing houses.

The domestic cream separator and churn are at war with the
butter-making machines in the creameries.

The domestic flour and grist mill is at war with the four
mills, feed mills and cereal mills with their legions of brands
and gayly colored cartons.

Even the family automobile and auto truck, by a logical
extension of the term factory, may be said to be at war
with factory machinery—with the railroads and the trolley
cars which produce mass-transportation as compared to the
individual transportation produced by the individually owned
automobile. Young as they are as means of transportation, the
automobile and the auto truck have already served largely
to relegate the mass-producers of transportation to that
heavy-hauling for which they are best adapted. As domestic
machines are perfected, as they approach more nearly to
the state of perfection to which the automobile has already
attained, it is possible that they may tend to restrict factory
production to that heavy-manufacturing to which the factory
is best adapted.

Some manufacturers are well aware of this conflict between
the two types of machines. The laundries of the country and
the manufacturers of machines for use in laundries became
alarmed several years ago at the great increase in the sale of do-
mestic washing machines and mangles. Improvements in these
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domestic machines, especially the attachment of electric mo-
tors to them, threatened to check the abandonment of home
washing upon which the future prosperity of the laundries and
the manufacturers of laundry machinery was dependent. The
of the largest manufacturers of laundry machinery in Amer-
ica,The American LaundryMachinery Company of Cincinnati,
Ohio, began a general advertising campaign to urge thewomen
of the nation to use laundries rather than to do their wash-
ing at home. A “Visitors’ Week Laundry Party” was made a
part of this campaign and promoted by this company as an an-
nual event. During this week the laundries of the country in-
vite housewives to visit their plants. This one company spends
about a quarter of a million dollars annually to keep America
safe for the factory idea of washing our dirty linen.

Could anything more clearly demonstrate the fact that
there is a fundamental difference between the two types of
machines? Machinery is used by the laundries to destroy
domestic laundering, but machinery is also being used in
the home to maintain it. If home laundering survives, it will
be because the domestic machinery has been sufficiently
perfected to free housewives from the drudgery of old fash-
ioned scrub-boards and sad-irons. They will have been freed
from this drudgery just as surely as if they had turned to the
laundries to free them though they would still have useful but
not such heavy work to do in the home. If the laundry prevails,
the housewives will be freed from wash tubs and ironing
boards, but only on condition that many other women work in
laundries. Who that knows something of the conditions of
labor in our laundries will say that this would mean a net gain
in the beauty of civilization?

•

This illustration can be duplicated in one field after another
and in all cases the conclusion to which one is driven as to the
net social result is the same.
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forced to look only to their domestic markets for outlets for
their production.

Will the intense rivalry which will then develop between
factories striving to sell enough to keep their machines operat-
ing to capacity reduce prices to levels involving long periods
of operation at a loss? Will the competition between the fac-
tories produce an excess of losses over profits in industry as a
whole?Will the competitive demoralizationwhich today exists
in the coal industry and the textile industry and the food in-
dustry spread to all industries? Will some form of cooperative
control be necessary in order to insure continuance of produc-
tion? Will socialism be the ultimate solution of the problem of
producing the things mankind needs and desires when private
industry will cease producing them because it cannot do so at
a profit?

•

I am firmly convinced that this objective study of the fac-
tory and the factory system for which I am pleading will make
it clear that the industrialized nations will ultimately be driven
to the socialization of production and distribution. The magni-
tude of the social problemswhich are being created by industri-
alization; the need for outlets for factory products; the public
demand for social control of the factory, will force socialization
upon the nations.

When the present period of corporate ownership reaches its
point of optimum development; when ownership of stocks and
bonds shall be nationwide; when management shall have in-
creasingly been turned over to industrial engineers; when the
captains of industry will find it less and less possible to keep
the huge enterprises which they direct from wiping out profits
in competitive struggles for orders for their plants, there will
develop a general acquiescence in some form of social liquida-
tion of private ownership of the factory.
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creation. To understand the inner significance of the factory,
we must therefore take account of the motives which actuated
man in producing it and which are responsible for its spread
all over the world.

Having considered these preliminary questions we must
then ask ourselves: What types of products lend themselves to
factory production? What is the size to which the factory of
necessity tends to develop? What are the methods by which
factories have to be managed and controlled? These questions
must be answered objectively: by a study of the factory itself
and the system which is necessary if it is to function most
perfectly as a factory. Only in this way will it be possible to
distinguish between what is accidental and what is inherent
in the factory.

Child labor, for instance, is certainly a social calamity which
seemingly the factory inflicts upon mankind. But it is in reality
a calamity which has its origin in the unregulated private own-
ership of the factory and the factory system. It can be ended
at any time, either by adequate legal regulation with contin-
ued private ownership, or by the abolition of private owner-
ship and the substitution of state ownership. It is no more an
inherent attribute than smoke or smell, underpayment or un-
employment and similar present day evils, all of which can be
eradicated by mere changes in factory organization, operation
or ownership.

Finally we must try to answer certain questions which have
to do with the future of the factory and of factory civilization.

The whole world is being industrialized. The process of
industrialization which took over fifty years in Japan could
now be executed in about one-fifth of that time. Within a
decade Italy and Russia, India and China, Mexico and Latin
America may be so industrialized that exportation of many of
the commodities which other nations are now supplying them
will practically cease. Industries in all countries will then be
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If mankind is not to be made into appendages to machines,
then domestic machines must be invented capable of enabling
the home tomeet the competition of the factory—the right kind
of machinery must be used to free man from the tyranny of the
wrong kind of machinery.

It is not the machine, therefore, but the factory which needs
consideration at the hands of thoughtful people.

It is the factory, not the machine, which proliferates at a rate
which man has found impossible to control, and which is so
relentlessly mechanizing the whole of life and reducing all (ex-
cept the relatively few blessed with administrative genius) to
mere cogs in a gigantic industrial machine.

It is the factory, not the machine, which makes railroads and
steamship lines absolute necessities and which makes city and
country dependent upon our lines of mass-transportation.

It is the factory, not the machine, which is reducing all men
and all commodities to a dead level of uniformity because the
factory makes it impossible for individual men and individual
communities to be self-sufficient enough to develop their own
capacities.

It is the factory, not the machine, which destroys both the
natural beauty and the natural wealth of man’s environment;
which fiiis country and city with hideous factories and squalid
slums, and which consumes forests, coal, iron and oil with a
prodigality which will make posterity look back upon us as
barbarians.

It is the factory, not the machine, which is responsible for
the fact that we nowmake things primarily for sale rather than
primarily for use; that we make things as cheaply as possible
instead of as substantially as possible.

It is the factory, not the machine, which encourages waste-
fulness and which makes us measure products in terms of
money instead of in terms of the labor involved in making
them and the worth of the materials of which they are
composed.
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It is the factory, not themachine, which tends to decrease the
number of men engaged in production and which condemns
more and more people to the idiotic task of flunkeying for one
another.

It is the factory, not themachine, which is responsible for the
class antagonisms and for the foolish and often bloody strikes
which disgrace the supposedly enlightened and progressive in-
dustrialized countries.

It is the factory, not the machine, which is destroying the
skilled craftsman to whom work is a means of self-expression
as well as a means of support.

It is the factory, not the machine, which creates the citizen
who lacks a sustained interest in government; which destroys
the initiative and self-reliance of men by making them into
mere machine-tenders and clerks in factory offices.

It is the factory, not the machine, which has transformed
man from a self-helpful into a self-helpless individual and
which has changed mankind from a race of participators in
life to a race of spectators of it. By destroying the economic
foundations of the home it has robbed men, women and
children of their contact with the soil; their intimacy with
the growing of animals, birds, vegetables, trees and flowers;
their familiarity with the actual making of things, and their
capacity for entertaining and educating themselves. If we
live in flats and hotels, eat from tin cans and packages, dress
ourselves in fabrics and garments the design of which we
only remotely influence, and entertain ourselves by looking at
movies, baseball and tennis and listening to singing and music,
it is due to the fact that we have applied the factory technique,
not the machine technique, to sheltering, feeding, clothing,
and entertaining ourselves.

Finally, it is the factory, not the machine, which is respon-
sible for the extension of the soul-deadening repetitive labor
that is the greatest curse of this civilization. Not only are the
natural-born robots of the nation condemned to perform the
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Some of these questions have been much discussed from cer-
tain aspects. They have, however, been too much discussed in
connection with burning controversies between capital and la-
bor and between capitalism and socialism. There has been too
little discussion based upon objective studies of the factory it-
self, and the factory system of production, distribution, and
consumption.

We have been very much like two groups of men heatedly
discussing the question of how rapidly automobiles should be
driven. One group, fixing its attention upon such matters as
the condition of the highways and the safety of pedestrians,
insists that no automobile ought to be permitted to travel at a
speed in excess of ten miles per hour. The other group, fixing
its attention upon other matters altogether, such as the great
boon which presumably flows from any increase in the speed
of transportation, insists that the automobile should be com-
pelled to travel at the highest rate of speed at which it can be
driven. But both approaches to the question look too much to
factors outside of the automobile itself. An objective approach
to the questionwould first of all involve a study of the optimum
speed at which the automobile should travel —the speed which
would enable it to deliver the maximum of service at the mini-
mum of cost—and then it would consider what changes would
have to be made in the highways and in the rules regulating
traffic so as to make it possible for the automobile to travel at
that speed with maximum safety.

So we must approach this matter of understanding the fac-
tory system. It is useless to describe the factory, factory prod-
ucts, factory workers, and all the consequences which flow
from the factory system until we study the economic force
which brought the factory and the factory system into being
and which has ever since been at work sustaining and promot-
ing it. The factory is not a phenomenon of nature like a moun-
tain or a river. It is an artifice of man. It is as distinctly an ar-
tificial creation as the mountain or river is distinctly a natural
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mediate neighborhood, some such costly system of distribution
is necessary. It must be efficient enough to carry the burden of
all transportation costs and distributors’ expenses and profits
in addition to the costs of its own which are usually lumped
together under the term “overhead.”

Let the factory fail to absorb these costs and it becomes im-
possible for it to supply consumers as economically as they can
produce for themselves or buy from a custom maker. Mankind
would then find a revival of domestic and custom production
worth while.

Go where you will in America; ask whomever you meet,
“What of man’s quest of comfort?” and they will say: “Make a
large factory to flourish where only a small factory flourished
before; that is the way to comfort.”

For in industrialized America everybody has finally come
to believe that a high standard of living is impossible without
mass production, without mass distribution and without mass
consumption.

And now when everybody has finally come to believe, the
very foundations of our factory civilization are becoming less
and less secure.

Something inherent and ineradicable; something which
tends to offset the low costs of factory production; something
which interferes with the contribution of the factory to
material well being; something which reveals that a factory
civilization cannot be the end of mankind’s quest of comfort,
is making itself visible.

This thing we must now seek.

•

Why did the factory come into being? How did the factory
come to its present-day dominance of all the activities of
mankind? What is likely to be the effect of the innumerable
efforts now under way to regulate and socialize it?
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same identical operation hour after hour and day after day, but
those who are capable of creative work in the crafts, the arts
and the professions are forced to conform to repetitive cycles
because the factory leaves open no field in which they may ex-
ercise their talents and live. In some cases it entirely destroys
the market for their services; in others, it limits the market to
a small part of what it should be in a great civilization. We
have a great market only for the mass-producers of culture—
for mass-art: rotogravure; for mass-literature: newspapers and
magazines; for mass-drama: movies. This is the ugliest crime
of which the factory, not the machine, is guilty. Accepting the
democratic dogma that the individual, no matter how gifted,
must be subordinate to the welfare of the mass, mankind is for-
getting that the destruction of conditions which make it possi-
ble for superior individuals to impose their tastes upon society
means the destruction of any really desirable way of life for all
of the race.

•

The trouble with Mr. Glenn Frank and the apologists for the
factory is just this: they accept without question what is the
most dangerous social myth of this factory-dominated civiliza-
tion. They do not realize that the idea that mankind’s comfort is
dependent upon an unending increase in production is a fallacy.

It is more nearly true to say that happiness is dependent not
on producing as much as possible but on producing as little
as possible. Comfort and understanding are dependent upon
producing only somuch as is compatible with the enjoyment of
the superior life. Producing more than this involves a waste of
mankind’s most precious possessions. It involves a waste of the
only two things which man should really conserve—the two
things which he should use with real intelligence and only for
what really conduces to his comfort. When he destroys these
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two things, he has destroyed what is for all practical purposes
irreplaceable. These two things are the natural resources of the
earth and the time which he has to spend in the enjoyment of
them.

When he produces more things than are necessary to good
living, he wastes both of them; he wastes time and he wastes
material, both of which should be used to make the world a
more beautiful place in which to live, and life in it more beau-
tiful than it is today.

III. Efficiency

Go where you will in America; ask whomever you meet,
“What of man’s quest of comfort?” and they will say: “Make a
large factory to flourish where only a small factory flourished
before; that is the way to comfort.”

For in industrialized America everybody has finally come
to believe that a high standard of living is impossible without
mass production, without mass distribution and without mass
consumption.

And now when everybody has finally come to believe, the
very foundations of our factory civilization are becoming less
and less secure.

Something inherent and ineradicable; something which
tends to offset the low costs of factory production; something
which interferes with the contribution of the factory to
material well being; something which reveals that a factory
civilization cannot be the end of mankind’s quest of comfort,
is making itself visible.

This thing we must now seek.

•

Why did the factory come into being? How did the factory
come to its present-day dominance of all the activities of
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general office expenses of the manufacturer, and the profits
which have to be added if the manufacturer is to be compen-
sated for his effort and enterprise.

The factory’s transportation costs on materials and supplies
are hardly compatible with any expenses incurred in domes-
tic production. With domestic production consumption takes
place at the point of production. But with large scale produc-
tion it is almost impossible to find both a sufficient supply of
rawmaterials and a sufficient market for all that is produced at
the place where the factory is located. Transportation of both
the raw materials and the finished products is often necessary.
Transportation of one or the other is almost inevitable.

The factory’s general expenses are new and hardly compara-
ble to any of the costs involved in domestic production because
advertising and selling expenses, credit costs, and accounting
and other office expenses have their reason for being only be-
cause the factory has to sell what it produces.

And for the same reason the manufacturer’s profit is hardly
comparable to anything existing under domestic production.
The elaborate structure of interest on bonds and bank loans;
dividends on stock, and the various forms which remuneration
for risks and management take, are non-existent under a sys-
tem of non-factory production where the capital investment—
no factory machinery being used—is negligible.

But if these three costs were the only costs constituting the
institutional burden of the factory system, efficiency would not
present so menacing an aspect. These three new factory costs
are only a part of the full institutional burden. Some of the
more important of the other costs are wholesaling transporta-
tion and warehousing costs, wholesaling expenses, wholesal-
ing profits, retailing transportation and warehousing costs, re-
tailing expenses, retailing profits.

Factory production must be efficient enough to carry the
burden of all these distribution costs because, with a volume
of production in excess of the demands of the market in its im-
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What is the nature of this institutional burden? And what is
its significance?

With domestic production–indeed with almost any non-
factory system of production—the price which is paid, or if
you prefer, the sacrifice which is made in order to satisfy the
individual’s desire for any commodity, may be resolved into
three costs: the cost of the labor necessary in fabricating the
commodity; the cost of the materials used; and the incidental
expenses not directly classifiable under either of these two
heads. These three costs are analogous to what are usually
called the direct material cost, the direct labor cost, and
the shop expense of the factory, the three comprising the
manufacturing cost of a factory product.

With factory production these three costs are, of course,
much lower than with domestic production.

Factory production makes it possible to effect savings on the
cost of material by purchasing in large quantities, by eliminat-
ing waste and by utilizing by-products. It makes revolutionary
savings on the cost of labor possible through the division of
labor and the use of labor-saving machinery. Finally, it makes
almost equally large savings possible in the shop or factory ex-
penses. These factory expenses—the non-productive labor of
firemen, engineers, oilers, etc., the materials such as coal, oil,
materials for repairs which are not directly chargeable against
any unit of product, and of course the rent, taxes, insurance, de-
preciation, etc.—are distributed over the large number of units
of the products made by the factory, and are therefore materi-
ally smaller than the incidental expense per unit under domes-
tic production.

•

But these savings are somewhat offset by three new factory
costs which have no real counterparts under domestic produc-
tion: the transportation costs on materials and supplies; the
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mankind? What is likely to be the effect of the innumerable
efforts now under way to regulate and socialize it?

Some of these questions have been much discussed from cer-
tain aspects. They have, however, been too much discussed in
connection with burning controversies between capital and la-
bor and between capitalism and socialism. There has been too
little discussion based upon objective studies of the factory it-
self, and the factory system of production, distribution, and
consumption.

We have been very much like two groups of men heatedly
discussing the question of how rapidly automobiles should be
driven. One group, fixing its attention upon such matters as
the condition of the highways and the safety of pedestrians,
insists that no automobile ought to be permitted to travel at a
speed in excess of ten miles per hour. The other group, fixing
its attention upon other matters altogether, such as the great
boon which presumably flows from any increase in the speed
of transportation, insists that the automobile should be com-
pelled to travel at the highest rate of speed at which it can be
driven. But both approaches to the question look too much to
factors outside of the automobile itself. An objective approach
to the questionwould first of all involve a study of the optimum
speed at which the automobile should travel —the speed which
would enable it to deliver the maximum of service at the mini-
mum of cost—and then it would consider what changes would
have to be made in the highways and in the rules regulating
traffic so as to make it possible for the automobile to travel at
that speed with maximum safety.

So we must approach this matter of understanding the fac-
tory system. It is useless to describe the factory, factory prod-
ucts, factory workers, and all the consequences which flow
from the factory system until we study the economic force
which brought the factory and the factory system into being
and which has ever since been at work sustaining and promot-
ing it. The factory is not a phenomenon of nature like a moun-
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tain or a river. It is an artifice of man. It is as distinctly an ar-
tificial creation as the mountain or river is distinctly a natural
creation. To understand the inner significance of the factory,
we must therefore take account of the motives which actuated
man in producing it and which are responsible for its spread
all over the world.

Having considered these preliminary questions we must
then ask ourselves: What types of products lend themselves to
factory production? What is the size to which the factory of
necessity tends to develop? What are the methods by which
factories have to be managed and controlled? These questions
must be answered objectively: by a study of the factory itself
and the system which is necessary if it is to function most
perfectly as a factory. Only in this way will it be possible to
distinguish between what is accidental and what is inherent
in the factory.

Child labor, for instance, is certainly a social calamity which
seemingly the factory inflicts upon mankind. But it is in reality
a calamity which has its origin in the unregulated private own-
ership of the factory and the factory system. It can be ended
at any time, either by adequate legal regulation with contin-
ued private ownership, or by the abolition of private owner-
ship and the substitution of state ownership. It is no more an
inherent attribute than smoke or smell, underpayment or un-
employment and similar present day evils, all of which can be
eradicated by mere changes in factory organization, operation
or ownership.

Finally we must try to answer certain questions which have
to do with the future of the factory and of factory civilization.

The whole world is being industrialized. The process of
industrialization which took over fifty years in Japan could
now be executed in about one-fifth of that time. Within a
decade Italy and Russia, India and China, Mexico and Latin
America may be so industrialized that exportation of many of
the commodities which other nations are now supplying them
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the uncontrolled private ownership of the means of production
and distribution is responsible for practically all of the social
maladies of the world.

If every individual were willing to sacrifice freedom and ini-
tiative in the economic field, society might succeed—as the so-
cialists believe—in eliminating every trace of exploitation from
the factory system. But the elimination of exploitation by the
abolition of private ownership of production and distribution
does not reach the root of the trouble. The factory’s ineradica-
ble attributes would still remain to plague mankind. Socializa-
tion or functionalization of the factory will never produce the
utopia for which so many idealists are working. Socialization
must fail as a remedy because it does not treat with the real
disease which the factory system has inflicted upon mankind.

Socialization must fail because it contains no balm for
efficiency-scourged mankind.

For the efficiency that is the quintessence of factory civiliza-
tion is the real disease which the factory has inflicted upon
mankind.

And efficiency would remain to rob mankind of comfort no
matter what form management and ownership of the factory
might take.

The factory must be efficient. It can survive only by becom-
ing more and more efficient.

It has to be efficient under private management and owner-
ship. It would have to be efficient even if private management
and ownership were changed to public.

Mankind’s comfort would have to be sacrificed on the altar
of the great god efficiency under socialism precisely as it has
to be under capitalism because the factory system ceases to be
economic unless it is efficient enough to absorb the institutional
burden which is its inescapable concomitant.

•
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tight little island that contains England. By 1850, the indus-
trialists had dotted England with factories. Then the factories
began to appear across the channel in Europe and simultane-
ously across the Atlantic in North America. Now only Asia and
Africa and part of South America and Australia remain to be
industrialized—the last frontiers which the factory will have to
conquer before the whole world will have been industrialized.

Sometimes I see the factory as a reincarnation of the fabled
Wandering Jew. Where the Wandering Jew directed his foot-
steps, there came the Black Plague. Restlessly the Wandering
Jew pushed on into every region of the globe. Behind him he
left regions writhing in miseries as to the source of which the
sufferers were ignorant.

So it has been with the factory.
Wherever the factory establishes itself, there it introduces

its special form of ugliness.
Restlessly the factory pushes on into every region of the

globe. One after another the non-industrial cultures and
civilizations go down before it. Highly developed civilizations
like those of the Japanese and the East Indians succumb to
it precisely as do the primitive cultures of the South Sea
Islanders or the African negroes. Into each region it introduces
distresses and discomforts as to the source of which the
populace is largely ignorant.

•

In every countrywhere the factory has been established long
enough; in every nation in which the factory has precipitated
those grave social problems which we shall later consider in
some detail, efforts to socialize the factory—to make it sub-
servient to society—inevitably develop. These efforts, although
rarely inspired directly by socialism, are yet vindications of
Marx, Engels, and Lassalle. For socialization and functional-
ization of the factory are predicated upon the basic idea that
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will practically cease. Industries in all countries will then be
forced to look only to their domestic markets for outlets for
their production.

Will the intense rivalry which will then develop between
factories striving to sell enough to keep their machines operat-
ing to capacity reduce prices to levels involving long periods
of operation at a loss? Will the competition between the fac-
tories produce an excess of losses over profits in industry as a
whole?Will the competitive demoralizationwhich today exists
in the coal industry and the textile industry and the food in-
dustry spread to all industries? Will some form of cooperative
control be necessary in order to insure continuance of produc-
tion? Will socialism be the ultimate solution of the problem of
producing the things mankind needs and desires when private
industry will cease producing them because it cannot do so at
a profit?

•

I am firmly convinced that this objective study of the fac-
tory and the factory system for which I am pleading will make
it clear that the industrialized nations will ultimately be driven
to the socialization of production and distribution. The magni-
tude of the social problemswhich are being created by industri-
alization; the need for outlets for factory products; the public
demand for social control of the factory, will force socialization
upon the nations.

When the present period of corporate ownership reaches its
point of optimum development; when ownership of stocks and
bonds shall be nationwide; when management shall have in-
creasingly been turned over to industrial engineers; when the
captains of industry will find it less and less possible to keep
the huge enterprises which they direct from wiping out profits
in competitive struggles for orders for their plants, there will
develop a general acquiescence in some form of social liquida-
tion of private ownership of the factory.
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There are already plenty of straws to show which way the
wind is blowing. Today, at the very timewhen the United States
Chamber of Commerce solemnly issues pronunciamentos in
favor of less and less interference by government in business,
American industry itself is actually engaged in building legal
and statutory foundations for consolidation, for monopoly, and
for government regulation. Evidently there is something inher-
ent in the factory—in a system of production which gets larger
and larger all the time, which tends to consolidation, regula-
tion, socialization; some force of which business men generally
are not cognizant and to which they continue to voice hostility
even after they have accepted it in practice.

Upon this point, let me quote Mr. Paul M. Mazur, one of the
partners in the banking firm of Lehman Brothers, New York:

Consolidation … offers the solution of other problems of
American industry. In many cases the existence of uncon-
trolled competitive effort has made profit for some American
industries impossible. For nearly five years the textile situation
has presented a most un alluring picture. Here and there textile
corporations have been successful, but, by and large, the entire
industry lias presented most depressing profit figures to its
owners. Decrease of sales and inefficient management have
contributed in important measure to the unhappy situation.
But the existence of a large number of highly individualized
corporate units and the resulting competition have been the
fundamental causes of the lean years during which the textile
business has starved upon half rations. The need for keeping
the wheels and looms of mills running has encouraged the
sale of goods at unprofitable prices. And any bulge in demand
that might have been momentarily created has been inundated
with a tremendous supply that resulted from the desire of
each mill to get its full share of the apparently available sales
market. The selling custom of the industry also added to the
problem of the mill. The plan whereby the whole sales respon-
sibility is turned over to an independent sales agency—called
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ters the Patterson fortune; cameras the Eastman fortune and
automobiles the Ford fortune.

Bonanza profits on new products, fortunately for the public,
stimulate the building of factories in the new fields. As soon
as production in a new field is sufficiently developed to insure
profits, the factories in it tend to multiply often at geometric
progressions. The time in which the mass production of a new
product can be pushed past the experimental stage has persis-
tently been shortened. What took decades to accomplish in the
case of the steam railroad has taken a single generation in the
case of the automobile. Mass production, which had to develop
by trial and error methods in the early days of the factory, can
today be applied to making any product as soon as the mar-
ket for a product proves large enough to justify the necessary
investment in automatic machinery.

The radio vacuum tube and the radio receiver industry, as
soon as the products themselves were developed, sprang into
mass production. So great was the capital inflow into the in-
dustry and so efficient the machinery and techniques used in
the factories, that within a few years the volume of production
frequently exceeded the absorption capacity of the market.

•

The world is rapidly becoming one vast factory. The frontier
of the agricultural civilizations of the past was marked by the
clearings of the pioneer settlers. Where the pioneer was there
was the agricultural frontier. The frontier of our modern indus-
trial civilizations is marked by belching smokestacks. Where
the factory is and the region where no factories have yet been
erected begins, there is the industrial frontier. Farther and far-
ther into the “backward” regions of the earth goes that frontier.

If we assume that the first distinctly industrial community
was Manchester, in which Arkwright established the factory
production of yarn, then the first industrial frontier was in that
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for a new product because of the higher prices or greater
disadvantages of the product which it displaces.

•

These high profits explain the present day dominance of our
economic life by the factory system of production, distribution
and consumption. Enormous sums accumulate in the hands
of relatively wealthy factory owners. That they should invest
these sums in the erection of more factories, in the production
of the raw materials they need for them, and the development
of systems of transportation for both the raw materials and
the finished products, is only natural. For they cannot consume
these sums in good living, no matter how ostentatiously they
may spendmoney.They do not know enough about art, science
and history to use them to really beautify the earth.

They can only invest them and re-invest them.
So capital is always accumulating in their hands, just as it

is accumulating in their banks, in their business corporations,
their insurance companies and even in their endowments and
foundations.

Ingenious, cunning, ruthless, with appetites whetted by gar-
gantuan visions, they are encouraged by the existence of all
this capital to develop new industries. The capital accumulated
in textiles makes it easier to make fortunes in railroads, and
in turn to make fortunes in brewing and distilling; in iron and
steel; in meat-packing and flour-milling, and today in automo-
biles, in movies and in radio.

Every advance in science is seized upon to extend the fac-
tory system.Those first to operate successfully factories which
take advantage of new scientific developments win the greatest
profits. Nearly every new factory product and new factory pro-
cess creates at least one great fortune when it is new. Kerosene
produced the Rockefeller fortune; refined sugar theHavemeyer
fortune; reapers produced the McCormick fortune; cash regis-
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commission merchant or f actor—grew originally out of the
necessity of financing the production of the mills, but it has
transferred the ownership of the sales market for the products
of the mill from the producer to the commission agent.

The necessity of controlling production and eliminating
the guerilla warfare that results from unlimited competition
actually screams for consolidation within the textile industry
in America. Moreover, the wisdom of the producer’s possess-
ing unquestioned title to his own sales agency and his own
sales market can only prompt the inclusion of the function
of sales among the processes of the new consolidated units
which are inevitable in the industry. The problem is already
serious—almost tragic in New England—and it will become
more serious as Europe begins to pay its annual interest
charges in the textile values which she is so well fitted to
create.

With mergers the textile business of America may be able to
prosper; without mergers, its hope of rehabilitation is desper-
ate indeed.

The textile situation is merely the most aggravated case of
competitive disease in American industry. As time goes on
and the demand for volume continues, the road of consoli-
dation will be more and more frequently trod. Such a road
will carry industry to competitive safety, even to the security
of monopoly, unless the Sherman Law and the Clayton Act
present effective barriers to the development of mergers.4

Recognition of these facts is not confined to industrialized
America. In industrialized Germany students of this question
are saying that the epoch of the freedom of German industry
and commerce is rapidly and inevitably drawing to a close. A
new era is dawning which fulfills Marxist prophecies of Gov-
ernment control. This was the gist of a recent article by Dr. E.
Schmalenbach, a professor at the University of Cologne, whose

4 Paul M. Mazur, American Prosperity, p. 179.
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knowledge of economics was considered by the Government
so extensive that he was made chairman of the commission
entrusted in 1927 with the investigation of the Ruhr mining
situation.

“The predictions of the founder of Marxism are being ful-
filled before our eyes, but the present industrial leaders will
protest if they are told that they are the executors of Marx’s
testament,” Dr. Schmalenbach wrote.

While the industrialists are not trying to bring about
economic restraint, he adds, they are tools in the hands of
evolution. Continued improvement in labor-saving machines
is largely responsible for the unavoidable change, aided and
abetted by the growing intensity of capitalism in making
human hands more and more superfluous. The costs of produc-
tion have been increasing constantly, and the time must come
when they are so high as no longer to balance consumption.

German industry and commerce are now at the crossroads,
and nineteenth-century freedom is about to be lost and
replaced by restraint at the hands of the Government, he said.
The transition will come within a period of a few years only.
Objections by trusts and cartels to supervision will not prevent
or even retard the change of the entire economic system, but
their resistance will actually accelerate the process of change.

Dr. Schmalenbach finds no cause for public worry about
the operation of the new system even though it involves the
abandonment of the present largely free competitive system.
Monopolies will soon be assisted to maintain themselves in
supreme power. He illustrates this contention by using the
coal industry of Europe as an example. Possession of coal
mines under the old system is a curse instead of a blessing for
England, Germany, France, and Belgium since competition
forces them to bear heavy losses through selling at prices
below the cost of production to countries having no coal. This
practice under the new system would be discontinued and
selling would be done at prices fixed to protect against loss.
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children either of education or of other more substantial advan-
tages, and by the time this was distributed among so large a
brood, each was the recipient, so far as fortune was concerned,
of about as near to nothing as is conceivable. He began life
as a barber. Dealing in human hair and dyeing it by a pro-
cess of his own enabled him to accumulate a little wealth. In
1767 he gave up this business and began his real career, first
as an exploiter of inventions dealing with spinning, and after
the manufacture of yarn was firmly established, as a specula-
tor and trader in the yarn markets. Less than twenty years later
he was the head of businesses representing a capital in excess
of 200,000 pounds. He had become many times a millionaire by
modern standards. Nothing in the previous history of mankind
had been discovered which made it possible to create peace-
fully such a fortune in so short a period of time. The only way
in which wealth had previously been accumulated rapidly was
by seizure and conquest, or by currying the favor of those who
were already wealthy and powerful. Before the factory these
were the only alternatives available to power-seekingmenwho
objected to the slow process of acquiring riches by inheritance
or by minute accretions in land values as population increased.

Arkwright lived to be showered with honors and attention.
A grateful British king knighted him. He died enormously
wealthy, the progenitor of the modern captain of industry,
the man who showed Britain what could be accomplished by
a nation led by men like himself. Historians tend to neglect
the men who followed in his footsteps; but economists cannot
afford to do so. Their lives furnish demonstration after demon-
stration of the proposition that factories came into being in the
beginning, and continue to this day to be established because
individuals like Arkwright see in each new field of production
enormous opportunities for profit—the opportunity to sell
a factory product at a high profit to a public still used to a
non-factory level of prices, or willing to pay a high price
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increased in value only with the increase in population. This
was a very slow process because, until comparatively recent
times, wars and plagues regularly decimated the population.
Livestock and agricultural products, jewelry, precious metals,
furnishings and other forms of pre industrial wealth, were all
things which could at that time be accumulated only slowly.

With the coming of the factory all this was changed.The fac-
tory revealed the golden secret of rapid capital turn-over. The
profits from the factory accumulated in the form of cash, bills
and accounts receivable, and stocks of goods, all of them forms
of wealth which were exceedingly mobile. Even profits in the
form of additions to plant and equipment, while less mobile
than the other forms of factory wealth, were still not so immo-
bile as land.

The unending stream of factory-created profits was invested
in more and more factories.

Facilities for banking and trading were stimulated into fever-
ish growth.

Joint stock companies and limited liability companies began
to take the place of individual and partnership forms of factory
ownership.

The instrumentalities for speculation were developed and
made ready for the period of expansion which began with the
coming of the canal and the railroad and which has continued
without respite since that time.

•

Sir Richard Arkwright, the father of the cotton-spinning in-
dustry, and perhaps even father of the modern system of fac-
tory production and distribution, furnishes an example of the
rapidity with which fortunes were accumulated through the
organization, operation, and marketing of the products of the
factory. He was the youngest of thirteen children of very poor
parents. The parents had Little enough to give to any of their
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Directors of large cartels and monopolies, the Professor con-
tends, show the same lack of comprehensive outlook as did
the German Princes at the time of the founding of the German
Empire.

He concludes:
The Bismarck who could drill patriotism into them has not

yet been found. The “new system of restraint” will quickly
show its superiority to the present system. I am convinced
that in the near future we shall reach a condition under which
large corporations will receive their monopolies from the
State, which, at the same time, will compel them, by strict
supervision, to live up to their duties.This development cannot
be prevented by the present warfare against State control.5

The consolidations of which American business men like
Mr. Mazur speak so hopefully, and the monopolistic evolution
which economists like Professor Schmalenbach consider
inevitable, may ultimately end in socialization, as Karl Marx
predicted. For it is improbable that the consuming public
would long submit to exploitation by uncontrolled private
monopoly. The industrialized nations might not turn to
communism, but the very least form of socialization which
they would adopt would involve public regulation. “Private”
business would be subject to regulation much as are railroads,
street cars, electric and gas companies and other privately
owned public utilities today.

Strangely enough both the business men and the economists
pleading the cause of the huge armies of investors, and the
reformers and socialists pleading the cause of the consuming
public are in agreement about the desirability of developing
the factory system, the desirability of integrating industry, the
desirability of utilizing the powers of the government in order
to promote the production and distribution of factory products.
Both believe in mass production, in mass distribution, in mass

5 Dr. E. Schmalenbach, New York Times, June 2, 1928, p. 104.
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consumption. Socialization, if it ever arrives, as Russia tends
to show, will mean a change of directors, but not of direction.
We may substitute commissars for capitalists, but we will be
continuing along the same line of serialized, standardized, so-
cialized production, distribution and consumption.

I do not believe that socialization is unavoidable. It may
come, but if it does come, it will not be because the state
has no alternative except to take over the management of
the Frankensteins which our captains of industry have been
creating. When it does come, it will be because the herd-
minded masses will again do what they have so often done in
the past, follow the leadership of quantity-minded men who
deliberately reject the alternatives which quality-minded men
evolve.

I am opposed to the whole tendency toward making the in-
dividual a cog in huge factory systems of production and dis-
tribution, quite without regard to whether the systems are to
be individually, corporately or governmentally owned.

Complete socialization would be the final step in the process
of making man the servant of his own machines, the first step
of which was taken when factories were first erected.

The improvements in the status of the workers for which
socialists hope, if society through officials of some kind takes
the place of the present owners of industry, will not solve the
problem of the quest of comfort. For socialists considerman too
much merely as one of the elements in the processes of produc-
tion and distribution and do not sufficiently consider how men
individually should live if mankind generally is to enjoy the
good life.

•

The modern factory with its application of power to the op-
eration of heavy and expensive machinery came into existence
during the latter part of the eighteenth century. Individual de-
sire for profits, for huge profits, for profits which make present
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day factory profits relatively insignificant, was responsible for
its birth.

The first factories were established at a time when nearly
all “boughten” products were slowly fabricated by individual
craftsmen. The factory products were naturally sold either
at the prevailing high prices or at prices only a little lower
than those of craft-made products. The combination of power-
driven machinery and factory methods cut the cost of making
goods to fractions of the cost upon which the prevailing
level of prices was based. Manufacturers could undersell the
craftsmen and still make themselves rich in a comparatively
short lime. Profits that now seem fabulons were made because
the public was accustomed to the high “handicraft” level of
prices. High profits continued until production of craft-made
products virtually ceased; until factory-made goods took
possession of the market, and until competition between rival
manufacturers brought prices down to a level which gave
consumers part of the lower costs of factory production. Dur-
ing this period, manufacturing fortunes had time to become
firmly established factors in world economics and the process
of investing and reinvesting manufacturing profits in still
additional factories had time to enlist the cupidity of an army
of quantity-minded men.

The foundations for modern mass-production, mass-
distribution, and mass-consumption were laid.

The factory-made fortunes introduced into the economy of
the world a type of capital different in many respects from
any which had up to that time been evolved. First of all, this
capital was infinitely more mobile. Even the fixed capital of the
manufacturer was more mobile than the fixed capital, if one
may call it that, which formed most of the wealth of the upper
classes before the industrial revolution. Pre-factory wealth
consisted mainly of land and houses, of all forms of capital
the most immobile. Land, which was the principal source of
income of the wealthy, was practically fixed in quantity. It
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try have beenmade into “job-holders.” For in our industrialized
economy men can no longer support their families from their
own earnings. According to Professor Irving Fisher, it requires
two wage earners for a family of five to attain the family stan-
dard set by the Department of Labor.

In 1920, the continental population of the United States
was 105,000,000. In that year, it is estimated that there were
24,351,000 familles in the country. The number of persons
gainfully employed was 41,641,000. This gives 1.7 income
producers per family of 4.3 persons. For up-state New York,
which is highly industrialized, the indicated wage earners
were 1.8 per family. For New York City, entirely urbanized
and industrialized, the wage earners were 1.9 per family.

Women furnished almost entirely the increased number of
wage earners per family. In 1880, the gainfully employed males
over the age of 10 were 78.7 percent of the total number. By
1920, there had been an actual drop of 78.2 percent. In the same
period the females gainfully employed rose from 14.7 percent
of the en-tire female population over the age of ten, to 21.1
percent. In forty years, the number of women in industry, rel-
ative to the population, had increased by 50 percent. There is
no reason for expecting that this invasion of industry by an
equally emancipated, equally enfranchised, equally educated,
but of course also equally uneducated, womankind will cease.

It must not be forgotten that the inevitable corollary of mak-
ing the woman economically independent was to make men as
well as women economically independent of each other. Slowly
but surely, the law is taking cognizance of this change. Prop-
erty law, marriage and divorce law, law as it relates to children,
to sex-life, to Tabor, is adjusting itself to the new economic sta-
tus of men and women.

To the extent to which this transformation of the political,
social, and economic status of the male and female worker is
an improvement, to that extent the factory should be credited
with an improvement in the condition of the worker.
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Part II. The Factory

IV. The Factory Itself

That ugly group of ramshackle buildings in the midst of a
fertile farming country in Indiana, in which men, women and
children are frenziedly packing tomatoes, corn and peas into
tin cans, is a factory.

That monstrous ugly set of retorts, furnaces, coal and ore
piles, in grimy, sooty Pittsburgh, in which straining and sweat-
ing men are producing iron and steel, is a factory.

That light but ugly loft with its rows and rows of sewing
machines, one of dozens of similar lofts in a great rabbit-warren
of a building in New York, in which hurried men and women
are making clothes, is a factory.

And so is that model cotton mill somewhere in the Sunny
South surrounded by its model village of brightly painted
frame bungalows all as like as peas in a pod. The men, women
and children may be spinning and weaving cotton goods in a
model mill; they may be living in model houses, buying from
a model commissary, attending a model church, and their
children studying in a model school, yet the mill and its life is
ugly because work, homes, movies, schools, and churches are
planned and provided for the millworkers by the omnipotent
corporation which plans the details of their lives precisely as
it selects the looms and spindles which they operate.

•

The buildings which house the average factory—its machin-
ery, workers, supplies and goods—are most often a collection
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of ugly wooden, brick, or concrete structures. Sometimes they
are standard factory buildings made in a factory devoted to
the factory production of factory buildings and then shipped
“knocked clown” to the place where they are erected. Some-
times the buildings are what are known as “lofts”; block-like
structures, each floor of which is rented by a separate factory.
Occasionally the buildings are architectural “gems,” but gems
which conceal the fact that they exist primarily to be efficient
by the thin expedient of superimposing a veneer of period ar-
chitecture upon what would be much more fitting if its frankly
utilitarian purposes were intelligently exploited.

•

Factories are to be found everywhere; sometimes in the
country, sometimes in a suburb of a city, but oftenest in the
city itself. They are found most often in the city because they
prosper best in a large consuming market or near enough
to one so that they secure a cheap and adequate outlet for
their output. Some times, however, they are found close to
the source of their raw materials, or where the materials can
be secured at a minimum of expenditure for transportation.
Nearly always they are located where there is a large adaptable
labor population.

But no matter where they are located, city or country, they
tend to concentrate population.

They are congestion makers.
Factories make the country into towns, towns into small

cities, the small cities into large ones. They are the most effi-
cient urban izers which man has yet evolved. They are there-
fore the best of all inflaters of land values. The hustling com-
munities and the “realtors” who keep them hustling are forever
seeking more factories.

The sequence which they worship is:
Factories;
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But it has changed the legal and social status of woman even
more than it has that of man. In the factory-dominated world,
men, women, and children work outside of the home.

Industry transferred the work of women and children from
the home to the factory. The workingman’s wife and children
perforce forsook their home in order to obtain employment.
To the extent to which women and children were drawn from
domestic industry to factories it is accordingly fair to say that
(factory) machinery entered and broke the circle of the work-
ingman’s home.6

In changing the economic foundation of the family from a
domestic production to a factory production basis, the factory
changed the entire social status of women and children.

The center of the woman worker’s economic, political, and
social life is, as a result of these changes, no longer in a home.
It is outside the home.

Home is merely the place where men, women, and children
of the factory age “bed and board,” although it is becoming less
and less even the place where they board. It is a dormitory—a
mere place fromwhich theworkers go towork and the children
too young to work, go to school, and from which all severally
go to be entertained. It is not the place where they really live.
It is no longer the place where they take root, and which nour-
ishes the self-respect of every member of the family because it
expresses their conceptions of life. The factory has made them
into individuals who express themselves in what their jobs en-
able them to buy; individuals who devote themselves to spend-
ing rather than to the work of creating homes.

A shrinking, but still large number of women largely con-
fined to our farms, have remained “homemakers” in spite of the
factory. The minority of able women have become “careerists,”
while the fortunate group who marry well have become “shop-
pers.” But the overwhelming masses of the women of the coun-

6 William L. Chenery, Industry and Human Welfare, p. 77.
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The third thing which the factory has done for the worker
has been to lower the prices which he pays for the things he
buys. While this affects the worker as consumer rather than as
producer, it is necessary to mention it here, because the lower
prices which the factory has made possible were very early
in the history of the factory an agency of great importance in
improving the worker’s material well-being.

At first the manufacturers lowered prices only enough to un-
der sell the custom-made and the work-shop product, retaining
an enormous profit for themselves because the buying-public
was accustomed to the prices established for the products of
manual labor. But when the factory-made goods had taken
possession of the market, competition between rival factories
brought prices down to a level which gave the public a consid-
erable share of the reduced costs of production.

•

Yarn of a quality which in 1815 was sold for 3 shillings per
pound, brought in the infancy of manufacture as high as 30
shillings. The British mulled muslins which when first manu-
factured, were eagerly bought up by the rich at $2.50 a yard, are
now offered to the poor of less durable quality, however—for
six cents a yard.5

•

The fourth thing which the factory has done for the worker
has been to improve his social and political status. He is no
longer a serf. He is no longer a member of a disfranchised class.
He is no longer hemmed in by a thousand legal restrictions and
regulations profoundly affecting the conditions under which
he works and lives. The factory must be credited with giving
the vote first to men and then to women.

5 Autobiography of R. D. Owen, p. 13.
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Larger populations;
Higher realty values.

•

The factory is a slum breeder. Today it is admittedly a slum
breeder but it will always be a slum breeder—Matthew Arnold
to the contrary notwithstanding.

It breeds slums for two reasons.
First, it can afford to pay its workers only what the compe-

tition of other factories permits it to pay. Wages are still rela-
tively low—too low to permit the wage earner to live outside of
slums. For the factory today is in the hands of acquisitive, ruth-
less, quantity-minded men who find in the intense pressure of
competition ample justification for exploiting labor to the ut-
termost limit. The factory worker is therefore paid too little to
afford the time and the expense of living far from his job. The
capitalistic factory therefore is a congestion breeder—a breeder
of districts which are congested because men, women and chil-
dren must live close to the factories to enable all the members
of the family of working age to secure work.

Secondly—and this reason applies to the factory whether in
the city or in the country—factory work checks any tendency
toward part-time farming. The factory worker produces fac-
tory goods for others to consume; he subsists on what other
factories produce for him. The factories located in the coun-
try and suburban districts make it possible for the workers to
have space around their homes in which to garden. But even
with space, and even if strength enough remains after the day’s
work, only the thriftiest workers have gardens: the vast ma-
jority get their foodstuffs out of packages and tin cans. The
foreign-born workers, in whom the farming tradition is not
quite dead, and the ex-farmers who take a job in the factory,
both garden somewhat—for a time. But when their wives and
children also begin to take places in the factory, the garden
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usually is abandoned. With gardening ended, the country fac-
tory surrounds itself withwhatmight be called country slums—
slums which are, if anything, more depressing than their city
prototypes.

Socialization of the factory would enable the worker to get
the full wages towhich he is entitled, although thewagesmight
not prove to be as high as socialists expect; they might not
be even as high as the wages which capitalism finds it possi-
ble to pay. But even if real wages were higher—much higher—
that would not lessen the extent to which the factory would be
a slum breeder. Factory workers would live in better slums—
more hygienic slums, containing apartment houses instead of
tenements, and theywould fill their homeswith showy furnish-
ings instead of shabby ones. There might be less squalor, but
there would be no less ugliness.

•

What makes the place in which mankind today produces
practically all the commodities it consumes a factory?

In the sense in which I use the term factory it applies only to
places equipped with tools and machinery to produce “goods,
wares or utensils” by a system involving serial production, di-
vision of labor, and uniformity of products.

In this definition certain qualifying phrases describing the
factory system are used, because a mere place in which tools,
machinery and power are used and in which many persons
are working is not necessarily a factory. A garage doing large
quantities of repair work on automobiles is much like a factory
in appearance. So is a railroad repair shop. Yet neither of these
lineal descendants of the roadside smithy is truly a factory.

The distinctive attribute of the factory itself is the system of
serial production. It is not, as might be thought, machine pro-
duction nor even the application of power to machinery. Ma-
chinery and power, it is true, make modern serial production
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that period, the time devoted to leisure was much greater than
today. During the Dark Ages more than one-third of the year
was devoted to the celebration of various festivals and holi-
days.

Men worked in those benighted ages in order to live.
In this enlightened age, we seem to live merely in order that

we may work.

•

The second thing which the factory has done for the worker
has been to raise his real wages. For the work he does, he now
is paid at a rate that would have seemed incredible to the pre-
factory worker. He has money with which to buy things, but
as we shall see when we study the matter, he, along with the
general body of consumers, has been deprived of the educa-
tion that would make it possible for him to spend that money
intelligently.

We have no precise figures as to the average wages in this
country earlier than the year 1840. By that time wages had al-
ready risen markedly. With further and further industrializa-
tion, they continued to rise. Fifty years later, in 1890, they were
nearly double the wages prevailing in 1840. By 1920, they had
doubled again, and were approximately four times as high as
they were in 1840. They are still going higher. Of course these
are gold wages, and not real wages, which would reduce the
rise materially. And they apply to the United States only, which
for the past decade has been in an exceptional position because
it benefited materially from the World War while other highly
industrialized nations were injured. But these wages are nev-
ertheless indicative of what the factory does for the worker so
far as wages are concerned.

•
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trialism seem to feel an adequate recompense for the things
which they have done to him and which will be later discussed.

First, it has shortened his hours of gainful labor.
Instead of beginning work at sunrise and quitting at dark,

andmaintaining a jog-trot pace relieved by social interruptions
of all sorts, he starts with thewhistle and quits with thewhistle,
working at a pace set by the machine which he tends. Instead
of working an average of at least seventy hours per week, with
frequent festivals and holidays to relieve the monotony of his
labors, he now works from forty-four to forty-eight hours per
week, relieved by strikes, hard-times and lay-offs. He has more
leisure each day, but, as we shall see, he has been deprived of
the opportunity of developing the internal discipline necessary
really to enjoy it.

But the factory did not produce the blessing of shorter hours
very quickly. And very rarely were shorter hours voluntarily
granted by the factory owners. High profits were the first fruits
of the factory. Then came lower prices. Finally, shorter hours
and higher wages. In 1815, the cotton mills were run on sin-
gle shifts of fourteen, fifteen, and even sixteen hours per day.
Robert Owen in his writings records the ghastly facts about
the employment of eight and ten-year old children for these
long hours with only a half-hour respite at noon. As late as
1860, hours of labor averaged sixty-six perweek. Twenty-seven
years later, by 1887, they were sixty hours per week. By 1907,
they had dropped to fifty-seven. The drop has been steady ever
since. At the present time, they aver age forty-eight, while in
many highly unionized and highly organized industries, they
are as low as forty-four and even forty hours.

This decline in the worker’s hours of daily labor must not be
confused with the reduction in his annual time at labor. There
are good grounds for believing that we actually spend more
time at labor today than we did in the days before the factory
put in an appearance. During the Middle Ages, and during the
even less complicated and more primitive ages that preceded
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possible but only as iron and steel make the modern automo-
bile possible. No one would make the mistake of saying iron
and steel are the automobile. No one should make the mistake
of saying that power and machinery are the factory. Only the
establishment in which a product of uniform design is system-
atically fabricated with more or less subdivision of labor dur-
ing the process is a factory. Large power and heavy machin-
ery may not even be used. A dress factory, for instance, uses
little power and no heavy machinery. It is nevertheless a fac-
tory, with a factory technique of production, a factory product,
a factory labor problem, a factory distribution problem, and a
pro rata contribution to the factory blight upon civilization.

•

Production in Europe up to the beginning of the industrial
revolution was of three kinds: domestic production, custom
production, and guild production.

Domestic production was then, and what survives of it still
is, a family function. In the peasant hut the methods of produc-
tion and the products themselves were simple and rustic. In the
manor houses, however, there was a considerable organization
of the family and its retainers, and the products made reflected
the higher standards of the upper classes. Domestic production
is distinguishable from all other types because it is directed to-
ward the making of things which the family itself consumes.
Home sewing, home preserving, home washing, are surviving
examples of domestic production.

Custom production, which played so great a part in the econ-
omy of the pre-industrial era, survives today in very few fields
and of these custom tailoring is probably the most important.
Custom production was the principal means of support of the
village smithy, the village miller, the village cabinet-maker. It
did not however prevent these custom workers from devoting
a part of their time to husbandry. When planting and harvest-
ing required their attention, or whenever the volume of trade
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slackened, it was possible for the custom producers to devote
themselves to productive labor on the land.

Guild production began with the specialization of the func-
tions of the master craftsmen. The master craftsman’s life be-
fore guild production developed was a highly integrated ex-
istence. He was himself a master workman, a superintendent
of his journeymen and apprentices, an employer taking risks
for material, food, and wages, often a producer of his own raw
materials; a merchant buying raw materials, and a shopkeeper
selling finished goods. With the coming of the merchant guilds
the craftsman evolved into no less than six different persons:
the large merchant, the shop keeper large and small, the mer-
chant employer, large master, small master, and journeyman.

By the beginning of the eighteenth century European indus-
try meant far more than baking bread, making cloth, cobbling
shoes, and fashioning furniture for use in the immediate neigh-
borhood. It meant the production on a large scale of goods to be
sold in distant places—cloth, docks, shoes, beads, dishes, hats,
buttons.The guild members engaged in the production of these
goods conformedminutely to the directions of their guilds.The
guilds were thus enabled to engage in commercial operations
of great magnitude and to conduct not only a national but also
an international trade for their members.

•

Towards the close of the eighteenth century, Arkwright
laid the foundations for the modern factory. He began by
patenting a power-spinning machine which incorporated
ideas of his own with those which he filched by “business”
methods from Kay and Highs and Wyatt and Paul, with all of
whom he worked at one time or another. He finished laying
the foundations of industrialism when he established the
custom of enlisting capital not only in the manufacture of
yarn by the factory system but also in the establishment of
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Now let us see whether the factory furnishes superior con-
ditions for the worker; whether men and women and children
are better off laboring in factories and offices than they would
be producing under their own rooftrees or in their own work-
shops.

VI. The Factory Workers

The factory found the masses of men living upon the land.
It has herded most of them into cities, and has left a dwindling
remnant to work in the country.

It found the forbears of our present vast armies of factory
workers not much better than serfs. It has made peasants, do-
mestics and artisans into wage earners.

It found the artisans still free men. It has destroyed their
guilds, wrecked their crafts and driven their descendants into
factories and stores and offices.

It found the intellectuals living upon the bounty of wealthy
and powerful patrons. It has evolved from them a class of men
living by their ability to capitalize their wits; their willingness
to commercialize their talents, or to engage in work that con-
forms to the bounds set for them by modern business.

It found an hereditary aristocracy astride like a pack of vam-
pires upon the whole of mankind. It has replaced these ex-
ploiters of mankind with an equally ruthless and more imper-
sonal tribe of capitalists.

This is how the coming of the factory transformed the gen-
erality of mankind.

Now let us see what it has done for and to the masses it has
transformed into factory workers.

•

There are four things which the factory and the factory sys-
tem have done for the worker which the protagonists of indus-
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lic can be encouraged to use it in ways that waste considerable
parts of it, there is created what is called by advertising men
“plus-consumption” with consequent increase of sales for the
factory.

Plus-depreciation, plus-obsolescence and plus-consumption
these there factors are built—as far as manufacturers dare, into
the factory product. They constitute a sheer waste of the mate-
rial used and the time put into fabricating the factory products
for which sales are thus made.

•

The factory furnishes us products which are uniform bymak-
ing us sacrifice the advantages of variety.

It furnishes us products which are cheap by depriving us of
the advantages of quality.

It furnishes products which are plentiful by making us aban-
don the advantages of conserving labor and natural resources.

Plainly there are obverse aspects to every advantage which
may be claimed for the factory product. Mankind may turn to
non-factory production without losing as much as may at first
appear.

•

So much for the factory products and their production. So
much for the possibilities of replacing them with better prod-
ucts and better methods of producing them. These random
notes make it sufficiently clear that many of the advantages
claimed for factory-made products of general consumption
are factitious and fictitious; that domestic and workshop pro-
duction could furnish us superior products in many respects
at a lower cost, and at the same time eliminate the social,
political and economic problems that go with factories and
factory production,
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the yarn market which was indispensable to the distribution
of the factory product. It was speculation in this yarn market,
rather than inventing and manufacturing, which enabled him
to amass the fortune which won him knighthood.

Stephenson’s work in perfecting the steam railroad was al-
most a contemporaneous development. It was not only fortu-
itous in point of time: it fitted in so perfectly as to seem almost
pre-ordained. As a matter of fact, the rise of the factory created
such enormous demands for coal, for freight, and for travel that
existing transportation facilities were utterly incapable of sat-
isfying them. It became plain to everybody that fortunes were
to be made by those who supplied the demands for transporta-
tion. When the steam railroad made it possible to haul coal and
rawmaterials to the factory in large volume and to transport in
equal volume factory products to the place where they could
be sold, the last link in the chain of events which destroyed
the medieval agricultural and commercial economy had been
forged.

•

Enormous profits were the rule among these early manufac-
turers. For a long time factory spun yarn and factory woven
cloth were sold in both domestic and foreign markets at prices
which were based upon costs established by workshop and cot-
tage industry. The profits were so large that the incidental hor-
rors involved in the destruction of the livelihoods of the crafts-
men were disregarded by the general public, just as the infamy
of child labor, which the factories introduced, was disregarded
by the entire commercial world. Tough-fibered business men,
encouraged by tough-fibered economists, exploited the theory
that the social gain from increased production and from the ex-
tension of foreign trade fully justified the horrors of the factory
system.

It is impossible to form a sound conclusion as to the value to
mankind of this institution which the Arkwrights, the Watts,
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and the Stephensons had brought into being if we confine our-
selves to a comparison of the efficiency of the factory system of
production with the efficiency of the processes of production
which prevailed before the factory appeared.

A very different comparison must be made.
We must suppose that the inventive and scientific discover-

ies of the past two centuries had not been used to destroy the
methods of production which prevailed before the factory.

We must suppose that an amount of thought and ingenuity
precisely equal to that used in developing the factory had been
devoted to the development of domestic, custom, and guild pro-
tection.

We must suppose that the primitive domestic spinning
wheel had been gradually developed into more and more effi-
cient domestic machines; that primitive looms, churns, cheese
presses, candy molds, and primitive productive apparatus of
all kinds had been perfected step by step without sacrifice of
the characteristic “domesticity” which they possessed.

In short, we must suppose that science and invention had
devoted itself to making domestic and handicraft production
efficient and economical, instead of devoting itself almost ex-
clusively to the development of factory machines and factory
production.

The factory-dominated civilization of today would never
have developed. Factories would not have invaded those fields
of manufacture where other methods of production could be
utilized. Only the essential factory would have been developed.
Instead of great cities, lined with factories and tenements, we
should have innumerable small towns filled with the homes
and workshops of neighborhood craftsmen. Cities would be
political, commercial, educational, and entertainment centers.
The homestead would have developed in countless directions
and would have continued the economic center of the family.
Efficient domestic implements and machines developed by
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its machines, the factory has to earn enough to cover depreci-
ation and obsolescence on them, office overhead, too, must be
earned, whether the factory operates on full time or only on
part time. Finally, continuous operation is necessary to enable
the average factory to maintain a steady labor supply.

But with continuous operation of its machinery, much larger
quantities of its products must be sold to the public. The pub-
lic buys normally only as fast as it consumes the product. The
factory is therefore confronted by a dilemma; if it makes things
well, its products will be consumed but slowly, while if it makes
them poorly, its products will be consumed rapidly.

It naturally makes its products as poorly as it dares.
It encourages premature depreciation. If a household heat-

ing plant depreciates at the rate of five percent per year, the
house holder is in the market once every twenty years. If the
walls of the boiler are thinned by half, depreciation is increased
to ten percent per year. Cost to the factory is reduced at the
same time that the householder is forced to buy a new boiler
within ten years to replace his boiler twice as often as before.

The factory encourages premature obsolescence. It changes
models and styles as often as it can and sets in motion an elabo-
rate propaganda to persuade the public to replace still service-
able and still enjoyable types of its product with the new types
which are presumably better because they are at least newer.
The average life of the automobile of today is seven years. If
the car lasted seven years in the hands of the original customer,
we have been told, there wouldn’t be a market for the 5,000,000
cars now being produced annually. So the social pressure for
the new models must be made so great that all the models be-
come obsolete yearly.

Finally, it encourages the absolute waste by the consumer
of products it makes in order to stimulate more frequent pur-
chases and premature replacements. If the product can be pack-
aged so that a considerable part of it is lost in the process of
using it, (as is the case with toothpaste in tubes), or if the pub-
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and craft pride of the maker—although that is never entirely
destroyed—but develop out of the marketing needs of the fac-
tory. The salesman and the advertising man thus tend to usurp
the functions of the designer and the maker. The vulgar taste
is imposed upon the actual design of the product. This tends to
restrict the scope of the designer. Instead of the designer being
given full opportunity to educate the public to the standards
which intimate study of the factory-made product would en-
able him to evolve, he is forced to create on the plane which
may be called the least common denominator of the taste of
the consumers of his product,

The same force—the necessity of designing and making the
product en masse and selling it at a low price—is responsible
for the fact that the quality and quantity of material and labor
used is reduced to a minimum, while the amount and kind of
ornamentation is rigidly restricted to that which can be applied
mechanically and therefore cheaply. There is no inconsistency
in the apparent contradiction between this tendency and the
tendency to over-ornament previously discussed. The manu-
facturer tends to over-ornament and to use wastefully mate-
rial and labor in an effort to raise his product to the highest
price-class in which he can sell it in profit able quantities. But
within the price-class in which he operates there is the counter-
tendency, to reduce and cheapen material and labor, ornamen-
tation and design.

•

Third comes the very nearly absolute waste of labor and ma-
terial which results from the factory’s inescapable tendency to
continuous production. Only in the home can the owner of a
machine afford the luxury of using it only when he has need
of it. The housewife uses her washing machine only an hour
or two per week. The laundry has to operate its washing ma-
chine continuously. Whether operating or not operating all of
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centuries of scientific improvement would have eliminated
drudgery from the home and the farm.

Before we can say that the coming of the factory was a good
thing for mankind, we must ask ourselves whether this sup-
posititious world would have been a more comfortable and
beautiful world than the one in which we actually have come
to live.

We must, in short, make a comparison between the factory
economy which we have today and a hypothetical economy
which I believe should have been developed.

I appreciate that the apologists for the factory, both the
defenders of the existing capitalistic factory system, and the
proponents of a reformed socialistic factory system, will join
hands in saying that the introduction of any such hypothetical
economy into the discussion introduces a chimerical and
utopian element which renders the whole argument academic.
In this respect both would claim that they are more “practical”
than I. For both are subscribers to the proposition that the
development of the factory is essential to the comfort of
mankind. Both will therefore pride themselves on dismissing
as impractical the ideas of anyone who ventures to suggest
that mankind might with profit abandon much of present day
factory production, precisely as mankind thought it profitable
to abandon domestic, craft and guild production in the course
of the industrial revolution. I insist, however, that there is am-
ple historical precedent for envisaging such a possibility. The
Arkwrights were considered by the practical men of their day
hopeless theorists. The factory system of production seemed
to be as different from the prevailing method of production as
the hypothetical system to which I am calling attention differs
from our modern factory system. Time, however, vindicated
the practicability of the Arkwrights. Time may vindicate my
belief in the practicability of the abandonment of our present
factory system.
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•

When Samuel Slater in 1790 brought to America the factory
idea as it had up to that time developed in England and erected
the first cotton mill at Pawtucket, R. I. nearly everything con-
sumed in the American home was either produced in the home
it self or made to order in community mills and custom work-
shops.

Nearly every home at that time had its “loom” room. Not
every loom room contained a loom, but a very large number
of them did. Most of them, however, contained yarn spinning
equipment.They containedwool-wheels and flax-wheels.They
contained flax-brakes of various kinds; wool-cards and wool-
combs; several kinds of reels, and of course, the ubiquitous
dye-pots. The heavy wool was spun on the big wool-wheels;
the lighter fibers—flax, cotton, silks and hemp—were spun on
flax-wheels. With this equipment, and the assistance of custom
weavers, fullers, and tailors, the American home was supplied
with its textiles and clothing.The products were often of a qual-
ity that can hardly be duplicated today.The quality had to be of
the best. The labor which had to be put into the production of
goods made it necessary that what was fabricated should wear
long enough to justify the time put into their manufacture.

Country dwellers of all classes produced practically all their
own foodstuffs.The wealthy, when they dwelt in cities, usually
secured their foodstuffs from their country estates. Artisans
and shop workers usually combined farming with the pursuit
of their crafts and so supplied the foodstuffs for their own ta-
bles. Only a very small number of homes in the cities and towns
had to buy their “victuals.”

The pioneer home not only produced its own foodstuffs
but many of the implements with which the foodstuffs were
grown and harvested, and cooked and preserved. Grist mills,
bread troughs and yeast jars; churns and cheese presses; syrup-
making equipment, cracker-stamps, sausage-guns, turn-spits;
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development of the sheer economy of line and form that is
natural to the factory-made product. Unfortunately, beauty of
this sort does not add to the costliness of the product. It tends
to lessen costs—to strip off all extraneous ornamentation,
especially any simulation of the ornamentation that is natural
to the handicraft product. This acts as a very severe check
upon the possibilities of profit for the factory. The factory,
therefore, is under the strongest temptation to conceal the fact
that the product is factory-made, and to use the factory-made
product mainly as a skeleton which can be loaded down with
an appliqué of imitation hand-decoration, because it is then
possible to secure a higher price and a greater gross profit
for it. Factory-made furniture is ornamented with imitation
hand carvings. Textile designs are made to show systemati-
cally variations that are natural only to the handicraft fabric.
Factory-made pottery and glassware, lamps and lighting
fixtures, pictures and picture frames, carpets and rugs, all
show in innumerable details of their design and execution the
fact that the factory is deliberately sacrificing the beauty that
may be said to be natural to the factory-made product in order
that it may be sold at the higher price which imitations of the
handmade product command.

•

Secondly, the factory influence upon the products we con-
sume is responsible for the fact that goods have now to be
designed for sale rather than for use. The factory’s products
are designed to be made as cheaply as possible instead of as
finely as possible. The real objective of the factory is not to
make goods, but to sell enough so as to maintain the volume
of production upon which its profits are dependent. Decisions
as to the quality and quantity of material and labor put into
the product, and the amount of ornamentation placed upon
it, do not develop spontaneously out of the creative instinct
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refabrication, is a doubtful virtue. The factory has so accus-
tomed us to this absolute uniformity that most people now
attach a ludicrous importance to it. We have tended to transfer
the unquestioned desirability of quantitative and qualitative
standardization—that is, uniformity in sizes, materials, and
workmanship—to the very questionable desirability of abso-
lute uniformity in the execution of every detail of the product.
There are good reasons why the collars men wear should be
absolutely uniform in size. Variations in collars presumably of
the same size would be a first rate nuisance since the collars
must fit the collar-bands of the shirts to which they are to be
attached. But there is no good reason why every collar that a
man buys should be absolutely uniform in every detail of its
design and fabrication. Small variations in height, in the peaks,
and in the openings may be accounted virtues, since they not
only relieve the monotony of absolute uniformity, but make
possible more delicate discrimination in dress. What is true
of the collar, is true of nearly everything that is purchased
on esthetic grounds. Variety, not uniformity, is the real good.
This tends to explain the present vogue for the hand-made
product. The very imperfections in hand-made products and
in the antiquities with which our homes are being furnished
are accounted charming, intriguing, delightful, beautiful.

The factory, however, with its system of serial production
can operate most efficiently only on the basis of absolute
uniformity in the execution of every detail of fabrication, “No
plant is big enough to make two articles,” says Henry Ford,
“Departures from uniformity create problems not only in
production but also in marketing which can only be solved
by abandoning most of the economies of the factory system.”4
There is a certain Spartan beauty in the factory-made product
when it does not purport to be anything but factory-made.
Beauty of a certain sort undoubtedly is created by the skillful

4 Henry Ford, My Life and Work, p. 201.
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cider and vinegar barrels, brick ovens and smoke-houses were
part of the equipment of nearly every home. The foods which
could not be stored dry or packed in vegetable cellars were
preserved by drying, smoking and pickling. The equipment
for this purpose consisted of an amazing variety of ingenious
baskets, buckets and jars. It consisted of equipment unknown
today and used in arts lost to the homemakers of this age
who use foods which come from factories—from dairies, sugar
mills, biscuit factories, packing houses, tanneries, and bak-
eries. With this primitive equipment even the poorest home
of those times, though it is true the fare was often coarse and
sometimes monotonous, enjoyed an abundance that made it
possible to indulge in the luxury of hospitality. The open latch
string was a social rite which extended not only to relations,
friends and neighbors, but to the strangers who travelled by
the door. This system of production made possible a lavish
hospitality which seems legendary in this day. The table in the
better American colonial home groaned beneath the foodstuffs
and po tables served, while the quantity and variety were so
great that to the modern taste the old cuisine seems positively
vulgar.

The production of most other things consumed in those days
was much like that of foodstuffs and textiles. The homes either
contained equipment which made it possible for the family to
produce them—to produce its own “simples” and medicines, its
own candles, its own soaps and cleansers, its own furniture and
implements—or the family relied upon neighborhood artisans
who operated workshops in which these things were made in
conjunction nearly always with farming.

Manufacturing was confined to neighborhood industries
which devoted themselves to the relatively few products
that did not lend themselves to domestic manufacture. The
neighborhood mills and shops used wind and water to operate
their heavy machinery. The countryside was dotted with grist
mills, lumber mills, forges, tanneries and potteries. Though in-
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ferior in efficiency, the neighborhood industries were superior
esthetically to the factories which replaced them. They were,
so to speak, country evoked. They fitted into the country, as
the factory fits into the crowded city.

Slowly but surely with the advent of Samuel Slater and
his imi tators, the loom room and equipment for domestic
production dis appeared from the homes, and the community
mills and neighborhood shops disappeared from the coun-
tryside. The question is, was this decay due to an economic
insufficiency inherent in individual production or was it due
to an insufficiency largely adventitious? Is it not possible that
workshop and domestic producers lost in competition with
the factory merely because they did not, and perhaps could
not at that time, utilize the early stream of scientific progress
of which the factory took advantage?

•

Production in the old-fashioned home and workshop was
a laborious and time consuming process. But the things pro-
duced were durable. And they had charm and infinite variety,
which the growing army of antiquarians engaged in collecting
them now recognize. Both because of intrinsic quality and ex-
pressive charm, they endured. High quality, with slow depre-
ciation, was an inevitable corollary of individual production,
just as poor quality, with rapid depreciation, is an inevitable
corollary of serial production. With individual production, the
quality had to be good.The busymen and women of those days
could not afford the luxury of shoddy materials and inferior
workmanship because they could not spare the time to replace
things frequently. With serial production, however, man has
ventured into a topsy-turvy world in which goods that wear
out rapidly or that go out of style before they have a chance to
be worn out seemmore desirable than goods which are durable
and endurable. Goods now have to be consumed quickly or dis-
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•

If we might develop a more beautiful and more comfortable
civilization by producing things we need and desire outside of
the factory, and if it is possible to use domestic machinery to
furnish us a sufficiency of equally desirable and perhaps supe-
rior commodities to those which we now make in the factory,
why should we hesitate to abandon the buying of undesirable
and non-essential factory products? To answer this question
conclusively we shall have to ask ourselves about the influ-
ence of the factory upon the quality and quantity of the “goods,
wares, and utensils” which we now consume.

Inwhat respects are factory products better; inwhat respects
worse than the products whichmight be produced under a non-
factory system of production? Would the non-factory product
be as satisfying, as enduring, as beautiful as the existing state
of science and art makes it possible for the factory product to
be?

What about the enormous increase in the quantity of things
which the factory makes it possible, and almost requires, that
we consume today?

Finally, is the price which consumers have paid, now pay
and will pay for the advantage which the factory confers upon
them worth while?

•

First, the factory has substituted uniformity for variability
in the commodities we use, and wear, and consume. It has not
only produced for us a greater number of things of all sorts, but
it has produced them of a uniform quality in material, work-
manship, and size.

Uniformity, however, except in the case of machinery where
interchangeability of parts is of great practical importance,
and of course in the case of raw materials and products for
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least of the many advantages which flow from domestic and
craft production—the education of the consumer.

It is a pathetic commentary upon the pass to which the fac-
tory has brought us, that modern pedagogy has had to discover
the crippling effect upon the mind of this ignorance about the
production of the goods we consume. The progressive schools
furnish our children a substitute education for the direct educa-
tion which the factory has taken from them. They grind grain
so that their pupils may know something about the flour and
cereals they eat; they make paper, spin yarn, weave rugs and
cloth, work in wood and iron all in order that their pupils may
have some understanding of themyriad of thingswhich the fac-
tory sets before them and about the production of which they
otherwise would know absolutely nothing. The factory having
cheated the children of the factory age of any normal education
in the crafts, the school is stepping into the breach and trying to
reintegrate their personalities with a school-made substitute.

•

It is hardly necessary to further pursue the subject in detail,
The results of this rather sketchy analysis of some of the most
important products of our two largest industries—foods and
textiles —and of the possibilities of supplying ourselves with
them through domestic and custom production can be dupli-
cated in most of the other industries of the country.

Most of the factory products which are desirable can be
made just as well, and sometimes better, outside of the factory
while large quantities of the products which we consume are
actually undesirable. All of the factories making these prod-
ucts, and all of the factories making supplies and equipment
for these non essential factories, could be eliminated without
any lessening in our standards of material well-being.

Add to these products all those which it were better for soci-
ety not to make at all, and the conclusion is irresistible: factory
production is in large part unnecessary.
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carded quickly so that the buying of goods to take their place
will keep the factory busy.

By the old system production was merely the means to an
end. By the new system production itself has become the end.

Promoted by quantity-mindedmen combining a fanatic faith
in the value of manufactures with a thirst for wealth, and as-
sisted by government tariffs and subsidies and municipal and
state gifts and grants of land and capital, factory production
slowly but surely displaced individual production. It produced
a higher level of wages for unskilled laborers. It made it pos-
sible for great masses of consumers to buy “goods, wares and
utensils” which they had not been able to use and possess be-
fore. It created a material well-being which did not exist in the
days of individual production. By using power and machinery
on a new scale; by abandoning personal and custom production
for serial production of uniform, standardized products, and by
departmentalizing and subdividing labor, it put the ponderous
and inefficient equipment in the homes and workshops out of
business.

No doubt the change was inevitable. The water-wheel and
the windmill put the hand-crank and the foot-treadle out of
business. The steam engine put the water-wheel out of busi-
ness. But now the gasoline engine and the electric motor have
been developed to a point where they are putting the steam en-
gine out of business. The modern factory came in with steam.
Steam is a source of power that almost necessitates factory
production. But electricity does not. It would be poetic justice
if electricity drawn from the myriads of long neglected small
streams of the country should provide the power for an indus-
trial counter-revolution.

•

On the credit side of the factory and of factory production
must be entered one outstanding item: the provision of a revo-
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lutionary increase in the quantities of products and commodi-
ties.

By lowering prices, the factory makes it possible for the
masses of people to consume more. By lowering quality and
lessening durability, it makes it necessary for them to consume
more. Finally, by eliminating self-expression in the making of
the products, it lessens their attachment to the things which
they buy and possess. All these effects of factory production
tend to make the average individual consume more, waste
more, and destroy more than in the past. Superficially this has
been all to the good: we now eat more, wear more clothes, live
in better houses, use more furnishings and utensils, transport
ourselves more speedily and freely than ever before.

Mankind has not, however, attained to this state of mate-
rial well-being without paying a ghastly price in real comfort
for the part which the factory played in achieving it. The ma-
terial well being may be worth the price. The question which
interests me is, was it necessary to have paid that price, and
if unnecessary, should we not cease making similar sacrifices
of comfort merely that we may still further increase our con-
sumption of creature comforts ?

•

The first effect of the production of seemingly unlimited
quantities of commodities and their being placed on sale at
prices much lower than previously prevailed was to drive
workshop products off the markets and to curtail if not entirely
destroy domestic production. A disorganization of the econ-
omy of the world unprecedented in all history followed. An
essentially agricultural economy with a small admixture of the
commercialism fostered by the merchant guilds was changed
violently into an essentially industrial economy with a small
admixture of agriculture. The industrial revolution created a
host of novel political, legal, economic and social problems:
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justments of these trades. Hundreds of thousands of garment
workers would no longer suffer from alternations of season-
able overwork and lack of work; they would cease to live under
uncivilized conditions in congested centers like New York and
Chicago; they would no longer endure packing like sardines in
the subways and street cars which take them back and forth to
their work. They would no longer be the slaves of the sewing
machine.

For whenever men domesticate the machine, the machine
ceases to be their master. The machine is made their slave—a
labor saving device to be used when they need it, and to be laid
aside when they are through with it.

•

Not all of the products of the “needle trades” lend–
themselves to domestic production. The making of coats and
suits, both for men and women, requires a degree of skill
beyond the powers of the average homemaker. In a sensibly
ordered civilization this work would be done by craftsmen
in innumerable shops in every community of the land. If the
custom tailor and the custom dressmaker were to realize the
possibilities of their crafts, the factories could not compete
with them. They cannot, however, hope for a revival of crafts-
manship until their customers are re-educated to the niceties
of the art; niceties to which consumers are made insensitive by
the factory product; niceties which the factory system makes
it easy for the public to ignore. If domestic sewing was a part
of the life of every home; if custom tailoring was the rule in
every part of the country, opportunities for direct observation
of workmanship and for contact with actual tailors would be
frequent. Men and women would automatically receive an
education in quality of materials and workmanship which
would make them reject the tawdry product with which the
factory now is able to satisfy them. This is by no means the
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to cultivate. Her self-respect and refinement of taste prompt
her to refuse a ready-made imitation of the real thing and to
buy, within her means, piece goods of quality, good trimmings,
findings and accessories and to fashion a garment which will
accord with her own critical judgment and that of others with
whom she has contact.

A better fit is the third consideration. Skimpy dresses, or gar-
ments often shapeless where proper cut and line are important,
frequently offend.

The fourth objective is economy. Practically all women,
when purchasing clothes, have that in mind. Ninety percent
of all the women who sew at home, according to a recent
Government survey, sew to save. When we consider that 85
percent of the families of the United States have incomes of
less than $2,500 a year, we can appraise the possibilities of a
well directed stimulation of interest in home dressmaking.3

Here is an occupation for the homemaker that has fallen
steadily into disuse as the factories which comprise the “needle
trades” have multiplied in numbers and increased in size. In a
factory-dominated civilization, countless numbers of women
take jobs of all kinds, both in factories and offices, in order to
earn money over and above that which they receive from their
parents or their husbands, to buy factory-made clothing. They
buy an inferior product, skimpily cut and often ill-fitting; made
of the cheapest fabrics which the manufacturer can buy and
still keep his garments in the price-class at which he aims; ex-
actly duplicating millions of other garments, and for it they of-
ten pay an outrageously high price into the bargain, That they
could make the garments themselves, of better quality and at
a great saving of money, and without the need of abandoning
homemaking in order to do so, does not, of course, enter the
heads of the great majority of them, If it did, the “needle trades”
would perish.With themwould disappear the industrial malad-

3 Hubert M. Greist Women’s Wear Daily, January 28, 1928.
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child labor, trade unionism, universal manhood suffrage,
socialism, woman suffrage, economic and sex independence
of both men and women. These problems were out growths of
efforts to create an equilibrium in the relations of capital and
labor—a relationship at least as stable as that which had at one
time prevailed between master and servant. The problem is
probably unsolvable; even the socialists, who think they have
a solution for it, are blithely unaware of the part played by
functional and ineradicable attributes of the factory in making
man subservient to his machines.

•

The second effect of the production of seemingly unlimited
quantities of products was the development of a new economic
basis for imperialism.

Before the coming of factory production commerce devoted
itself to procuring what the buying public wanted, rather
than to marketing whatever producers fabricated. Foreign
commerce barely went beyond the exchange of luxury goods.
Merchants were essentially importers. They exported only
in order to make importation possible. The fur traders, for
example, went into the wilderness to secure furs. They carried
wares to exchange for them not because there was a pressure
to export the wares but because wares were the instrumen-
talities which enabled them to get the furs the buying public
sought.

Before the industrial revolution European nations developed
foreign trade only because they wanted what foreign countries
produced. They wanted spices, then of relatively greater im-
portance than today—pepper and cinnamon from Egypt, Cey-
lon, Sumatra, Western India; ginger from Arabia, India, China;
nutmeg, cloves, allspice from the Spice Islands and the Malay
Archipelago. They wanted precious stones: diamonds, rubies,
and pearls from Persia, India, and Ceylon. They wanted glass,
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porcelain, silks, rugs, tapestries, metalwork from the entire Ori-
ent. They wanted tea from China. They wanted gold and sil-
ver, furs and tobacco from America. For all these things they
offered in exchange whatever Europe then produced: rough
woolen cloth, arsenic, antimony, quicksilver, tin, copper, lead.
European traders usually found the balance against themselves
and they paid the difference in gold and silver.

The chartered commercial companies helped them to redress
that balance by throwing what amounted to a taxing power
against the countries from which they were importing goods.
English, Dutch, French, Swedish, Danish, Scotch, and Prussian
East India companies, West India companies, and companies
for trading in all the various sections of the world helped to
solve the “mercantilist” problem for hungry Europe for nearly
two hundred years. The era of colonial expansion followed and
made it still easier to meet the adverse balances by securing
gold and silver and raw materials from distant colonies.

Then came the factory. Import imperialism changed into ex-
port imperialism.

With the factory came seemingly unlimited production at
prices far below those of the craft produced goods of Asia, of
America, of Africa.The English factory for the first timemade it
possible to produce more than could be absorbed by the imme-
diate buying power of the English market. By 1860 England’s
production of pig iron alone was larger than that of all the rest
of the world. It became necessary to export goods in order to
keep the factories busy. Imperialism was given a new orienta-
tion.

Import imperialism was aggression which made it possible
for the imperialist nation to get what it wanted from the
conquered: silks and tea, for instance. Export imperialism,
which replaced it, made it possible for the imperialist nation
to sell to the conquered what it had to market: cotton yarn
and cotton goods, for instance. The continuous operation of
spinning frames and power looms drove the trader, and behind
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finally was able to vindicate his patent right and thus force
Singer and the various manufacturers of sewing machines to
pay him royalties during the life of his patent.

•

There are 16,904 establishments engaged in manufacturing
wearing apparel from purchased fabrics according to the Cen-
sus of Manufacturers for 1923. There are 499,413 wage earners
employed in these factories. If the domestic production of the
clothes that men, women and children wear were to be really
inaugurated, most of these factories would disappear and most
of the workers in them freed to lead more rational existences.
The gain to society would be incalculable.

A modern sewing machine equipped with a small electric
motor, a good dress form and a supply of paper patterns, en-
able the house wife to produce garments that are superior to
those that are produced in factories, and at a lower cost. A
sewing room thus equipped affords a complete demonstration
of the proposition which I have been arguing: that the factory
cannot meet the competition of the home producer if both are
equipped with modern machinery and both use modern meth-
ods, Upon this point let me quote from an interview with Mr.
Hubert M. Greist, Executive Secretary of the National Costume
Art Association:

Home sewing enables women whose expenditures are lim-
ited to obtain four things in combination which they cannot
secure in any other way. The first of these is individuality—
smart, distinctive styles and fabrics, interpreted in the exact
lines, colors and textures which best suit their types and tastes.
This demand is real even when it is inarticulate.

The second thing, quality, is in growing demand.This means
not only goodmaterial but painstakingworkmanship, as distin-
guished from garments “thrown together,” relying for their sale
on a smart first appearance. Imitation of the better thing is re-
jected by many a woman of a type it would pay the merchant
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simple tools and machines for knitting, or if the old-fashioned
habit of carrying knitting around were to be revived among
women, the battle between the knitting needle and the shut-
tle would be staged upon another plane, and no matter which
won, the factory would lose.

If the non-essential textile mills of the country were to be
subjected to domestic competition in which the individual pro-
ducer used machines and equipment as efficient as those I have
sought to describe a large number of our textile mills would
be eliminated. Perhaps 4000 factories would disappear from
the American landscape. New England mill towns would re-
ceive their final and well deserved quietus, while southern mill
towns would cease to make the cotton regions hideous,

•

Now let us turn to the production of clothing.
In the sewing machine we have a piece of machinery which

is ideally adapted for domestic production—a piece of machin-
ery which represents the application to domestic machinery of
some of that ingenuity and persistence in the solution of me-
chanical problems which has usually been devoted to the de-
velopment of factory machinery. Howe and Singer, Wilcox and
Gibbs, did for the housewife and her sewing what Arkwright,
Crompton, Hargreaves and those who developed spinning ma-
chinery and power looms did for the factory and factory pro-
duction.

It is no coincidence that the relationship of the actual inven-
tion of the sewing machine and the business men who saw for-
tunes in its production and sale almost exactly paralleled that
of the inventors and the exploiters of the power-driven spin-
dle. Howe, the real inventor of the sewing machine, had his in-
vention filched from him by capable business men like Singer.
More fortunately than Wyatt, Paul, Kay and Highs, upon the
adaptation of whose ideas Arkwright built his fortune, Howe
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him his country’s soldiers, in search of markets. The motive
of empire ceased to be freedom to import: it became freedom
to export. The early imperialistic adventures of England in
India were undertaken in order to secure access to the spices,
precious stones, silks and other products of India. England’s
present policy in India is a desperate endeavor to keep India a
dumping ground for the products of British mills and factories.
Empire enables British traders, as it enables the traders of all
the modern imperialist nations, to keep the home-fires—in the
factories—burning.

There is, of course, still a tremendous import imperialism.
The industrialized nations still need raw materials—cotton,
rubber, raw silk. But as scientists perfect the factory system,
the need for imported raw materials becomes less and less
pressing. Indigo, for instance, was at one time a raw material
of which the industrialized nations imported great quantities.
Then came the synthetic chemists. They made it possible for
the industrialized nations to erect factories which produced
dyestuffs from ordinary coal-tar. Dependence upon the im-
ported product thus ended. The synthetic production of raw
materials has unlimited possibilities, as is being shown by
the rayon industry today. This synthetic imitation of silk has
already rendered the highly industrialized nations less and
less dependent upon the importation of raw silk. The time
may come when synthetic chemistry will finally free the
industrialized nations of all dependence upon imported raw
materials. Chemical factories will extract the raw materials
which the factories in the industrialized nations need from
air, soil and water. The industrialized nations may find that
they have attained the paradise of protectionist economics,
the absolutely ideal “balance of trade”: nothing to import and
unlimited quantities of goods to export.

•
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The third effect of the production of seemingly unlimited
quantities of commodities was the infection of the world with
that political-economic plaque which still blights mankind—
the protective tariff.

To make a market for the products of its factories in other
nations, export imperialism developed. To protect the domes-
tic market against the invasion of foreign factories, tarif walls
were invented. In the United States the tariff became a wall be-
hind which its factory system was erected. Today every nation
employs tariffs in some form or other, ostensibly to protect its
factories against the competition of foreign factories. But tar-
iffs, however much they may foster domestic manufacturing
and free the nation from dependence upon foreign factories,
are in reality differentials in favor of those industries which
are able to secure high rates against those which are unlucky
enough to receive low rates. And as all tarifs are enacted for
the benefit of manufacturers, they tend in actual practice to
create a general differential in favor of the factory and against
the farm.Manufacturing is thusmade supernormally profitable
while agriculture is made abnormally unprofitable.

Aworldwhich accepts the dogma thatman exists to produce,
and which rejects the proposition that production exists for
man, deserves to be plagued by protective tariffs.

Mankind might rid itself of their annoyance and dangers
if economists ceased to discuss them seriously and began to
ridicule them as they deserve.

•

The fourth effect of the production of seemingly unlimited
quantities of products was the creation of the modern domes-
tic distribution problem, the ushering in of the distribution age,
and the facing of manufacturers with the problem of making
consumers consume all that the factories were capable of pro-
ducing. High pressure marketing, national advertising, install-
ment selling, house to house canvassing are some of the fruits
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the loom really efficient domestic machines—as efficient, rela-
tively, as is the average domestic sewing machine—the number
of textile mills which could survive the competition of the do-
mestic producer would be insignificant. What is needed, if the
industrial counter-revolution is to take place in the production
of fabrics, of draperies, of rugs, of tapestries, is the develop-
ment of electric-motor driven spindles, reels and looms, which
would occupy relatively little space and make the loom room
practicable in every home.

If the music of the spinning wheel is again to become a fac-
tor in the economic life of the world, the spinning wheel must
be improved. In some of the Indian schools of spinning and
weaving this is already recognized. Improvements, such as the
change from the thick spindle to the thin spindle, are indicative
of what is needed. This one improvement increases the num-
ber of revolutions of the spindle by from 50 to 100 for every
revolution of the driving wheel, and correspondingly increases
the amount of yarn spun with the same labor and in the same
amount of time. A really “modern” domestic spinning machine
should be no larger than a sewing machine. The motor should
be started and stopped as the sewing machine motor now is,
by a rheostat operated by the foot, leaving both hands free to
manipulate the fiber and the yarn. The yarn produced would
then cost the family hardly much more than the cost of the
raw material.

If there is to be a renaissance of weaving, as craft and as art,
and the craft woven textile is to compete in value with the mill
woven product, the “hand” loom must undergo a similar series
of improvements. It must cease to be a clumsy, labor-wasting
piece of machinery. It should be smaller. It should be attractive
enough to serve as a piece of “furniture” and so fit naturally
into a room in the home as the easel of a painter fits into a
studio.

If the human ingenuity which has built automatic machin-
ery for our factories were to be directed to the development of
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ter it recognized this fact. During the Middle Ages Catholicism
was accepted in large part because its policy of land appropria-
tion and monastic production made it easy for all classes to do
so. The spirit of the church may have been religious, but its ac-
tivities were economic. If Gandhi is to succeed he will have to
rely less upon emotion andmore upon economics, Hewill have
to inspire his followers to solve the technical and mechanical
problems involved in domestic production, to evolve superior
styles both in design and in fabric construction, and finally, to
build a distribution system that will make it possible for the
Indian spinners and weavers to out-produce, out-design, and
out-sell the best businessmen in the world.

“Slowly but surely,” says Gandhi, “the music of perhaps the
most ancient machine of India is once more permeating soci-
ety.”

Evidently the stage is being set in India for a pitched battle
between individual production of yarn and fabrics and factory
production. All the odds are in favor of the factory—ample cap-
ital, government support, accumulated technical skill, a distri-
bution system built for the factory and not the individual pro-
ducer; above all, direction by experienced, ruthless, and some-
times desperate business men. All the odds are against the in-
dividual producer—lack of capital, government opposition, his
own hostility toward new methods and techniques; above all,
a tendency to appeal to sentiment rather than self-interest in
approaching the consumer. If better domestic machinery were
introduced, if design and quality were improved, and if the eco-
nomic and marketing problems were solved even in a rudimen-
tary fashion, the basic sound ness of domestic production is so
great that it is not beyond the possibilities that it would fully
re-establish itself.

•

If all the resources of modern science and industry were to
be tapped for the purpose of making the spindle, the reel, and
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of the distribution age. As the distribution problem increases
in magnitude, ways and means have to be found to enable con-
sumers to consume more food, more clothing, more furniture
and more transportation. The population must be made to de-
vote more and more of its time to consumption; less and less
of its time to production.

The industrial utopia will come when this principle will be
carried to its logical conclusion.

In that industrial utopia men and women will, presumably,
work only one day per week—and that a very short day. They
will devote the rest of their time to consuming all that the fac-
tories produce for them. Greater efficiency, higher wages and
lower prices will make this possible.

We shall have developed to the nth degree the relatively
primitive consumption resorts which we possess today. Spe-
cialization and standardization of these resorts will make it pos-
sible for mankind to consume much more than it does today.

Sumptuous food resorts established in the most salubrious
surroundings will entertain thousands of men and women de-
voting themselves wholeheartedly to food consumption. Food
in car-load lots will be shipped into these resorts direct from
the factories and unloaded on private sidings, while the waste
from the resorts, instead of being really wasted as today in
sewage systems will be pumped to synthetic converting fac-
tories through pipelines much as crude oil is now piped to the
refineries.

The resorts devoted primarily to clothes consumption will
be second only to the food resorts in importance. A continu-
ous round of opportunities for the display of clothes will be
furnished to those who prefer to devote themselves to the ex-
ercise of highly developed exhibitionist complexes. The oppor-
tunity to change their costumes a dozen times a day will make
them happy. The latest styles will be shipped to them from the
factories hourly by aeroplane and the discarded garments baled
and shipped by freight to the garnetting mills.
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The country will be dotted with consumption resorts
of other kinds: resorts for automobile, tire and gasoline
consumption; resorts for the consumption of furniture and
house decorations; resorts, in fact, for the consumption of
all the various commodities of which a superabundance will
be provided by the factories. Man will make a virtue of his
inability to “evade industry’s pervasive influence or wholly
escape the tyranny of manufactured things.”

The present six-day work week will have been gradually re-
duced to the one-day week. Men and women will earn in one
day enough to devote the other six days of their week to con-
sumption. After having worked his day in the factory or office,
the New Yorker of that day will be whisked in an aerial taxi
to the great Hotel Avoirdupois at the top of one of the peaks
in the Catskills—the resort which he has selected for his week-
end. He will register at the office and be assigned a number,
a room, a table and a food-class. This last will be given him
only after medical examination. The resort physicians having
determined his capacity to eat, the resort dietitians will then
prepare the menus upon which he can best exert that capac-
ity. Both the intake per meal and the number of meals per day
will have thus been scientifically adjusted to his tastes and to
his capacities. He will discard his business clothes and change
to the loose, flowing robes which interfere least with his girth-
line and which make it easy for him to take the exercises and
the therapeutic treatments prescribed in order to keep him in
fit condition to eat.

Then he will begin a six-day eating marathon of, perhaps,
twelve meals per day. Between the meals he will of course, visit
the great eliminatories which will be the real pride of the Ho-
tel Avoirdupois. All the appliance of science, manipulated by
skilled physicians, nurses and masseurs, will make it possible
for him to return to the table with every bit of his previous
meal completely eliminated from his system. Artificial elimi-
nation of the waste, by the most delicate and pleasing modern-
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joint income of the family. It is only when mills and factories
appear upon the scene that this type of family begins to break
down. Wages are then earned individually, and when wage-
earning begins, jealousies, dissensions and differences in earn-
ing powers rend apart the group upon which the old system of
domestic or workshop economy was erected.

Gandhi’s searching analysis of the technique by which a rel-
atively small number of Britishers were able to seize political
power in the whole Indian peninsula and to keep under their
dominion three hundredmillion human beings enjoying a very
high state of civilization reveals the fact that the real British
strategy was not martial but commercial and industrial.

The cheap and flashy cotton goods introduced by the British
tradesmen destroyed the occupation of practically one-third
the population of India. India was “persuaded” to consume im-
ported fabrics even though importation of factory-made tex-
tiles deprived a third of the Indians of their means of livelihood.
The British factories forced the greater part of the population
of India to devote itself exclusively to agriculture. Indians were
made to engage in the production of rawmaterials. Ex-spinners
and ex weavers were forced to become growers of opium, in-
digo, and other agricultural products, or they were forced into
the cities where they helped to form the reservoirs of unem-
ployed labor, which made it so much easier for the factory sys-
tem to establish itself,

Gandhi and his followers may meet defeat. A gallant group
of patriotic men may suffer a crucifixion at the hands of quan-
tity minded business men who are determined that the whole
world shall be made safe for the factory. They will certainly
be defeated if they rely too much upon the nationalistic inter-
ests of the Indians, and too little upon their economic interests.
Patriotism and religion are able to move large masses of men
and women to heroic and seemingly impossible achievements,
it is true, but they cannot indefinitely suspend the normal eco-
nomic life of any people. Christianity became powerful only af-
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The hope of any renaissance of domestic spinning and weav-
ing in factory-ridden America and Europe seems slender in-
deed. The arts upon which this most fascinating and expres-
sive of all economic activities is based are almost as dead as
the arts of the temple and pyramid builders of Egypt. Spinning
and weaving were the first of the domestic activities to feel the
crushing competition of the factory system; they will probably
be the last to experience a revival.

But that a revival is not impossible is indicated by two devel-
opments of recent times, one in the realm of industry and the
other that of politics. One has to do with the rise of the electric
power industry. Here is something which our non-essential
factories will do well to consider prayerfully: the electric power
industry is beginning to discover that domestic production fur-
nishes an almost unlimited market for its product. The other is
the fascinating page in history which Mohandas Karamchand
Gandhi is engaged in writing in India.

In India domestic and craft production of textiles is not yet
extinct. The village is still the chief industrial unit in India.
The villages still contain workers whose chief occupations are,
or were until very recently, weaving, pottery-making, iron-
working and oil-pressing, nearly always in connection with
the working of a piece of land. The highly specialized spinning
of yarn and weaving of fabrics which existed in the larger
towns of India at the time of the conquest by Great Britain,
the making of muslin in Dacca and of calico at Calicut, has, of
course, been destroyed. It was destroyed by the competition
of British factories and the competition of factories which in
recent years have been erected in India itself.

In the villages, however, spinners and weavers still are to be
found. The tradition is still alive. And while the tradition sur-
vives, it is still possible to produce a revival. In the Indian vil-
lage, too, the pre-industrial family is still to be found. Relatives
still live together asmembers of the family in a communal orga-
nization. In come from the farm or workshop is collective—the
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izations of the old Roman vomitoriums, will be available day
and night. This very careful technique will insure maintenance
of his capacity to eat and to eat with enjoyment unimpaired.
He will thus be able to consume from ten to twenty times as
much food as is customary today. At the end of the six days,
he will check out of the resort in perfect condition and return
to work having had a most enjoyable weekend.

•

Many may like the direction in which we seem to be travel-
ling. They may not agree that super-consumption is the goal
of our journey. But they will undoubtedly agree about the fact
that today the factory is in the saddle.

The census of manufacturers makes it plain that the factory
is steadily increasing its production while domestic and work-
shop production is steadily declining. New factory industries,
like bread baking, are developing and taking from the home
the remaining productive activities of the individual family. In
addition, the census reveals a significant tendency toward con-
centration of production in larger establishments and a corre-
sponding decrease in the volume of production in the smaller
factories. We are evidently moving at an accelerating rate of
speed toward production in large factories in which the tech-
nique of mass production will be of maximum efficiency. As
this tendency develops the aggregate profits of the surviving
manufacturing corporations will steadily increase even though
mass production will probably have been carried beyond the
point of optimum efficiency. Percentages of profit on sales, for
instance, will decline but the total profits of manufacturers will
increase because of the increased volume of production. The
large aggregate profits will make possible constantly larger cor-
porate stock and bond structures. To pay dividend and interest
upon all these securities, constantly more difficult problems
in production, distribution and finance will have to be solved.
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The responsibilities of those who manage and direct the fac-
tories will increase by arithmetical and geometrical progres-
sions. Overhead will increase because the units of production
will have become larger. Production will tend to be continu-
ous and to conform to the ideal of twenty-four hours opera-
tion per day. Markets will have to be forced to absorb more
and more goods. Consumption will be stimulated, prices made
lower, goods made more and more enticing. Obsolescence, suf-
ficient to offset improvements and inventions which tend to
make goods last longer, will have to be built into the goods.

To evaluate this inevitable prospect, we shall consider four
aspects of the factory’s influence upon mankind.

First, the factory’s influence upon the quality of the “goods,
wares and utensils” mankind uses. Second, the factory’s
influence upon those engaged in doing the work of the world.
Third, the factory’s influence upon the public as consumer.
Fourth, the factory’s influence upon that quality-minded mi-
nority which has always occupied itself with the reduction of
the chaos of life to some significant form in morals, in reason
and in appearance. The discussion of these first three aspects
of the influence of the factory involves mainly a study of the
sociology and economics of production but the discussion of
this fourth aspect demands the consideration of philosophic
questions usually overlooked by the conventional apologists
for the factory.

•

A brief summary of what the factory has already contributed
and may yet contribute to the general welfare is advisable in
order to anticipate many of the objections which are certain
to be made to the unconventional position here taken. Such a
summary will make it clear that consideration has been given
to the most important propositions which the proponents of
our factory economy adduce in its favor.
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duces similar progeny no matter what the industry in which it
is exerted.

In foodstuffs this masquerade of one product as another
takes the sinister form, in many cases, of ingenious sub-
stitutions and adulterations. Molasses, maple sugar, and
honey are made of corn. Flavors, extracts, spices are made by
chemical factories—not food factories—out of inert substances.
Preserves, jams, and jellies, which contain none of the fruits
of which they are supposed to be made, are evolved out of
concoctions consisting of glucose, apple pulp and hayseed
and made to imitate genuine foodstuffs with the aid of ar-
tificial coloring matter, artificial flavor and artificial pectin.
Manufacturers in one branch of an industry are not satisfied
with the gross profit or the total volume of business that
they can secure by selling what they apparently erected their
factories to make: they try to add to their profits by imitating
the products of other branches of industry with the aid of
chemists who are disgraces to their profession.

That the sugar refiner should persuade the public to substi-
tute what he makes in his factory for other sweets, such as mo-
lasses, is natural. If the public prefers the sugar, the fact that
the business of the molasses maker is transferred to the sugar
refiner is sound in both economics and ethics.

But when the sugar refiner inverts his sugar and flavors it
so as to make it indistinguishable from honey in order to keep
his factory busy, he poaches on the demand for the genuine
product of our apiaries. What he thus does is bad ethics and
bad economics no matter how profitable it may be to him.

Unfortunately there is a sort of Gresham’s law operating in
inter-industrial competition. Just as poor money tends to drive
good money out of circulation, so poor products tend to drive
good products out of the market.

•
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wool; wool as silk; cotton as silk or wool; and rayon, invented
by the chemists as an artificial silk, is made to masquerade not
only as silk, but as the much less expensive wool.

Why this invasion of each other’s natural fields? Why, in
other words, does the manufacturer of wool raid the region of
demand for silk, and vice versa? Partly, perhaps, as an outlet for
the exercise of his ingenuity and a means of escape from the
endlessmonotony of uniformity;mainly as ameans of enabling
the manufacturer of woolens, for instance, to keep his looms
operating all the time by securing some of the normal demand
for silk, and vice versa.

What this means esthetically can be better appreciated if the
tendency is transferred to another field—to the realm of archi-
tecture and the building material industries. Its absurdities and
incongruities are then more easily recognized. It is as though
the steel men were to fabricate their building material into an
imitation of lumber, brick, granite, and concrete; the lumber
mills to fabricate lumber to imitate steel, brick, and stone, and
all building material made to simulate competing building ma-
terials entirely unlike them in their natural appearance, in their
composition, in their strength, in fact, in all their architectural
qualities. Does this sound absurd? It is absurd, but that hasn’t
prevented the manufacturers of these materials from actually
doing these things. Steel mouldings, columns, and sheets can
be purchased that look like carved wooden mouldings, carved
stone columns, and plaster cast imitations of carved ceilings.
Wooden mouldings and columns are made that look like stone,
and composition materials that imitate every imaginable other
building material.This, of course, merely proves that when one
turns to other products to illustrate the absurdity of what is
now being done in textiles, the fact that the other products are
equally the produce of the factory and factory system makes it
almost certain that onewill find similar absurdities in that prod-
uct as well. The factory influence upon products evidently pro-
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The factory has admittedly greatly increased the creature
comfort of mankind. Innumerable articles now in general use
were luxuries enjoyed only by the gentry and quite above the
aspirations of common folk before the factory system was es-
tablished.The factory has enabled the masses to live under con-
ditions, and to consume “goods, wares and utensils,” which oth-
erwise they could not have afforded. Rich and poor both have
been enabled to purchase more goods and more kinds of goods
and to consume and destroy them more freely than was previ-
ously possible.

It is, of course, difficult to determine how much of the credit
for all this is really due to the factory itself and how much to
the fact that scientists and inventors directed their efforts to
the development of factory machinery and factory methods to
the neglect of improvements in domestic production. We have
always to bear in mind that the well-being we credit to the fac-
tory is based upon comparison between the lowprices and high
consumption made possible by the factory after it has had the
advantage of all the inventions and the increases in scientific
knowledge of the past century and a half, and the high prices
and low consumption which prevailed under a relatively prim-
itive system of individual production.

Even if much is subtracted on this account from the credit
due the factory for the diffusion of material well-being, there
is still a very considerable residue of credit due the factory
for providing, in large quantities and at low prices, all sorts
of things ranging from such varied products as matches to
electric light bulbs. The factory-begotten products which form
this residue of credit justify our toleration of what might
be called the essential factory—the factory manufacturing
products which are essential to the maintenance of our present
standards of living.

In addition to credit for its contributions to creature com-
fort, the factory has to be given credit for increasing the po-
litical freedom of men and women. It must be given credit for
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the present economic independence and mobility of the classes
which furnish us our factory labor.Theworker has now a voice
in government. It is not much of a voice, but it is no doubt
more than he had before he became a recognized part of the
sovereignty of the state. The worker now has the right to quit
his job. He is reasonably certain that he can change to a new
job whenever he wishes, and support himself in the condition
to which he had been accustomed without any long appren-
ticeship. The factory has, of course, destroyed the old relation
of master and servant between employer and employee. It has
made the worker his own master, subject only to the general
state of business—to whether times are “good” or “bad.”

Above all, the factory, certainly in its present form, has to be
credited with both raising the wages and reducing the hours of
labor of the average man. The average worker now finds it eas-
ier to live in accordance with the prevailing standards of the
class in which he is born than ever before. By every definition
of the term wages—money wages, hourly wages, yearly wages,
real wages the factory has increased the income of the vast ma-
jority of men. By every definition of the term hours of labor—
yearly, weekly, daily time at labor—the factory has reduced the
hours at which the vast majority find it necessary to engage in
productive labor. Both these things have tended to add to the
material well-being for which the factory must be given credit.
Higher wages have enabled the worker to buy more—to con-
sume more, use more, and enjoy more of the things a factory-
dominated civilization provides, and shorter hours have given
him more leisure for consumption, for entertainment, and for
what the herd-minded masses call education.

What is more, nothing on the horizon seems to preclude the
realization of more and more material well-being of this sort;
nothing can be seen which promises to check the present ten-
dency toward lower prices, higher wages, shorter hours; noth-
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amazing and entrancing variety. But how much of this credit
is due to the factory and the factory system itself, and how
much to the progress of the arts and sciences, which would
have resulted in an equal improvement in domestic and handi-
craft yarns and fabrics, it is difficult to say.

•

The myriads of improvements which the factory has intro-
duced into this branch of production have not been without
some offsetting disadvantages. Recent developments in fabrics
illustrate one of the disadvantages to which the pressure for
continuous production subjects textile products as it does all
other factory products. A certain poverty of invention is re-
flected in these new fabrics. Cotton has for many years been
made to imitate silk by mercerizing, or to imitate woolen fab-
rics by fluffing the nap. But this was done largely in order to
persuade the consumer to use a cheaper product instead of the
dearer one—not infrequently in order to make it possible to
sell the cheaper product as the dearer and secure a silk price
for cotton goods. Such practices are not unknown in business.
But this modern development is of a different order. It is a
new form of factory art. Silk fabrics are now being produced
which can hardly be distinguished by the eye, from woolens,
and woolens which look exactly like silks. The wool is spun
finely. It is woven into a sheer fabric, and then finished so as to
have the luster that comes naturally to silk. Silk, on the other
hand, is spun so as to be bulky and fluffy, and finished dull in-
stead of lustrous, so that it looks like a wool fabric, feels like
one, and is used in place of a wool fabric—in fact, it is in all ordi-
nary respects a wool fabric but for the humor of the fact that it
is not. Instead of the manufacturer striving to develop the nat-
ural characteristics of the fiber with which he is working into
as beautiful a form as possible, he exerts all his ingenuity into
making his fiber masquerade as another. Silk masquerades as
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doing work which used to be done in the home and much of
which might still be done there.

•

Experiments with weaving in my own home show that if
looms were equipped with flying-shuttles and modernized
warping-beams, there would be no drudgery in the home
weaving of most of the fabrics used by the average family
today; there would be a substantial saving between the time
needed for weaving and that now needed for earning the
money to buy fabrics, and at the same time vast numbers
of men and women without high talents for the fine arts
would have the opportunity to express their creative spirit in
a functional art.

Rugs, blankets, linens, draperies, and fabrics for dresses,
coats, and men’s suits, can be woven at home. With good
equipment, it is possible for an inexperienced weaver to
produce a yard of cloth an hour, while a rapid weaver can
produce more. Enough cloth for a man’s suit can readily be
woven in one day. All the fibers can be used—wool, cotton,
flax, silk, and an infinite variety of types of weaves produced
on the same loom—satins, serges, herringbones, plaids, and
plain weaves.

If antiquarian and “arty” worship of handicraft methods is
avoided, andweaving undertakenwith the same determination
to be efficient which we take for granted in sewing or cooking
or gardening, domestic weaving would not only prove prac-
tical and economical; it would furnish a liberal education in
color and design to every member of the family. Eventually our
homes would become filled with textiles of charm and beauty,
and we ourselves would begin to wear costumes of a quality
and durability well-nigh unknown today.

It is easy to make glowing claims and to demand excessive
credit for the modern factory product. Modern designs, mod-
ern constructions, modern colorings and finishings, afford an
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ing is visible that threatens to interfere with a standard of even
more leisure and greater consumption.

The factory promises us in the future even more riches than
we enjoy today. It seems to offer us a veritable golden age.

•

We shall see, however, that all is not gold that glitters.

V. The Factory’s Products

To what extent are the factory’s products necessary to the
maintenance of our present standards of living? When are the
factory’s products desirable? When are they undesirable?

Let us try to answer these questions.

•

The factory’s products are of three kinds.
The first are products, of which copper wire is one example,

which can best be made, or made most economically, by the
factory. They are desirable products because they are essential
to the maintenance of our present standards of material well-
being.

The second are products, of which a can of tomatoes fur-
nishes a good example, which are just as desirable as the first,
but which differ from the first because they can be made just
as well, and often more economically, outside of the factory.

The third are undesirable products, of which patentmedicines
are typical, which are undesirable because they are not essen-
tial and may actually interfere with the maintenance of a high
standard of living. They are products which it would be better
not to make at all.

•
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Since the first kind of products, often not only factory-made
but factory-begotten, so to speak, are essential to the mainte-
nance of our present standards of living, it follows that the
factories making them are essential factories. Ugly though all
factories may be, and ugly though the factories making these
products are, society will have to tolerate them because they
furnish it products which really add to mankind’s comfort.

But products of the second kind—products equally as nec-
essary to material well-being as the first kind—we can provide
for ourselves by other methods than that of factory production.
The products of this class are essential, but the factoriesmaking
them are not.

There are therefore two kinds of factories:
Essential factories making desirable products which can best

be made by the factory.
Non-essential factories manufacturing either the desirable

products which can be made just as well or even better outside
of the factory, or the undesirable products which it would be
wisest not to make at all.

A famous dandruff cure, which cures dandruff no more than
it cures bad breath (for which it is also highly recommended
by the manufacturer) furnishes a good example of an undesir-
able product, and the factory making it is, therefore, an equally
good example of a non-essential and undesirable factory.

The ubiquitous canned tomato is a good example of a prod-
uct of the second kind and the cannery which packs it is a good
example of a non-essential factory. Desirable as are canned
tomatoes as a product, the cannery itself is neither desirable
nor essential because practically every household in the nation
may can its own tomatoes.

The essential factory finds its justification in the making of
the first kind of products—desirable products which can only
be made or made most economically by the factory. These de-
sirable products include most of our machinery—electric dy-
namos and motors, gasoline engines, tractors, automobiles and
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workshops of each community. Men raised the flax and wool
and then did the weaving. Women did the spinning and later
sewed and knitted the yarns and fabrics into garments of
all kinds. The music of the spinning wheel and the rhythm
of the loom filled the land. Perhaps one third of the time of
men and women—one-third of the total labor of the nation—
was devoted to producing the yarns and fabrics which they
consumed.

In America and industrialized Europe this is all gone. Only
in India and in the Orient is the song of the spinning wheel
and the weaver’s loom still heard. Slowly but surely the mills
took over this work from the protesting and embattled spinners
and weavers. As late as 1810, for every yard of cotton woven
in a factory in the United States, 112 yards were fabricated by
families.2

In place of the loom rooms in its homes, America now has
7,816 factories employing 1,164,638 wage earners, not includ-
ing owners and salaried employees. Many of the wage earners
in these textile mills are children. And the wages paid by these
mills are notoriously the lowest which prevail in any industry
in the country. Yet in numbers gainfully employed, the man-
ufacture of cotton, wool, silk and other fabrics is the leading
industry in the United States.

A trifle over a third of the production of the cotton indus-
try is used for industrial purposes. It is used in the fabrication
of tires, car-bodies, etc. Two-thirds of the production of cotton
and nearly all of the production of other branches of the in-
dustry goes to the consumer either as piece-goods or cut-up
into wearing apparel by clothing manufacturers. This means
that probably from ten to fifteen percent of the total number
of factories and workers in the entire industry are engaged in
producing for the needs of other industries. All the rest are

2 Frederick F. Rockwell, Save It for Winter, p. 1.
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natural syrups except, of course, the quality of being natural—
of being, in short, organic substances, and therefore, without
question suitable for the consumption of organic beings.

In the future we shall erect factories that will go one step
further.

Sugar, the factory-obsessed scientists have determined, is
nothing but carbon dioxide and water, irradiated by sunlight.
Professor E. C. C. Baly of Liverpool University is now produc-
ing sugar in his laboratory synthetically, Professor Baly turns
the chemically powerful ultra-violet rays of a lamp on quartz
vessels of water inwhich carbon dioxide is dissolved andwhich
contains either iron or aluminium compounds—catalysts that
provide a large active surface—and he obtains sugar. The pro-
ceeding is not entirely new. Daniel Berthelot was the first to
synthesize sugar thus. Professor Baly’s achievement is notable
because he has mimicked nature with greater fidelity; for in
some of his experiments he used colored catalysts as substi-
tutes for the green chlorophyll of plants.

On the strength of his own success Berthelot argued that
“theoretically there is no reason why we should not conceive
of a day when we shall produce some of our cereals and veg-
etables in ultra violet ray factories and manufacture foodstuffs
out of nothing but the gases of the air.” And J. B. S. Haldane pre-
dicts that in the next century “sugar and starch will be about as
cheap as saw dust” and foresees us making protein in the fac-
tory out of coal and atmospheric nitrogen, so that “agriculture
will become a luxury and mankind will be completely urban-
ized.”

What a prospect!

•

Before the era of factory spinning and factory weaving
which began with the first Arkwright mill in Nottingham in
1768, fabrics and clothing were made in the homes and the
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tools of all kinds—hammers, saws, planes and drills. They in-
clude all kinds of “intermediate” products and materials, (in-
termediate in the sense that they are used in the making of
other things, as in the erection of houses), such as wire nails,
copper wire and iron pipe. They include raw materials such
as iron and coal, oil and cement. And of course they include
factory-begotten products like automobiles which could hardly
be made economically at all except by the factory.

There isn’t the slightest doubt about the fact that the factory
can and does furnish this type of product of better quality and
lower in price than it would be possible to produce it without
the factory. It is necessary explicitly to call attention to my full
recognition of the useful part which the essential factories play
in supplying us a plenitude of these things at low prices so as
to anticipate the charge, certain to be made, that I see no good
in any factories at all.

If factory production were confined to the making of these
desirable products and if the public were to abandon the buy-
ing of the product of the non-essential factories, more than half
the factories of the country would be eliminated. There would
even be a reduction in the number of factories making desir-
able products, because a drastic reduction in the number of
non-essential factories would greatly reduce the demand for
the products of the “essential” factories now engaged in mak-
ing supplies for the myriads of non-essential factories.

Copper wire and iron pipe are desirable products which can
best be made in factories. The factories making them are cer-
tainly essential factories. But enormous quantities of copper
wire and iron pipe are used by non-essential factories. If any
considerable number of the non-essential factories in the coun-
try are eliminated, some of the factories making copper wire
and iron pipe, and some of the mills making raw materials for
these essential factories, would also disappear.

Furthermore, since every factory, essential and non-
essential, is a large consumer not only of supplies and
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equipment of all kinds but also of transportation, elimination
of the non-essential factories would be followed, first by a
reduction in the number of essential factories making supplies
for them, and secondly by a reduction in the number of
factories, both essential and non essential, which furnish
equipment and transportation to the essential factories. Once
the process of reducing the number of factories were to begin
with the elimination of the non-essential factories, the reper-
cussion in the form of smaller demands for the products of
other factories would mean a drastic reduction in the number
of factories of all kinds.

•

The two largest of our manufacturing industries are the in-
dustries producing foods and kindred products and those pro-
ducing textiles and their products. The products of these two
great industries fall overwhelmingly into the class of desirable
products which are essential to the maintenance of our present
standards of living but which could be produced, just as well,
outside of factories. A considerable part of the products of these
industries, especially of the textile industry, consists of desir-
able products which are producedmost economically in the fac-
tory. The factories making them are therefore essential. How-
ever, a very large part of the production of both industries (es-
pecially of the food industry) consists of goods which are un-
desirable and non essential and which it would be better not to
make at all.

These two industries employ nearly thirty percent of the
men, women and children over ten years of age gainfully em-
ployed in manufacturing in this country—manufacturing hav-
ing been taken to include every productive occupation except
agriculture and fisheries—and include over forty percent of all
the factories listed by the census of 1920.

Since a very large part of the factories in these two industries
are, in my opinion, undesirable and non-essential, it is quite
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pretentions to being a really civilized people. If the stenches
were resolved into their component parts in the twenty-five
million homes of the country, each would become so small
that it could be liberated without offense to the countryside.
Chicago, Omaha, Kansas City, (Kan.), and other packing house
centers would then become fit for the habitation of a really civ-
ilized people.

•

A glimpse at the probable future of factory production of
foodstuffs may be worthwhile before we turn to the products
of the textile industry, the next largest of our industries.

No Daniel is needed to read that future. The handwriting, al-
ready on the wall, is plainly to be read. The days of the farmer
are numbered. Agricultural production of foodstuffs has been
weighed in the balance by factory science and found wanting.
The food factory of the future will make its products synthet-
ically. It will soon cease to be a mere processor and packer of
foodstuffs.

The factories are already making semi-synthetic foods of
many kinds. For instance, they are making various vegetable
“fats.” These are semi-synthetic substitutes for lard. They
look like lard, serve the same purpose as lard, and for all
the purposes of business are lard. Lard, however, is after all
an organic food—while the semi-synthetic fats, after having
undergone chemical treatment in the factory, are an inert,
if not an inorganic substance, of doubtful value to organic
creatures.

What the factories have done with the fats, they have also
done with the syrups. Enormous quantities of starchy cereals
such as corn are now being chemically transformed into syrup.
The semi-synthetic syrups, such as corn syrup, taste like mo-
lasses or like maple sugar, especially when suitably flavored
with synthetic ex-tracts; they can be used for the same pur-
poses on our tables, and they have most of the qualities of
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not be duplicated in meals eaten in restaurants where the food
is prepared in the mass and eaten in the mass. Those who ha-
bitually eat at home and who eat at restaurants occasionally,
certainly do enjoy the novelty of a restaurant meal. But those
who eat regularly in restaurants, who live perhaps altogether
in hotels, very soon lose the ability to secure from their eat-
ing this kind of enjoyment. No matter how varied the bill of
fare, a perpetual round of restaurant meals sooner or later ends
in making all meals monotonous. The diners-out are a restless
folk, shifting from one restaurant to another, seeking what is
not to be found in the product of even the most skillful restau-
rant kitchen—the personal atmosphere of the home.

•

The possibilities of scientific domestic production have been
indicated with, regard to only a few foodstuffs. The branches
of our premier industry which we have been discussing—those
making flour and cereals, baked goods and canned goods—are
among the largest in the industry. Yet to them can be added
many others if the production of every foodstuff that is adapt-
able to domestic production were to be discussed.

Domestic production is possible in milk, butter and cheese.
In every branch of the dairy industry there are gains to soci-
ety to be won by eliminating the non-essential factory, and re-
establishing with new methods and modern equipment the do-
mestic production of this group of immensely important food-
stuffs.

Domestic production is possible in the packing of meat prod-
ucts. What a blessing it would be if all the stockyards and pack-
ing houses could be removed from the sight and from the nose
of mankind! By concentrating the preparation and packing of
much of the meat supply for twenty-five millions of families in
Chicago and a few other packing house centers, a series of con-
centrated stenches are produced that make a farce out of our
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possible that the number of desirable and essential factories
in the two industries might equal in numbers the undesirable
and non essential factories in all the remaining industries. On
this as sumption over forty percent of all our factories are un-
desirable and non-essential. If this estimate errs at all, it errs
in my estimation on the side of over-conservatism. I am us-
ing it merely for the purposes of making it possible to form a
very rough idea as to the magnitude of the industrial counter-
revolution which is involved in my proposal that all these un-
desirable and non-essential factories should be eliminated.

•

If we include the superfluous essential factories—those
which supply the undesirable and non-essential factories with
their supplies and equipment—at least a hundred thousand
factories in the United States would be closed by such an
industrial counter-revolution.

If we include all the persons who are supported by the activ-
ities of this hundred thousand factories, including not only the
wage earners but also the owners and salaried employees, at
least three and a half million persons now gainfully occupied
in them would have to find other means of supporting them-
selves.While this is nearly thirty percent of the total number of
persons gain fully engaged in industry, it is only ten percent of
the total number of all persons gainfully occupied if we include
agricultural, professional and domestic workers.

Baldly set down in this fashion, this industrial counter-
revolution seems at first blush a ruthless proposal to destroy
economic forces and instruments of colossal magnitude—
perhaps the greatest for good or ill which man has yet evoked.
But mankind’s instinctive recoil from so startling an idea will
be very brief. It will console itself with the conviction that the
industrial counter revolution is too visionary, too utopian, too
chimerical ever to become a reality.
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But while the counter-revolution may be improbable, it is
not impossible and it certainly is not impractical. Nor will
mankind shrink from it once a sufficient number of people
find it to their interest to bring it about. For men deliberately
began a revolution of even greater magnitude about two
hundred years ago.

The industrial revolution closed hundreds of thousands of
workshops and community mills. It destroyed the value of in-
calculable investments of capital in domestic and workshop
manufacturing equipment.

It destroyed the trades and livelihoods ofmillions of workers.
It precipitated misery, ruin, and rioting. It was responsible for
an amount of suffering that it is impossible for the humanmind
to fully visualize.

Criticism, therefore, of my proposed counter-revolution on
humanitarian grounds—on the basis of the suffering which it
might inflict—is equally criticism of the original industrial rev-
olution. Mankind did not shrink from the industrial revolution
why should it shrink from the counter-revolution?

If, however, one enlightened family here and another
one there adopts scientific domestic production, the tran-
sition from the factory-system will be so gradual that the
counter-revolution will come peacefully and without adding
to the misery and suffering which already exists in our
factory-dominated civilization.

As to the charge of utopianism, certain to be made by prac-
tical men because of the drastic and destructive nature of the
proposed change, this cannot be made consistently unless the
self same critics are willing to assert that Arkwright, Watt and
Stephenson were equally impractical and utopian because they
at one time proposed, and brought about, an even more dras-
tic economic revolution. Their revolution has been justified on
the ground that it improved the conditions of mankind and
added to the wealth of the nations of the world. That is pre-
cisely the ground onwhich I shall justify the industrial counter-
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The records of the administration of the pure food laws by
the federal government, and the records of state and munici-
pal boards of health show that the conditions whichThe Jungle
described are by no means entirely eradicated. “The less the
public knows about candy making the better,” said the man-
ager of one of New York City’s largest candy factories during
the course of an investigation made by the Consumers League
of New York early in 1928. Public delusion about the desirabil-
ity of factory foodstuffs can, however, be dispelled upon the
ground of palatability alone.

Mass production of foodstuffs is essentially an outrage upon
the human stomach. Upon the theory that the common and
ordinary occupations of life should yield all the satisfactions
which it is possible by art and science to secure from them, eat-
ing ought to be a pleasure. The palate should be cultivated for
the sake of enjoyment in eating just as the hearing is cultivated
for the sake of enjoyment of music. But cultivation involves ap-
preciation of fine distinctions.Withmass production, of course,
fine distinctions are impossible. When foods are prepared in
the mass, they are prepared for a mythical average taste—for
the least common denominator of taste. Not only that, but the
methods used in mass production tend to destroy those fine
bouquets in foodstuffs which ought at all hazards to be pre-
served if the most is to be secured in the way of enjoyment
from eating. Factory canning and preserving tends to destroy
these fine flavors, and to that extent cheats us of what should
be a part of the joy of living.

Furthermore, mass production, which cannot cater to the in-
dividuality and personality of each consumer, robs us of one
of the attributes that make life significant and less tragic than
nature itself has made it. The food prepared in the home ex-
presses the housewife’s personality and caters to the person-
ality of each member of the family. Personality is inextricably
entangled in every dish and every meal. The very atmosphere
of a real home gives to the meals eaten there values which can-
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by the summer garden and allows one to plan systematically
for the winter’s requirements instead of just having what is left
over from the summer garden.

Saving food for winter pays because it furnishes a healthier
diet. Home saved products, if carefully prepared, will be better
than those which you are liable to buy, and so much cheaper
that a greater proportion of them in the daily menu will be
used. We Americans have been, next to the Australians, the
greatest meat eaters in the world—not because so much meat
constituted a healthy diet, but because, owing to our prairie
ranges and other cheap sources of production, meat was more
inexpensive to get and easier to produce and prepare than veg-
etables. Times have changed; meat in America, in comparison
with vegetable products, will never be so cheap again. Those
who prepare to take advantage of the cheap vegetable supplies
of summer, will be on the road tomore hygienic as well as more
economical living.

Saving food for winter pays because the actual expense for
preparing and keeping vegetable food for this purpose has been
greatly decreased by the new method, in spite of the higher
prices of many things used. Dehydrated vegetables of many
kinds will largely take the place of canned vegetables. This
means a tremendous saving in the cost of containers and in
the amount of space required to keep products. Improved uten-
sils have cut down the labor required in preparing and putting
up the food. The percentage of food lost by “spoiling” has been
cut from a very considerable amount to almost nothing.

•

As to the delusion about the superior quality of cannery
and packing house products, it would be easiest to dispel it
by a little historical review of the hygienic practices of the
packing industries, were such a method necessary. Upton Sin-
clair, in his unforgettable novel The Jungle, gave a vivid pic-
ture twenty years ago of this aspect of the packing industries.
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revolution—for I propose to show that the elimination of the
non-essential and undesirable factory will add to the real com-
fort and true wealth of mankind.

A study of the products of some of the most important of
the non-essential and undesirable factories of the country is
all that is necessary in order to do this. Such a study requires
a candid, and I am afraid a disillusioning examination of food
products, for instance, and their production in our great mills,
packing houses and canneries. It requires us to make a com-
parison of factory products and factory production with the
products which we might consume and the conditions under
which we could produce them if we turned to scientific domes-
tic production.

•

White flour is a typical factory product. It has replaced the
“rye and injun meal” of the American colonial era as the prin-
cipal American breadstuff. That the flour of the American pi-
oneers was a wholesome foodstuff is more than probable be-
cause on a devitalized dietary they could hardly have survived
the hardships to which they were subjected. It would therefore
be a brash man who would say that there was any dietetic jus-
tification for the substitution of factory-made white flour for
the old American whole grain meals. Yet there are plenty of
apologists for the modern milling industry who will be quick
to assert that the modern product is superior to the product
which it has almost entirely displaced.

Themodern flour mill takes wheat, one of the oldest and per-
haps one of the best of the cereals, and converts it into white
flour, middlings and bran. The bulk of the middlings and bran
is sold for poultry and cattle feed. Both, however, are also sold,
in one form or another, for human consumption. The flour it-
self is sold for cake and bread making. The middlings, after be-
ing bleached and packaged, are advertised as the cream of the
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wheat and sold for breakfast food. While the bran, generally
sweetened and flavored to overcome its natural woodiness, is
also packaged and then sold for its laxative properties.

The white flour, which under our present scheme of factory
production has become the principal breadstuff of America,
(whole wheat flour being a negligible part of the total present
day production), is hardly fit for human consumption. It
is pale and pasty in appearance; to the palate it is flat and
flavorless. The public demand for it represents an acquired
and not a natural taste. But it is not only unappetizing to
the normal palate; it is a nutritive atrocity. Essential parts of
the wheat berry—the vitamins, the mineral salts, the natural
laxative elements—are absent from white flour, because they
are mainly found in those parts of the wheat berry which
are milled into middlings and bran. Consumers of white
flour who happen to eat middlings and bran bring about a
sort of metabolic reunion of the three parts of the wheat;
but unfortunately much of the virtue of each of the parts is
destroyed before the reunion by the processes to which the
mill has subjected them.

What is most unfortunate, only a small portion of the miss-
ing elements of wheat is consumed by this white flour eat-
ing nation. Most of the middlings and bran are sold to dairy-
men and poutrymen for cattle and chicken feeds. The cows
and chickens thrive upon what we are too stupid to eat! The
white flour—that part of the wheat which is most anemic and
which contributes most to the well-nigh universal constipation
of Americans—is used exclusively for human consumption.

There isn’t a single good reason, from the standpoint of phys-
iology, why wheat should be milled into white flour, middlings
and bran. But there are many reasons from the standpoint of
the factory system of production, distribution and consump-
tion.

There are first of all the profits that grow out of the fact
that white flour does not spoil quite so readily as does whole
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There is, however, little chance of this renaissance of domes-
tic canning and preserving until the two delusions of which
mention has been previously made are somehow or other ex-
orcised: namely, the delusion that factory canned foods repre-
sent a very desirable type of foodstuff, and the delusion that
the factory product is so economical that the labor and trouble
of domestic canning is not worthwhile.

Upon the second of these delusions let me quote from Fred-
erick Frye Rockwell’s book entitled Save It for Winter.

To anyone who has had much experience with the real mod-
ern methods of keeping food for future use there can be no
doubt that it does pay, and pay handsomely. The new meth-
ods require very much less time and involve much less work
than those which have been in general use up to the present
time. The practice of both canning and drying has been practi-
cally revolutionized within the last few years. The new meth-
ods compared with those formerly in vogue are so simple that
many persons have been inclined to doubt their efficacy until
they become convinced by actual trial. The saving of food by
these methods does pay even those who are located in cities
and have not the facilities for producing the vegetables and
fruit they can easily save for winter.

Saving food for winter pays because it prevents waste. The
surplus from the home garden, or cheap products of a glutted
summer market, may be kept for the time when vegetable food
is scarce and high in price.

Saving food for winter pays because it enables you to make
use of your garden, if you have one, to help support your fam-
ily during twelve months of the year instead of only six or
seven. The commonly held idea that these methods of saving
foodstuffs apply wholly or chiefly to surplus garden products
is erroneous. To take full advantage of the benefits which food-
saving makes available one should grow crops especially for
this purpose. This not only makes the work easier but permits
making the most profitable second use of the ground occupied
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These tables make clear what so simple and inexpensive a
piece of machinery as the steam pressure cooker can do to re-
dress the balance of economy and comfort between domestic
production and factory production. There is a clean saving of
from one-half to one-third the time in processing. Sweet corn,
which used to take three hours to process, can be finished in
one hour. The saving, if the cooker is used for everyday cook-
ing, is equally large. A ham which it takes three hours ordinar-
ily to cook, can be done to a turn in 45 minutes.

In the competition between the cannery and the open fire-
place and the old brick oven of colonial days, the cannery de-
served to win on the score of comfort, labor-saving, and econ-
omy. But in the competition between the cannery and the mod-
ern kitchen—equipped with modern appliances and a modern
wood or coal range or an efficient on stove, gas range or electric
stove—domestic production deserves to win because it makes
cooking as pleasant as any other kind of highly skilled manual
labor in which human beings can engage.

According to the claims of one of the manufacturers, a half
million steam pressure cookers have already been sold in can-
nery ridden America. If, instead of this pitifully small number,
twenty five million were to be sold, one to every family in
the country, and every family began to use them, most of the
2,177 packers and canners doing aminimumbusiness of at least
$5,000 a year would be put out of business and the 106,492 per-
sons working for them would turn to some more useful work.

This ugly civilization, I believe, would be made less ugly by
the change.

•

food preservation and safety since these charts and information gathered.
One trustoworthy and comprehensive source is Preservation: The Art and Sci-
ence of Canning, Fermentation and Dehydration by Christina Ward (Process
Media, 2017).
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wheat flour. It can be shipped greater distances and stored for
longer periods of time. It therefore lends itself to nation-wide
distribution and makes it much easier for the larger mills
to invade the local area of distribution of the smaller mills.
Whole wheat flour, which is a complete and practically natural
organic substance, decomposes more rapidly than white four
which milling transforms into an almost inert material. Like
fresh eggs and fresh milk, whole wheat flour is a product little
adapted to large scale factory production because it has to be
comparatively fresh in order to be marketable.

Secondly, there are the profits which grow out of the fact
that milling the wheat into its constituent parts creates three
profits, where otherwise only one would have existed. Aggre-
gate sales and aggregate profits of flour mills are thus made
larger. We are first persuaded, by the national advertising of
the mills, that white flour is more genteel, and that it is tastier
and healthier than the plebeian dark flour. A high price is then
secured from us by the mills for the white flour. We are then
persuaded that bleached middlings make a breakfast food su-
perior to whole grain cereals. A high price is then secured for
this part of the wheat as well. Finally we are persuaded that
bran is an essential medicinal agent (for curing the constipa-
tion caused by eating the white flour from which the bran had
been extracted) and thus the mills secure a fancy price from us
for this last constituent of the original whole wheat.

These factory-begotten products—white flour, bleached mid-
dlings, and parched bran—are undesirable forms of a most de-
sirable foodstuffs. We are not eating a superior foodstuff, be
cause factories have taken over the milling of the wheat. But
neither are we being furnished wheat products at a lower price
than we could produce them for ourselves. And certainly the
flour mills themselves are not objects of such beauty as to jus-
tify their being solely on esthetic grounds.
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The great mills of which the nation is so proud are on all
counts undesirable. And most of them are non-essential as
well.

For we are not without practical alternatives to which we
can turn in order to supply ourselves with flour—and four of a
better quality at a lower price.

•

A small flour mill can be purchased from almost any mail or-
der house. A suitable one is listed in the Sears, Roebuck & Co.,
1927–28 catalog for $10.35. It can be used to make whole wheat
flour, cornmeal and oatmeal for table use, as well as coarse
feeds for cattle and poultry. The mill uses self-aligning burrs
for the actual grinding, instead of the great, clumsy mill-stones
which were in use before the modern roller mill took over the
matter of producing flour and cereals. The burrs are easy to re-
place and they can be changed so as to mill flour varying from
fine to coarse in a very few minutes. The extra burrs cost only
87 cents. The mill can be operated with a one-horsepower mo-
tor or engine. Yet it has a capacity of from five to fifteen bushels
per hour, depending on the fineness of grinding, condition of
grain and the power used. With one of these mills we are in-
dependent of the flour factory; we get the finest flour, because
it is whole and unbleached, at the cost of a little time, a little
electricity or gasoline and the bare cost of the grain itself.

It will, of course, be objected that this is an alternative which
cannot be adopted in the millions of homes located in our great
cities. Such a mill has a capacity far in excess of the needs of
the average city home. It is essentially a piece of machinery de-
signed for the farm or country estate. But this particular piece
of machinery, which is a relatively large domestic flour mill,
does not by any means exhaust the existing possibilities for
domestic milling even though this is an age in which the needs
of domestic production are so terribly neglected. The same cat-
alog lists a series of hand grist mills, ranging in price up from
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Fruits: In Boiling Wa-
ter 212℉ (Old
Method)

Pressure Cooker
5lbs (New
Method)

Apples 20 minutes 10 minutes
Apricots 16 minutes 8 minutes
Blackberries 12 minutes 6 minutes
Blueberries 12 minutes 6 minutes
Cherries 12 minutes 6 minutes
Gooseberries 16 minutes 8 minutes
Grapes 16 minutes 8 minutes
Peaches & Pluma 16 minutes 8 minutes
Pears 20 minutes 10 minutes
Pineapple 30 minutes 15 minutes
Quince 30 minutes 15 minutes
Raspberries 8- 10 minutes 4 minutes
Rhubarb 12 minutes 8 minutes
Strawberries 10- 12 minutes 6 minutes
Vegetables: 5–10 lbs. pressure
Asparagus 1¾ hours 45 minutes
Beans, lima 1¾ hours 45- 60 minutes
Beans, string 1¾ hours 45 minutes
Cauliflower 1¾ hours 45 minutes
Celery 1¾ hours 45 minutes
Corn 3 hours 1–1½ hours
Kohlrabi 1¾ hours 45 minutes
Mushrooms 1¾ hours 45 minutes
Onions 1¾ hours 45 minutes
Peas 1¾ -2¼ hours 45 min. – 1 hour
Pumpkin 1¾ hours 45 minutes
Salsify 1¾ hours 45 minutes
Squash 1¾ hours 45 minutes
Sweet potato 1¾ hours 45 minutes
Turnip 1¾ hours 45 minutes
Beets 1¾ hours 45 minutes
Brussels sprouts 1¾ hours 45 minutes
Cabbage 1¾ hours 45 minutes
Carrots 1¾ hours 45 minutes
Parsnips 1¾ hours 45 minutes
Peppers 1¾ hours 45 minutes
Tomatoes 1¾ hours 8 minutes
Meats:
Poultry and game 3 hours 1 hour
Beef, lamb, mut-
ton, veal and pork

3 hours 1 hour

Soup stock 1½ hours 45 minutes

Time Tables for Canning
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by one-third. Or, to put it in another way, with the best of the
existing methods the homemaker can preserve three times as
much in the same length of time, as was possible twenty years
ago.

Sears, Roebuck & Co. list in their 1927–28 catalog a variety
of steam pressure cookers. The best type made from heavy alu-
minum costs from $11.85 to $21.90 depending upon the size.
This particular cooker is an improvement upon the original
models of the same type. It has a new and greatly simplified
locking device—a single quick-tightening screw instead of the
four screwswith wing nuts which were formerly used. Some of
that ingenuity, of which so much more is needed in the field of
domestic machinery, has evidently been put upon the problem
of eliminating what used to be the most undesirable feature of
this very efficient appliance. Yet the improved cooker costs less
than half as much as the old style cooker cost ten years ago.

The smallest of these cookers will hold five pint jars or three
quart jars. (Incidentally, the old-fashioned screw-topMason jar
has in recent years been replaced by a very much better clamp-
type glass-top jar which makes the opening of a tin can even
with the most ingenious can openers a difficult labor by com-
parison). The largest of these steam pressure cookers will hold
eighteen pint glass jars or seven quart jars.

The same catalog lists less efficient devices, steam cookers
which cost from $2.75 to $3.95, and a cold pack canner, includ-
ing the boiler, for only $2.80. I mention these less efficient de-
vices merely to make it very clear that the equipment for can-
ning is not beyond the purse of even the poorest of families.

The best part of the story of what the steam pressure cooker
has done to home canning can be told in the following tables,
taken fromExtension Bulletin 56 and 64 of theNew Jersey State
College of Agriculture.1

1 The editor recommends referencing materials produced by trustwor-
thy sources within the last few decades. A great deal has been learned about
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$2.65. The smallest size grinds about two pounds of grain ev-
ery five minutes. Each mill is provided with steel burrs which
grind coarse, medium and fine. It will grind everything which
the larger mills will grind. If hand-power grinding is too te-
dious, quarter horse-power motors are listed in the same cata-
log at $9.75. One of these motors could be used to drive the mill
through a friction pulley placed against the fly-wheel much as
electric motors are used to drive sewing machines. At a total
cost of less than $15.00 including freight, delivery and fittings,
this equipment would enable even a small family to cut down
its flour and cereal bill to one-fifth its present dimensions.

None of the mills now on the market, of which I know, is re-
ally an ideal domestic machine. While the two described above
are serviceable, their designing shows nothing like the ingenu-
ity which has been built into the machines used in our great
flour mills. If human ingenuity were really put to work upon
the development of domestic machinery, a mill would be pro-
duced no larger than an ordinary coffee grinder, driven by a
tiny electric motor, with fittings for attaching it to any wall,
the whole apparatus weighing a few pounds and costing not
much more than five dollars. In a large family it would pay
for itself within sixty days. In a small family, within three or
four months. It should last, except for an occasional renewal
of burrs, brushes and armatures, a lifetime. It would earn big-
ger dividends upon its cost than any other type of investment
which we might make and would furnish us flours and cereals
superior to those we now buy from the stand-point of flavor,
nutrition and purity.

But the domestic mill would not only earn money for those
of us who use it. It would forever free us from the menace and
meanness of adulteration. Factories today are in business to
make money. Many flour mills have not hesitated to use poi-
sonous bleaches in order to whiten flour, as is shown by the
history of the movement to enact and administer pure food
laws. They have not hesitated to doctor spoiled and discolored
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flours with chemicals which made them look “like what they
ain’t.” They have not hesitated to debase fine, hard wheat with
an admixture of inferior grades and to palm off the resulting
mediocre, though uniform, product as the finest flour it is pos-
sible to produce.

•

The average family in the United States consumes 4.6 bar-
rels of flour per year. Every domestic mill put into use in an
American family would reduce the demand for factory made
four by 4.6 barrels per year. Every 6,529 families who turned
to the domestic production of flour would put one flour mill
out of business.

Twenty-five millions of these domestic mills would destroy
factory milling. The 5,232 mills of all kinds in this country
would be eliminated and the 35,194 persons engaged in them
released for other work.

The incredible folly of concentrating huge armies of work-
ers, salaried employees, and executives in the centers where
these large mills are now located; of shipping both the grain
and the flour, middlings and bran back and forth across the
whole country; of trying to support all of these non-essential
mills with million-dollar advertising campaigns to persuade us
“to eat more bread,” would be ended.

Instead we would have a few factories making these domes-
tic mills and supplying parts and replacements for them, all of
them engaged in the work of making machinery into a servant
and not a master of men. We should not, as a matter of fact, in-
crease the number of factories making machinery very much
because factories making factory milling machinery would be
replaced by factories making domestic mills. The decrease in
mills making factory machines would offset the increase in
mills making domestic machines.

In addition, if demand for devitalized grain products such
as white flour ended, not only would the non-essential mills
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for boiling and heating, was laborious in the extreme. Water,
for instance, which was so necessary for the various boiling
processes, had to be drawn from wells by hand, and this labori-
ous work was typical of the hard labor involved in every stage
of the work. Hours of standing and working in a steaming hot
kitchen and of stirring boiling pots and kettles over a broiling
hot stove was a part of the drudgery of the preserving season.

The packer and canner came along and relieved most of the
women of the country of this labor. Grocery stores began to
blossom out with every variety imaginable of canned goods—
canned milk, canned fruit, canned vegetables and canned meat.
During the harvest time, the canneries worked day and night,
stacking up in cases the foodstuffs which consumers were to
eat the year following. Home preservation of food stuffs be-
gan to shrink in volume. National advertising, brightly colored
labels, new and ingenious ways of flavoring and cooking the
products, and also adulterating them, all combined to persuade
women to abandon the hard work of canning.

As a result most of us today have little idea of the extent
to which modern methods of home canning and preserving
have eliminated the drudgery of the old methods. We have lit-
tle notion of the extent to which modern appliances reduce la-
bor, improve quality and save money in the home preserving
of foods. Domestic canning and preserving offer the average
home-making woman the opportunity to “earn” more money
for her family, per hour, than she could possibly earn in a fac-
tory or office and at the same time enable her to serve prod-
ucts far superior to all except the best canned goods now on
the market.

Let us consider some of the modern appliances which have
made this reduction in the labor of home canning possible.
They are by no means as efficient as they should be, and as
they will be if the ingenuity of America ever really directs
itself to the solution of the problems involved. Yet the available
appliances have already cut down the time involved in canning
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secured and canned at home, canned pineapple is a native. It is
in my opinion just as silly for the Hoosier to eat factory canned
corn or peas or tomatoes, as it is for the Hawaiian to eat factory
canned pineapple.

Whatever sense there may be in the eating of factory canned
goods is confined to the eating of what I have called the exotics.

The exotics, of course, come to Indiana from “elsewhere.”
They are produced and canned abroad or in some one geo-
graphical section of the country adapted to their production.
If not canned in that particular section, and shipped to Indiana
where they are not produced, the people of Indiana might not
be able to secure them at all. Thus the exotics may be said to
lend themselves rationally and logically to canning in factories.
Factory canning, so far as it is essential and desirable in a ratio-
nal scheme of life, should be confined to the exotics. It should
be limited to those foodstuffs which furnish the variety and
the spice in our dietary. It should include only those products
which would be too expensive for the average family if they
had to be brought in the fresh state clear from a distant place
of production to the point of consumption.

But the exotics represent a relatively small part of the pack
of the canneries of the country. The great bulk of our canned
goods production consists of condensed and evaporated milk,
of vegetables like tomatoes, corn and peas, and fruits like
peaches and cherries, native in practically every section of the
country, and which can be grown in nearly every backyard
garden in the nation. It seems to be folly of the rankest kind
for us to buy the factory-made product when it is possible to
can and preserve the same commodities so much more tastily
at home.

Canning, preserving and pickling by the old-fashionedmeth-
ods which generally prevailed fifty or more years ago was one
of the most arduous of the tasks of our homemakers.The equip-
ment was primitive in the extreme. The use of the appliances
then available, including the use of the all-important apparatus
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disappear, but many of our patent medicine factories would
also disappear. For fifty percent of the stock remedies in mod-
ern drug stores consists of patent medicines for the alleviation
of constipation—laxatives, cathartics and purgatives in liquid,
powdered and pill form. These products, which are absolutely
essential in this white flour age, would become more or less
non-essential if one of the principal dietetic causes of constipa-
tion were eliminated.

•

It is to be hoped that social historians will not underestimate
the part which advertising has played in creating the folkways
of the period through which mankind is at present passing.
For the placing of a social stigma upon home-baking, one of
the most important activities of woman in the past, has been
largely accomplished by advertising. In creating the new so-
cial attitude toward home-baking, advertising has served to in-
crease the number of factories baking bread precisely as it has
increased the number of factories generally.

Home-baking used to have the social standing of a useful art,
an applied science, a means of self-expression. It was a contri-
bution to the comfort and well-being of society quite within
the capacities of most women. As a means of self-expression it
is certainly not to be rated inferior to ironing shirts in a steam
laundry or typing letters in a factory office.

The modern woman looks upon the rapid development of
the commercial baking industry, (the factory system applied
to the baking of bread and other bakery products), as a bless-
ing and looks forward hopefully to the day when all baking
will be done in factories and none in homes. In spite of what
modern kitchen ranges and modern kitchen implements have
done to reduce the labor involved in home-baking, the adver-
tising of the baking industry, with the cumulative repetition of
one idea millions of times, has made her feel that home-baking
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is drudgery. In this way advertising has built into the mental
habits of women one of those great transvaluations of values
which profoundly change the social history of mankind.

One does not need to be very old to remember when an alto-
gether different set of values governed the attitude of women
to ward baking. A report such as that of the Federal Trade Com-
mission on the bread industry, in which it was stated that half
of the bread of the countrywas no longer being baked in homes,
would have been regarded by the women of the last generation
as a calamity. The woman of those days who abandoned this
particular household art would have been considered shiftless,
without pride in her occupation as homemaker, and indifferent
to the welfare of her family.

It is not necessary to be wholly in favor of a return to a
state of mind and a set of values which, in spite of some com-
pensations, tended to overload women with heavy work. The
modern woman’s demand for comfort is thoroughly justified
but this does not justify abandonment of domestic production,
especially when comfort can be attained without necessarily
turning to the factory to provide the home with its breadstuffs.

There are two methods, both of which might be used by the
modern woman, to provide her family with breadstuffs supe-
rior in quality and lower in price than those provided by the
baking industry. Yet neither involves labor as arduous as that
performed by the women who work in factories, stores and of-
fices. If a large number of these women were to turn to these
methods of supplying their families with breadstuffs, 18,739
large bakeries—the numerous small bakeries doing less than
$5,000 worth of business per year are not included—would be
put out of business and 202, 142 persons engaged in the fac-
tory production of bakery products would be released for other
work.

•
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Native Canned Goods Exotic Canned Goods
Vegetables:
Peas
Corn
Tomatoes
Baked beans
Beans, other than baked
Asparagus
Spinach
Kraut
Tomato pulp
Tomato paste
Beets
Canned soup Vegetables:
Olives
Fruits:
Peaches
Cherries
Berries
Pears
Apples
Apricots
Fruit salad
Prunes
Plums

Fruits:
Grapefruit
Pineapple

Fish, etc.:
Clams
Clam chowder
Herring
Oysters
Salmon
Sardines
Shrimp
Tuna
Miscellaneous:
Sausages and other meats
Condensed and evaporated
milk
Syrup
Preserves, jellies, jams, etc.
Pickles, sauces, etc. Miscellaneous:
Peanut butter
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view of the canned goods consumed by the American people
will be helpful.

The following table is divided into two sections, one of them
listing the “natives” among canned foods and the other the
“exotics.” Native canned goods are manufactured primarily for
sale in sections where similar fruits, vegetables and other foods
are produced. Exotics are canned primarily for sale in sections
where the exotics are not capable of being grown. When the
place of production and the place of consumption is the same,
the product is native; when the two places are not the same,
the product is exotic. Canned grapefruit is an exotic in most
parts of the country although a native in Florida and Califor-
nia. Canned fish, crabs and shrimp while exotics in most parts
of the country, are native in most of the coastal states. Canned
tomatoes, on the other hand are natives in practically every
state of the union.

If we locate ourselves in the state of Indiana, which is very
nearly the geographical center of the country, we get a table of
natives and exotics something like this:

A glance at this table makes it very clear that native canned
goods constitute the great bulk of the canned goods consumed
in Indiana homes—canned goods which could be, but are not,
produced and canned byHoosier households for their own con-
sumption. Yet with an unholy ingenuity, the factory has per-
suaded most of the families of Indiana to buy factory canned
goods rather than to consume home canned goods even though
they have to pay a higher price for an inferior product in doing
so.

I can see little advantage, and less from the standpoint of the
palate than from the standpoint of economics, in the canning
of many of the exotics. But even though the desirability of en-
abling the Hoosier household to buy canned pineapple be con-
ceded, there is no possible desirability in enabling the Hoosier
household to buy canned sweet corn. In Indiana canned pineap-
ple is an exotic; in Hawaii where the fresh pineapple can be
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First, machinery can be used to make home bread-baking
very much less burdensome than it has been in the past. There
are dough mixers now on the market which very largely re-
duce the labor of preparation for baking in spite of the fact
that they are still relatively primitive in design. What is needed
is inexpensive equipment and machinery, electrically driven,
which will do for the home-baker what the elaborate and in-
genious labor-saving machinery in the bread factory does for
the commercial baker. The housewife who uses existing equip-
ment, utensils, mixers, ranges, can bake breadwith an ease that
would have seemed quite marvelous to the colonial housewife.
If, however, our inventors were really to put their minds to the
task of developing machines for domestic use equal in inge-
nuity to those already developed for factory use, home bread-
baking would experience a renaissance of portentous import
to the commercial baking industry.

•

The second method by which the housewife can solve the
problem of greater ease in home production of breadstuffs is
even more simple.

Let her give up bread-baking altogether. Or let her at least
greatly reduce the family consumption of yeast bread because
of the relatively great labor its production entails. The art of
bread baking, of making a dough, of putting in a yeast or fer-
ment and then of baking the loaf, is an old one. But mankind
throve before the art was developed, and could thrive just as
much even if it were to be abandoned.

Abandonment of bread-baking itself is easy, as the modern
housewife has already demonstrated, but breaking old habits of
eating as I now suggest is not. But the temporary discomfort
involved in abandoning the bread platter at all meals would be
amply compensated for by the permanent comfort of eating a
greater variety of breadstuffs.
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A household mill, such as was previously described, is de-
sirable though not essential to the adoption of this proposal.
The domestic mill would provide whole wheat flour, whole rye
flour, whole cornmeal, whole cracked oats, in fact the cereals
generally, in the freshest, the healthiest, the most nutritious
and the most appetizing condition and at a lower cost than the
factory product into the bargain. Without a mill in the home it
is difficult today to procure the cereals as nature, so to speak,
made them to be eaten. But whether the various flours be home
produced or purchased from dealers, they make it possible for
the housewife to furnish her family with an endless variety of
breadstuffs without once baking bread.

There is, for one thing, “johnnycake.” Let a family once eat
cornbread made from whole cornmeal—not from the pale,
dessicated product that the factories are now turning out
and miscalling cornmeal; not from the cornmeal of ordinary
commerce, from which the toothsome germ of the kernel has
been extracted, but made from the whole corn which includes
the starch, the gluten, and the fibrous part of the kernel, and
the universal popularity of johnnycake before the factory
came along and destroyed the tastiness of the meal out of
which it was originally made is understandable.

Then there are biscuits, pancakes and waffles. In the South
to this day the hot biscuit is called bread. It is made from
dough that is quickly and easily mixed. The baking is a part
of the work of preparing the meal and the “bread” comes hot
to the table. There is no more reason for our fear of hot bread
than for fear about hot meat, or hot potatoes, or hot vegetables.
Unfortunately, Southern hot bread today is generally made of
white flour. If made of whole grain flour it would furnish an
admirable, nutritions and palatable breadstuff without all the
labor of making yeast bread.

But the waffle offers an even more appetizing breadstuff and
involves an even less laborious process of production. Waffle
batters can be mixed in a fewminutes before a meal. If the fat is
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put into the batter while it is being mixed and an electric waffle
iron used, the waffle can be baked right on the table—at break-
fast, luncheon and dinner—without the annoyance of greasing
the iron or of forcing the housewife to stand over a hot stove
turning the old fashioned waffle irons while the rest of the fam-
ily ate at the table. An infinite variety of waffles can be made. A
single meal of whole wheat flour waffles will make the soggy,
mushy white flour waffle distasteful to the average person.The
whole wheat waffle is crisp, where the other is tough. It has fla-
vor, the natural flavor of the wheat, where the other has none.
It nourishes the whole body where the other merely furnishes
heat. It is healthy, where the other is constipating.

In addition all sorts of waffle batters can be made. “The waf-
fling family” does not have to rely upon a monotonous repeti-
tion of the same breadstuff. Mixtures of wheat flour and corn-
meal are delightful. The waffle makes it possible to serve an in-
finite variety of breadstuffs without having to mix yeast dough
and bake bread at home or abandoning home baking to the
commercial bread bakery.

•

Let us now turn to another branch of the food industry and
consider canned goods.

The canned goods industry is largely founded upon two self
delusions of the American people: one delusion, that factory
canned goods are cheaper than the goods which are canned
and preserved at home—that if they are not actually cheaper
the possible saving is not worth the labor and annoyance in-
volved in home canning; and another delusion, that factory
canned foods are a very desirable type of foodstuff.

Before discussing these delusions, which are largely respon-
sible for the failure of American inventive brains to function
upon the problem of how to make it possible for the home to
preserve foodstuffs efficiently and economically, a bird’s eye
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about the part heredity and the part environment play in the
production of superior individuals, and the wise society must
therefore make provision for the leadership of those superior
individuals who come out of classes and from environments
which normally seem to produce only inferior types.

What mankind needs if it is to produce a really desirable
state of society is an aristocracy of truly superior persons. The
inequality in such a society would be based upon the actual
differences among individuals and not upon differences due to
the accident of race, nationality, or family.

•

In such a society there would be no arbitrary leaderships.
Really superior individuals cannot be selected by examina-

tions any more than they can be selected by elections. The
most desirable attributes of the superior individuals neither
lend themselves to the pedantry essential in selection by civil
service commissions, nor to the demagogery necessary in se-
lection by some form of election.

Whenever there is a general acceptance of the idea that it is
in the high self-interest of every individual and of society as a
whole to try to recognize intelligence and to give it every op-
portunity to develop, superior individuals will be recognized
merely because they are superior. When it becomes the fash-
ion for the masses to imitate the ways of life of really superior
individuals; when it becomes a folkway to make heroes out
of quality-minded and not out of quantity-minded individuals,
the speed with which quality-minded individuals will impose
their ideas, first upon the quantity-minded and then upon so-
ciety as a whole, will be greatly increased.

The lag in time, between the conception of a better way of life
or a better method of doing something or a better idea and the
final acceptance of it, which now disgraces civilization would
begin to shorten.
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The change in status, however, has been accompanied by a
change in the relationship of men and women and children to
each other. In this factory-dominated world, with its indiffer-
ence to whether the workers who keep its machinery in oper-
ation are single or married, men or women, adults or children,
the home has disappeared as the economic unit of society; the
individual has taken its place. The enforced cooperation of all
the members of the family in producing the necessaries of life,
has been replaced by competition between them for jobs. Indi-
vidual competes with individual, regardless of sex or age, in the
impersonal arena of the labor market. Men and women, whom
nature intended to be partners, have become economic rivals.
They seek each other out only in response to nature’s imperi-
ous biological mandate.

The economic individualism introduced by the factory has
re-uced marriage to the status of a sexual adventure. Children
endanger the adventure. To support themselves as they desire
both husband and wife tend to work. Children interfere with
this routine of working outside of the home, lower the scale
of living and so endanger the continuance of marriage. The
rise in divorce and desertion is a neural consequence. Present
day criticism of marriage as an institution is an indication of
the fact that mankind is beginning to fully accept woman’s
andman’s economic independence.This independence is some-
thing which the factory bas produced for the worker. Under it
the home has lost; perhaps the individual worker has gained.

So much for what the factory has done for the worker.
Now what has the factory done to the worker, and what is

it continuing to do to him?

1. It relentlessly mechanizes the workman and reduces all
workers, except the few “blessed with administrative ge-
nius,” to mere cogs in a gigantic industrial machine.

2. It decreases the number of workers engaged in produc-
tive and creative labor by reducing the number of work-
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ers required to produce things and by condemning the
remaining workers to elab-orate methods of flunkeying
for one another.

3. It arraysworker against employer, separating capital and
labor into two independent andmutually antagonistic in-
terests, and inflicts upon society an unending succession
of foolish and often bloody strikes.

4. It makes it almost impossible for individual workmen to
be self-sufficient enough to develop their own personal-
ities.

5. It destroys the skilled craftsman to whom work is a
means of self-expression as well as a means of livelihood,
by offering work only for machine feeders and machine
tenders, thus making it more and more difficult for
skilled workmen to find employment.

6. It creates workers without initiative and self-reliance,
and fins the state with citizens who lack a sustained
interest in public affairs and good government.

7. It transfers the satisfying of the economic needs of the
worker from the home to the factory, robbing the worker,
his wife and his children, of their contact with the soil;
depriving them of intimacy with growing things—with
growing animals, birds, vegetables, trees, flowers; and
destroying their capacity for fabricating things for them-
selves and of entertaining and educating themselves.

8. It condemns not only the natural robot, but those capa-
ble of creative effort in the crafts, the arts and the pro-
fessions, to repetitive work, because it leaves open no
field in which they may exercise their talents and earn a
livelihood.
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Democracy seems to confer power upon the masses. But it
can no more prevent the masses from being preyed upon by
predatory individuals than a herd of sheep can themselves pre-
vent the wolves from preying upon them. Power cannot be con-
ferred upon those who are incapable of exercising it.

What is probably the greatest evil inherent in democratic
forms of society is the fact that they encourage the masses
to think themselves equally as good as the superior types of
man. Instead of encouraging the superior individuals; instead
of giving them every opportunity to act as the fashioners of the
average man’s habits of life; of being the artificer of society’s
folkways, democracy handicaps the activities of intelligent in-
dividuals by the way democracy organizes its social, economic,
and political institutions. It tries to force superior individuals
to conform to what is normal for the mediocrities and nonen-
tities of whom mankind is so largely composed.

Democracy makes conformity the greatest good in the
world.

•

But the aristocratic theory, which has been largely destroyed
by the rising tide of democracy, furnishes no better basis for
a really beautiful civilization. True, it involves a recognition
of inequality in mankind. But the inequality it recognizes is a
false one. It is one based upon the single accident of birth. The
classes into which aristocratic societies are divided have little
or no correspondence to the superiority or inferiority of the
individuals of which it is composed.

Aristocratic society imposes an artificial inequality upon
mankind; it imposes a false test of superiority and an equally
false test of inferiority.

The aristocrat is not necessarily a superior individual. For
superiority is not merely a matter of birth and breeding. It is
these things only in part. There is as yet little real knowledge
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institutions would be organized so as to encourage the superior
individuals in every way, not only to reproduce their kind, but
to impose their methods of living, their ideas about life, and
their tastes upon the masses of mankind.

They would be the acknowledged teachers of mankind, the
accepted architects of its culture patterns.

And in such a society, the general level of the comfort of the
great masses of men would be far higher than in one in which
no such recognition of the importance of inequality prevailed.

•

In spite of “Liberty, Equality, Fraternity!”, in spite of the ring
ing dogma from our own charter of liberty: “All men are cre-
ated free and equal,” the nineteenth century has not succeeded
in producing a really beautiful civilization.Western society has
been largely relieved of the incubus of a medieval priesthood.
American society has been freed of the exactions of kings and
nobles. Society generally has made some revolutionary steps
toward economic freedom. But it is the great tragedy of the
age of revolution that so many of its experiments in remould-
ing society were based upon democratic theories of the equal-
ity of man. Political, economic, social, educational programs
which begin with the proposition that men are equal are pred-
icated upon a foundation of fiction. Societies based upon them
contain within themselves the seeds of their own futility and
failure.

The democratic theory will always fail to produce a really
desirable society because it ignores the patent fact that some
men are superior and others inferior; because it assumes
that the inferior are capable of selecting those who are best
fitted to guide and rule, and because it romantically fancies
that power-seeking individuals will accept the dictation of
those who lack their own ruthless determination to gratify
gargantuan appetites.
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•

It is impossible, within the limitations of a single chapter to
do much more than direct attention to the evidence for these
conclusions. But an analysis of the most significant aspects of
the influence exerted by the factory upon the workers of the
world, is sufficient to justify all the conclusions. A glimpse of
the worker, while he was still, presumably, a human being and
before he became, in the expressive language of Adam Smith,
“a manufacturing animal,” furnishes a good point of departure.

The conditions under which the goods were produced which
the world consumed prior to the introduction of the factory
seem to have been much alike everywhere. The situation in
New England was much like the situation in old England, and
it is amazing how similar to the pre-industrial conditions in
those sections are present-day conditions in those regions of
Russia and India where industrialism is still in its infancy.

Farming was then generally accepted and treated as a part-
time occupation. The seasons not having been abolished by
industrialism, it is still in essence a part-time occupation. We
have simply ceased to recognize the fact because specialization
has begotten the monstrous superstition that no man can prof-
itably devote himself to more than one occupation. Today we
are so accustomed to the sharp separation of the occupations
represented by farming and manufacturing that it is difficult
to realize how abnormal this separation really is. There are sea-
sons when the farmer has little to do. Those are the seasons
when he is free to devote his time to manufacturing.

Henry Ford says:
The real problem of farming is to find something in addition

to farming for the farmer to earn a living at.
This is the situation today. But it was not the situation be-

fore the coming of the factory. Practically the entire working
population devoted itself to part-time farming and part-time
manufacturing.
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In colonial New England, the villages in which the first steps
toward industrialism developed, consisted of the homes of arti-
sans and tradesmen who were also farmers. Each villager had
a plot of land.

These and the tradesmen and manufacturers who live in the
country generally reside on small lots and farms, from one acre
to 20.7

The weaving, blacksmithing, tanning, cobbling, milling,
pottery-making, grist-milling in which these New Englanders
were engaged were essentially part-time occupations. Tench
Cox discusses this aspect of their life in some detail:

Union of manufactures and farming is found to be conve-
nient on the grain farina; but it is still more convenient on the
grazing and grass farms, where part of almost every day and
a great part of the year can be spared from the business of the
farm and employed in some mechanical handicraft or business.
Those persons often make domestic and farming carriages, im-
plements and utensils, build houses and barns, tan leather and
manufacture hats, shoes, hosiery, cabinet work, and other arti-
cles of clothing and furniture, to the great convenience of the
neighborhood. In like manner some of the farmers, at leisure
times and proper seasons, manufacture nails, potash, pearl ash,
staves and heading, hoops and hand pikes, ax-handles, maple
sugar, etc.8

Some quotations from the diary ofThomas B. Hazard, known
as “Nailer Tom,” who was a famous mechanic in those days,
give a good idea of what this combination of many kinds of
work meant to the skilled artisan before the coming of the fac-
tory:

Making bridle bits, worked a garden, dug a woodchuck out
of a hole, made stone wall for cousin, planted corn, cleaned
cellar, made hoe handle of bass wood, sold a kettle, brought

7 Tench Cox, View of the United States, p. 442.
8 Ibid., p. 443.
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assumption which grows out of a complete misreading of the
history of man. Man triumphed over every other animate crea-
ture, not because he was the stronger brute, but because he was
the more intelligent. Indeed, his physical handicaps may have
played a considerable part in forcing upon him a discipline and
training which helped him to his present eminence in the ani-
mal kingdom.

What is true of man in competition with other animals, is
also true of the individual man in competition with his fellows.
Not the man who is strongest physically, but the man who is
strongest mentally tends to prevail, and tends to reproduce his
kind.

It is the race which invented guns and gunpowder which has
vanquished the physically superior races of primitives wher-
ever they came into conflict. It is the individual who is intel-
ligent enough to invent some better method of adapting him-
self to his environment who survives in competitionwith other
individuals. The fact that it is the predatory and not the intel-
lectual types of individuals who generally exercise immediate
power does not vitiate the rule. The rulers who survive in the
contest with their fellow power-seekers are those intelligent
enough to apply to their problems what the intellectuals have
to teach them. Ultimately, therefore, it is intelligence which
determines survival. In a society of which the cardinal princi-
ple was that every encouragement should be given to the in-
dividuals best fitted to survive, not brute strength, but intelli-
gence would triumph. Such a society would produce real super-
men. Not super-brutes, but super-rational men. They would be
healthy in body as in mind, but they would not be muscular
giants. They would be notable, not for their ability ruthlessly
to sate their appetites, but for their sensitivity to what it is de-
sirable to do with life.

In such a society the things which today are supposed to be
in the interests of the masses would be subordinated to things
in the interests of the superior individuals. All customs and
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in the struggle to maintain themselves and to reproduce their
kind.

There is little doubt that man today is superior to his an-
cestors: that the genus homo sapiens is superior to the pri-
mates from which he sprang. That superiority, however, could
not have developed had every individual primate been exactly
equal to every other primate—had there not been inferior and
superior specimens among them—inferior and superior at least
in their survival aptitude. Progress, therefore, to the stage of de-
velopment to which man has now attained has been dependent
upon the fact that the primitive stock out of which the present
race developed did not consist of identical nor “equal” individ-
uals. It has been dependent upon the inequality of the individu-
als, and on the consequent ability of the superior among them
to be selected as the breeders and nurturers of their successors.

Unless we are, therefore, to argue that no further progress is
desirable, it is plain that there must be in the future a continu-
ance of this inequality. If we are to progress from our present
state; if we are to produce a race superior to the present and a
state of society superior to that which we now enjoy, indeed
even if man is to survive at all, the continuance of this selec-
tive process is absolutely essential. And since the process in-
volves not only a selection of the superior types from among
the whole group of individuals for survival, but also the impo-
sition of their ways of life upon their fellows, it is eminently
desirable that men should not be equal.

Social obstacles to the increase in the varieties of human
types are most undesirable.

Individuality, and not uniformity, should be encouraged.

•

What has probably prevented a general acceptance of the
desirability of inequality has been a mistaken assumption that
it involves idealization of mere brute strength. But this is an
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Sister Tanner in a fish boat, made hay, went for coal, made nails
at night, went huckleberrying, raked oats, plowed turnip lot,
went to monthly meeting and carried Sister Tanner behind me,
bought a goose, went to see town, put on new shoes, made a
shingle nail tool, helped George mend a spindle for the mill,
went to harbor mouth gunning, killed a Rover, hooped tubs,
caught a weasel, made nails, made a shovel, went swimming,
staid at home, made rudder irons, went eeling.9

The notable fact in connection with all these varied activi-
ties is the admixture of work and play. If the worker “played”
during the day, he labored at nail making or something else, at
night. The day was not divided by the dock into mutually ex-
clusive periods of work and non-work. Most of the play had an
admixture of productive labor in it—it produced game or fish,
for instance, while much of the work had elements of play in
it.

Compare this record with the one which a modern factory
mechanic would produce if he had kept a diary of his activities:

Worked in the factory, home and listened to the radio.
Worked in the factory, went to the movies in the evening.
Worked in the factory, listened to the radio; worked in the
factory, went to the movies; and so on, ad infinitum.

This would be his record, perhaps varied with an occasional
marriage and funeral, or a dance or an outing under the aus-
pices of his church, his union or his political ward leader.

Themodern worker is a creature of routines.The general life
of a highly industrialized country, whichmay seem full of inter-
est and color to the traveller from another country, who is not
a party to its routines, has no existence for the worker. As he
goes through the daily routine which his factory imposes upon
him he has neither time nor inclination to see it as a whole. He
is a slave to a routine which changes hardly at all from day to
day and from year to year. He knows nothing of what might be

9 William L. Chenery, Industry and Human Welfare, p. 18.
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called the normal routine of life which changes from season to
season with the grand cycle of the year, and which used to be
broken up into an infinite variety of occupations by the need
of solving the myriad of individual problems which develop as
summer changes into winter and winter into summer.

The work of the colonial villager was physically harder than
is that of themodern factoryworker. His life was full of discom-
forts and privations unknown today. But his life was plainly
not without many compensations for the hardships involved
in producing for himself what he needed and desired without
any of the tools and machines which science has since made it
possible for the home producer to use.

•

Industrialism came and began by putting, as some of the
early protagonists of the factory proudly proclaimed, the idle
elements of the population to work. The first factory workers
were not artisans, who happened to be unemployed—modern
unemployment did not yet exist. Neither were they farmers or
farm workers who preferred factory work to a landless exis-
tence. The first factory workers were the women and children
of the villages and the countryside. These were the “idle ele-
ments” of the population which were to be put to useful work.

As soon, however, as the competition of factory products
began to disorganize the existing economy based upon agricul-
tural and handicraft production, and to create unemployment,
the factories found it easy to recruit workers. The growth of
the factories was so rapid, however, that shortages of workers
developed in spite of these sources of labor. Armies of the un-
employed had to be deliberately created in order to make more
rapid development of the factory possible.

Artisans, peasants, and domestics were therefore deliber-
ately driven by political, social and economic pressure into
the factories. The craftsmen and their families were already
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faster than before. The difference between the Attic helot
of ancient Greece and a Plato is not a whit greater than the
difference between the average comic-strip reader of a modern
New York newspaper and a Charles W. Eliot. All of what is
generally called progress—a republican form of government,
rapid and cheap transportation, factory production—has con-
tributed in combination all that it could to the development
of the average modern New Yorker. Progress may have made
the New Yorker a superior being to the Attic helot, although
the evidence upon this point is by no means conclusive, but
it has not brought him nearer to an equality mentally with a
Charles W. Eliot. It has not even brought him to an equality
physically with a prize fighter and of course it has not brought
him to an equality financially with a John D. Rockefeller. The
future may, if we continue to progress, do as much more for
the average New Yorker as the past has done for him since
his forbears were serfs and slaves. But it cannot bring him
to a parity with the predatory men who boss him, nor with
the cultured men who civilize him. Progress may increase the
speed at which all in the race run: it may substitute wheels for
the legs which nature provided for the racers in the beginning
of the race, but it cannot bring the racers to an equality.

Men are not equal.
Their inequality is inexorable.
And that they should be equal is undesirable.

•

Man is the end product of a long evolutionary process. Ev-
erything that he is today, mentally and physically, has been
slowly developed by a process which seems like adaptation to
his environment, but which has been in reality a process of
natural selection of those most fitted to survive from countless
millions of variations throughout all time. The varieties best
adapted survived. The varieties ill adapted to survival have dis-
appeared because of the handicaps under which they labored
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•

In trying to outline a really beautiful civilization, not only
must this inequality of individuals be accepted, but the inex-
orability of this inequality must be likewise accepted.

The moving finger writes; and, having writ,
Moves on; nor all your Piety nor Wit
Shall lure it back to cancel half a line,
Nor all your Tears wash out a Word of it.

Men may be likened to a race of runners who started to race
from some dim and distant mark in the unrecorded past. At
any given moment of time, some of the runners are old and
some are young; some are rich and some are poor; some are
intelligent and some are stupid; some are weak and some are
strong. Onward they run, leaving the dead and dying behind
them, pressing into the dim and distant future toward some
perhaps non-existent goal. As each individual enters the race
he finds that there are runners ahead of him, far behind him,
and all around him. He enters into the struggle, quite without
regard to the fact that he does not start on an equality with,
nor even at the same time as the others, helped and hindered
in his own running by various advantages and various handi-
caps which perhaps no other individual in the race exactly du-
plicates.

The runners in the race of life are not equals.
It is impossible for them to be made equal physically and

mentally by fiat no matter how exalted the source from which
the decree might emanate.

It is the vainest of vain hope to believe that religion or pol-
itics or science can cancel, now that the race is on, any jot or
tittle of the existing inequalities among the racers.

Nor can what we call progress change the relative position
of the racers. Progress may help the rank and file of plodders
to move faster, but it helps the leaders in the race equally as
much and sometimes it helps them to move relatively still
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being forced into the factories by the destructive competition
of the cheaply produced factory goods. In addition, the peas-
antry, wherever feudal or semi-feudal conditions prevailed,
were driven into the factories by shutting off their access to
the common lands on which from time immemorial they had
grazed their animais, and by rack-renting those foolish enough
to stick to the land. Only domestic servants did not have to
be forced into the factories. Changing social standards made
force unnecessary in their case. The domestic was robbed of
self-respect by the decline in the economic utility of the home.
So long as the home was creative and productive, everyone in
it could feel that they were contributing usefully to the life of
society. But with the coming of the factory, the manor-houses
and the houses of the rich and powerful ceased to be the
economic centers of their districts. They became mere show
places. They were used by the wealthy merely for competition
in “conspicuous waste.” The domestics in them were reduced
to the status of pure parasites. To this day, domestics find the
factory a welcome relief from the social ignominy and the
social tyranny of domestic service.

In America, the factories relied upon the apparently unend-
ing stream of immigrants for their supplies of workers, and
when the stream did not come fast enough, agents were sent
to Europe to increase the labor supply of the textile villages
of New England, the steel regions about Pittsburgh, and the
packing-house centers like Chicago.

•

Degradation of both labor and laborers was one of the first
results of the transfer of work and workers from the home-
shop and the workshop to the factory. The factory with its
labor-saving machinery can be considered a social gain only
if its effect upon the worker is ignored.

With the coming of the factory, the worker found that
the skill which he had already acquired was no longer a
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marketable product. Factory machines could be operated
by unskilled workers—untrained women and often children
were sufficiently strong and intelligent. Since the factory took
over the work of the craft which had formerly given him
employment and it was difficult for a skilled mechanic to
change his calling to one equally as skillful and remunerative,
the market value of his labor was reduced to that of unskilled
workers who operated the factory machines.

This consequence of the coming of the factory is well de-
scribed by Professor Dexter S. Kimball:

The new methods of production have enabled many un-
skilled people to take an important part in many industrial
fields formerly occupied solely by skilled workers. Today
in nearly every large manufacturing industry the unskilled
or semi-skilled labor greatly outnumbers the skilled, and a
product of great accuracy and high finish is turned out by
such organizations. This principle of extension of the field of
labor is a broad one. As more and more skill and thought have
been transferred to hand and machine tools it has become
increasingly easy for men and women to take part in what was
formerly entirely skilled industry. The actual production of
shoes, watches, typewriters, etc., is conducted almost entirely
by semi-skilled labor.10

Professor Kimball labors mightily to justify this process in
discussing what he calls the factory’s extension of the field of
labor and its elevation of labor. Let me quote him further on
this point:

Manifestly these new methods have multiplied man’s pro-
ductive power many fold, enabling him to produce more per
unit of time, with a corresponding reduction in the cost of
production. This feature, and the principles of the elevation of
labor and the extension of the field of labor more than com-
pensate in the long run for the effects of degradation of la-

10 Dexter S. Kimball, Principles of Industrial Organization, p. 16.
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equalities—equality of income, of education, of feeding; of
shelter—is sufficient to produce two really equal individuals.

Two men may have the same father and mother and yet the
heritage with which one began was different from the heritage
of the other. Even though born twins, the biological material
in the cells from which each developed would not have been
the same; their development during gestation different, and
their history from the moment of delivery, of course, unlike.
And from birth onward, every minute difference in rearing
and experience would have heightened the early differences in
them. They would not have eaten the same food, even though
served at the same table; worn the same clothes, received the
same treatment from relatives and acquaintances, occupied
themselves always alike. They would not have read the same
books, met the same persons, taken away from them and from
their reading the same set of ideas, nor encountered the same
experiences. They could not be exactly alike.

Variation is a basic fact in nature.
Only man is a standardizer.
Variation must therefore be accepted in any really practical

plan for producing a beautiful civilization.
With men so different from one another, it is absurd to gen-

eralize about man. There is no such thing as “man.” There are
only individuals. It is dangerous enough to generalize after we
have divided men into types of various kinds. We can say that
all men have certain conspicuous physical and mental charac-
teristics in common: they walk on legs, for instance; they talk;
they eat. But we cannot say that all men are equally entitled to
a voice in the counsels of the state.

It is childish to make anything except the most obvious of
generalizations about man. Sound generalizations can only be
made after full acceptance of the fact of difference, of varia-
tion, of inequality in mankind, and generalizations should be
qualified with many reservations even then.
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is from complete idiocy to absolute genius, and from an almost
perfect purity of type to every combination of types. Every in-
dividual is a miracle. Every individual is a law unto himself
because each individual is the product of a sequence of events
which are not exactly duplicated in the life of any other.

•

It is the fact of the inequality of the individual man that
is most important. It is the “clinical history” of the individ-
ual; his heredity, environment and experience, and not that
of his race, nation or family that determines whether he is to
be a member of the herd-minded masses, whether he is to be
one of its quantity-minded masters, or its quality-minded lead-
ers. For genius, like stupidity, falls “like the gentle dew from
heaven” upon those born and brought up Frenchmen and Ger-
mans; upon those of the Nordic and the Slav races; upon those
coming from families “to the manor born” and those from the
“poor white trash.” Genius is not the exclusive prerogative of
any of these divisions of mankind perhaps because stupidity
seems to be no respecter of even the finest of families, the most
progressive of nations, the most superior of races.

Individual men are first of all unequal because they do not
come from one race, one nationality, one family. They are un-
equal by reason of the differences in the blood, history, culture,
environment of their races, their nationalities, and their fami-
lies. The men of one race are not equal to those of another;
of one nationality to other nationalities; of one family to other
families. No two individuals can ever be equal because the sum
total of all the factors of heredity, environment and experience
can never be the same in any two individuals.

Even if two individuals were in every controllable respect
identical—identical in parentage, identical in education, iden-
tical in experience, identical in age—they would still not
be equal. No possible combination of all the controllable
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bor, though as before noted the many benefit at the expense of
the few. Human progress apparently cannot take place with-
out someone suffering. Theoretically all should be greatly bene-
fited by these improved methods, and the reason why such has
not always been the case is not because of the processes them-
selves, but because their net result is to increase production
solely. They do not carry with them inherently any influences
tending to rearrange the distribution of the increased profits
derived from them, nor to offset the effects of the fierce compe-
tition rendered possible because of this increase in productive
capacity. Invention and its result always act quickly; social and
political changes move more slowly. The natural law of sup-
ply and demand operated quickly under the older and simpler
methods. The complexity of modern methods tends to make
these laws act much more sluggishly. It is only after a struggle
lasting over a hundred years that there is hope, even of insti-
tuting reforms that will in a measure restore the equilibrium
of distributive methods so badly distorted by the results of the
great inventions.11

While the introduction of these new methods may degrade
certain classes of labor, they may, on the other hand, elevate
others. The skilled mechanic who has been engaged in drilling
plates is not necessarily degraded by the introduction of the
drilling jig, because his skill can be utilized to make such tools;
and this class of labor, namely, the skilled workers in the metal
trades, has, on the whole, usually benefited radier than oth-
erwise, by the new methods, though at times trying periods
of readjustment have ensued upon the introduction of labor-
saving machinery into their own industry.

Again the unskilled worker who is taken from low-paid me-
nial employment and taught to operate a semi-automatic ma-
chine can usually earn more money than formerly and be ele-
vated to a higher plane. The history of manufacturing in New

11 Ibid., p. 17.
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England shows very clearly the absorption into the manufac-
turing industries of the successive waves of immigration of
unskilled labor that have from time to time moved into these
states.12

Unfortunately it is necessary to call attention to the great
probability that the coming of the factory has actually reduced
the relative proportion of skilled to semi-skilled workers. Pro-
fessor Kimball himself has already admitted that the factory
has enabled unskilled workers to take an important place in
many industries formerly occupied solely by skilled workers.
But in addition, he is almost certainly wrong on almost every
point he makes about the elevation of labor. He is under the im-
pression that “low-paid menials” (What does he mean by “me-
nials”? Does he include skilled domestic servants—cooks, seam-
stresses, butlers in the class of “menials”?) are elevated to a
higher plane when they are taught to operate a semi-automatic
machine? In what respect are they higher? He mentions only
their pay for their work. But is he right about the fact that the
ex-menials who have gone into the factories are higher paid?
Taking wages, board, lodging, washing, medical tare, etc., into
consideration, the average domestic servant is much higher
paid than the unskilled or semi-skilled factory worker.

He is entirely wrong when he says the “waves of immi-
grants” to this country consisted of unskilled labor. If he thinks
an Italian peasant is an unskilled laborer, then he has never
discovered how much skill it takes to raise a garden. The vast
majority of these immigrants were skilled workers—highly
skilled workers: they were farm workers, stonemasons, basket
weavers, tailors, domestics, for whose skill, however, the
factory had no use.

But Professor Kimball is most wrong in failing to distinguish
between the degradation of labor, and the degradation of the
laborer.The distinction between the two is of the utmost impor-

12 Ibid., p. 16.
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Programs for the improvement or the reformation of society
which do not take these differences in the types of man into ac-
count are doomed to inevitable failure. Democratic, humanitar-
ian, equalitarian programs, when strongly charged with polit-
ical or religious emotionalism, create interesting and dramatic
pages in history, but they do not produce a stable and satisfy-
ing social life for mankind. Indeed, history is largely the long
record of the futile efforts to better society predicated upon
false theories of the equality of man and of equally disappoint-
ing efforts based upon equally false theories of the inequality
of man.

The time has come for the abandonment of programs based
upon fictions about man and for the formulation of a program
based upon facts.

•

Men are neither physically nor mentally equal. They are
not equal though every politician in the land proclaim the
fiction that law has conferred equality upon them, and every
church endlessly proclaim the fiction that religion makes all
men equally precious to God. General acceptance of the fact
that some men are superior to others and that some are, by
the same token, inferior, is important because of the check
it would furnish upon the social and political fallacies which
abound today.

The plain fact is that individuals are unequal physically and
mentally by reason of inexplicable and ineradicable accidents
of breed, rearing, and experience. Some are just average be-
cause they were born that way, and some are made average by
education and circumstances. Some are predatory and acquis-
itive and others creative, and in all cases what any individual
is at any given moment is the end-product of a set of equally
incalculable accidents. There are no hard and fast lines of de-
marcation between the various types of individuals. The range
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the differences of opinion which may develop as to the class
in which historical personages and particular persons of the
present period should be assigned. A concordance of circum-
stances puts John Doe in one class, John D. Rockefeller in the
second, and Charles W. Eliot in the third. They remain in the
class to which circumstances assign them only as long as they
are characteristically unchanged. No man, of course, is “born”
to one of these three classes. And no title of nobility, no fiat of
government, no amount of wealth, no university degrees can
keep him in one of these classes after changes in him or in his
circumstances have developed which have actually transferred
him to another. The same individual may at one time belong to
the herd-minded class; later to the quantity-minded class, and
at a still later time, to the quality-minded class.

Take a thousand human beings, and 997 will be herd-minded
like John Doe and his fellows; two will be quantity-minded like
John D. Rockefeller; and one quality-minded, like Charles W.
Eliot. I cannot, unfortunately, vouch for the statistical accuracy
of this formula, but it is at least suggestive of the actual state
of affairs. Everyday observation makes it very probable that
individuals of these three types exist in society in the ratio of
997 to 2 to 1. And in most of mankind’s tragic history, the two
quantity-minded individuals have been busily engaged in quar-
reling to see which one would exploit the remaining 997, and
in forcing the one quality-minded soul in the thousand either
to entertain them or to assist them in the business of exploita-
tion. Yet, as we shall see, there are good grounds for conclud-
ing that whatever we have of civilization has come into being
because the quality-minded, exploited though they have been
by the quantity-minded possessors of power, and hated by the
unthinking masses, have always been able, after an often heart-
breaking lapse of time, to impose their ideas upon mankind.

•
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tance. If it is kept in mind, it becomes plain that as far as the
great masses of workers are concerned, the question is whether
it is possible for the factory to degrade the labor which it re-
quires them to do without ultimately degrading the laborer
himself.

If we omit the casualties which involve degradation, but
which are due to those periods of readjustment caused by
inventions to which Professor Kimball referred, we can make
what has taken place clear by simplifying the issue. At all
times, we have a certain proportion of potentially skilled
laborers. Whether or not they find skilled labor at which
they can work and earn a living is determined by conditions
over which, in an industrialized world, they have no control.
Limited numbers of them will find skilled work to do, and if
they find employment at such labor as tool-making, they may
enjoy an elevation of labor. But Professor Kimball has shown
that in many industries the proportion of skilled workers has
gone down; that in many of the new industries only unskilled
and semi-skilled workers are employed, and there is no
evidence furnished that the tool-making necessary for these
industries offers sufficient employment for the skilled workers
who are excluded from the industries which might formerly
have employed them. On the contrary, there is a considerable
body of evidence that large numbers of potentially skilled
laborers never do find employment that really utilizes their
capacities. They are forced to work as semi-skilled or unskilled
laborers—perhaps never have the opportunity to learn a
skilled craft because of that. For them, as compared to their
forebears, there has been a real degradation not only of labor,
but also of the laborer. The potential journeyman machinist
finds himself compelled to be a mere machine-operative and
to live upon the relatively lower scale of existence which that
involves.

The higher productivity which industrialization makes pos-
sible —the higher wages and the lower prices which follow—
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cannot really compensate the laborer for the loss of satisfaction
involved when the work he has to do is constantly degraded.
They are a form of compensation which in effect means that in
return for accepting the mechanization of his working life, he
should devote himself to extracting happiness only from the
time he devotes to consumption.

If each new invention, if each new automatic machine, if
each new factorymeans a degradation of a particular type of la-
bor, then cumulative inventions, cumulative labor-saving ma-
chinery, cumulative industrialization must involve a cumula-
tive degradation of labor. With the perfection of factory pro-
duction, the degradation would reach its apex. The work he
did would express nothing of the worker’s own capacities. The
worker would become an automaton. He would have to com-
pensate himself for his dehumanized labor by the increased joy
which hewould get out of the consumption of the things which
greater production and lower prices would enable him to buy.
Having been cheated out of all chance to get happiness out of
his work, he would have to be satisfied with the happiness he
could extract from an ever-increasing consumption of factory-
made products.

•

The modern factory has use for three types of workers, says
Mr. John C. Duncan in his Principles of Industrial Management.

First, unskilled workers, mere manual laborers, of which it
uses many especially in the continuons industries. According
to Mr. Duncan, improvements in the technique of these indus-
tries tend to reduce the numbers of these workers, but they
can hardly become, as he hopes, extinct, as long as there are
inefficient—marginal—factories in existence.

Secondly, semi-skilled workers, an intermediate grade of
labor between the unskilled manual laborer and the highly
skilled mechanic. The semi-skilled worker, according to Mr.
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by the various types of individual who make up society seem
never to change.

The relationship of the three types of players in the drama
to one another and their respective contributions to civilization
seem to be unchanging.

•

It is almost impossible to say of a particular individual that
he is in every respect a herd-minded, a quantity-minded, or a
quality-minded type. Human beings do not lend themselves to
such rigid classification. Most of them are mixtures of two and
even three of these types. The most ambitious, the most preda-
tory, the most acquisitive specimen of the quantity-minded
type may be average in every respect except the direction in
which his appetite seems to have been abnormally developed.
John D. Rockefeller, for instance, may be a devout Baptist, a
convinced Republican, a sincere patriot. Upon everything other
thanmoney-making his reactions may be precisely the same as
John Doe’s and every other member of the herd-minded mass.
On the other hand, herd-minded individuals may be sensitive
to line, to form, to color, to sound; may in some fields be skilled
workers of a high order; they may lack only that qualitative at-
titude toward all the aspects of life which cornes from high
sensitivity and profound understanding.

Yet it is possible in spite of these self-evident limitations
of classification to throw a flood of light upon the forces that
move our civilization by assuming that practically all human
beings do belong in one or the other of these categories. The
dominant characteristics, the general behavior, the outstand-
ing activities, the values that motivate individuals are suffi-
ciently distinctive to determine the category in which each be-
longs. And for our purposes it is possible to ignore those who
are so definitely on the border-line as to resist all classification.

Fortunately, the theory here set forth rests upon so many
inductive analyses of individuals that it cannot be upset by
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life-work determines their mentalities. Americans thrill at the
sight of the stars and stripes, rise when they hear “The Star
Spangled Banner,” revere the Declaration of Independence and
the Constitution even though they pay no attention to them,
speak English, write the Roman alphabet, use Arabic numerals.
These American characteristics are common to Americans
just as business men’s characteristics are common to business
men and artistic characteristics common to artists.

This is the reason that makes it possible to say that in ev-
ery age and in every region of the globe men have always
consisted of three types of individuals: an immense majority
of herd-minded men who have the characteristics common to
average men; a small minority of quantity-minded men who
have the characteristics which predatory, acquisitive, power-
seeking, ruthless men have in common, and a still smaller mi-
nority of quality-minded men.

The beauty or ugliness of a civilization—the condition of its
culture, the state of its society, and the richness or poverty
of the life of the individuals in it—is determined by the parts
played in that civilization by these three types of individuals—
by the position accorded to quality-minded individuals and
the extent to which they are able to impose their ideas upon
it. Where the quality-minded play the leading part you have
a beautiful civilization. Where the quantity-minded play
the leading part you have an ugly civilization. Where the
herd-minded play the leading part you have no civilization at
all.

•

Mr. Everett Dean Martin has very aptly observed that “soci-
ety is a wave; the wave moves forward, but the water of which
it is composed does not.”

Society does change—it moves forward, if you will—from
age to age. But the parts played in the drama of civilization
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Duncan, is the ideal type for the efficient factory. He is
already the most numerous of the three types and should
become universal in the future. According to Mr. Duncan the
semi-skilled worker’s qualifications are as follows:

In addition to regularity and good health [he] must have: (1)
Ability to learn to handle machinery of a more or less semi-
automatic type without injury to himself. (2) A willingness to
attend closely to such machinery, seeing that it is constantly
running properly, and is always supplied with material to keep
it producing. (3) Ability to keep the machinery in his charge in
good running order.

These qualifications are modest in the extreme. By compari-
son, “Nailer” Tom Hazard was a veritable genius.

Thirdly, the factory has use for skilled workers, the most
highly intelligent and best educated non-professional class in
the country, often earning wages which compare favorably
with the incomes of teachers, lawyers, doctors, and other
professional men.

In the interest of efficiency, and of course in response to the
economic pressure exerted by efficient competitors, each fac-
tory is driven to increase the proportion of serai-skilled work-
ers and to reduce the proportions both of skilled and unskilled
workers which it employs. Mr. Duncan says:

The great problem of a manager in any place is to introduce
machinery and so arrange the work that the unskilled worker
will be unnecessary, and the call for the highly skilled man will
be small… An organization which must have a large number of
the third class of workman, the highly skilled man, is likewise
undesirable, not be cause his services are not valuable, but be-
cause so much depends upon him. His grade is so high that it is
difficult to obtain him… It is highly desirable to get machinery
to do as much of his work as possible.

The second class of worker is most desirable.The advantages
of this class are: (1) A short apprenticeshipmakes themari valu-
able to the employer. (2) The employee with his limited capac-
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ity feels his dependence on the employer, and is likely to be
a faithful and attentive workman because he receives a larger
income than ordinary laborers, and could in most cases obtain
employment only as a less valuable man in another place. (3)
The employee becomes proficient in doing one thing, and is
thus able to turn out a large product.13

Machiavelli could not have stated the reasons for the fac-
tory’s warfare upon the skilled worker more cogently.

•

But if modern industrialization is therefore credited with el-
evating the status of the unskilled workers, it must be debited
with degrading the status of the skilled laborer and the crafts-
man.

In the great Ford factories few of the operations require
much training in order to make the workers proficient, and
there are very few jobs for highly skilled workers, as Henry
Ford himself makes abundantly clear:

The length of time required to become proficient in the var-
ious occupations is about as follows: 43 percent of all the jobs
require not over one day of training; 36 percent require from
one day to one week; 6 percent require from one to two weeks;
14 percent require from one month to one year; one percent re-
quire from one to six years. The last jobs require a great skill—
as in tool making and the sinking.14

By reducing practically all the workers to the status of ma-
chine feeders and machine tenders, taking from them all initia-
tive and responsibility, and dividing and sub-dividing the work,
all kinds of human material can be used equally well. Cripples
and morons can do much of the work just as well as whole-
bodied and whole-minded men. In the Ford factories no one
is refused work on account of physical condition. The crippled

13 John C. Duncan, Principles of Industrial Management, pp. 206, 207.
14 Henry Ford, My Life and Work, p. 106.
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Part III. The Persons In the
Drama the Great Men and
the Small

IX. The Persons In The Drama

The quest of comfort is a drama. It might be called the
tragedy of civilized man. The whole earth is the stage upon
which it is being played. The history of civilization records the
acts of the play. The accumulated wealth of mankind forms
the properties being used by the players.

Three types of actors have played parts in it and still tread
the boards:

Herd-minded types;
Quantity-minded types;
Quality-minded types.

An analysis of their characters and their relations one to an-
other is necessary to an understanding of the plot.

•

In speaking of “Americans,” or of “business men,” or of
“artists,” we have in mind the characteristics which Americans,
businessmen, and artists each have in common. Each of these
types of men lives a life similar in its essentials to that of his
fellows of the same type. Each has like environments, like
interests, like problems. Each has like mental characteristics
in part because their common mental bent determines their
choice of a common life-work and in part because their
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hospitals, nurseries, and nursery schools, sanitariums and even
funeral churches, all of them efficient—and hard.

The modern mother is merely maternity case number 8,434;
her infant after being finger and foot printed, becomes infant
number 8,003.

By virtue of the same mania for system, a modern corpse be
cornes number 2,432; while a modern funeral becomes one of a
series scheduled for parlor 4B for a certain day at a certain hour,
with preacher number fourteen, singer number 87, rendering
music number 174, and flowers and decorations class B.

Thus the factory system begins and finishes the citizen of
the factory-dominated world.

It introduces him to his world in a systematized hospital, fur-
nished him a standardized education, supports him in a scien-
tifically managed factory, and finishes him off with a final fac-
tory flourish, by giving him a perfectly efficient funeral and a
perfectly scientific entrance into the regions of eternal bliss.
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are paid the same minimum wages as able-bodied men who
may be doing the same work. Out of 7,882 kinds of jobs in the
factory, at the time of which Mr. Ford writes, 4,034 did not re-
quire full physical capacity. In fact, 3,595 could be performed
by the slightest, weakest sort of men andmost of them could be
satisfactorily performed by women and children. Of the light-
est jobs 670 could be filled by legless men; 2,637 by one-legged
men, 2 by armless men, 715 by one-armed men, and 10 by men
entirely blind. At the time of the analysis the factory used 9,563
sub-standard men-123 had crippled or amputated arms, fore-
arms, or hands; one had both hands off; 4 were totally blind;
207 blind in one eye; 37 deaf and dumb; 60 epileptics; 4 with
both legs missing; 234 with one foot or leg missing. The others
had minor deficiencies.

This is magnificent! Especially if we shut our eyes to the fact
that many of these cripples are produced by the factory system
which thus prides itself on finding useful work for them. But
to appraise judiciously the combination of good-will and in-
genuity displayed in this achievement we must consider the
conclusion which Mr. Ford draws from his efforts along this
line:

Developed industry can provide wage work for a higher av-
erage of standard men than are ordinarily included in any nor-
mal community.15

This is at first sight rather ambiguous because it does not
state clearly what Mr. Ford meant by the expression “average
of standard men.” The context, however, makes it clear that Mr.
Ford really meant almost the exact opposite of what the state-
ment seems to say. What he meant to say, and what his statis-
tics proved, was that the division and sub-division of labor as
he practiced it, made it possible to employ more sub-standard
men than the community provided.What he proved and should
have said was: Developed industry can provide wage work for

15 Ibid., p. 108.
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more men of certain types—physically or crippled types of var-
ious kinds—than are ordinarily included in modern commu-
nities. He should have added: it therefore provides less wage
work for men of other types those capable of highly skilled
work—than are ordinarily produced in the average community.

The factory in which scientific management has divided and
sub-divided labor and introduced the most efficient and power-
ful machinery not only reduces the opportunities for work for
skilled workers, but makes it possible to use more sub-standard
men than mankind provides! With the community furnishing,
as yet, an insufficiency of cripples and morons for the needs
of the efficient factory, normal men and women must be im-
pressed into jobs far below their true capacities. They must,
however, be compensated for the sacrifice of their personalities
upon the altar of the moloch of factory production. For implicit
obedience to the rules and formulæ established by the manage-
ment and the surrender of all individual judgment and initia-
tive, they get what all factory workers get, if everything works
perfectly: higher wages and shorter hours than they would
have received under a non-factory regime.

•

The ingenuity of the devices in the modern factory, which
make it possible to use low-grade workers for dangerous tasks
and to make their movements automatically synchronize with
the needs of the machines they operate, is amazing.

In the automobile factories, large numbers of men have to
stand all day before presses which punch sheet steel. The op-
eration of inserting and withdrawing the material requires no
skill at all, but it does require that the worker withdraw his fin-
gers and hands before the press, which rises and falls automat-
ically, cuts them off. In spite of screen guards of various kinds,
a steady stream of accidents nevertheless used to come from
these punch presses. The workers, in moments of carelessness,
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Is it really desirable to give up home cookery and to sub-
stitute for it mass cookery and mass service in restaurants?
Wouldn’t it be wiser to utilize our scientific knowledge for the
purpose of making home cookery more attractive, more eco-
nomical, more wholesome and to make homemaking a creative
art rather than to abandon one of the few remaining economic
functions of the home?

In our American cities we seem to be acting upon Mr. El-
lis’s prescription, according to Charles Laube, President of the
National Restaurant Association.

Apartments have been largely responsible for the decline of
the domestic kitchen. They are small and they aggravate mod-
ern wives who don’t like to cook, anyway. The restaurateur
has competed successfully against the home kitchen in the past
because he has made money through labor-saving machines,
electric dishwashers and patented potato peelers. From now
on success will lie in making his place more attractive, in dis-
pensing atmosphere as well as good food. The restaurant will
be decorated more artistically and a new type of waitress will
appear—one who is prettier, more congenial and dressed be-
comingly.27

This is probably as it should be in a factory-dominated world.
The “atmosphere,” the artistic decorations, the prettily dressed
homemakers are obsolete. All these must be transferred from
the inefficient privacy of the home to a “spacious public restau-
rant” where they can be enjoyed en masse and in public.

•

In a civilization reflecting at every point the conquering fac-
tory system it is fitting to find that we have applied the fac-
tory system to the business of being born, of being sick, and
in the end of dying and being buried. We now have maternity

27 Charles Laube, The New York Telegram, May 25, 1928.
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abstract facts, infinitely more than the child of the pre-factory
age, but they probably do not understand their environment as
well.

This is the factory system applied to education.

•

Where has this factory system not gone? It has been applied
to the most elementary aspects of life—to the feeding and shel-
tering of mankind.We eat in restaurant and lunchrooms dishes
produced by factory methods out of foods which all came from
factories, andwe sleep in apartment houses and hotels inwhich
every detail of living is as meticulously standardized as is every
step in the making of a Ford car.

Strange as it may seem, some of the most acute students of
civilization are completely blind to the deadening effect upon
us of this systemization of all the ordinary activities of our lives.
Havelock Ellis, who is not afraid to advocate the most revolu-
tionary changes in our sexual customs, is yet willing to accept,
with an amusing fatalism, the existing factory systemization of
life as part of the solution of the problem of domestic happiness.
He would make homes happy by destroying their every func-
tion except that of being dormitories for the couples who in-
habit them. In an essay he urges mankind to replace the waste-
ful, extravagant, and often inefficient home cookery by meals
cooked outside; “to facilitate the growing social habit of tak-
ing meals in spacious public restaurants, under more attractive,
economical and wholesome conditions than can usually be se-
cured within the narrow confines of the home,” and “to con-
tract with specially trained workers from outside for all those
routines of domestic drudgery which are inefficiently and labo-
riously carried on by the household worker, whether mistress
or servant.”26

26 Havelock Ellis, Little Essays of Love and Virtue, p. 96.
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perhaps due to the fatigue of monotony, or the indifference
which repetitive familiarity breeds, left their fingers and hands
in the presses.The problem before the management, if accident
costs were to be kept down, was automatically to insure that
the worker withdrew his hands before his press descended.The
problemwas finally solved by the simple expedient of handcuff-
ing the worker’s hands to a lever which pulled his hands away
from the machine at the moment that the press descended.

Go to the press rooms today and you will see the lines of
workers standing before their presses, their hands jerking
away each time the presses move. As the individual workers
do not control the movement of the presses, which are started
and stopped by the foreman, once they are handcuffed to the
machines their hands are jerked automatically backward until
they are released. Even though they may be out of material,
they have to stand before the press, their hands jerking back
and forth. There they work, chained to their machines, as the
galley slaves were chained to their oars. They cannot leave
even to attend to the needs of nature until they attract the
foreman’s eye and he unlocks their handcuffs and releases
them.

The process of making the low grade worker measure up
to the necessities of the factory machine can hardly go much
farther.

•

Is it necessary to point out in further detail how the necessi-
ties of the factory relentlessly mechanize the worker, decrease
the number of workers engaged in creative labor, and produce
workers without initiative and self-reliance? In factory work
no means are afforded the worker for self-expression. There is
no possibility of joy in work without it. Indeed, no joy is per-
mitted or sought. As the greatest factory genius America has
produced says:
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When we are at work we ought to be at work. When we are
at play we ought to be at play.There is no use trying to mix the
two. The sole object ought to be to get the work done and to
get paid for it. When the work is done, then the play can come,
but not before.16

This compensation is logical enough in a system of produc-
tion in which repetitive labor, “the doing of one thing over and
over again and always in the same way,” is an essential factor.

The protagonists of the factory justify this repetitive labor on
the theory that the great majority of workers prefer it and that
most of them are incapable of any other. Henry Ford makes the
flat assertion that he has not been able to discover that repet-
itive labor injures a man in any way. And he gives a number
of specific illustrations to prove his assertion. He goes further.
“Scarcely more than five percent of those who work for wages,
while they have the desire to receive more money, have also
the willingness to accept the additional responsibility and the
additional work which goes with the higher places,” he says on
page 99 of his book. On page 103 he says: “The average worker,
I am sorry to say, wants a job in which he does not have to
put forth much physical exertion—above all, he wants a job in
which he does not have to think.”

There are, however, good grounds for suspecting a major
in consistency in the arguments of the proponents of indus-
trialization on this point. If it is true that most men prefer the
repetitive work which the modern factory offers them, how
explain the dislike of their jobs which is indicated by the high
turnover of labor in most factories, and the almost universal
prevalence of “soldiering” in our factories? Frederick Winslow
Taylor, in the Principles of Scientific Management, calls atten-
tion to the contrast between the energy an American workman
will put into a game of baseball and the energy he puts the very
next day into his job. Taylor asserted that deliberate “soldier-

16 Ibid., p. 92.
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probably did know enough history to graduatewhen theywent
to school, have forgotten all that they know of that subject
and yet build splendid reputations in their specialty. True, the
school can never hope to attain the degree of specialization
which enables the automobile factory to train its workers for
their tasks in a single day. But it can specialize to a point which
will make it easy to use stupider and stupider types to perform
each minute task in pedagogy; to shoot the teachers through
normal schools more rapidly than before; to standardize sys-
tems and teaching techniques; in short, to apply the principles
of efficiency to the whole task of running itself and of prepar-
ing the young for their factory dominated futures.

Scholars may be as various in temperament and background
as they can well be, but they must nevertheless be educated by
a system in which they are treated as mere units in a carefully
graded class of like units. They enter school as raw material
in the kindergarten. The kindergarten prepares them for their
primary work. They pass from one class to another; from the
grammar school to the high school; from the high school to the
college, and exit at various convenient stopping points along
the route into the factory-world, much as raw cotton enters
a mill at one point and finally emerges at another as finished
cotton goods. Each individual yard is the same as every other
yard. Each individual scholar tends to be the same as every
other—educated for a place in the factory world, with the same
identical range of reactions to factory, office, religion, politics,
as the school and college boards consider it best for them to
possess. They may, for instance, react either to Republicanism
or to Democracy, but to Socialism, never!

From the moment the child is able to leave the home, he is
expected to do what all of his fellows do. Not only in school,
but out of school as well. The boys join the Boy Scouts and the
girls the Campfire Girls, the Girl Reserve, or the Junior League.

They go to school en masse, they play en masse, they think
en masse. Modern mass education makes themmemorize more
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only to mention turkey trotting, mahjong, and cross-word puz-
zles to call to mind a much longer list of harmless, inane, and
valuelessmodes ofwasting time, which like Jonah’s gourd have
sprung up in the night and faded before the rising sun.

It is not what these thingswere in themselves, butmore espe-
cially what they indicate, which is important.They were seized
upon by people who had excess time at their disposal, were not
vicious, and were looking for some innocent way to spend it.
Most of these had neither the ability nor the initiative to work
at their own programs, and waited for someone else to suggest
means to occupy their leisure. The suggestion was not a pro-
gram but a temporary expedient which from its very nature
must be ephemeral.25

•

The factory system dominatesmodernmethods of education.
The system begins in the nursery school. It ends in the uni-
versity. As more and more of the work of education is taken
over by the school and less and less left to the home, schools
become bigger and bigger institutions; the army of teachers
becomes larger and larger; the educational system, more and
more efficient. The modern school becomes more and more
like a modern factory. It becomes an institution notable for
its efficient equipment, efficient methods, and efficient person-
nel. The pupils go through the school in standardized classes;
study a standardized curriculum; pass standardized examina-
tions; and emerge with standardized educations.

The work of teaching is divided and sub-divided among spe-
cialists much as the work of making an automobile is divided
and sub-divided among trained laborers in the automobile fac-
tory.

Mathematics is taught by one teacher; history by another.
There are plenty of teachers of mathematics who, though they

25 Dr. George B. Cutten, New York Times, September 9, 1928.
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ing” in many instances cuts down by more than one-third to
one-half what should be a proper day’s work and maintains
that this constitutes the greatest evil with which the working-
people of both England and America are now afflicted. In the
packing-houses and the automobile factories and in all facto-
ries in which the speed of the worker’s operations are deter-
mined for him by a continuously moving platform, “soldier-
ing” may be eliminated. But the dislike of the work remains
even though this particular consequence of the dislike be erad-
icated. As a matter of fact, it is not repetitive labor that is the
damning fact; for there is repetition in labor of all kinds. It is
the fact that the repetitive labor is without significance: that it
is an isolated operation, and not a process with a beginning, a
middle, and an end.

Mr. Marlen E. Pew relates a story which illustrates how
dreary human life may become through the humdrum of
factory life. Years ago, Robert Hunter met a stew-bum on the
Bowery and questioned him. He told this story:

“I was born in a New England shoe manufacturing town and
as a child went to work in a factory. My parents were poor and
needed the two or three dollars I could earn by sweeping floors.
There was a road through the town that led to the country and
I used to yearn to follow that road to some country-ride where
boys could lie and dream under the trees or play in the brook,
but I kept on sweeping from early morning till late at night.
As a youth I was put onto a machine. It was necessary for me
to make a certain number of motions to operate the machine.
Once I counted those motions. There were only nine. This was
my life, making those motions. All day, six days a week, fifty-
two weeks per year, I repeated those nine motions. As a man I
got a larger machine and it required of the operative fourteen
motions. Day in and out for ten years I fed my life into that
machine. In the meantime I had married a girl who operated
a machine in the same shop. We had some glimpses at happi-
ness, but after all, existence for us both came down to those
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fourteen motions. Because I felt nothing was ahead for me I be-
came ugly and on occasion would seek relief in booze. All the
time the road was calling to me—‘come out and play, lie under
the trees and dream and bathe in the babbling brook.’ One day
I saw red and started to walk on that road. I have tramped over
the country. I have been hungry and cold and thread bare a
thousand times. I have been in jails, slept in flop-houses and
box-cars, panhandled on the streets, drunk when I could get
the price of booze and now I am a Bowery bum.”

Mr. Hunter said: “Well, was it a mistake?”
“Mistake?” snapped the hobo. “I will say it was no mistake.

I’d rather freeze and starve than go back to those fourteen mo-
tions; no sir, I’m still on the road and on the way out.”17

•

Henry Ford has recognized the fact that factory workers can
not be kept to their work unless they are given some relief from
it in the shape of shorter hours and fewer days of work per
week. The fact that the factory has made work more and more
monotonous and more and more mechanical has been an influ-
ence in shortening the hours of labor.This is clearly recognized
in the report of Industrial Conference called by the President.

The problem of hours has undergone a fundamental change
through the introduction of large scale factory production and
the growing concentration of our population in cities. Men and
women can work relatively long hours at work which is inter-
esting, which calls upon their various energies, which gives
some opportunity for creative self-expression. Work which is
repetitious, monotonous, and conducted under the confining
indoor conditions of even the best industrial plant, especially
where the plant is located at a distance from the homes of the
workers, makes much more exacting physical and nervous de-
mands. If the inevitable conditions of modern industry do not

17 Marlen E. Pew, Editor and Publisher, April 7, 1928.
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space given to sporting events in daily newspapers shows the
demands of the public for this form of amusement.

Our great national game, baseball, is following along the line
of college football—more andmorewe are showing our interest
in it, not by playing but by watching contests. Playing games
by proxy is becoming more popular, and has in it the seeds of
degeneration. On the other hand, there are 3,000,000 golfers in
this country, and factories that formerlymanufactured baseball
gonds are now manufacturing golf clubs. Half a million boys
are caddying on golf links; twenty years ago boys of similar age
were playing baseball on vacant lots. Golf links are becoming
more numerous and vacant lots are disappearing.

There are worse uses for our leisure than play, but too much
play tends to weakness. Passive amusement, moreover, such as
watching others play or being entertained in other ways, even
if the amusement is not morally objectionable, tends to soften
the fiber and to weaken the moral structure. The race came to
its present lofty position through struggle and strife, and it is
not likely that it can maintain its position by any program of
passivity and inactivity.

Leisure has increased to such an extent that wemust think of
something besides amusement with which to occupy it. There
are some individuals and some groups in every community to
whom this matter of leisure is never a problem. By training
and planning, the spare hours are cared for in a way that is
profitable to them individually, while at the same time a relief
from business or professional toil. But these individuals and
groups are not numerous; to most persons leisure is a problem,
and to the country as a whole it is a menace.

The various fads—those which spring up suddenly, capture
the attention of the people, become the topic of conversation
and the chief occupation of the masses for a season, and sud-
denly decline and are forgotten—show the necessity of some
more lasting program and a more purposeful scheme for the
occupation of the spare hours of the general public. One has
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Says Waldo Frank:
Art cannot become a language, hence an experience, unless

it is practiced. To the man who plays, a mechanical reproduc-
tion of music may mean much, since he already has the ex-
perience to assimilate it. But where reproduction becomes the
norm, the fewmusic-makers will growmore isolate and sterile,
and the ability to experience music will disappear. The same is
true with cinema, dance and even sport. Only when the theatre
for instance, is an ennobled symbolization of common social
practice (as it was in Athens and in Medieval Europe) can it
become an experience for the onlooker.24

•

In this country where industrialization has gone so far and
where leisure is more abundant than in any other nation, more
money is spent for commercialized amusement than for any-
thing else except food, and more money invested in the “fac-
tories” which produce it than in anything else except land. As
Dr. George B. Cutten, President of Colgate University, said, we
seem to have become “amusement mad.” He says:

We have more than 20,000,000 daily admissions to the
moving-picture exhibitions and more than 100,000,000 admis-
sions to sporting events yearly. Three million dollars is spent
in admissions to see a prizefight, and far more than that in
traveling and hotel expenses in connection with it. Probably
the 80,000 people who witness a Yale-Harvard football game
pay in admissions and expenses more than $1,000,000, and
the great Yale Bowl can barely accommodate one fifth of
those who desire to see this contest. The gate receipts of a
world’s baseball series are more than $1,000,000; $30,000,000 is
spent annually on admissions to circuses, and probably more
than $100,000,000 is paid every year to jazz orchestras. The

24 Waldo Frank, The New Republic, March 14, 1928.
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offer variety and continuing interest, the worker should have
hours short enough for more recreation and for greater contact
with his fellow workmen outside of working hours.18

•

Henry Ford thinks that men should work fewer hours per
day and fewer days per week in order to have leisure in which
to consume what the factories produce for them. If a man
works only five days per week, instead of six, he will have
two days per week in which to use his automobile instead
of only one day. He will wear out his automobile twice as
fast, thus enlarging the capacity of the market to absorb the
products of the automobile factories; he will use up twice as
much gasoline; wear out twice as many tires, in short, double
his ability to consume while cutting down the time he devotes
to production.

Gainful work, even in the most efficient industries, absorbs
more than fifty percent of the worker’s waking hours. It is,
however, so tedious, so uninteresting, in the modern factory,
that it can be said truly that the worker is required to yield half
of his life to boredom in order that he might devote the other
half to eating more than is good for himself; wearing out more
things than is rational; and destroying the natural resources
of the earth faster than real comfort and true enjoyment make
necessary!

•

One of the most interesting consequences of the great
development of our factories is referred to in the brief extract
from the report of the Industrial Conference called by the
President, above quoted—the fact that factories tend more and

18 Industrial Conference Called by the President, March 6, 1920, pp. 32,
33.
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more to be located at considerable distances from the homes
of workers. With domestic production and with workshop
production, home and the place of work were generally one
and the same. With the factory, they are never the same. In our
factory-dominated civilization there seems to be a tendency
for the home and the place of work to move farther and farther
apart.

Most often the factory is located in a large city because
among other advantages, the city furnishes it an ample reser-
voir of labor. It is not easy for the factory to get away from city
congestion because even the factory located in the suburbs of
a city, or even in a rural region, tends only too quickly to build
city conditions around itself.

Time must therefore be spent by the workers in going to
and from work. Lunches have to be eaten away from home.
And in the larger cities, much of what is gained by the shorter
hours of work in the factory, is lost by long trips back and
forth in crowded street cars, elevated trains, subways, and sub-
urban commutation trains. The worker flatters himself that he
works only eight hours a day, while his grandfather worked
ten or twelve. He forgets that he often spends from one hour
to as high as four hours each day going to and from work, and
that he dissipates some of the increased wages of which he is
so proud for luncheons and transportation expenses. The lun-
cheon restaurants multiply in every city in direct ratio to the
increase in its streetcar systems and its suburban population.

•

But surely the very worst of the influences of the factory
upon the worker has been the extent to which it has added
to the in security of his economic life. It would be absurd to
say that the worker of the pre-industrial age was without fears
that are comparable to those of the modern factory worker. But
while comparable, they were often ameliorable. He was depen-
dent upon the favor of the lord of the manor, if a farm worker,
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The writer in Editor and Publisher is probably whistling to
keep up his courage when he says that the individual is indis-
pensable to the press. Our factory civilization has repeatedly
produced machines and methods which placed in the ranks of
false prophets those who said the individual was indispensable.

•

The factory system has been applied in a most masterly
fashion to the task of entertaining the masses. A populace
bored to the point of inanity by the monotony of its work in
office and factory, and supplied with ample leisure by the pro-
cess of taking from the family most of the occupations which
might make home making interesting and important, has to
be entertained. Entertainment is therefore provided which
is quite as thoroughly standardized, as easy to assimilate, as
little disturbing to the mind as is the work which they do
while earning their daily bread. The movies, with standardized
tragedies, comedies and news features, with standardized
actors and actresses and standardized show houses, furnish
a splendid means of escape into a world of adventure and
apparent life. If the movies do not satisfy the masses every
night in the week, there is the alternative of standardized
vaudeville and standardized burlesque, and even without
leaving the home to be entertained, there is the standardized
entertainment of the radio, the phonograph and the piano
player. There is plenty of music, but it is mainly vicarious
music, not music that is the product of personal effort. There is
less of that kind of music and that kind of singing in the lives
of the men and women of our factory-dominated civilization
than in that of the African negroes in the forests. Family
dancing and folk singing has gone the way of family and craft
production: it has been systematized out of existence.

We buy our music today; we do not produce it ourselves.
Perhaps the time will come when it can neither be produced or
enjoyed by us.
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publishing. Author A has written an interesting short story
about New York’s East Side Jews. It has made a distinct hit.
He must therefore fill book after book with stories devoted to
the identical theme, or cease to be an author with a marketable
commodity. Author B has written a dashing novel of the West
and its cow-boys. He must therefore endlessly repeat himself
on the same locale and characters. The more uniform their sto-
ries, the more ideally they fit into the scheme of modern, fac-
tory methods of magazine and book publishing.

Of course, the factory system dominates the production of
the American newspaper. The local news, unavoidably, must
be written to fit local conditions, but aside from that, editori-
als, cartoons, “columns,” comic strips, short stories, fashions,
pictures, magazine sections, all are fabricated and syndicated
by factory methods. You may move from New York to San
Francisco—traverse the whole continent—and never for a day
stop in a city in which some paper does not publish your fa-
vorite “column,” your favorite comic strips, and your favorite
poet’s effusions.

A quotation from Editor and Publisher (the leading magazine
devoted to newspaper publishing) of March 3, 1928, shows that
the “craft” is beginning to recognize the situation:

The one department of newspaper production in which con-
solidation and modern methods have reduced the number of
employees has been the editorial, in which machinery plays
a small part. The syndicates have made available to the small-
est publisher at prices within reach of the thinnest purse, the
best that the big city newspapers create and enjoy. This means
of economy can be and has been abused, and it bears seeds of
danger both to the individual publisher and the craft in general.
The profession and business of gathering and selling news and
commercial information to the public is one that requires di-
rect contact between man and man. The press is one machine
to which the deus is indispensable.
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or upon that of his journeyman master, if an indentured ap-
prentice. But in neither case was there any insecurity about
his “job.” That he might suffer injustices from those for whom
he worked was true, but at least he was face to face with his
employer. It was the coming of absentee and corporate owner-
ship which made appeal from injustice so difficult and unsatis-
factory for the worker.

Today he often finds himself unemployed as a result of con-
ditions which neither he, nor the impersonal corporation for
which he works, may be able to control. AsW. L. Chenery says,
“Unemployment and the fear of unemployment are twin evils
created by the factory system.” These are among the gravest
of the disadvantages from which the modern worker suffers
that he may at other times enjoy the material well-being with
which the factory system justifies itself. Chenery presents an
excellent picture of what this means to the worker:

The possibility of being workless and without income hangs
over the great majority of wage earners. The factory worker of
today knows little else that he could turn to account. He must
live by his trade or not at all. In order to obtain employment
he must ordinarily reside in congested cities, where the possi-
bilities of subsidiary means of support are denied him. Usually
he does not own the house or the tenement he lives in. He
neither cultivates nor harvests the vegetables and fruits which
his family consumes. If he is able to eat eggs, or to drink milk,
he obtains these articles from dealers who are themselves far
removed from the scene of actual production. His clothes are
bought, not made at home. The modern factory worker must
retain his job if he wishes to continue alive, and yet he knows
that at recurrent intervals, regardless of zeal or fitness, many
men and women will not be employed.19

“At recurrent intervals!” When business is bad; if there is
overproduction in his particular industry; when he engages in

19 William L. Chenery, Industry and Human Welfare, p. 11.
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one of his periodic strikes, or if some change in industry, such
as the introduction of a new product, or movement of the fac-
tory to a new section, results in throwing out of work those
in particular factories or particular regions—at these recurrent
intervals he is unemployed. Is it any wonder that the fear of
unemployment robs the factory worker of the security which
is essential to any orderly economic, social, biologie life?

•

We have had about a hundred years of the factory in Amer-
ica. What has it done to the workers of America? The World
War revealed the facts: Our workers are neither physically nor
mentally creatures of which America might be proud, of which
she might say, “These are my sons, in whom I take great de-
light!” Lewis Mumford describes the situation aptly:

It is no special cause for grief or wonder that the Army Intel-
ligence Tests finally rated the product of these depleted agricul-
tural regions or of this standardized education, this standard-
ized factory regime, this standardized daily routine as below
the human norm in intelligence: the wonder would rather have
been if any large part of the population had achieved a full hu-
man development. The pioneer, at worst, had only been a sav-
age; but the new American had fallen a whole abyss below this:
he was becoming an automaton.20

But the factory worker is not merely an automaton. He is a
joyless automaton.

There is no song on his lips; no laughter in his heart.
Gone are the spring songs, the harvesting songs, the

chanteys and the lays.
The factory worker at the top works grimly to accumulate

profits; the factoryworker in the ranks, grimly to remain on the
payroll. The strain numbs nerves, sears spirits, and imprints it

20 Lewis Mumford, The Golden Day. p. 237.
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considered the tendency toward systematizing office work so
important that they made a survey of conditions in offices and
their influence upon workers. A striking example of the length
to which factorymethods are superseding old ways in business
offices is described in the report of this survey:

Orders are passed along by means of a belt from a chief clerk
to a series of checkers and typists. Each one does only one op-
eration. One interprets the order, indicates the trade discount;
the second prices the order, takes of discount, adds carriage
charges and totals. The third girl gives the order a number and
makes a daily record. The fourth girl puts this information on
the alphabetical index. The fifth girl stamps it. The sixth girl
makes a copy in septuplicate and puts on address labels. The
seventh girl checks it and sends it to the storeroom. Measure-
ment of production by various methods, by the square inch,
line, by a cyclometer or by the number of pieces produced, is
being done in some offices that are under scientific manage-
ment.

But with the progressive mechanization of the work in the
office, the one thing that made office work endurable to a re-
ally civilized man is disappearing. The most cherished aspect
of office work used to be the fact that it could be utilized as
a stepping stone to executive positions. Every office boy was
supposed to carry the “baton” of a partnership in his knapsack.
But this is fast disappearing. Both office clerks and office execu-
tives today get their positions on the strength of their training
in school and college, and they tend to stay in the positions in
which they first find employment.

•

But the invasion of fine arts by the factory system! Here in-
deed is an invasion of a sphere of activity which ought to be
sacredly preserved for the creative expression of the individual.

Consider how modern literature—if we dare call much mod-
ern writing literature—is standardized by the demands of mass
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And this is precisely what we have in recent years begun
to do. For better or worse, we have been systematizing all the
activities of life; we have been transferring the “mechanizing”
of life which began in the factory to the office, to the church,
to the school, and to the home.

•

It is perhaps not correct to say that the application of the fac-
tory system to administrative and clerical work in offices of all
kinds is an invasion of regions outside of the factory. The mod-
ern office should be considered a part of the factory, or at least
of the industrywithwhich it concerns itself even though it may
be located in a city hundreds of miles from the place where
manufacturing is actually carried on. And yet the invasion of
administration by the factory system is worth mentioning be-
cause office workers generally, especially those occupying ex-
ecutive positions which correspond to the position of foreman
and superintendents in factories, are fooled by their white col-
lars and their more genteel clothes into total blindness to the
fact that they are just as truly cogs in the industrial machine
as are the men who work in overalls in the factory itself. Mod-
ern offices contain an increasing number of workers who are
expected to perform their work well, just as are the machine
operators in the factory, but who, like the laborers, are not ex-
pected to rise higher.

Because the schooling of the modern child must equip it for
the sort of work it will have to do as an adult, the applica-
tion of factory and mass production methods to office work
is profoundly affecting our school curriculums. The Y.M.C.A.
and the Y.W.C.A. educational classes which are primarily vo-
cational, have above all else to reflect existing business condi-
tions. This also is true of many of the high schools and colleges
of the country. They are, however, a little slower to respond to
changing conditions. In 1928 the National Board of the Y.W.C.A.
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self indelibly on the expressions of the faces of the workers
from top to bottom.

Go where men whose faces are marked like that are to be
found; there you will find the factory.

VII. The Factory’s Customers

Adam Smith called man a manufacturing animal. But Adam
Smith published The Wealth of Nations in 1776. He never saw
a copy of a daily newspaper filled with hundreds of advertise-
ments urging people to buy every conceivable article and com-
modity. He never saw a popular magazine with a circulation in
the millions of copies and containing hundreds of pages of ad-
vertising urging the people of the entire nation to buy the vari-
ous products which our factories are producing. And of course
he never saw a self-service grocery store, nor a chain store, nor
a modern department store, and above all, he never saw a mod-
ern bargain sale. Had he lived to see these things; had he lived
to see the serried ranks of women whose daily occupation it
is to descend on the shopping districts; had he lived to see the
dawn of the distribution age when selling and not manufactur-
ing was becoming the principal occupation of men, he would
have called man a buying and not a manufacturing animal.

When he wrote, he saw the factory as an instrument devised
by man as an instrumentality for manufacturing. He did not
foresee that the factorywould ultimately turn upon its creators.
He did not foresee that the factory would force manufactur-
ers to devote themselves to creating buyers to consume what
industry produced. He did not, therefore, see that the factory
would ultimately bisect humanity by making one-half of it into
earning animals and one-half of it into spending animals.

Add the stimulus of profits, to the ever present fear of
bankruptcy, and modern industry’s preoccupation with the
process of creating buyers is readily understood. For the
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manufacturer, the creation of buyers for his products is
vital if he is to maintain his sales volume. He must keep his
factories producing enough to pay an adequate return upon
the investment in them. For the factory worker, and indeed for
everybody dependent for their livelihood upon the operation
of the factory, the failure to create enough buyers for the
products of their factory means unemployment and hard
times.

Fortunately for the sales department of the factory, the com-
ing of factory production and the consequent decline in domes-
tic production destroyed the self-sufficiency of men and forced
them to supply their wants and desires by buying what for-
merly they had produced and fashioned for themselves. Men
ceased to devote their time and thought to making and pro-
ducing things for themselves, and devoted them to earning
the money essential to the buying of what they needed and
wanted.Themoney economy which was thus thrust upon man
forced him to go to work for wages; to go into business to earn
profits, to adopt professions which commanded cash returns.
Within a hundred years of the time that Adam Smith called at-
tention to the fact that man was a manufacturing animal, men
had become creatures expected and trained to devote them-
selves to bringing homemoney;women creatures expected and
trained to spend the money which their men brought home.
By a perfectly natural course of evolution a folkway has devel-
oped in which the man plays the part of an earning-animal
and the woman that of a buying-animal. Both are expected
to be consumers of factory products, but the modern woman,
rather than the modern man, has become the factory’s actual
customer.

•

The pre-eminent position of women as the purchasing
agents for the home in these days is made evident in the
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by the same principle of division and sub-division of labor to
one hour and thirty-three minutes. The sub-division of oper-
ations in the Ford factory is almost incredibly fine; the man
who places a part does not fasten it—the part may not be fully
in place until after several operations later; the man who puts
on the bolts, does not put on the nuts; the man who puts on
the nuts does not tighten them.

Thus division and sub-division of labor go on, in the factories
and in the offices, not only in the automobile industry, but in
all industries, and thus the economies of the factory system are
fully realized.

•

The application of the three techniques which comprise the
factory system to the production of the goods we consume has
revolutionized life. It has enabled this civilization to realize the
goal of increased profits, higher wages, lower prices. Material
well-being has been increased; life in many obvious respects
has beenmade less uncomfortable. Man has more shelter, more
clothing, more creature comforts of all sorts than before.

It is only natural that those who have brought all this to pass
should feel that the application of the factory system to all the
activities of life, often under the nom de plume of “business
methods,” would result in equally startling improvements in
every aspect of living. The factory system applied to the home
should make the family happier; applied to the farm it should
make the farmer more prosperous and farm products less ex-
pensive; applied to the business of our tradesmen it should add
to their profits and make them serve their customers better; ap-
plied to the school it should produce a better educated citizen;
applied to the church it should make our spiritual life richer;
applied to philanthropy it should decrease the sum total of hu-
man suffering andmakemenmore unselfish; applied to politics
it should make government function more justly, more benig-
nantly, more intelligently–above all more economically.
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would be thick. It would be obviously impossible to create a
mass demand for the soup. Mass production is dependent upon
mass consumption. The consumer must know beforehand just
about what the soup is going to contain. The recipe, therefore,
has to be a compromise which appeals to all kinds of demand.
Taste has to be standardized, not only in soup, but in nearly
everything that is consumed, or factory production becomes
impossible.

The factory system involves an apotheosis of the mediocre.
The least common denominator of taste is made the standard
to which, on the score of efficiency, everything must conform.

With serial production and with uniformity in the product,
division and sub-division of labor make possible revolutionary
reductions in the amount of human labor which have to be
used per unit of production. Special machines can be devised
for each operation, and the worker instead of having to be able
to perform all the operations involved in making the product
from beginning to end can be confined to the endless repeti-
tion of a few simple operations. Amazing economies, as Henry
Ford has shown, become possible.When one workman assem-
bled the fly-wheel magneto for the Model T Ford automobile
complete, it took about twenty minutes. By dividing the work
of assembly into twenty-nine operations performed by twenty-
nine men, the total time for the assembling was finally cut to
fiveminutes; onemanwas able to do somewhat more than four
men were able to do before.

In the assembling of the Ford motor, the work was at first
done completely by one man. The Ford engineers divided this
task into eighty-four operations. Eighty-four men operating
the new way assembled three times as many motors as the
same number were able to assemble before. They did the same
amount of work per day as one hundred and thirty-two men
did under the previous method.

Originally the assembling of the chassis took twelve hours
and twenty-eight minutes.This operation was finally cut down
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following table from What About Advertising?21 The table is
based upon a recent survey of retail stores in New York City.
In only two of the twelve classes of retail establishments were
men more numerous than women as customers. These two
classes sold hardware and automobiles.

The table shows the percentages of purchases made by men
and by women in twelve classifications.

Type of store: By Men By Women
Silks 2 98
Jewelry 10 90
Department store 18 82
Grocery store 18 81
Electrical sup-
plies

20 80

Drug store 22 78
Pianos 22 78
Men’s socks 25 75
Leather goods 33 67
Men’s neckwear 37 63
Hardware 51 49
Automobiles 59 41

Percent of Purchases:

With buying the primary economic function of the modern
woman, she ceases to be a domestic producer. The dominant
type of woman today is no longer a homemaker. Indeed there
is no dominant type. The modern woman may be a shopper,
a job-holder, a careerist, or a homemaker. The difference be-
tween these four readily distinguishable types of women in
respect to economic function is one only of degree. Not even
the modern homemakers are consciously domestic producers.

21 Kenneth M. Goode and Harford Powel Jr., What About Advertising. p.
115.
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All types of women today are customers of the factory—even
the homemakers who are slowly disappearing because themen
who direct factories knowwhat they want while the homemak-
ers do not.

•

In industrialized America there are still considerable num-
bers of homemakers—women to whom homemaking is still a
career and motherhood life’s great adventure. Mostly they are
to be found on the farms of the country, although a dwindling
but gallant minority of urban homes can still boast of them.

Because of the glamour of adventure which has been thrown
about the woman who earns a living outside of the home, we
tend to forget that the making of a home is not only a career
but a creative career of the highest order.

Homemaking is an art.
All art is self-expression. But art is also discipline. The artist

expresses himself, but he expresses himself within the disci-
pline which the art he practices imposes upon him.The painter
has to master the technique of placing lines, shadows, and col-
ors upon a plane surface before he can produce a really beau-
tiful painting. The number of different elements with which
he has to contend are actually few in number. Yet everybody
recognizes that what he produces out of these elements is the
product of his creative ability —ability which varies in different
painters from zero to that of the highest genius.

In precisely the same way, the creative ability of the home-
maker can vary from zero to that of veritable genius. But the
elements with which the homemaker has to produce her work
of art are far more numerous than those which the painter
uses, and the technique she has to master far more difficult. She
has to work with living beings: husband, children, friends, rela-
tives, acquaintances. She has to work with inanimate materials
which include nearly everything that mankind produces: food,
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only after the manufacturer discovered that concentration of
production upon a single kind of goods made it possible to sup-
port systematic salesmanship that the old craft production re-
ally began to succumb. Systematic salesmanship made possible
the profitable operation of the factory because it enabled the
manufacturer to sell at a profit in territory where handicraft
competition had been destroyed while selling at a loss in ter-
ritory where it still survived. The factory was thus enabled to
extend itself into new territory, selling if necessary at a loss
until all neighborhood production ceased and then recouping
its initial losses after the sale of its product had become firmly
established.

•

Home and workshop products tended to vary not only in re-
sponse to the moods and creative urge of the maker, but often
in accordance with the needs, desires and idiosyncrasies of the
consumer. Under such conditions eccentricity was no luxury.
Personality could be catered to because individual taste was
not penalized. Being made individually and not serially, the
products could be varied in size, in quality and in design to suit
the maker or consumer without materially affecting the actual
cost of production. But none of the economies of mass produc-
tion, mass distribution and mass consumption is possible if the
finished product is permitted to vary in this manner. Serial pro-
duction in the factory is dependent at all stages upon uniformi-
ties: uniformities of design, material and workmanship. Each
article exactly duplicates every other, not only because unifor-
mity is essential for economical mass production, but because
it is essential to the creation of mass consumption.

If the cooks in the canneries were permitted to vary each
batch of soup as the spirit moved them, some of the cans of
soup would contain more salt, other less; some would contain
onions, others would have none; some would be thin, others
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if a number of allied products were made, each was produced
serially instead of on custom order.

The spinning wheels, the combs and cards, the reels and the
looms and the loom rooms disappeared from the craftsman’s
shops and from the homes of rich and poor. These were re-
placed bymills in each of which only one process in themaking
of fabrics was carried on. One mill spun yarn. Another wove
gray goods. A third dyed and finished them. Or mills confined
themselves to only one fiber, to linen, to wool, to cotton, or
to silk, and performed the various processes of manufacture in
separate departments each of which made possible systematic
factory production.

Much of the cooking and preserving disappeared from the
home. Homes with kitchens, pantries, vegetable cellars, smoke-
houses and milk houses in which foods were cooked, smoked,
pickled and preserved by the joint effort of the entire family
were replaced by packing houses and canneries, in which food-
stuffs were systematically packed and canned and bottled by
the most approved factory techniques.

•

Serial production in the factory destroyed the very founda-
tions of individual production. The factory owners, by concen-
trating systematically on one product, were able not only to
outsell the craftsmen but to paralyze most of the productive
activities in the home. The factory product, eventually, sold so
cheaply that the workshop producers could not hope to meet
its competition. It became so cheap that it did not even seem
worthwhile for individuals to continue its production for their
own consumption.

Yet in spite of the competitive advantage of very low costs
of production, the early manufacturers found it difficult to put
the craftsmen out of their misery. It took generations for the
mills and factories to establish their present supremacy. It was
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clothing, shelter, furnishings. Finally, she has to work with the
intangibles of life which include practically all of mankind’s
cultural activities: society, religion, literature, music and art.
Out of these diverse elements—human beings, inanimate ma-
terials, cultural interests—the homemaker creates a home as
truly as an artist creates a painting. He works in a studio—in
effect a laboratory in which he evokes his painting. She works
in a whole series of laboratories—in a garden, in a kitchen, in a
nursery, in a sewing room, in a dining room, in a living room.
And in these she creates what should be, as it is in some cases,
the most beautiful thing which mankind has up to the present
time created: a desirable environment in which to rear children,
a comfortable place for herself and hermate, and a center of the
good life for those who are within the social circle of which
her home is a center. The time may come when the difficulty
of the task will be recognized, and when the highest degrees of
the colleges of the world will be reserved for the woman who
has equipped herself for a career as homemaker.

Against the dwindling remnant of homemakers in America
the factory is waging a relentless war of extermination.The fac-
tory extends itself by taking over the homemakers’ creative ac-
tivities. One by one it has taken away from them the household
crafts and the household arts that furnished them the means to
creative self-expression. The true crafts have all gone. Sewing
is going; cookery is threatened; only furnishing the home may
survive. The wonder is that there are still so many aspiring
homemakers left. The wonder is that all women have not yet
turned away from the task of creating homes, and despairingly
accepted conditionswhich they see noway to alter—conditions
which force them to rent homes and to buy everything to put in
them; conditions which not only make them buy their family’s
clothes, food, furnishings, but also to buy education, culture
and entertainment for them.

Today, in our factory-dominated civilization, only the farm-
ing class can still boast of homemakers in large numbers. The
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greater self-sufficiency of farm life explains their survival in ru-
ral America. But the automobile, and the good roads which the
automobile has brought into existence, are fast thinning even
their ranks. Closer contact with the city and the prestige it ac-
cords to the factory-made product, instead of stimulating farm
housewives to a higher type of homemaking, is leading them
to abandon many of the things they still do of a productive
and creative nature. Reading daily newspapers, seeing movies,
hearing radio programs, shopping in stylish stores, make the
farm family want to wear factory clothes, to eat factory foods,
to use factory furniture. The time may come when the farm
homemakers of the country will cease all individual home pro-
duction and join the urban women in their devotion to the fac-
tory product and their dependence upon factory production.

In urbanAmerica the homemakers are fast becoming extinct.
Neither among the really rich, nor among the great masses of
wage earners and office and store workers are there any consid-
erable number of women of the homemaking type to be found.
The instinct for homemaking does not seem able to survive the
temptations of hotel and resort life in one case, nor the pres-
sure of flat and tenement life in the other. The homes of the
rich and of the poor tend to become dormitories: the places in
which the members of the family sleep but not the places in
which they live.

As for Suburbia: it can boast of some homemakers who use
the land and the room available in the suburban home for a
relatively productive domestic life, but they are being daily re-
duced in number. Suburbia does not furnish a social life which
encourages housewives to make homemaking a creative occu-
pation. On the contrary, suburban women are expected to de-
vote their time to “keeping up with the Joneses.” They become
increasingly women to whom a home in the fashionable sec-
tion of the town, membership in the fashionable church, and
patronage of the town’s fashionable doctor are the great values
in life.
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lanthropie institutions, our universities, and our government
departments.23

Whatwasmerely the distant vision of Taylor in 1911 is today
in process of becoming an accomplished fact. As we shall see,
we are now in the process of fulfilling in every activity of life
Taylor’s prophetic words: “In the past the man has been first; in
the future the system must be first.”

•

In order to understand why the factory system has spread
from the factory to every aspect of American life a careful ex-
amination of the factory system in its original “habitat” is es-
sential.

When the first manufacturers discovered that wealth could
be accumulated much more rapidly by applying power to the
making of one thing in one place instead of making many dif-
ferent things in one place, the first step in the development of
the factory system had been taken. On the heels of this discov-
ery came lower prices, made possible by economies in labor
and economies in material, and a ruthless war of extermina-
tion upon the guild, the custom, and the domestic systems of
production.

The ubiquitous village smithy, where horses and oxen were
shod and where practically everything which the neighbor-
hood needed in the way of iron work was made: agricultural
implements—plowshares, bog-hoes, stone hooks, garden forks;
carpenter’s tools—broad-axes, pod-augers, beetles and frows;
building hardware—hinges, latches, and locks; fireplace uten-
sils, andirons, gridirons, cranes, tongs, and shovels; cooking
utensils, cutlery and hundreds of other things, disappeared.
The smithy’s place was taken by mills and machine shops in
each of which only one article or one commodity was made, or

23 Frederick W. Taylor, The Principles of Scientific Management, pp. 7, 8.
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dardization to insure uniformity of product; (c) division and
sub-division of labor. These represent the application of the
principles of efficiency to the work of producing the neces-
saries and luxuries of modern civilization.

Harrington Emerson, who has been called by an admirer22
the “High Priest of the New Science of Efficiency,” defines effi-
ciency as “the elimination of all needless waste in material, in
labor, and in equipment, so as to reduce costs, increase prof-
its, and raise wages.” This definition should at once make clear
the legitimate field of the factory system and also the limited
sphere of activities in which its application is desirable. In a
factory, which has its justification only in its capacity for pro-
ducing the largest possible quantity of commodities at the low-
est possible cost, the elimination of every waste is most desir-
able. But outside of a factory, in all the activities of man which
have their justification primarily in the extent to which they
enrich life, the quantitative criterion which efficiency enjoins
becomes absurd. Life, if man is to dignify it by the way he lives,
must be lived artistically. Not quantitative but qualitative crite-
rions apply in home life, in education, in social activities, in lit-
erature, painting, sculpture. Yet the apostles of efficiency have
not been content to limit its application to the factory. They
have made efficiency a philosophy of life and are now busily
engaged in applying the factory system to the regulation of
every activity of civilized man.

In his introduction to his epoch making volume on The Prin-
ciples of ScientificManagement, the late FrederickWinslowTay-
lor, the founder of the efficiency movement, said of the princi-
ples of which he was so ardent an advocate:

The same principles can be applied with equal force to
all social activities: to the management of our homes; the
management of our farms; the management of the business
of our tradesmen, large and small; of our churches, our phi-

22 Herbert N. Casson, American Review of Reviews, 1913.
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Suburban housewives hide their economies and parade their
extravagances. They patronize the fashionable tradesmen of
their town, and shop in the most expensive city stores so that
high class delivery wagons may stop at their door—because it
is the thing to do. The battle for social prestige is won by the
amounts they dare to spend.

In Suburbia it is a social handicap to contribute to family
welfare by creative and productive work in the home.

•

Within a very short time after the coming of the factory,
careerist women appeared. Women of wealth; women of abil-
ity and personality; women of education and of intelligence
were among the first to revolt at the desiccated homemaking
into which church, state and factory were thrusting them. Yet
they were the very women who could least be spared from
homemaking. They were the women who should have discov-
ered that woman’s real task was, as Ellen Key said, “to ennoble
woman’s sphere, not necessarily to enlarge it.”

While the factory was busily engaged in making it unneces-
sary for these women to devote themselves to homemaking as
a career, they themselves were busily engaged in proving that
they could do equallywell everythingwhich had been formerly
considered exclusively the work of men or believed exclusively
a masculine prerogative. They devoted themselves first to the
winning of the various equalities with men which go under the
name of women’s rights; the right to academic education; the
right to engage in the same professions and occupations; the
right to vote; finally, the right to sexual freedom.

Perhaps no other single movement in all history was fraught
with so much in the way of good for the future of the race as
was this assertion of the rights of womankind. Many of the
rights for which the women who led the movement struggled
have so far proved of trifling importance, but taking them as a
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whole, they had a tendency to free woman for a voluntary con-
tribution to the life of mankind.They were a direct attack upon
the involuntary contribution which the state, church and soci-
ety had up to that time demanded of women. They had a ten-
dency to make her entrance upon wifehood and motherhood
voluntary and so to make a mutual undertaking of the vital
activities which have to be conducted by men and women in
common. But the struggle had a most unfortunate effect upon
the women who made the work of winning these rights the
basis of their careers.

The ablest among them set themselves up in opposition to
everything that savored of compromise with men. Their rebel-
lion against the age-old conditions which the men had com-
placently accepted, made them react against any normal rela-
tionships with the opposite sex at all. These spirited, indepen-
dent women formed the habit of looking upon homemaking
and motherhood as a sort of treason to the cause to which they
were devoted. Work outside of the home seemed a heaven-sent
outlet for their energies.They devoted themselves to reform, to
law, to medicine, to journalism and finally to business. By com-
parison with careers in these fields, partnership with men in
the creation of homes and the continuance of the race seemed
submission to a lifetime of drudgery. Home making and moth-
erhood seemed to offer them no scope for the expression of
ability, no opportunity for adventurous activity and no hope
for recognition and reward of genius.

Of the institutions which evolved out of the woman’s rights
movement, the women’s colleges probably contributed most to
setting up an abnormal appreciation of careers and an equally
abnormal depreciation of marriages. A dean of one woman’s
college once made the significant remark that three-quarters
of the women who graduated from her college were failures.
Asked what type of graduates she considered the failures she
answered: “Why, those who wasted their educations by marry-
ing.” Only of late is it beginning to dawn upon these teachers
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possible confuses them, disarms them, and leaves them almost
entirely at the mercy of the manufacturer’s propaganda. Natu-
rally credulous, ignorance makes them gullible to an unbeliev-
able extent. They are influenced by advertisement and sales
arguments pitched in a key to appeal to intelligences whose
average is that of twelve to fourteen-year old children. They
judge the things they buy by the amount of prestige the prod-
ucts have acquired and in the last analysis mainly by the price
asked for them. What is highest in price is presumably best.
In their ignorance, they put a premium upon features of the
product which frequently add to cost without really adding to
utility or beauty. They know so little about the intrinsic mer-
its of the products themselves that they are without a particle
of judgment upon the question of whether the higher priced
products represent commensurate increases in value.

As the head of one of New York’s largest department stores
put the matter, echoing Oscar Wilde: “Nowadays, people know
the price of everything and the value of nothing.”

VIII. The Conquering Factory System

Factories, factory products, factory workers, factory cus-
tomers —and a race dependent upon factories and factory
goods—these are some of the fruits of the application of the
factory system to the production of the things mankind needs
and desires.

But they are not the factory’s only fruits.
The factory has not been able to keep the factory system

within the limits of its four ugly walls.

•

What is the factory system?
It is the group of methods used in manufacturing of which

the most conspicuous are (a) systematic production; (b) stan-
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economic life, not actual participators in it. Not even in the
work in their own factories are they full participators. Division
and subdivision of labor deprives them generally of any sight
of the ends of their labor and confines them to the narrow
field of the particular operations which they repeat endlessly
throughout their productive days.

•

To cap the climax, the very system of production which
has brought about the present superabundance of material
well-being is responsible for destroying the factory customer’s
sense of values.

Perhaps the most appaling account of what this has led to is
that devastating analysis of the merits of industrialized Amer-
ica’s factory-made products by Stuart Chase and F. J. Schlink in
Your Money’s Worth. No one can read their arraignment with-
out being impressed with the ingenuity with which the factory
fools its customers and with the ignorance of the factory’s cus-
tomers which makes this fooling possible.

The factory, in the beginning, was able to prove to the buy-
ing public conclusively that it was furnishing similar products
at a much lower price than craft production could furnish them.
Now, having deprived consumers of the old basis for compari-
son, it leaves them helpless to insure full receipt of the savings
which mass production theoretically produces.The things they
buy all come to them from stores. They can only compare one
factory’s products with another factory’s. And when they do
so, they are handicapped by their ignorance about the materi-
als out of which they are made, and the processes involved in
fabricating them. When in the store, they are confronted with
factory-made products the qualities of which are influenced by
their needs and desires only in the most indirect fashion. A be-
wildering variety of products and brands and prices are sub-
mitted to them. The very abundance which the factory makes
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of women that partnership in the creation of a home and a fam-
ily is woman’s true career in life, precisely and exactly as it is
man’s. The awakening has probably come too late both for the
women and the men. The factory has in the meantime taken
over so many of the functions of the home that the graduates
from the euthenics courses, now being added to the curricu-
lum of these colleges, will probably find as little to do in their
homes as do the men.

In turning their backs on homemaking, the careerists whole-
heartedly embrace the earn-and-buy theory of living. They are
buyers of everything that they consume, and generally very
poor buyers as well. Lacking all training and lacking all inter-
est in the homely activities of life, they are almost certain to
be poor judges both of values and of merchandise. The more
completely they devote themselves to their careers, the more
ignorant they are certain to be about the things that they have
to buy. But this is a burden of which they are generally uncon-
scious.

Theirs is a life above mundane things. The careerists have
managed to evolve a folkway—a pattern of life—that shields
them from these grosser aspects of life. Most of them live inten-
sively in their work, associate only with their own kind, know
nothing of the possibilities of life in partnership with the com-
plementary sex. Most of them live an abnormal sex-life—one
ranging from complete sex-starvation to the partial sex-life of
unions without home or children. For few of them marry, and
fewer still have children. Thus they invite the life-long frustra-
tion which nature inflicts upon all those who flout her mandate
of fecundity.

The excessive specialization which careerists impose upon
them selves, however excusable to great genius, is no more
good for normal women than it is for normal men. If anything
this specialization is more harmful to women than it is to men,
because the penalty exacted by nature fromwomenwho refuse
motherhood is greater than that exacted from men who refuse
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fatherhood. For the majority of women, even for the women
who have the ability to attain a considerablemeasure of success
in careers outside of the home, the chance for achieving hap-
piness in marriage and partnership with the right man—even
if it is necessary to try marriage a number of times in order
to find the right one—is better than the chance of achieving it
in even the most successful of specialized careers. Specializa-
tion is bad for men—it is worse for women. Women’s careers,
even more than men’s, ought, therefore, to be complementary
to homemaking.

Unfortunately the factory system interposes every kind of
obstacle to the development of homes which can enlist the
talents of able women. It destroys the economic utility of
women’s work in the home. It cheats the women in the home
of opportunity for self-expression in what they do. It deprives
them of their husband’s assistance in building real homes,
because the men are forced to be away most of their days.
And at the same time that it thus lessens the significance of
all work in the home, it opens innumerable alternative careers
for them. The careerists are there fore going to increase in
number. As they increase in numbers, they will increase in
prestige and inflict an ever more galling feeling of inferiority
upon those women who strive to make home making their
careers. Women of spirit will shrink more and more from
homemaking and motherhood, and leave both increasingly to
the less desirable types of women.

•

The vast majority of women whom the factory has driven
out of the home, however, are not careerists. They are mere job
holders. It is necessity which has driven them out of the home
to earn money. Ambition for a career is a minor motive if it
is prescrit at all. Our factories and offices are full of women
job holders—women who are there because they have to earn
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religion, of law, of custom. But it is easy to overlook the fact
that lasting affections do not survive in a vacuum. Affection
is most often produced as a result of experiences shared in
common. Men who have endured perils together are often
made fast friends by their experiences. In fact, any kind of
activity together tends to set up an emotional tie. The greater
the volume of common activities, the stouter the emotional tie.
The homemaking family of the past, in spite of the compul-
sions which handicapped it, probably produced just as many
happy lives as does the modern family.

•

It is not so difficult to determine the effect of the divorce
between consumption and production on the masses of
consumers. The factory has made the individual, as producer,
shift his interest from making to earning; from craftsmanship
to the wages paid for his time. It has made the individual, as
consumer, dependent upon his skill and his ability in buying,
rather than upon his ability to make things for himself. It
has transformed him from a self-helpful individual into a
self-helpless individual.

To a constantly increasing extent, men and women have
become dependent for their shelter, their food, their clothing,
their entertainment, upon what they can buy with money.
Neither the necessities nor the luxuries which they desire are
today gratified by their own craft and their own artistry. They
are gratified to the extent to which they can procure money
with which to buy things. They consume what others have
produced, and are dependent for existence and happiness
upon things about the making of which they know nothing.

Myriads of human beings in our cities are consuming
canned peas without ever having in their life had the oppor-
tunity to discover whether peas grow on trees, on bushes,
or in the ground. The factory’s customers are spectators of
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duction at all, it is to producing that one thing which seems to
command all things and to open all doors today: money!

•

It is difficult to disentangle the influence upon the family
of the change from the home’s preoccupation with productive
activities to its present preoccupation with consumptive activi-
ties, from all the other influenceswhich have comewith the fac-
tory. The influence of more democratic forms of government;
the influence of speedy and cheap forms of transportation and
communication; the influence of periodical literature and more
general literacy—all these act and react upon the family at the
same time that the factory profoundly alters the home’s contri-
bution to the economic life of the individual and to society. As a
result of all these influences the family is smaller; it lacks conti-
nuity throughout the generations; it is notoriously unstable, as
the rising tide of divorce and newer forms of marriage clearly
indicate. Of one thing there is little doubt: the destruction of
the creative and productive home has destroyed an almost es-
sential element in the cement which used to hold the family
together.

At one time practically every economic activity of the home
involved family activity: father, mother, grandparents and chil-
dren all did their several parts in contributing to family produc-
tion. In the production of textiles, for instance, the father grew
the flax or cared for and sheared the sheep; the very young and
the very old members of the family spun the yarn and reeled
it; the fathers and mothers wove it into cloth. Today the only
economic function in which the various members of the aver-
age family participate as a unit is that of sharing a common
lodging. Not every family even eats together; fewer still cook
together.

Now the family, we are told, is for the first time dependent
wholly upon mutual affection for its cementing medium—
presumably a great advance over the old compulsions of
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money, and whose interest is not in the work they do, but in
the pay which they get for it.

According to Miss Mary Anderson, head of theWomen’s Bu-
reau of the United States Department of Labor, these women
are in American industry to stay.

They take employment young—when they leave school, and
if they stop work to get married, it is only a short time before
circumstances force them back to their tasks again. Failure of
husbands to make adequate incomes is the cause.

Too many people, however, blame the married woman who
goes out of the home in this fashion, failing to realize it is
dire necessity that is making her do it. The women themselves
suffer, as well as the families and society. A whole new set
of social problems—not really new in age, but unique in this
generation—is the result.

For some time to come fortunate job-holders may still find
in marriage and housekeeping a means of escape from their
“jobs,” but as the nation becomesmore andmore urbanized, and
the home of less and less economic utility, this will become an
escape more and more difficult to achieve. One quarter of all
the women gainfully employed in the United States are already
married women. Vast numbers of men find it impossible to sup-
port wives, much less families, on the money which they alone
earn. When they marry their wives have to continue working
outside the home, and have to postpone motherhood as long
as possible.

The training for buying of these job-holders who form the
vast majority of the factory’s customers is pitifully inadequate
for the task with which they are confronted. For buy they must
when they marry, whether they retain their jobs or leave them
to start a home. If they remain at work, the cooking, sewing
and washing which they do at home must be done evenings
after work or Saturday afternoons and Sundays. Naturally the
amount of this work is reduced to a minimum. They cannot af-
ford, as can their more able or more wealthy fellow-workers,
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the careerists, to go to restaurants very much, so they become
what may be called without exaggeration, tin-can cooks. It is
quite surprising how complete a meal they can prepare once
they have learned to use a can opener with ease and precision,
and it is quite amazing how elaborate some of these can open-
ers have to be so as to reduce the dangers and the fatigue of
this part of their housekeeping to a minimum.

They know little or nothing about the actual contents of the
cans and packages which they buy. The manufacturers’ adver-
tising gives them a vague feeling that the advertised brands are
the best, but they buy very largely whatever the retail clerks,
who know as little as the women themselves, hand out to them.

They know nothing about the textiles which they buy. How
should they?The different fibers are very largely just names to
them. They know nothing about the construction of the goods
and of their relative utility or durability. How can they? They
have never seen the different fibers grown; never seen them
spun into yarn; probably do not know what a loom is at all.

Their ignorance about the nature and the value of foods and
textiles is duplicated in almost every class of product which
they are called upon to buy. They probably abandon even the
most elementary kinds of home sewing. They believe that the
factories, in which they work or have worked and with which
they are more or less familiar, make things so much more effi-
ciently than they can be made in a home, and at so much lower
costs, that it is foolish to make anything themselves. It is as-
tonishing how often even thoughtful people fail to distinguish
between the low costs for which the factory can make things
and the high price at which they have to be sold by the time all
the costs of distribution are added to the bare factory cost.

If these job-holding types of women devote all their time to
their homes, it is usually because the coming of children forces
them to do so. But even if they spend all of their time at home,
there is no assurance that, with so much more of their time
free to shop, they will do their marketing more intelligently
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ham and bacon, sausage and lard. Today pigs are raised by
hog farmers, often by factory methods; they are taken to
market instead of being slaughtered at home; a packing house
slaughters them, cures them and converts them into pork,
ham, bacon and lard. The consumer has nothing to do but buy
these products—and to work in factories in order to get the
money with which to pay for them.

As factory products increase in number and variety, the
warfare upon domestic production continues until no phase
of home making can be carried on without the competition
of factory products. With enormous accretions of capital to
be invested, factories are constantly expanded and new ones
built. The capital which went into the erection of flour mills
first deprived the home makers of custom and home-milled
flours. Then it went into the erection of bread bakeries, and
began to make worthless the home makers’ opportunity to
make bread at home. Still later, it went into biscuit bakeries,
cake bakeries, and pastry bakeries, and now the homemakers
have this competition to meet, handicapped by the fact that
social prestige is to be won, not by the skill which is put into
home baking, but by the amount which the family can spend.

When the process reaches perfection, homemakers will com-
pletely disappear, and with them will disappear not only the
home as a few still know it, but the home as it might be if the
thought and ingenuity of man were really devoted to devel-
oping all its possible contributions to the mental and physical
health, happiness, and comfort of mankind. The process has,
however, gone far enough so that great numbers of women
have already ceased to be homemakers. They have abandoned
homemaking as a career because the factory makes it so diffi-
cult for the modern home to furnish them the opportunity to
gratify and satisfy their intellectual, economic, and social aspi-
rations. Most of the women have become mere buyers of what
the factories produce to satisfy their own and their family’s
necessities and desires, and if they devote themselves to pro-
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food, clothing and shelter.Their leisure, therefore, is really time
devoted to activities which involve the consumption of what
has been bought, as contrasted to the time devoted to earning
money in order to pay for what they want to consume.

The use of time for energetic consumption and for passive
spectatorship of play, scarcely represents an improvement
over the use which women made of their time in the past.
On the contrary, a long enough period of devotion to this
kind of leisure is certain to end by transforming women into
inappreciative barbarians.

Those who think that a mere release from useful activity of
all kinds will produce comfort are mistaken.

The factory’s customers are on the wrong road.
What is needed is not a reduction of the time devoted to

productive activities but the substitution of more intelligent
activities for less intelligent activities.

That the process of making factory customers out of the
women who, Mr. Durstine says, are tired of growing every-
thing they eat and of making everything they wear and use,
constitutes such a substitution of more intelligent for less
intelligent activity, I utterly deny.

The road to comfort leads in an altogether different direction.
It leads tomore andmore domestic production and less and less
factory production. It requires the integration of production
and consumption, not their disintegration.

•

The factory has robbedmen andwomen of their occupations
as producers of the family’s needs and desires and forced them
into the factory in order to procure the money to pay for them.

Before the coming of the factory, producer and consumer
were one. Before the coming of the great Chicago packing
houses, nearly every American home used to raise at least
one pig, and to supply itself with its own fresh pork, smoked
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than their non housekeeping sisters. They expend large drafts
of their energy in haunting the stores advertising bargain sales,
and in shopping from store to store so as to save small sums
on individual items. They do not realize that the amount of
energy which they expend in order to save a cent or two per
can on the soup they buy, would enable them to make a better
soup at home, at practically no cost at all. They so proudly buy
with the herd that it is pitiful to see how gloriously they save
at the spigot and waste at the bunghole. They buy from hand
to mouth partly because their earnings do not permit them to
buy in economical quantities and partly because the small flats
or houses in which they live give them little room in which
to accumulate any considerable quantity of supplies. This type
of woman in ever increasing numbers furnishes the mass of
actual customers for factory products. To reduce all the women
of the country to the job-holders’ complete dependence upon
the factory product, the vast majority of factories are bending
all their energies.

•

Finally we come to the shoppers—a type of women espe-
cially important because they are free to devote themselves
entirely to buying things: clothes for themselves, furnishings
for their homes, and food for their table. The shoppers live in
hotels, in apartment houses, in boarding houses and occasion-
ally in those suburban houses which demand the minimum of
labor from the mistress of the house. After their husbands go
off to work—the husbands of shoppers are generally salesmen,
minor executives, well-paid office workers of some kind, and
not infrequently small manufacturers or tradesmen—they have
a little work in their houses, including the getting of the chil-
dren, if any, off to school, the whole taking up not more than
two or three hours. They are then ready for an exhausting day
of shopping.
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Shoppers devote an extraordinary amount of thought to the
matter of what they buy, where they buy it, and how much
their friends will think they have paid for it. The latest styles in
cloth ing, the redecorating of their rooms, the buying of refresh-
ments for their bridge parties—these are the problems upon
which they concentrate their minds. If they have some spark
of creative urge not otherwise sublimated, it takes the form
of learning the new “arts”—decorating lamp shades, painting
china, dyeing batiks, making hooked rugs—in which they are
given the opportunity to dabble by department stores. These
furnish new outlets for buying: strange things to buy for which
otherwise they would have no use.

Shoppers are great patrons of the cuits: of which the beauty
cuit is the prime favorite. They buy all sorts of cosmetics and
perfumes; patronize beauty parlors, and devote a very large
part of their time to buying whatever the advertisements tell
them is helpful in warding off old age.

At a recent convention of large dry goods merchants, a
woman speaker contrasted the shoppers of today with the
shoppers of the nineties—a contrast covering a relatively short
period of time, but still indicative of the change in women
because no further back than the eighteen-nineties women
even among the well-to-do classes could be homemakers
without loss of caste. The women of the nineties, the speaker
said, went to the stores with lists of things which they needed,
and they bought them as promptly as possible. Today, this
speaker said, the shopping lists are gone. modern shoppers
do not go out to buy what they need—they go out to “shop.”
The principal by-product of this aimless buying, as far as the
modern store goes, is an alarming increase of what is called in
the trade the “return goods evil.” Things are bought, delivered,
and then returned. A large part of the merchandise which
many American department stores sell has to be sold twice
before it stays sold. Shoppers are thus enabled to make a triple
in road upon the leisure which the factory furnishes them:
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sible became general only after the factory had come to dom-
inate our civilization and after the invention of such meretri-
ciously attractive uses for the time no longer needed for house-
work as bridge parties and daily movies.Then women began to
transform themselves from producers into purchasing agents.
They proved intelligent purchasing agents, however, only as
long as they retained the knowledge absorbed from the days of
productive homeworking. The second and third generation no
longer have such knowledge to help them to buy intelligently.
They have leisure to shop—they even have the leisure for recre-
ation of which Mr. Durstine speaks—but they have neither the
knowledge necessary for intelligent buying nor the cultural dis-
ciplines which enable them to use their leisure intelligently.

•

It is precisely with regard to this matter of leisure that the
factory has led women into a blind alley. It is the folkway today
to consider leisure, and of course leisure for recreation, a sort
of good-in-itself. Whereas the goodness or badness of leisure
is precisely and exactly the same as the goodness or badness of
labor. The virtue resides no more in the length of time devoted
to leisure, than in the length of time devoted to labor. It is de-
pendent wholly upon what is expressed and what is extracted
from time.

As a matter of fact there can be no such thing as leisure,
certainly physiologically, while human beings are alive. What
protagonists of the factory like Mr. Durstine call leisure is the
cessation of directly remunerative or actually productive ac-
tivity. It is the substitution of one kind of activity for activity
of another kind. Among these women customers of the fac-
tory, most of whom lack not only training but often capac-
ity for education, leisure means time devoted to play. And it
means largely vicarious play. For most of modern play is pur-
chased. These women buy their amusements just as they buy
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I can recall practically no instance in the early years of the
factory in which women took the initiative in welcoming the
factory. Even today, there are practically no organizations of
women formed for the purpose of encouraging the growth
of factories, and I can recall no convention of women which
passed resolutions requesting manufacturers to take over the
spinning, weaving, sewing, knitting, bread making, preserving,
sugar making, soap making, which at one time occupied them.
The initiative in taking over these activities always came from
the factory—as advertising men like Mr. Durstine well know.

The reason that women generally showed such reluctance
to abandoning home-work was not because they were so
stupid as to refuse “to raise living standards and to gain leisure
for recreation.” They did not see a higher standard of living
in what the factory offered them until the factory dominated
the world and evolved a folkway which made the women see
it as higher. The factory offered them a different canon of
values: the women refused to see any superiority in it until
advertising made them do so.

To the poorer classes of women the factory offered release
from home-work in return for factory and office work. In the
beginning these women saw no gain in exchanging long hours
of work at home for equally long hours in mills, sweat shops,
and stores. At first job-holding was an unavoidable interlude
in a life that was ultimately to mean marriage and homemak-
ing. Today, labor laws prevent the old exploitation of working
women.The factory and office day is much shorter. Conditions
for women workers are much better. Job-holding still seems to
most women an undesirable alternative to homemaking, but
many have now come to recognize it as an unavoidable one.
Slowly but surely the women are accepting the new folkway.
And in the new folkway, job-holding by women is strictly in
the nature of things.

As for the more prosperous classes of women, avid accep-
tance of the leisure the buying of factory products made pos-
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the first, the lime devoted to the original buying; the second,
the time devoted to returning what was first purchased; and
the third, the time devoted to buying something which is
actually kept. This is the ultimate in shopping. It furnishes the
shoppers with a triple justification for their existence.

Unfortunate women, forever seeking to utilize a leisure for
which they lack the necessary educational equipment, and pre
vented by their husband’s prosperity from the job-holding to
which necessity drives their poorer sisters! But veritably per-
fect consumers of the factory’s products: consumerswhowaste
large portions of what they buy; who use what they buy so
carelessly that it depreciates much more rapidly than is nor-
mal; who discard what is still serviceable because some newer
thing has rendered it old fashioned.

•

The solicitude of the factory for its woman customers is
touch ing in the extreme.

Let me quote upon this point one of the country’s ablest
apologists for modern industrialism. Writing in The Nation’s
Business, for July 1928, a magazine read by nearly 300,000 busi-
ness men and published as the official organ of the United
States Chamber of Commerce, Mr. Roy S. Durstine, Secretary-
Treasurer of the advertising agency of Barton, Durstine & Os-
borne, Inc., New York City, said:

Not so many years ago most American women were pretty
busy doing the things that manufacturers are doing for them
today.Womenwere old at forty and soon passed on, while their
hardier husbands chose younger, stronger helpmates to take up
the burden. “Why did you getmarried again so soon?” someone
asked a middle-western farmer a month after his first wife died
forty years ago. “Well,” was the answer, “it was either that or
get a hired girl.”

No wonder women on farms and in small towns and in
Louisville and Atlanta and Seattle said to American industry:
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“We are tired of growing everything we eat and making
everything we wear and use. Why can’t we go into the nearest
store and buy what we need when we need it?”

There are certain comments to be made upon this, most of
them bearing upon the question of whether the facts presented
are true and the inference based upon them justified. Let us
take the first part of the statement, which includes a gross li-
bel upon the average farmer of forty years ago, that “not so
many years ago women were old at forty and soon passed on
because most American women were pretty busy doing things
that manufacturers are doing for them today.” Even the alleged
fact in this statement can be accepted by us only provisionally,
while the assumption about the relationship of manufacturing
to longevity is based upon one of those half-truths in which
uncritical minds delight. Mr. Durstine breezily waves aside all
that modern medicine, hygiene, dietetics, obstetrics, have done
to add to the longevity of women and blandly gives the factory
the whole credit.

It is true that years ago most women were old at forty, but
so were the men, as the statistics of the life insurance compa-
nies show. Both men and women do not grow old so quickly
today. In the case of the women, he ignores the special burden
which aged the women of the past much more quickly than
the women of today and from which the men of all times have
been exempt. The women of the past, thanks to the supersti-
tions of the church, were condemned to a life of incubation. It
was the annual procession of babies, accompanied by the bur-
den of carrying the pre-natal child, of blood-letting at parturi-
tion, of obstetrical ignorance, of nursing at the breast, and the
strain of the slaughter of innocents in the first year of their life,
that made the women of the past prematurely old. This was
the burden, as if they did not have enough without it, which
kept American women “pretty busy,” and the carrying of this
burden is not something which modern “manufacturers are do-
ing for them.” When American women began to cut down the
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birth rate; when the number of pregnancies per woman began
to shrink from the traditional four surviving births, four deaths
in infancy, and four miscarriages, to a total of probably less
than four, including abortions, (which are not so serious with
modern methods of curettage), women ceased to grow old at
forty. This reduction in the pregnancy rate is something for
which even advertising men will hardly have the hardihood to
give the factories credit. Eliminate the burden which the an-
nual procession of pregnancies imposed upon women, and the
other work of women forty years ago aged them hardly much
more than men’s work at that time aged men.

Mr. Durstine’s argument is no more reliable when he asserts,
figuratively, that the women of the country became so tired of
producing things for themselves that they asked the factories
to lift the burden off their shoulders. Where is his evidence for
such a statement? Go back as far as he will, even to the time
of the building of the first factories, (which were built, accord-
ing to Mr. Durstine, in order to lift the burden of spinning and
weaving off the backs of laboring men and women), and what
do we find? We find that far from having asked the factories
to undertake this work, both the men and women of that time
showed great hostility to the factory system and great reluc-
tance at being forced to give up the “burden” of home spinning
and craft weaving.

In the Middle Ages, women were identified with their spin-
dles as men with their spears. While the spears did their own
work, the spindles were busy, making the yarn for clothing,
for curtains and tapestries, for soft wrappings for wounds, for
banners, and in the Orient, for the rugs which are the envy and
despair of modern manufacturers. Mr. Durstine may think that
women are better off because the factories have deprived them
of this labor, but the women themselves made no pleas to have
this work taken from them and transferred to a caste of factory
hands.
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3. We work the remainder of our time at jobs or crafts
or professions; with the money earned in this way we
would pay taxes and interest and buy the factory-made
products which we could not advantageously make for
ourselves.

The change to this economic scheme would furnish three
clear gains over the earn-and-buy system upon which most of
us depend today:

1. The time we devoted to work would be spent more pleas-
antly.

2. We would reduce the time spent now in securing the
things which are essential to our comfort.

3. We would become secure as to the basic necessaries of
the good life.

•

Food, clothing and shelter absorb about sixty-five percent of
the income of the average well-to-do American family of today.
If we add fuel and light, approximately seventy percent of the
budget of such a family is devoted to the purchase of essentials.

Sundries and savings absorb the remaining thirty percent.
While this provides the family with its luxuries, many essential
expenditures, such as those for medical treatment, would have
to be deducted from the sundry expenditures and added to the
seventy percent if the amount for producing the essentials of
comfort were to be established.

Upon this basis the following table2If the reader will substi-
tute his own actual budget for the budget used in this table, he

2 If the reader will substitute his own actual budget for the budget used
in this table, he will be able to better test the validity of the argument so far
as his own situation is concerned.
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In such a society, every activity would be subjected to the
scrutiny of its critical intellectual social leaders.

Government would be rationalized and secularized. The
divinity which used to hedge about the king and the priest and
which modern nationalism has transformed into patriotism,
would wither under the ridicule visited upon every effort to
impart a sacred character to anything or anybody having to
do with government. With this would go much of the emo-
tionalism and mass hysteria with which all political activities
are now permeated. Most of the sacred principles, which are
supposed to justify the fervor and the fanaticism of present
day political leaders, do not bear critical examination. The
differences between Republicans, Democrats, and Socialists
do not stand factual examination. If it ever becomes the habit
to follow those who turn first to fact-finding on controversial
questions, politicians will find it difficult to excite themselves,
and the multitudes who follow them, with the sort of political
questions which now go by the name of paramount issues.
With politics thus deflated, the issues between nations which
now develop wars could not develop enough hatred to make
men kill each other. Armies and navies would go to the scrap
heap with the sectionalism and the nationalism which now
make them necessary.

Government would be restricted to the barest minimum nec-
essary for the restraint of stupid and vicious individuals, and
for the conduct of community enterprises which cannot be
more effectively carried on by individual initiative or volun-
tary cooperation.

•

In such a society the necessity for hospitals and jails would
be very considerably reduced. In a state of society such as we
now enjoy both of these institutions have to be larger than the
normal state of mankind requires.
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Just as we shall always have super-normal individuals, we
shall always have sub-normal individuals. It is necessary to ac-
cept this fact and to accept the consequences which flow from
it. But it is not necessary to assume that the number of sub-
normal and anti social individuals must be as great as that with
which society has to struggle today.

Today the erection of insane asylums of one kind or another
is one of the principal activities of society. Our insane popula-
tion seems to multiply itself at a terrific rate. There is no real
necessity for all these institutions. They are the inevitable con-
sequence of the resolute refusal of society to apply to all the im-
portant questions of life even a modicum of uncommon sense.

It is today the folkway of society, a folkway encouraged by
all the churches, not to control the instinct of reproduction.
Men and women are not only encouraged to get married and
rear large families, regardless of their own fitness for father-
hood and motherhood and their own ability to rear their chil-
dren properly, but they are forbidden by Federal, State, and
Municipal law to acquire information about methods of con-
trolling and restricting birth. It is difficult to picture how much
crime, disease, and insanity this one unintelligent custom in-
jects into society. Not only does it encourage a prolific mul-
tiplication of undesirables through birth; it fills hospitals and
asylums with the victims of abortions; it fills jails with those
who violate laws having to do with “illegal” operations and ap-
pliances and teachings.

With one hand society manufactures the necessity for these
institutions; with the other it devotes itself to building them.

No wonder laws, officials, and public institutions multiply
endlessly.

If society would acquire the habit of listening very carefully
to the studied conclusions of its intellectual leaders about the
innumerable prohibitions which it now inflicts upon itself, it
would cease manufacturing so many idiots and criminals, and
would find that the true sub-normals would shrink to such a
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We must feel as certain of our ability to procure the mate-
rial essentials of comfort as we must feel certain that we shall
inhale air when we breathe.

•

Under our factory economy the sequence by which those of
us who have not inherited wealth1 It should not be forgotten
that we have developed a folkway which demands that even
those who inherit wealth should work precisely the same as if
they had to earn the necessaries of life. secure what we need
and desire is as follows:

1. We sell our labor directly or indirectly in order to earn
money; we devote ourselves to production for sale.

2. But as we cannot eat money, wear money, nor house our-
selves inmoney, we buy everything we need and desire—
shelter we buy from landlords; apparel from clothiers;
food from grocers, butchers, and bakers; entertainment
from theaters and clubs; culture from schools and news-
papers.

Under the economic systemwhich I am here advocating, the
sequence would be as follows:

1. We would move on a homestead of our own; install
a workshop and loom-room; equip the whole with
efficient tools and machinery; develop a garden and
orchard; stock the place with livestock.

2. We then raise and make all the things which we need
or desire and which it is practicable and economical and
pleasurable to produce for ourselves; we devote ourselves
to production for use.

1 It should not be forgotten that we have developed a folkway which
demands that even those who inherit wealth should work precisely the same
as if they had to earn the necessaries of life.
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XIV. Food, Clothing And Shelter: The
Essentials Of Comfort

No conquest of comfort is possible if we have to procure
the essentials of comfort—food, clothing and shelter up to the
standard of living to which mankind’s progress entitles us—
by excessive labor or by inexpressive and uninteresting labor.
Because it is possible in industrialized America to secure these
essentials with relative ease, we overlook the fact that the way
in which cure them is as important to our comfort as the food,
clothing, and shelter are important to our survival.

What ismore, we tend to believe that becauseAmerica is pro-
ducing creature comforts in greater quantities than ever before
that the quest of comfort will end when it is impossible to fur-
ther develop the system of production to which we now seem
irretrievably committed. We have come to believe that comfort
is increased to the degree in which production is increased. But
when we increase production at the sacrifice of significance in
our daily labor, then what we gain through the increase in the
quantity of our so-called comforts is overbalanced by the de-
crease in our capacity for enjoying them.

We accept the sacrifice of comfort which our factory econ-
omy imposes upon us because it does not occur to us to ask
whether some better method of procuring the necessaries of
life might exist.

Yet a method does exist which makes it possible to attain a
material well-being equal to that whichwe now enjoywith less
unpleasant effort and greater security than is the rule today.

The necessaries of life can be procured not only without ex-
cessive and unpleasant labor but without fear and uncertainty.
For no conquest of comfort is possible if we live fearful of our
ability to secure these essentials of comfort; if we live menaced
by the pervasive spectre of want; if unemployment, illness and
old age mean not only misfortune but economic disaster.
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small percentage of the total population that provision for their
care would cease to be an increasing social burden and an in-
creasing social problem.

•

In such a society the church would become an anachronism.
With the masses of men following the pattern of living set
for them by the most intelligent of their fellows, the hope of
heaven and the fear of hell would not be necessary in order
to make society function cooperatively. The waste of precious
materials and of more precious human effort in dotting the
landscape with churches—most of them ugly as sin—would be
ended. The colossal amount of human energy now put into
maintaining them—the energy which is organized in commit-
tees, boards, and conventions—would be released for more in-
telligent purposes, and the hundreds of thousands of preachers
drooling superstitious rubbish about the virgin birth, the resur-
rection, the life everlasting, would be forced to engage in more
useful and edifying occupations.

Churches, preachers, and religions have merely an ethnolog-
ical interest for intelligent people. If the masses of mankind
were to follow their more intelligent fellows in so regarding
them, the gain to social health would be incalculable.

•

In such a society the factory, and all that the factory implies
—mass-production, mass-distribution, and mass-consumption
would be restricted to those products which intelligent men,
by the example which they would set in their buying, would
determine as desirable for the material well-being and comfort
of man.

Man would produce in order that he might live comfortably;
he would not live in order that he might produce.
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•

Finally, in such a society, art would at last come into its own.
Science, which has been subverted into a mere accessory to

factory-production, would begin to devote itself to the prob-
lem of howman might live more beautifully and how he might
produce more beautiful things.

In such an atmosphere, art would not be an interloper. It
would not be a mere excrescence upon a civilization devoted
to production. It would become the real objective of existence;
the necessary protest of every individual against the mundane
and ordinary necessities which nature imposes upon man if he
is to live.

In such a society all men might, in their due degrees, be
artists. Every individual manwould be alternately artist and au-
dience: artist to the extent to which he himself produced beau-
tiful things —even though what he produced might be only the
product of his vegetable gardens—and audience to the extent
to which he was able to show a discriminating enjoyment of
what others produced. For the world to be a tolerable place for
a really civilized people, this duality must be developed to a
high degree. Great art flourishes only where there is a great,
discriminating, intelligent patronage of it. And a beautiful life
is only possible where the masses of men imitate their superior
fellows in their appreciation of the beautiful.

•

In such a society!
Why continue to describe what is for the present merely the

figment of a dream?
For no such society is as yet within the realm of the probable.

Perhaps it is not even in the realm of the possible.
But this is possible—in spite of the fact that the quantity-

minded types of men will probably always dominate society, at
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will then have power, heat, and light at no cost inmoney except
for lubricants and maintenance.

In that day, no factory will be able to produce the essen-
tials of comfort cheaply enough to compete with the produc-
tive home.

•

In all probability neither the farmers nor the great masses of
non-farmers will try the road to the conquest of comfort which
has been here outlined, even though modern science and mod-
ern machinery offer means to economic independence which
do not entail the hard work and the harder deprivations of pi-
oneer life. The masses of farmers have been led to believe that
specialization, instead of diversification, offers them economic
salvation. The masses of non-farmers, deprived of both the fa-
cilities and the personal attributes essential to domestic pro-
duction, have been reduced to a state in which they dare not
consider any such radical departures from their present ways
of living.

Here and there individual families which have somehow
managed to retain the initiative and fortitude that distin-
guished the pioneers, may take this road to the conquest of
comfort. For them what follows may point the way to a richer
life than that which they now lead. And if by some miracle a
sufficient number of them were to try this way to comfort and
so effectively boycott the products of our non-essential and
undesirable factories, it would ultimately result in the creation
of a much more beautiful civilization than the one in which
we now find ourselves.
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been shown, and even concessions made, to power customers.
The thought is now beginning to grip the imagination of the
leaders of the industry that in the home and on the farm is to
be found the next big area of electrical development. The key
to the solution of the problem lies in breaking the vicious cir-
cle of high rates and the restricted use which they induce. If,
as every indication suggests, low rates—even rates so low as
to be based on cost plus a reasonable profit—will bring about
what amounts to a revolutionary increase in the normal use,
then the quicker the industry gets to the new basis of charges
the better it will be for all concerned.

Home life and especially life on the farm are after all funda-
mental to the well-being of the American State. Electricity can
play a master rôle in their upbuilding. Therefore the question
as to whether or not the electrical industry should inaugurate
rate schedules designed to bring about the largest possible do-
mestic use of electricity becomes one of national policy. In this
matter happily the interest of the nation, of the consumer and
of the security holders of the electrical industry are the same.
We appear to be on the eve of a period of radical reductions in
the charges for domestic current.

PlainlyMr. Cooke is very conservative in what he says about
the social revolution which “radical reduction in the charges
for domestic current” may bring about. Yet it is not unreason-
able to assume that if cheap power and the application of power
to factorymachines helped the factory to destroy domestic pro-
duction, the coming of cheap power in a form suitable for ap-
plication to domestic machines may help to redress the present
adverse balance between the home and the factory.

When we shall have become sufficiently civilized to create
a demand for small generating plants driven by windmills and
water-mills, they will be developed and placed on sale at even
lower prices than the very ingenious plants driven by gasoline
engines, which are now on the market. The domestic producer
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least in the immediate moment—that individuals who desire to
live the superior life shall erect enclaves of their own, enclaves
in which they and their families and friends may live without
dependence upon the patronage of the quantity-minded and in
which they may enjoy such comfort and attain to such under-
standing as the limitations of life make possible.

Enclaves of this sort—little islands of intelligence and beauty
amidst the chaotic seas of human stupidity and ugliness—
would not only free the quality-minded from exploitation
by the quantity minded, but they would furnish to the rest
of mankind the pattern for a more comfortable and more
intelligent existence. Mankind being what it is, the tendency
of the average man, whether quantity-minded or just herd-
minded, to imitate the ways of life of superior persons would
be irresistible.

Enclaves of this sort, whenever they became numerous
enough, would begin to lessen the ugliness of this civilization.

•

Social changes find their genesis in three forces: (1) the
forces set in motion by great natural convulsions—changes in
climate such as those caused by the movement of the glacial
ices—and which are independent of man; (2) the forces set in
motion by the efforts of ambitious individuals to sate their
appetites for pelf or power—the forces set in motion by an
Alexander, a Cæsar, a Napoleon, and to come up to date, by the
forces set in motion by the activities of a John D. Rockefeller,
an Andrew Carnegie, a
J. Pierpont Morgan; (3) the launching of new ideas, as for
instance, the forces set in motion among men by the idea that
the world is round; by the idea of immortality; by the idea of
equality; by the idea of democracy.

Nature’s convulsions may be dismissed from consideration
because they are beyond the control of man. Man cannot pro-
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duce an ice-age—yet; he can only adapt himself to those pro-
duced by nature.

It is the operation of the second of these forces that explains
most of our social, economic, and political history. Quantity
minded men, in their struggles to sate their ambitions, have
been able to impose their wishes upon mankind because
of their domination of the herd-minded masses and the
dependence upon them of the quality-minded individuals. An
Alexander the Great could remake Greece and the regions
which he conquered as he wished because he dominated the
Macedonian and Greek masses and the Aristotles of his time
were so dependent upon him that they could do little on their
own initiative. So it is today: the quantity-minded businessmen
who direct the General Electric Company remake America as
they wish because they dominate the American masses and
because quality-minded geniuses like Steinmetz—an idealist,
socialist, and humanitarian—are so dependent upon them
that the idealists aid them in actually hindering society from
adopting the reforms in which the idealists believe.

Let the quality-minded individuals free themselves from this
dependence upon the quantity-minded and the civilization of
the future will be built upon the basis of intelligent ideas of
what changes are desirable in society and how it is most desir-
able to bring the changes about.

X. John Doe, Average Man: The
Herd-Minded Type

In a brilliant discussion of what they call “The Sea of Hu-
manity,” the authors of What About Advertising, Kenneth M.
Goode and Harford Powel, Jr., paint an admirable portrait of
the average man—the herd-minded type which forms the over-
whelming majority of mankind. I am taking the liberty of se-
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Dishwasher Washing machine
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Meat chopper Rectifier Vacuum cleaner
Bread mixer Piano, electric Fan
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former

Curling iron Electric phono-
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motor

Soldering iron

Percolator Hair dryer Portable motor
Heater Toaster Mangle
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Immersion beater Ozonator House lighting
Waffle iron Humidifier
Refrigerator Siren

A. Residence Applications
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Ice breaker Concentrator Churn
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Ventilator Forewarmer and

mixer
Electric milker Separator Churn and butter
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A. Dairy Applications
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A. Poultry Applications

Fruit harvester Dehydrator Fruit press
Cider press Fruit packer Frost prevention
Cider mill Spraying appara-

tus
Destruction of in-
sects

A. Horticultural Applications
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lecting a very few of the most illuminating items from their
compendium of evidence upon this subject, adding somewhich
they were probably constrained to omit out of respect to pre-
vailing orthodoxies.

First, as to John Doe’s academic education. Taking the
method of Dr. Brigham and following the schooling of one
thousand typical American men, all of whom began their
education in the first grade of our public school systems,
Goode and Powel record that:

1,000 boys enter 1st grade
970 of them enter 2nd grade
940 of them enter 3rd grade
905 of them enter 4th grade
830 of them enter 5th grade
735 of them enter 6th grade
630 of them enter 7th grade
490 of them enter 8th grade

Of our original one thousand boys:
230 boys enter 1st year high school

170 of them finish 2nd year high school
120 of them finish 3rd year high school
95 of them graduate from high school.

Of our original one thousand boys:
50 boys enter lst year college

40 of them finish 2nd year college
20 of them finish 3rd year college
10 of them remain in college to be graduated.

The academic development of JohnDoe endswith his school-
ing. When he leaves school, he reads, writes, and has a smat-
tering of arithmetic, history, and geography, and he considers
himself educated. Thereafter his intellectual life is paralyzed
by a regular reading of newspapers, popular magazines and
church attendance.
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What kind of mentality has this schooling produced? A few
years ago 700,000 typical American young men and women
who were members of the Epworth League, voted that the
greatest men in history were as follows:

1. Thomas Edison

2. Theodore Roosevelt

3. William Shakespeare

4. Henry W. Longfellow

5. Alfred Tennyson

6. Herbert Hoover

7. Charles Dickens

8. General Pershing

9. Lloyd George

10. Andrew J. Volstead

This collective judgment was plainly a product of conven-
tional education through the public schools, the churches, and
the daily newspapers. The selection of Shakespeare, Longfel-
low, Tennyson, and Dickens, was influenced by the schooling
of these 700,000 youngAmericans; the selection of Edison, Roo-
sevelt, Hoover, Pershing, and Lloyd George, by their reading
of the newspapers; and the selection of Volstead, the author
of the Federal Prohibition Enforcement Law, by their church
attendance.

•
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respects some uses, the cost of current is not considered, this
is not true of other and potentially larger uses.

The use of electricity for lighting has by no means reached
its maximum. Under lower rates the present 25- and 40-watt
lamps will tend to give place to 50-, 60- and in parts of the
house to 100-watt lamps; or the smaller powered lamps will
be used in greater number. Houses will also be lighted more
fully, and for longer periods. The generous lighting of stores,
theatres, streets, and public monuments and buildings which
is revolutionizing the appearance of our cities at night will
have its counterpart in the illumination and beautification of
the home, as reasonable rates make this possible.

In the rural areas present electric rates discriminate not only
against the housekeeper but against the farmer. The following
is a more extensive list of electrical appliances which may be
used on the farm, including farm machinery as well as house-
hold equipment:

Other uses might be added. For how many of these opera-
tions it will be worthwhile to have special equipment, and in
how many cases electricity affords the best means of applying
power, we do not as yet know. The whole development is in its
infancy. That there are highly important uses for electricity on
the farm cannot, however, be questioned.

Service to industry has been the main concern of the elec-
trical industry for over thirty years. It has been a full sized un-
dertaking involving not only the solution of innumerable tech-
nical problems and the development of public relations on an
entirely new order but the creation of vast credits with which
to pay for a stupendous construction program. No small part of
the credit for our present industrial prosperity and supremacy
must be given to the electrical industry for the part it has had
in providing our mines and manufactures with cheap and plen-
tiful and widely distributed power. It is pertinent to the discus-
sion to recall that the result would never have been achieved
if—especially in the early days—special consideration had not
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John Doe goes to Sunday School. North America boasts of
195, 343 Sunday Schools with 2,459,799 officers and teachers
and 17,510,830 pupils—a total membership of 19,970,629.
The Bible, which is the foundation of the teaching in these
schools, is a compilation of some of the sacred books of a
barbaric Semitic people and the writings of the followers of
a possibly mythical Jewish messiah. Yet its pronouncements
upon the most difficult ethical, social, and political problems
are accepted in all seriousness by John Doe and the millions
of his fellows who make up the “sea of humanity.”

John Doe gets his philosophy of life from his church. His
church-going makes him understand clearly, both by precept
and example, that virtue demands credulity and conformity;
that skepticism and nonconformity endanger his future
felicity, and that departures from the herd judgment involve
business, social, and political handicaps in his present life. His
priest, minister, or rabbi iterates and reiterates the glories
of conventionality to him fifty-two times per year. He is
one of the 18,604,000 Roman Catholics, 4,516,806 Methodists,
4,087,000 Jews, 2,546,127 Lutherans, 3,061,576 regular Baptists,
2,450,574 Presbyterians, 1,173,679 Episcopalians, and the other
200 religions in the United States which are listed in the
Census of Religious Bodies in 1926. Of course, a few of the
sects, of which the Unitarian church is typical, (but which
numbers only 60,152 members all told), are hardly more
than masks which shield their members from some of the
contumely which the average man and woman visits upon
avowed rationalists and “free thinkers.” These liberal church
goers, as is to be expected, represent only a very small part of
the total church membership of 55,000,000. They shrink into
even a smaller part of the total mass of conformers and are
rendered doubly insignificant because most of the millions of
John Doe’s non-church-going fellows accept the superstitions
of the prevailing religions even though they do not actually
belong to any church.
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•

John Doe is not a book reader. The New York Daily News
and the New York Evening Journal are the sort of newspapers
which he likes to read. The Saturday Evening Post, and The
American Magazine” are most popular with him in the field
of magazine literature. In addition to this reading, he feeds his
mind through frequent attendance at the movies, and many
hours daily of “listening in” on the radio. Goode and Powel say
that there are 6,000,000 radio sets in America in use from one
to two hours every day in the year. They estimate the movie
audience at an average of 10,000,000 people per day.

The popular literature, the movies, and the radio, in order
to secure the volume and circulation which is essential to prof-
itable mass production, are of course keyed by the astute pub-
lishers, movie magnates, and radio broadcasters, (who know
their public), to appeal to an intelligence no higher than that
of normal twelve to fourteen year old children. It is easy for
John Doe to enjoy what they offer him.

•

As Goode and Powel summarize the situation:
The average American, broadly speaking, celebrates his

twenty-fifth birthday by shutting shop mentally and refusing
to accept any new ideas. He has then the literate capacity of a
twelve- or fourteen-year old child.

Then, addressing themselves to the problem of manufactur-
ers who have to write advertisements that will move these mo-
rons into action, they say:

Many an advertiser may be discouraged to realize that copy
aimed anywhere above the comprehension of an eighth-grade
schoolboy cuts his audience in half, while any argument over
the head of a college freshman misses nine out of ten of his
possible prospects… Your average audiences—which means
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Device Kilowatt Hours
per Month
Per Family Per Person

Electric range 102 25
Refrigerator 28–45 11–15
Ironing machine 2.8 .46
Iron used with it 3 .5
Electric cooker 5.5 .9
Waffle iron 2 .5
Washing machine 2 .5
Percolator 61 .5
Toaster 1.2 .3
Glow heater 5 .7
Water pumping
(shallow)

795 gallons per
kilowatt hour

Water pumping
(deep)

576 gallons per
kilowatt hour

Incubators (79%
hatch)

370 watt hours
per chicken

Water heater (60–
70 degrees inlet,
128 degrees out-
let)

4.5 gallons per
kilowatt hour
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expensive, evidence which has been submitted suggests that
a very important factor in limiting its more general introduc-
tion and use is the cost of current. The housewife who would
use additional electric current for operating a sweeper or iron-
ing machine is charged five or ten times as much as is the fac-
tory where her husband works, this though the current is iden-
tical. It would seem that considerations of ordinary fairness
and chivalry would condemn a rate discrimination which re-
tards the introduction of mechanical equipment which would
relieve the strain and save the time of the busy housekeeper
and mother while the use of machinery is so encouraged in
men’s work. The importance of the home in the whole scheme
of national economy is hardly realized. In the not far distant
future the homemaker will be listed and tabulated with other
occupations by the Census. When we see the great numbers
of individuals—mostly women, of course—so engaged we will
recognize a national incentive for surrounding the occupation
of home making with every possible facility for making it effi-
cient.

Taking up specifically some of the lines along which more
and more electricity can be used in the home as rates are
lowered, the following table estimates the number of kilowatt
hours of electricity which tend to be consumed by various
types of electrical apparatus. The table is based on an analysis
of energy consumption data made by the Home Economics
Division of the Iowa State College. Although methods of
manipulation, personal habits, and the individual abilities
of electrical users vary, those who prepared these figures
consider that they give a fair ides of the energy consumption
under normal conditions.

The above tabulation does not include fans, vacuum cleaners,
warming pads, or electrically operated farmmachinery (except
pumps); nor does it make much allowance for the use in spring
and fall (or in winter in poorly heated corners of the house) of
a number of electric heaters. If there are some homes where, as
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any American audience as soon as you reach into the hundred
thousands—is like that: $8-, $10-, $12-a day workers; thirteen-
or fourteen-year-old minds scarcely equal to second-year high
school. Each gets a book every four months where public
libraries reach them; four out of five haven’t even this service.
And one out of three families have no books in their home.
They like Tosti’s Good-Bye, David Copperfield, The Big Parade,
Abie’s Irish Rose. They all go to the movies every other week;
and about one in four listens to the radio perhaps an hour a
day. They like dark blue as a color and lilac as a scent. Writing
themselves, they use a vocabulary generally of fewer than a
thousand words although each can understand, in reading,
maybe six times that many. In their aggregate action the
element of intellect is practically negligible.

This is the mind of the unthinking majority in America af-
ter more than a century of public school education, with com-
pulsory attendance in most states, and after an expenditure of
public funds for popular education that is not equalled in any
other nation nor in any period of recorded history.

•

The predatory individual has a set of bigger though not nec-
essarily better aspirations than John Doe. The values which he
cherishes are often the values of John Doe, swollen to heroic
proportions. Both want automobiles, but he wants really gor-
geous ones. Both want homes, but he wants mansions. The
predatoryman sees himself an heroic individual. He takeswhat
he can, and rationalizes his taking on the ground of “service” to
the state, “service” to the church, or “service” to society. Partly
because of this conventional justification of his conduct, and
partly because John Doe can understand such aspirations, the
leadership and dictation of the quantity-minded man are ac-
cepted by John Doe and the great masses of average men and
women.
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Because it is impossible to justify the tastes and interests
and activities of the superior man by conventional standards,
the average man and woman distrust and fear him. John Doe
envies the millionaire, but he dislikes or hates the philosopher.
The peculiar relish of the intellectual for new and apparently
bizarre ideas; his preoccupation with ideas generally in prefer-
ence to things; his tarte in music, in literature, in art, is incom-
prehensible to the generality of mankind. John Doe lacks the
psychical equipment to perceive the values that motivate the
cultured man and woman. Since he cannot recognize any supe-
riority in their values, he denies their existence, and naturally
hates the “high-brow” who he thinks is seeking to impress him
with a mythical superiority.

It is possible to say that the great masses of Americans, like
the great masses of peoples everywhere and at all times, are
herd minded like John Doe for the very good reason that all
the evidence of history and all the evidence of contemporary
life prove that they are. From birth to death John Doe is a fol-
lower of custom and convention. He permits others tomake his
thoughts for him, his emotions for him, his decisions for him.
He cherishes the delusion that he does his own thinking, feel-
ing, and deciding merely because he thinks, feels, and acts in
accordance with tradition, custom, and fashion, or as he is told
to think, feel, and act by business men, clergymen, politicians
and propagandists. He is not acquisitive and predatory enough
to rise above the rut in which he lives. He is not sensitive, not
intelligent enough, not aspiring enough to develop tastes and
interests above that of the group to which he belongs. He dis-
trusts, when he does not hate, the really learned man. He is
born to his politics—Republican or Democratic. He is patriotic;
he is industrious; he is honest; he is credulous. He has con-
ventional likes and dislikes in music, literature, art. He has an
essentially traditional set of taboos and sins, and a largely con-
ventional adherence to the ethical principles he professes. Here
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continued, partly because of the stupidity and partly because
of the cupidity of the electric companies.

On the subject of the social value of lower rates to domestic
consumers, I can do nothing better than to quote rather fully
what Mr. Cooke says:

It is not generally realized how important, from the stand-
point of public welfare, the lowering of domestic electric rates
really is. It is not so much that the lowering of electric rates
would save the consumer money. The main gain would rise
out of the increased use of electric current. The consumer may
spend more for electricity at low rates than at high ones; but
he will have gained the very material advantages which can be
derived from an abondant use of low priced light, power, and
heat.

Our limited use of electricity in the home and on the farm
constitutes a serious ground for national self-reproach. In the
factory machinery has already largely displaced man power,
and in the mine it is doing so rapidly. It has relieved men of
heavy muscular strain, and it is constantly making inroads on
the hard performance of monotonous and uninteresting jobs. It
has shortened hours. But in the home, machinery has not as yet
been generally introduced. In 1920, only 10 percent of the farms
had running water in the house. Consider what this meant in
the way of carrying water, as well as in the lack of sanitary con-
veniences. Urban homes are better equipped in this respect; but
of more than 5,000,000 urban families for which the General
Federation of Women’s Clubs obtained reports in 1925–1926,
only 35 percent had electric vacuum cleaners ; only 23 percent
electric washing machines; only 4 percent electric sewing ma-
chines, and less than 2 percent electric flat work ironers. Only
2.1 percent had electric ranges and 1.3 percent electric refrig-
erators. Yet, of more than 7,000,000 families reported upon 80
percent had electricity in the house, as evidenced by the fact
that they had electric lights. Sixty-four percent had electric
irons. While some of the household equipment mentioned is
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Mr. Cooke’s study was designed to show the fallacy, both
from the standpoint of the consumers of electricity and the pro-
ducers of electricity, of the present large differentials between
home consumers’ rates and industrial power rates. When the
first electric companies were organized, electricity was used
almost exclusively for lighting purposes. Current was wanted
only when light was used. It was used in the evening and not
the daytime. Equipment large enough to supply the maximum
demand had to be installed and then had to remain idle most
of the day. Lighting consumers naturally had to be charged the
cost of producing current while it was being consumed and
also the cost of maintaining the plant even when practically
no current was being produced. The companies had to secure
an ample return on the investment in their entire plant from
the sale of lighting current only.

It was not long before the electric companies discovered that
stimulating consumption of current during the daytime, even
if it had to be sold without charging the day-time power user
anything for the maintenance of the plant, produced an added
clear profit. Factories were therefore persuaded to abandon the
use of steam power by offering them electrical power at rates
lower than they could produce power from steam. The process
of stimulating the consumption of power in the “slack hours”
in this way has been continued down to this day. Industrial
rates are often only one-tenth of the domestic rates. As a mat-
ter of fact, the differential in favor of the factory seems to be
increasing: in 1923, lighting consumers paid on the average 4.8
times as much as the power consumers, by 1926, this had been
increased to 5.7 times as much.

The conditions which originally justified this discrepancy no
longer exist. So much power is now used for industrial pur-
poses that “slack hours” are practically non-existent and there
is no longer any need of selling current to the factory at less
than cost in order to create a market for current throughout the
entire day. Yet the differential in favor of the factory is being
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inAmerica his values are generally those ofwhites, Protestants,
and 100 percenters.

A vulgar scoundrel like D. C. Stephenson, a Grand Dragon
of the Ku Klux Klan, by exploiting the myth of Nordic superior-
ity and the hatred of John Doe for the negro, the Catholic, and
the Jew, was able to persuade the state of Indiana to vote the
Knights of the K.K.K. into political power—to put his hench-
men into nearly every office in the state from that of Governor
down to that of the village constable. Had he not made the mis-
take of committing rape and murder, he would still be master
of the commonwealth.

No wonder it was possible for the Emperor Constantine to
make the European masses embrace Christianity en bloc; for a
tough old goat like Henry VIII to make the masses of England
accept a special kind of Protestantism by a kingly ukase; and, to
bring the historical illustrations up-to-date, no wonder it was
possible for Woodrow Wilson, who had had himself re-elected
to the presidency by persuading the American people that “he
kept them out of the war,” in less than a year after his election,
to make John Doe enlist apparently wholeheartedly in a war
“to make the world safe for democracy!”

Is there any doubt that those who look to the education and
improvement of the masses of herd-minded individuals as the
hope for the building of a more beautiful civilization, suffer
from a foolish delusion

XI. John D. Rockefeller: The
Quantity-Minded Type

Among the captains of industry with which factory-dotted
America has added to the Chamber of Horrors of history,
hardly a single one has fired the ambitions of more Americans
than has John D. Rockefeller. Too successful to be typical of
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modern quantity-minded men generally and very different in
outer appearance, he is yet worth studying because the very
greatness of his success makes him the arch-type of the class
to which he belongs.

Andrew Carnegie radiated a rather dour self-satisfaction.
Charles M. Schwab a cheerful, steady conceit. Thomas F. Ryan
a contented rapacity. But John D. Rockefeller never gave
any impression of happiness. Yet he was happy, probably
in the same way that all of these men were happy. Alfred
Henry Lewis1 relates a story which a bookish neighbor of
Rockefeller in Cleveland told about him. Rockefeller had a
habit of dropping in to see him. One evening Rockefeller asked
him, “You get pleasure out of your books, Judge?”

“Yes,” responded the bookworm.
“Do you know the only thing that gives me pleasure?”

queried Rockefeller. “It is to see my dividends coming; just to
see my dividends coming in.”

•

John D. Rockefeller was a huge-boned bulk of a man. At the
heyday of his career the Rockefeller eyes were small and glit-
tering, an unflattering student of him said, and added, “like the
eyes of a rat,” while the contours of the Rockefeller mouth—a
thin, long slit, which drew down at the corners—further sug-
gested the cutting, gnawing rodent.

His father was a swashbuckling country sport, peddler, and
horse trader. To his son the father gave only the sort of ed-
ucation which the country districts afforded at that time. At
sixteen the son left school and started to work. At eighteen he
was a bookkeeper in Cleveland, Ohio. At twenty-one he formed
a partnership, and under the firm name of Clark and Rocke-
feller went into the produce commission business. The Civil

1 Alfred Henry Lewis, Cosmopolitan Magazine, v. 45, p. 619.
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great opportunities for power and profit to those who first ex-
ploit its possibilities.

In the eighteenth century an entirely new group of men ac-
quired power by seizing upon the discoveries of science and
exploiting them through the factory.They acquired wealth and
climbed into the seats of power formerly reserved only for the
landed aristocracy, the military, and the clergy, because they
directed their ingenuity, their perseverance, and their ruthless-
ness to the development of the factory.

The self-same type of men exists today. Such men can be
made to impose a better social and economic ideology upon
the masses by the simple expedient of showing them how they
can acquire wealth and power by developing installment credit,
domestic machinery, and electrical power.

•

Fortunes are now being made out of the exploitation of elec-
trical power. Slowly but surely the quantity-minded masters
of the electrical industry are being driven by a small number
of men who are doing some real thinking about electric power
into the development of the latent possibilities of the industry.
If the Duponts, the Mellons, the Insulls really begin to develop
the industry they control, the stage will be set for a real battle
between the two systems of production which we have been
studying, and this battle domestic production will fend itself
for the first time assisted by talent of a type which up to the
present has been almost exclusively on the side of factory pro-
duction.

Students of the electric industry like Mr. Morris L. Cooke,
whosemonographWhat Price Electricity for Our Homes? makes
the existing situation in the industry clear, are plainly aware
of the social implications of a greater use of electricity in the
home even though they do not dwell upon the revolutionary
cultural potentialities of cheap, flexible, and small unit power.
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materials, of domestic machinery, of tools and equipment, of
furniture and furnishings somuch larger than the existingmar-
ket that there need be no concern about what would have to be
done with the millions of workers whom my proposal would
seem to leave without the means for supporting themselves.
They would be able to devote themselves, when not working
their own homesteads, to useful instead of useless occupations.
The notion that useless occupations are desirable and thatmore
and more of them have to be invented in order to make it pos-
sible for the entire population to work, is a delusion.

Thosewho console themselveswith the thought that the con-
sumption of luxuries and the waste of necessities has a use-
ful aspect because they thus “make” work are consoling them-
selves with an economic delusion. There are enough essential
and desirable things to be done—of which the building of beau-
tiful homes is only one—to furnish work to every person today
engaged in the production and distribution of the goods made
by our undesirable and non-essential factories. The trouble is
that today society has accepted a pattern of living based upon
a set of financial and economic ideas which makes the direc-
tion of labor into the factory and away from the home seem
desirable and rational. The same ingenuity in organization and
the same perseverance in operation which have filled the land
with factories, can fill the land with beautiful homes and com-
fortable families.

What is needed is a more intelligent economic ideology.
The really superior types in society must impose new and

better values upon the ruthless, acquisitive and powerful types
which delight in forcing the masses to cater to their wishes.
Just as Watt, Stephenson, Faraday, Morse slowly imposed their
ideas upon the whole of mankind by showing the quantity-
minded minority the possibilities of power and profit in bring-
ing about the industrial revolution, so this new economic ide-
ology will have to be imposed upon society by showing the
quantity-minded minority that domestic production furnishes
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War came along. The war, with its opportunities for profitable
trading, made them both moderately rich.

•

The first American to vision the possibilities of petroleum,
according to Ida M. Tarbell,2 was not Rockefeller nor any of his
associates. It was George H. Bissell, a graduate of Dartmouth
College, a journalist and teacher, who sent a quantity of coal oil,
as it was then called, to Professor B. Silliman, Jr., Professor of
Chemistry in Yale College.The Silliman report contained all the
facts that were essential to fire the cupidity of the Rockefellers.
The report analyzed the oil and pointed out the value of the
oil as lubricant, as gas, and as illuminant. A horde of pioneers
and adventurous business men then laid the foundation of the
industry.

In 1862, when Rockefeller was only twenty-three years of
age, an Englishman, Samuel Andrews, who was anxious to
establish a refinery in Cleveland, gave him his first insight
into the on business. A $4,000 investment by the produce
partnership backing Andrews, who became the ablest me-
chanical superintendent of the early history of the industry,
set Rockefeller on the road that enabled him in 1870 to
incorporate the Standard Oil Company for a million dollars,
and later to become one of the few billionaires the world has
produced. The period of eight years between twenty three
and thirty-one, which culminated in the formation of the first
American trust, was one of intense preparation for the golden
future. Alliances were formed, reformed, and rejected. The
interest in the original refinery he sold to his partner Clark.
He bought a share in a larger refinery for $72,500 and formed
a new partnership with Andrews. Rockefeller and Andrews
absorbed a refinery started by his brother William, and Henry
M. Flagler was at that time added to the partnership. At

2 Ida M. Tarbell, The History of the Standard Oil Company, p. 202.
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the end of this period of preparation, John D. Rockefeller,
his brother William, Flagler, Andrews, and a refiner named
Stephen V. Harkness, formed the Standard Oil Company of
which John D. Rockefeller was made President.

It was in 1870, when he was thirty-one, that Rockefeller be-
gan the far reaching campaign which not only established the
Standard Oil Company as the first American trust, but made
him personally the master of the industry.

Railroad rebates were the weapons with which he struck
down his competitors though he used with equal effectiveness
other weapons when rebates failed him. The weapons with
which he fought for the conquests of business were different
from those with which Cæsar and Napoleon fought for the
conquests of empire, but they were, if anything, more effec-
tive. Within three months after he had frightened the railroads
into giving him rebates and drawbacks on both what he paid
them for freight and out of what his competitors paid as well,
twenty-one out of twenty six refiners in Clevelandwere bought
in by him at about fifty cents on the dollar. The fury and ha-
tred which this inspired in those whom he was crushing was
like that with which the rising tide of Christians inspired the
Apennine Romans. The hatred of the relatively decent men in
the oil industry was so great that for a time all those who dealt
with the Standard Oil Company and its allies were ostracised.
Men who sold crude oil to the trust were sent to coventry. Life-
time associates cut them on the streets; they would not drink
with them—in an age when social drinking had the character
of tribal ritual; they tried in every way to ruin them for desert-
ing the cause of free trade. As the truth about the operations
of the trust became public, the sympathy of the entire nation
went out to those whom he was ruthlessly stripping of their
wealth.

•
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way of wages and yet live far more comfortably than they do
today.

If even a small proportion of the workers now engaged by
non-essential factories were really directed towards the huge
task of housing the population comfortably and beautifully
in individual homes, the collateral development of all sorts of
neighborhood industries would bring about a revival of rural
social life of revolutionary cultural significance. The villages
would cease to be mere trading centers. They would become
social and industrial centers, in which the sharp distinction
between working in a factory and working on a farm, which is
one of the worst aspects of our factory dominated civilization,
would be absent.

•

A major change in the direction in which capital is invested
is essential if such a transformation of our economic life is to
become possible. Instead of the present ingenious and highly
efficient system for directing capital into industrial channels,
there must be developed an even more ingenious and more effi-
cient system for directing capital into home-making and home-
producing channels. Building and loan associations, land and
agricultural banks, installment finance corporations must be
developed so that ample capital is available for the building
of substantial and beautiful homes, for equipping them with
modern domestic machinery, and for purchasing whatever is
needed to enable the home to shelter an independent unit of
society comfortably and beautifully.

If existing agencies for procuring and furnishing capital for
these purposes were developed, capital would be made avail-
able at reasonable rates of interest and on an amortization ba-
sis. It would become possible to build millions of homes of the
best of materials and with the best workmanship, and to equip
them with modern, scientific machinery for domestic produc-
tion. A market would be created for the producers of building
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would all disappear, as did the Roman patricians and their
parasitic clients, before the on-rush of the more adaptable
Germanic tribes. They would disappear, not because there is
not ample useful work in the world for them to do, but solely
and simply because our industrial civilization has turned them
into semi-automatons incapable of the readjustments which
would make self-reliant beings of them.

There is arable land enough in the state of New York alone,
and New York is by no means a banner agricultural region, to
furnish real homes to all the workers in its undesirable facto-
ries, and to the city workers who are engaged in distributing
their products. Yet New York probably has more undesirable
factories, and more cities in proportion to available arable land,
than any other state in the union. There is land enough to fur-
nish each family in the state with gardens, orchards, yards for
vegetables, for fruits, for chickens, for pigs, for goats.

The work on these small homesteads would not, of course,
be sufficient to occupy all their time, nor could they produce
enough on them to furnish themselves with the domestic
machinery and equipment which would be essential to their
comfort. But there is work enough for the spare time of all
of them in the building crafts alone, if the miserable painted
wooden shacks which now house the greater part of the
people of the state were to be replaced by beautiful and
substantial structures of stone, brick, and concrete. In this
one field alone, there is work enough to utilize all the time
of the millions now engaged in producing and distributing
the products of our undesirable and non-essential factories.
Instead of devoting themselves to the semi-automatic labor in
these factories, let them devote themselves to stone-cutting,
masonry, bricklaying, carpentry, joining, iron-working, and
all the other crafts essential in the building of beautiful and
substantial homes. Let them support themselves partly on
the produce of the land, and partly out of their earnings as
craftsmen. They would then be able to work for less in the
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An average man would have been thwarted by the popu-
lar contempt which was inspired by the exposure in 1872 of
the methods by which he and his associates were ruining their
competitors and stealing their business.

But Rockefeller was no average man. He had the average
man’s appetite for money, but swollen to colossal proportions.
He had the foresight which the average man lacks, and saw
the enormous profits to be realized if he could control the oil
industry. He had the cunning which enabled him to formulate
the schemes that would give him that control. Above all, he had
the one essential ingredient of the true quantity-minded man—
the indomitable will necessary to make other men do what he
wished them to do in order that he might get that control. The
oil regions might rage and try to boycott him; the railroads be
forced to repudiate their agreements with him; legislatures and
congresses investigate and excoriate him; grand juries indict
him; competitors sue him; the public hate and fear him. He
kept on undisturbed.

“The oil business belongs to us,” he said. It has a familiar
sound. Did not a quantity-minded king say: “The state? I am
the state.” And a quantity-minded Pope of Rome equally sure
of his title to rule, proclaim himself the vicar of God over all
the earth?

•

After he was fifty, Rockefeller discovered other realms than
that of business. He had always remained a pious member of
the Baptist church, a church which in his formative years was
even more devoted than it is today to the folkway of which
tithes, alms-giving, and charity are the symbols. When Rock-
efeller had become many times a millionaire, he naturally be-
came a philanthropist. In 1892, when he was fifty-three, he be-
gan the series of philanthropies on the grand scale which quan-
titatively dwarfed those of all contemporary millionaires. He
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discovered education in that year something to which Charles
W. Eliot had at a corresponding age already given more than
thirty years of productive and creative time as teacher, scien-
tist, author, publicist, reformer, and university administrator.
Between 1892 and 1910, he gave to the “University of Chicago
founded by John D. Rockefeller” twenty five million dollars;
to The Education Board he gave during the same period forty-
three million dollars. He gave millions to the Rockefeller Insti-
tute for Medical Research in New York City; to the Rush Medi-
cal College in Chicago, to Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore,
to Barnard College in New York City. His gifts to the various
branches of the Baptist church, notably the Baptist Missionary
Society, dwarfed all similar gifts to the churches of America.

If we measure the contributions of men to the development
of education, to medicine, and to religion, quantitatively and
not qualitatively then it is possible to construct a very inge-
nious argument to justify Rockefeller’s whole career of aggran-
dizement. It is possible to argue that the net result of his cu-
pidity, his political debaucheries, his ruining of other men, his
exploitation of the consumers of oil, was a concentration of
wealth which resulted in great gifts to education, to medicine,
and to religion. On the theory that the end justifies the means,
it may be argued that good having come out of evil, the evil
has been justified. This is, however, a very superficial view of
this whole matter.

First, the qualitative contributions to these aspects of civiliza-
tion are more important than the quantitative. Pestalozzi and
Froebel contributedmore to education, Pasteur and Listermore
to medicine, and Cardinal Newman andTheodore Parker more
to religion than did Rockefeller. It is not number of buildings,
amount of equipment, or size of staffs that is most important;
it is the ideas that are contributed which go marching down
the ages and which make for the real forward movement of
mankind. And these ideas are not contributed by the men who
devote their lives to quantitative acquisition.
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individual, it is often the only road to comfort. And if he has
some sort of craft or profession, it is almost as easy for him to
follow as it is for the farmer.

Unfortunately for the millions of city dwellers, who need
economic independence just as much as do the farmers, genera-
tions of dependence upon the factory have well nigh destroyed
their ability to fend for themselves. Most city dwellers, even
after years of schooling which includes all that pedagogy has
to offer in the way of biology, botany, chemistry, physics and
economics, can be put down in an uninhabited but fertile coun-
tryside and starve and freeze to death because they have been
deprived of any access to dairies, bakeries, delicatessens and
to all the stores which contain the factory products to which
they are accustomed.They could be furnished with all the tools
and implements which the Swiss Family Robinson providen-
tially found, but before they could use them to provide them-
selves with shelter, clothing, and sustenance, they would the
of exposure, of sickness, and of hunger. Their pathetic depen-
dence upon the factory-made necessaries and luxuries of life;
the superiority which they feel because they buy things “ready-
made,” and the sense of inferiority which they feel about what
is “home-made”; the pride which many of them display in their
inability to use tools—because of their inability “even to drive
a nail straight”—renders very remote the prospect that many
of them could make themselves economically free.

Generations of dependence upon factory work and factory
made products have destroyed their ability to turn to self-
sufficiency as a means to the conquest of comfort. The atrophy
of the attributes which make man the supremely adaptable
animal, makes a further and ever further specialization of
their productive and home life both easy and necessary. Any
effort to take a considerable step in the other direction, toward
independence and individualism, would spell their doom. Only
farmers and the more adaptable non-farmer would survive
a movement toward individual economic freedom. The rest
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subways, elevateds, street cars would no longer carry stifling,
sweating crowds. The beautiful green grass would slowly re-
claim the stone and concrete deserts of city streets.

There would be incidental suffering, of course. Unemploy-
ment on a vast scale spells starvation. Starvation on a vast scale
spells revolution. But revolutions, fortunately, tend always to
bring about a re-baptism through land and a re-birth through
self-help.

This is a melancholy vision. It should not, however, agitate
sensitive souls overmuch. There is little probability that
enough farm families would ever make so sensible a change
in their manners of life to really stay the conquering course of
the factory and the factory system.

But some of the farm families might cut down what they
bought of factory products by producing as much as is practica-
ble for their own consumption. Some laborers and office work-
ers’ families might follow their example. Some business men’s
families might; some professional men’s families, sick of their
parlous position in a factory dominated world, might. Individ-
ually each family would gain by such a change in their manner
of living. And collectively all would gain if a large enough pro-
portion of the entire population joined in the movement.

•

Today the farm family is farming too much. The industrial,
commercial and professional family is farming hardly at all.
The farm family should cut down its farming to its own needs;
the non-farming family should farm enough to supply itself
with the essentials of life. This is the road to economic freedom
and economic freedom is essential to the conquest of comfort.
For the farmer this is still a comparatively easy road to follow.
For the industrial laborer and the office worker, it is a difficult,
though not entirely impossible road to follow. For the success-
ful business man it is more difficult because there is no com-
pelling need for him to follow it. But for the quality-minded
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Secondly, it is a complete mistake to assume that without
philanthropies of the Rockefeller type, the world would have
been without the educational, medical, and religious institu-
tions and activities which their gifts brought into being. On the
contrary, it is quite probable that, had wealth not been so con-
centrated, support of these institutions by the state, and con-
tributions from individuals who had been deprived of wealth
by the Rockefellers, would have exceeded their relatively nig-
gardly philanthropies to them.The institutions might not have
become such grandiose projects in point of size, but they might
have permitted a much greater degree of freedom to those who
really created and conducted them. The present stranglehold
which “big business” has upon all our eleemosynary institu-
tions would have hardly developed had the part played by ed-
ucators, by scientists, and by artists in their development been
better recognized, and the part played by the contributors of
money been minimized.

Finally, had these various projects not been centralized,
as sheer “bigness” required, there would have been less regi-
mentation, less standardization, less conformity in American
life. For quantity-minded men always build so as to make
mankind amenable to centralized control. The empire builders,
the church builders, the business builders must have great
multitudes who respond alike to patriotism, to religion, to
consumption. Multitudes must thrill to one flag, to one creed,
to one trademark. And it is not a mere coincidence that the
institutions which the Napoleons, the Pope Gregorys, the John
D. Rockefellers create and develop, all tend to make mankind
conform to things as the quantity-minded like to have them.

The Rockefellers of today “give” colleges, hospitals, founda-
tions, just as the medieval barons used to “give” monasteries,
nunneries, chapels, and the Roman senators used to “give”
baths and amphitheatres. But in reality they “give” nothing.
They merely return a part of what they were acquisitive and
powerful enough to seize. Unfortunately they return these
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parts of their accumulations in forms and on conditions which
lessen if they do not completely destroy their value to the
public.

•

History is a record of mankind’s leadership by its John D.
Rockefellers. Now and then mankind has turned for a time to
a more sensitive type to be led, or to be entertained, or to be
instructed. In religion it has sometimes followed a Zoroaster, a
Buddha, a Christ. In ethics, it has sometimes followed a Confu-
cius, a Socrates, a Spinoza. Even in political leadership, it has
sometimes followed a Pericles, a Danton, a Lincoln. But it has
usually followed such men for a short time only. It generally
ends their leadership by crucifying them. It always ends by
perverting their ideas. Generally, and naturally enough, and
perhaps properly as well, the herd-minded masses are turned
from their leadership and from devotion to their ideas by the
quantity-minded men—men more interested in extending the
sway of the church than in the practice of its teachings; men
more interested in enlarging the territories of the state, than
in making it the instrument for carrying out ethical ideas; men
more interested in acquiring the wealth to be secured from the
entertaining and exploiting of the multitude, than in enriching
life—these types of men seize power by a superficial appear-
ance of carrying out the ideas of the leaders they pretend to
follow.

•

The quantity-minded individual may or may not begin
his career with a better intellectual endowment than the
herd-minded majority of his fellows. The opportunities which
wealth and the exercise of power confer naturally affect the
quantity-minded man and place him in an environment that
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What a gorgeous prospect this possible declaration of inde-
pendence by the farmers of the world presents to the specula-
tive imagination!

For any considerable movement of this sort would produce
far reaching dislocations in the delicate economic machinery
of present day industrial civilization. Hard times would plague
the cities: bankruptcies, financial panics and bread lines would
become chronic.

The self-sufficient farmers could reciprocate the indifference
with which their city cousins view the present plight of agri-
culture.

The railroads, confronted by the great shrinkage of freight,
both of agricultural and industrial products, would be at their
wits’ ends to meet even essential operating expenses: they
would have to raise freight rates over and over again in order
to keep any trains running at all. This might prove a blessing
in the long run. For with higher freight rates, neighborhood
factories would have restored to them the natural economic
advantages of location. The big factories would find it almost
impossible to compete with them because of the freight
differential which would be operating against them as distant
producers. The neighborhood market would revive, and the
farmers would again gain because the cost of the long hauls
and of the complicated system of middlemen now needed to
distribute their produce in distant markets would no longer be
deducted from the prices paid them.

The machines in most of the factories would be stilled. The
ugly factory buildings which house them would turn first into
picturesque ruins and then dissolve into the elemental earth
fromwhich theywere originally evoked.The greatmasses of la-
borers and white-collar workers now in them would be forced
out of their city rabbit-warrens. They would be left with the al-
ternative of going back to the land themselves and doing what
the farmers were doing, or of submitting to a process of pau-
perization followedwithin a few generations by extinction.The
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kinds with which to earn the money to buy the products they
feel necessary to their comfort which it is impractical for them
tomake themselves.They should be crafts which can be carried
on at home or in its neighborhood.

Let them go back for their principles of operating to the pi-
oneers though not back to the primitive methods which the
pioneers used. For they can use the methods and the machines
which the past century and a half of scientific progress have
developed to make themselves as independent as were the pio-
neers while yet avoiding the heartbreaking and backbreaking
hardships and hard work of pioneer life.

That they would cut down their buying of factory products
is obvious. But in addition they would greatly lower the prices
which they would have to pay for the factory products which
they did buy. For while they were cutting down the total de-
mand for factory products, the factory’s production of them
would go on for some time at the same pace, and for a long
time at a pace far in excess of demand. Prices of factory prod-
ucts would go down, because supply would so greatly exceed
demand.

If enough farmers did these things, or all farmers did them
to some extent, they would bring about a farmers’ millennium:
high prices for the limited quantities of farm produce that they
brought into the wholesale market, and low prices for the lim-
ited numbers of factory products that they bought in the re-
tail market. Even if only a few farmers were to act upon these
proposals, and the millennium did not for that reason develop,
each of these independent souls and their families would be
economically more free than they are today. They would live
more comfortably than they do today, without a bit harder
work, andwithout the risks and responsibilities of factory farm-
ing.

•
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tends to raise him above the intellectual level of the masses.
John D. Rockefeller began his career with no more in the
way of schooling and intelligence perhaps even less—than the
average man. Success created the environment that enabled
him to rise far above the John Does from whom he sprang.

The peculiar toughness of mental fiber and unusual strength
of appetite which make the quantity-minded man are no re-
specters of family, of nationality, of race. They put in an ap-
pearance in the peasant’s hut, just as readily as in the king’s
palace; in the person of a laborer digging in a trench, just as
readily as in an educated and intelligent individual. Quantity-
minded John D. Rockefeller and herd-minded John Doe may
be alike in their tastes, in their preoccupation with the mate-
rial aspects of life, but the predatory man has what the aver-
age man lacks: the superb appetite for pelf and power and the
indomitable will without which it is impossible to secure and
retain great wealth and great power. He is fascinated by the
value of the things which he possesses; the amount of power
that he canwield.What counts aremillions of dollars—not how
they are secured; the hundreds of factories he owns and thou-
sands of workers he exploits, not the quality of the things he
makes; the size of his houses, the value of his paintings, the
amount of his philanthropies, and not the design of the houses,
the taste in the paintings, the wisdom of the philanthropies. He
ismerely objectified personal will, much as is the barbarian, the
child, and the brute. The quantity-minded man can always be
recognized by either of two qualities: the ability to get wealth
and power, or the ability to hold on to the wealth and power
he already possesses.

What amazing forms the type has taken throughout the
history of mankind: the priests, Torquemada, Loyola, Gregory,
Luther, Calvin, Knox; the warriors, Genghis Kahn, Tamerlane,
Alexander, Cæsar, Napoleon, Constantine, Charlemagne;
the business men, Arkwright, Goodyear, Boothe, Vanderbilt,
Daniel Drew, Jay Gould, Carnegie, Morgan, Patterson. But no
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matter what the outward form of activity, the quantity-minded
man has always been in pursuit of more of whatever it is the
“thing” to acquire by the conventional standards of his times:
more converts, more subjects, more territory, more business,
more wealth. The things he accumulates are merely outer
expressions of an inner psychosis. They vary from age to age.
Henry Adams calls attention to the way in which Constantine
the Great used Christianity:

Good taste forbids saying that Constantine the Great
speculated as audaciously as a modern stockbroker on values
of which he knew at the utmost only the volume; or that
he merged all uncertain forces into a single trust, which he
enormously overcapitalized, and forced on the market; but this
is the substance of what Constantine himself said in his Edict
of Milan in the year 313, which admitted Christianity into the
Trust of State Religions. Regarded as an act of Congress, it
runs:

“We have resolved to grant to Christian as well as all oth-
ers the liberty to practice the religion they prefer, in order that
whatever ex ists of divinity or celestial power may help and
favor us and all who are under our government.” The empire
pursued power—notmerely spiritual but physical—in the sense
in which Constantine issued his army order the year before, at
the battle of the Milvian Bridge: In hoc signo vinces! using the
Cross as a train of artillery, which, to his mind, it was. Soci-
ety accepted it in the same character. Eighty years afterwards,
Theodosius marched against his rival Eugene with the Cross
for physical champion; and Eugene raised the image of Her-
cules to fight for the pagans; while society on both sides looked
on, as though it were a boxing match, to decide a final test of
force between the divine powers.3

The quantity-minded man, being practical, conforms to the
taboos, the virtues, and the traditions to which he finds it nec-

3 Henry Adams, The Education of Henry Adams, pp. 478, 479.
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one. They were paid $563,341,000 more for producing 335,617
bushels less of corn. When they brought a large crop of corn to
market they received 64.4 cents for each bushel, but when they
brought a small one, they received 98.2 cents! A comparison of
yields and prices of twenty-three of the most important crops
in these two years shows that in the case of twenty of them
the farmers received a higher aggregate money return in the
year in which they brought the smallest crop to market. But
for the coincidence of a large wheat crop in the United States
in the same year when all the other wheat growing countries
produced small ones, the money return in 1926, when they
raised the smaller wheat crop, would also have been larger
than in 1924, when they raised a larger one.

Let farmers produce primarily for their own consumption
and cease to produce bountiful surpluses which benefit only
city dwellers, and each individual farm familywill receivemore
for the little surplus it sells than if it had specialized on one crop
and produced a superabundance of it.

•

Let the farmers of the country devote the time which the
cutting down of cash crops would leave on their hands to the
production on their own farms and in their own homes of ev-
erything for their own consumption that it is practicable for
them to produce.

Let them raise everything that the regions in which they are
located and the particular pieces of land they cultivate make it
possible for them to raise for their own table, and store and pre-
serve what they will need for winter when the growing season
is over.

Let them frankly recognize that farming is naturally a part-
time occupation. There are certain seasons of the year when it
makes relatively little demand upon them. At such times the
members of the farm family should turn to crafts of various
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enough for taxes, and to pay for those things which they can-
not make for themselves and which they must buy from the
factories.

If any considerable proportion of these three classes of farm-
ers were to make even a partial step toward economic freedom
the industrial counter-revolution would cease to be a mere fig-
ure of speech. It would become an actuality.

•

Why shouldn’t farmers reduce their production of cash
crops to the barest minimum that will enable them to get
enough cash for their fixed expenses and for the factory
products they absolutely must buy? If great numbers of them
were to cut down production in this way, there would be a
reversal of the customary excess of supply over demand in
the various farm produce markets. There would be smaller
supplies of grain, of hogs, of steers, of eggs, of poultry, of
vegetables and of fruit. Demand, however, would be the same.
Prices would soar. The farmers might actually get a greater
cash return for the little that they would produce than they
now get for producing as bountifully as hard work and modern
agricultural methods and machinery make it possible for them
to produce.

That this would inevitably follow has been demonstrated
over and over again.

Taking most of the important crops produced in the years
1926 and 1924 for comparative purposes because in those two
years the purchasing power of the dollar was almost exactly
equal, we find that the farmers generally received a larger re-
turn for the smaller of the crops they produced.

In 1926, the farmers produced 2,645,031 bushels of corn;
in 1924, they produced 2,309,414 bushels—which is 335,617
bushels less than in 1926. Yet they received $2,266,771,000
for the smaller crop and only $1,703,430,000 for the larger
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essary to conform in getting whatever it is that he wants. Even
when he seizes upon a fanatical idea, he remains, like Constan-
tine, practical enough to secure results. Since he cannot gratify
his passion for imposing his will upon the rest of his fellows
unless he is an adept at compromise, he conforms in substance
even when engaged in changing the outer appearance. He has
a genius for recognizing the fundamental conventions.

Where valor is the ruling convention, an Alexander
out-valors all others.

Where piety is the ruling convention, a Loyola out-pieties
all others.

Where wealth is the ruling convention—a Rockefeller out
wealths all others.

The quantity-minded founders of the Christian church, for
instance, imposed a religion invented by fanatics upon the hos-
tile masses of Europe by adopting one after another of the es-
sential superstitions of the pagans and barbarians whom they
sought to convert. The “unknown god” of the Ephesians be-
came the Christian Jehovah; the Saturnalia, the birthday of
Christ; the hierarchy of gods and godesses, the college of pa-
tron saints.

Times change, but the formula seems unchanging: 997 to 2 to
1. The predatory individuals simply adapt themselves to their
times, and use equally well armies, or churches, or factories, in
their struggle for pelf and power.

The tragedy of mankind, as it is the tragedy for the quantity
minded themselves, is the fact that the values that inspire their
activities offer no clue to what is a really superior way of life.
Accumulation is set up as the supreme value in life. Accumu-
lation becomes the most desirable activity in which man can
engage. Unfortunately, devotion to accumulation contributes
nothing to life, unless the purely negative virtue of acting as
horrible examples is accounted a contribution.
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The quantity-minded man today finds in business, as Lewis
Mumford points out, “love, adventure, worship, art, and every
sort of ideality,” with the consequence that “to withdraw from
industry was to become incapacitated for any further life.”4 The
mighty wills, which in the past built great empires and great
churches andwhich today build great fortunes, find themselves
palsied when confronted by the yearning, not entirely to be
killed in any man, to live a really superior life.

There is something tragic in even the best-lived life. There
is something doubly tragic, grotesquely tragic, in the life of
an Andrew Carnegie—fifty years of successes achieved by the
ruthless extinction of competitors in the race for wealth and
power—frustrated in the end because the mind that achieved
miracles of acquisition in business could not perform an equal
miracle in re-education.

XII. Charles W. Eliot: TheQuality-Minded
Type

Amemorandum by Charles W. Eliot, from 1869 to 1909 Pres-
ident of Harvard University, containing notes for a lecture on
what equipment a student should take from college for success
in after life, was recently found.

1. An available body. Not necessarily the muscle of an
athlete. Good circulation, digestion, power to sleep, and
alert, steady nerves.

2. Power of sustained mental labor.

3. The habit of independent thinking on books, prevailing
customs, current events. University training, the oppo-
site of military or industrial.

4 Lewis Mumford, The Golden Day, p. 199.
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tion tends to force them to go on producing without adequate
return for the risk, the capital and the labor involved.

As a result farmers generally have been relegated to a situ-
ation in which they labor for a smaller return than that of the
lowliest and poorest paid unskilled laborers. They get less than
the unskilled laborers, yet they risk their capital, take grave re-
sponsibilities and assume the burden of solving difficult admin-
istrative problems. And in addition their work includes much
manual labor more arduous than that of the average industrial
laborer.

More specialization andmore buying of factory products can
only result in increasing the supply of what they have to sell
and increasing the demand for what they buy. The prices they
would receive for thewheat, corn, cotton, hogs and all the other
produce they raise would be still further depressed; the prices
on the products they buy would be still further raised.

•

There are 6,448,343 farms of all kinds in the United States. Of
these 3,925,090 are operated by farmers who own their farms
and 68,449 by managers who operate them for the owners.
Approximately 2,454,804 are operated by tenant-farmers. Of
the farm-owning farmers about 2,074,325 own their farms free
from debt; 1,461,306 are mortgaged on an average for $3,356.

We have thus three classes of farmers, all of whom can take
some steps toward economic freedom, but who are differently
situated as to the extent to which they can do so.

First, the tenant-farmers who have to produce a cash crop
large enough to pay the rental for the farm they occupy.

Second, the mortgaged farm-owners who have to produce
a cash crop large enough to pay interest averaging from $200
to $250 per year and often something on the principal of their
indebtedness.

Third, the free and clear farm-owners who are in position
to reduce their cash crops to a size which will earn them just
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produce at wholesale in the primary market and their buying
what they consume at retail in the consumer market.

The enormous quantities of each crop which have to be mar-
keted yearly create distribution costs which the farmers them-
selves have to absorb because they are unable to shift them to
the consuming public. Manufacturers can add freight, sales and
advertising costs to the prices they receive for their manufac-
tured products. But the freights, commissions, shrinkages and
spoilages on the cotton, wheat, corn, hogs, cattle, fruit which
farmers produce for the market are deducted from the prices
which they secure. The farmers have to be content with what
is left after these costs have been deducted from the market
quotations. What they gain through factory methods in lower
costs of production, they lose in the hazards of marketing and
in the higher prices which they pay for what they buy.

But in making themselves into “manufacturing animals,” to
use the expressive phrase of Adam Smith, they have also had to
make themselves into “selling animals” and “buying animals.”
Wheat farmers produce wheat, and often nothing else. They
sell wheat, and with the money received for their wheat they
buy flour, condensed milk, canned vegetables, packing-house
meat and packaged cereals.

Cattlemen, producing steers for slaughter, though they must
have herds of cows to produce their calves, milk none of them.
They sell beef and they buy canned milk.

Dairymen, on the other hand, produce nothing but milk and
cream. With the money received for their products they buy
feed for their stock and beef for their table, both often raised
thousands of miles away from the farms on which they are
consumed.

Specialization, it is true, enables farmers to use machinery to
lighten their labor, and to increase the total amount of their pro-
duction. But it puts the farmers in the same unenviable position
in which our manufacturers find themselves: able to produce
much more than the market will absorb at a profit. Specializa-
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4. The habit of quiet, unobtrusive, self-regulated conduct,
not accepted from others or influenced by the vulgar
breath.

5. Reticent, reserved, not many acquaintances, but a few
intimate friends. Belonging to no societies perhaps. Car-
rying in his face the character so plainly to be seen there
by the most casual observer, that nobody ever makes to
him a dishonorable proposal.5

This is an excellent concise statement of the values to which
men of superior qualities attach importance. But it is most in-
teresting as a revelation of what Eliot himself considered the
“durable satisfactions of life.”

This was a matter much on the mind of Charles W. Eliot. To
it he devoted many of his writings and public addresses. His
preoccupation with this problem furnishes a significant point
of contrast with the devotion of men like John D. Rockefeller
to money making.

•

Some idea of Eliot’s writings can be gleaned from the follow-
ing list: The Happy Life (1896); Five American Contributions to
Civilization, and other Essays and Addresses (1897); Educational
Reform, Essays and Addresses 1869–1897 (1898); More Money
for the Public Schools (1903); Four American Leaders—Franklin,
Washington, Channing, and Emerson (1906); “University Admin-
istration” (1908); and with F. H. Storer, a Compendious Man-
ual of Qualitative Chemical Analysis (Boston, 1869; many times
reissued and revised).

Rockefeller’s writings were, with one exception, confined to
business documents, of which the infamous “letter to Mrs. F.
N. Backus,” a widow whose lubricating oil company valued at

5 Charles W. Eliot, The Nation, July 18, 1928.
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$200,000 he “took over” for $79,000, furnishes an interesting
example, (November 13, 1878). Most of his writings consisted
of contracts such as that dictated by him for freight rebates be-
tween The South Improvement Company, (a Rockefeller mas-
querade), and the Pennsylvania Railroad (January 18, 1872) ;
and corporation charters such as the “Act of Incorporation of
the Standard Oil Company” (January 10, 1870). The volume of
Random Reminiscences (1909) was Rockefeller’s one contribu-
tion to literature. It does him no injustice to place a higher
value on his other writings.

•

At twenty-four, an age when Rockefeller was already suc-
cessfully launched in th produce business, Eliot was an assis-
tant professor of chemistry at Harvard University, and at a mis-
erable salary compared to the earnings of the quantity-minded
monster with whom I am comparing him.

By the time he was thirty-five, Eliot had studied chemistry
and foreign educationalmethods in Europe, served as professor
of analytical chemistry in the newly established Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and been elected President of Harvard
University. During the same period of his life, Rockefeller had
laid the foundations for the first American trust. The methods
of the feudal barons of old having been rendered obsolete by
the changes which industrialism and democracy imposed upon
quantity minded men, Rockefeller showed the captains of in-
dustry how to prey with even more efficiency upon an entire
nation.

At thirty-five Eliot began that career of educational reform
and university administration which so largely occupied the
next forty years of his life. With Johns Hopkins, Harvard
under Eliot led in the work of making graduate schools
efficient educational instruments. The Harvard elective system
was thoroughly established by him. The raising of entrance
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hardships, the privations, and the dangers of the life, men and
women of all kinds answered the call of the free land.

It is not necessary to go over the process, step by step, by
which the hard and crude life of the self-sufficient farmers of
our pioneer period evolved into the hard but much less crude
life of the utterly dependent farmers of today. The life of the pi-
oneer farmer was little affected by the rise and fall of the prices
in volatile producemarkets. A bounteous crop, instead of bring-
ing a small return for the greater labor involved in harvest-
ing it, meant to the self sufficient pioneer farmers a winter of
plenty and content. Today, the farmers are gamblers who may
be ruined by a bounteous crop. They live well when the mar-
ket quotations on cotton, corn, wheat, eggs, milk are high and
live poorly when they are low. A sharp fall in prices wipes out
their capital; reduces them to poverty; drives them to the city.
It transforms them from dependent farmers into even more de-
pendent urban factory workers.

•

The responsibility for the destruction of the independence
of our American farmers can be attributed largely to the appli-
cation of the factory system to our agriculture. Specialization
upon the production of one crop destroyed the diversified agri-
culture of the past and replaced it with the factory agriculture
of today. The diversified agriculture in which each farmer pro-
duced grain, fruit, and garden crops, livestock and animal prod-
ucts for his own use as well as for sale has been replaced by the
present factory agriculture in which each farmer produces for
the market one crop, such as cotton or wheat, or one kind of
livestock (perhaps also raising feed for the stock) as in dairy-
ing and poultry farming. With farming by the factory system,
farmers tend to sell all that they produce and to buy all that
they consume.

Specialization enables the farmers to effect all the economies
of factory production. But it involves their selling what they
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But if a considerable number of the farmers, who form
so large a part of the rural population of the country, acted
upon my proposal, this would be sufficient to precipitate an
industrial counter-revolution.The whole citadel of undesirable
industrialism would collapse. A withdrawal of the buying
power represented by this immense group of consumers
would make it plain that present day over-industrialization is
supported upon the flimsiest of economic foundations.

If farmers but knew it, they would realize that they have
everything to gain, and little to lose by insuring that collapse.

•

The farmer of our pioneer period was economically as well
as politically free. The land policy of the early republic, with
its liberal homestead laws, served temporarily, at least, to de-
stroy feudal land ownership, which had kept the agriculturists
of previous epochs in a condition of slavery and serfdom and
which is still the principal factor in keeping the farmers of most
of the world in a condition of peasantry.

Land was free to the homesteader. The pioneers had only to
occupy it, build houses upon it, fence it, cultivate it—they had,
in short, only to use it and it was theirs. Free land made it possi-
ble for every pioneer family to be economically self-sufficient.
For land furnished them nearly everything that they needed.
It furnished them stone and lumber for their buildings; grain,
fruit and meat for their table; wood for fuel; flax, wool, furs
and hides for their clothing; while the trees, minerals, clay and
stone of their neighborhood furnished them raw materials out
of which they fashioned nearly every implement which they
used.

Theirs was a hard and a primitive life, it is true. Yet hard as it
was; primitive as it was; it still furnished something—perhaps
a crude plenty combined with self-sufficiency—which made pi-
oneering attractive to the great masses of the more settled sec-
tions of the country. In spite of the ample knowledge of the
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requirements, which led to a corresponding raising of the
standards of the secondary schools, and the introduction of an
element of choice in these requirements, which allowed a lim-
ited election of studies to secondary pupils, became national
influences as a result of his advocacy of these measures. He
urged the abandonment of brief disconnected “in formation”
courses and the correlation of the subjects taught; the equal
rank in college requirements of subjects in which equal time,
consecutiveness and concentration were demanded, and a
more thorough study of English composition. He worked to
unify the entire educational system, minimize prescription,
eliminate monotony, and introduce freedom and enthusiasm
and to insure special training for special work. He was the
first to suggest co-operation by colleges in holding common
entrance examinations throughout the country, and it was
largely through his efforts that standards for entrance were
established which made this possible. He contended that
secondary schools maintained by public funds should shape
their courses for the benefit of students whose education goes
no further than such high schools, and not be mere training
schools for the universities—a contention which shows that he
clearly recognized the different capacities for the acquisition
of education in various types of human beings. His success as
administrator and man of affairs and as educational reformer
made him one of the great figures of his time. What he said
on any topic was a subject of deep interest among thoughtful
people throughout the country, while his annal reports as
President of Harvard were accepted as contributions to the
literature of education rather than routine reports to a Board
of Trustees.

During the corresponding period of his life, Rockefeller
made himself a billionaire. The Standard Oil Company was
made to bestride American finance like a Colossus of Rhodes.
Frenzied finance under his ægis produced a crop of million-
aires, and an even larger crop of bankruptcies and suicides.
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He was indicted for conspiracy but not convicted. One of his
companies was fined twenty-nine million dollars, which of
course, the government never collected. The original oil trust
he had formed was finally dissolved for violating the Sherman
Anti-Trust Law, but its parts were promptly re-organized by
Rockefeller so that their activities made him even wealthier
than he was before.

•

While Eliot was busy with his life work, he was public spir-
ited enough to take an active interest in civil service reform and
private spirited enough to be a successful husband and father
and to produce a son who became one of the country’s ablest
landscape architects.

Rockefeller’s public side-line was to debauch legislators, and
his private contribution to posterity a son notable for the fact
that he became the greatest Baptist layman of the world. Only
after the years produced some realization in him that there
were other things in the world besides money-making did he
begin that series of contributions to philanthropy which in
quantity outshone the philanthropies of all contemporaneous
captains of industry, much as the robber barons of the Middle
Ages felt that a worthy end to a lifetime of rapacity required a
series of imposing contributions to the Church which should
if possible outshine those of their hated rivals.

I have compared Charles W. Eliot to John D. Rockefeller in
order to make plainer by contrast what I mean by the quali-
tyminded man and what I mean by the quantity-minded man.
It is not possible, however, to make a similar comparison be-
tween Eliot and John Doe—between the quality-minded man
and the herdminded man—for John is unfortunately a mere
effort to personalize an abstraction. But a memorable coinci-
dence makes such a comparison quite superfluous.

Charles W. Eliot died on August 22, 1926.
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As industrialization progresses, the number of rural fami-
lies declines, the number of urban families increases. In 1900
only 40 percent of the population of the United States was ur-
ban. By 1920 the urban population had become 51.4 percent.
In twenty years the rural population—the population on farms
or in towns of less than 2,500 population—had declined nearly
one-fifth. The proportion of the population almost entirely de-
pendent upon the functioning of the factory is constantly in-
creasing; the proportion which can live independent of the fac-
tory, more or less, is constantly decreasing.

The rural family is generally a farming family. In 1920, 61.5
percent of the population classed as rural by the census lived
on farms. The farm home, because it is equipped with large
kitchens, barns, cellars, sheds and work rooms, and all sorts of
tools and equipment, makes a large amount of domestic pro-
duction practicable. But even when not farming, the rural fam-
ily usually lives on a plot of land upon which vegetables, fruit
and poultry may be raised. It lives nearly always in a house—
not a flat. It therefore has much more in the way of storage
room and space for domestic productive effort than the city
family.

The urban family usually lives in rented quarters and to an
increasing extent in flats and not in houses. Only 37.4 percent
of the urban population owns homes; 62.6 percent consists of
renters. Of the rural population the reverse is true; only 45.1
percent rents its home, and these rural renters live mainly in
houses, while the urban renters tend to live in flats.

These facts make it plain that only the rural population of
this industrialized country is capable of anywide-spread action
upon my proposal that the public should refuse to patronize
the non-essential and undesirable factories. The urban popula-
tion, before it can act upon it to any considerable extent, will
have to provide itself with some of the facilities for domestic
production which the rural population already possesses.
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rudiment—a rudiment in the same sense that the os coccyx is
a biological rudiment.

Like all rudiments, the modern home tends to shrink and
shrivel. It persists in rudimentary form long after it no longer
functions as it was originally designed to function.

To be able to abandon the buying of the products of our non
essential and undesirable factories, and still be comfortable, the
home must be reorganized—it must be made into an economi-
cally creative institution. It must cease being a mere consump-
tion unit. It must become a production unit as well. It must be
as nearly as possible an organic home—house, land, machines,
materials and a group of individuals organized not for mere
consumption but for creative and productive living.

To the degree in which families, large or small, and even
single individuals organize homes of this sort, to that degree
they can free themselves from the factory.

•

While all families today are consuming factory products, all
of the families of the country are by no means equally depen-
dent upon them. Rural and urban families both patronize the
factory, but differ greatly in their degree of dependence upon
it.

The urban family, confined in small space, and tending more
and more to live in a kitchenette apartment, is wholly depen-
dent upon the factory. Everything that enters the urban home
must be bought. Most of the commodities consumed in it are
subjected to factory processing of some sort. But the rural fam-
ily still producesmany of the things it consumes. It produces its
ownmilk and butter, for instance, where the urban family buys
canned milk and dairy-made butter. True, it is the tendency of
the age for the rural family to imitate the urban family’s habits
of livingmore andmore. But as long as the rural family remains
close to the soil, its dependence upon the factory will be less
than that of its city cousin’s.
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On August 23, 1926, Rudolph Valentino, the movie actor, the
great “lover” of the screen, the idol of the masses, died. The
death of Valentino was a first page sensation in the daily news-
papers. The death of Eliot won obscure paragraphs hidden in
the body of the paper.

The reports about the illness of the movie actor were as full
and complete as those of a President of the United States. They
were telegraphed to every newspaper in the United States. The
entire nation knew that Valentino was fatally ill. But few, ex-
cept those personally interested, knew that Eliot was also ill.
There was no “human interest” in the illness of this great ed-
ucator; no appeal to the masses in the end of his career, and
there was therefore no newspaper forewarning of his death.

While the crowds streamed in an endless hysterical proces-
sion past the hier of Valentino; while the mobs broke the deco-
rum of the “funeral church” in which he lay in state by shatter-
ing the great plate glass windows, and policemenworked stren-
uously to maintain order; while special trains brought hyster-
ical Hollywood actresses clear from the Pacific Coast to New
York, and the newspapers published pages about their antics at
the funeral, Eliot was buried without benefit of the masses and
with practically no publicity from the newspapers upon which
John Doe relies for so much of his intellectual fodder.

It is, in view of this, unnecessary to point out that the world
inwhich JohnDoe and his herd-minded fellows exist is a totally
different planet from that inwhichCharlesW. Eliot and quality-
minded men generally have their being.

•

Why does the quality-mindedman feel that the life he would
live constitutes the really superior life?There is no answer to be
found to this question in the infinite variety of ways in which
he earns his living. He may be a creative artist or writer; he
may be a professional man; he may be a mechanic; he may be
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a farmer. It is not what he does so much as how and why he
does it that makes it clear that his is the really superior life. He
extracts beauty, truth, and goodness from the common stuff
of life, no matter what his vocation, much as a miner extracts
gold from crude ore, and thus he enables himself and those
about him to understand more and to see more, to feel more,
and know more than they would otherwise apprehend.

In biographical notes the achievements of the quality-
minded man are usually summarized, if he is an author, by
a list of his writings, with the years in which they appeared
following each contribution in parenthesis, and similar lists of
paintings, if an artist, buildings, if an architect, discoveries and
researches, if a scientist. It is possible to summarize the life of
the quantity-minded man in the same way. Such a summary
of a Rockefeller might read: worth one hundred dollars (16);
12,000 dollars (21); 1 1/2 million dollars (23); 12 million dollars
(31); 122 million dollars (44); over one billion dollars (57).
Change dollars to countries, duchies, nations, and the sum-
mary would describe the life of a quantity-minded conqueror
of the past, or to converts or churches or monasteries, and it
would describe the life of any of the quantity-minded fathers
of the church.

The quantity-minded man lives a life inferior to that of the
quality-minded man—the life of a John D. Rockefeller is an
inferior life to that of a Charles W. Eliot—because he values
too much the mere possession of things that seem to him tan-
gible: land, money, buildings, soldiers, policemen, laws, facts.
These things because they seem so real, interest and fascinate
men of ordinary minds. They are important to him, and their
acquisition motivates his activities. Naturally he is objective,
rather than subjective; to use William James’s expression,
tough-minded rather than tender-minded, and in the language
of the man on the street, “hard-boiled” and not “sissified.”
The desire to win—to win more territory, more converts,
more subjects, more money—dominates the thought of the
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the day when the great masses would adopt this way to com-
fort. They might hasten the day when people in large num-
bers would stop buying factory products; when lack of patron-
age would begin to force non-essential factories to close their
doors; when the number of factories in the nation would be-
gin to shrink to a more tolerable total. The legions of rain and
snow, heat and frost, rust and rot, fungi and vegetation would
a little sooner begin the work of reabsorbing the buildings and
machinery which the factory workers had been forced to leave.

The process of reducing abandoned factories to picturesque
ruins and of returning them to the integral soil and landscape
fromwhich they should never have been evoked, might be has-
tened by the usual methods of organized reformers. But so far
as the individual family is concerned it does not have to be.

•

The question is, how can we today abandon any of our buy-
ing of factory products and still live? Or, abandon factory prod-
ucts as I believe we can in large part, and live more comfortably
thanwe do today—aswe are certainly entitled to live in this age
of scientifically possible abundance?

The buying of factory products can be reduced by us to the
degree in which we equip and organize our homes to produce
what we need and desire for ourselves.

The organized, creative and productive home can free us
from our dependence upon the factory. The home of today, as
the factory has fashioned it for the factory world’s better func-
tioning, cannot.

The home of today usually houses a “natural” family consist-
ing of parents and their unmarried children. It is built around
two individuals, often both working outside the home, whom
an imperious biologic impulse has trapped into marriage.
Because the home of this small family has come to function
economically only as a consuming center it is an economic
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interested in the practical problems which must be solved to
make that civilization a reality, and in the personal problem of
individuals who have to live today, before that civilization has
been achieved, and while they may have to try individually to
achieve comfort. In short, I do not propose to ignore the ques-
tion of what it may be possible for us to do immediately to free
ourselves from the factory.

•

The ugliness and the discomfort that the factory has brought
into being can lie almost entirely abolished by the simple expe-
dient of refusing to buy the products of our undesirable and non
essential factories. Factory domination of civilization would not
very long survive a widespread refusal to patronize these fac-
tories. The ugliness inflicted upon civilization and the discom-
forts imposed uponmankind by factorieswould disappearwith
the factories themselves.

True, if a mere handful of individuals were to cease buying
the products of these factories, as is all that can at first be hoped
for, and very fortunately from a business standpoint, the facto-
ries would not be very quickly eliminated. But those who aban-
doned the buying of these factory products would be gainers
in wealth, health and happiness.

As far as the individual is concerned, this is a programwhich
does not have to wait upon a nation-wide “agitation” and “edu-
cation” and “organization” of great masses of people. No leg-
islation needs to be secured. No political parties need to be
formed. It is dependent merely upon individual self-education
and discipline. The men and women who enter upon this way
to comfort begin the conquest of comfort for themselves even
though they are too few in number to conquer comfort for all
mankind. Nation-wide agitation, and organization—dangerous
methods in the hands of narrow, fanatic, quantity-minded indi-
viduals to whom theymake an irresistible appeal—might speed
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quantity-minded man. This desire to win, this pre-occupation
with the means of winning, precludes objective consideration
of his own activities. It leaves him no time for the development
of an intellectual attitude. Money is his final measure of his
business achievement. Every moment of his time must be
made to pay, and to produce a tangible return as promptly as
possible. He has no time to waste upon investigation; upon
weighing evidence; upon considered decisions, much less
upon effort at understanding and creating superior values.

In their reaction to the things which this civilization pro-
duces; the things which are the object of its economic activities;
the things which are made to be bought and sold, and the ser-
vices which are rendered for money by one individual or group
to other individuals or groups, is to be found a very signifi-
cant difference between the quantity-minded and the quality-
minded.

The quantity-minded react to how many; how large; how
expensive.

The quality-minded react to how fine; how unique; how
beautiful.

The one is interested in magnitudes; the other in forms.

•

The quantity-minded man likes to think, and endlessly pro-
claim, that he is a practical man. The quality-minded man is,
as a matter of fact, generally an even greater respecter of facts
than the so-called practical man. In many respects, what he
calls the intellectual’s theoretical notions are actually much
more practical, much better adapted to achieve the ends that
the intellectual has in view than are themethodswhich seem so
practical to him. The essential difference between the quality-
mindedman and the acquisitive, power-seeking man lies in the
considered thought the intellectual puts into his activities, and
the great value he attaches to ideas—ethical ideas, intellectual
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ideas, esthetic ideas. Tangible things acquire their value to him
only as they promote in someway the ideas which interest him
and which he values.

To illustrate. Consider the tubes of oil-paint which an artist
uses in painting. To the artist, the tubes of paint have a value
that is related to the purpose for which he uses them. If the
tubes he has can be used in his painting, they are useful; if not,
they are useless. To him the tubes of paints are mere vehicles
for the expression of his ideas in color. They acquire value for
him, at any given time, by virtue of their qualities as colors. Be-
cause it helps him to paint well, he probably knows something
about the pigments, the oils, and the driers of which they are
composed. From his standpoint all knowledge is practical in
the extreme which may help him to express his ideas in his
painting.

But to the quantity-minded business man, these tubes of
paint are something altogether different. They are a measur-
able number of items of merchandise, having certain money
values, and useful to the extent to which they enable him di-
rectly and indirectly to get what he wants out of life—usually
money. To him the artist’s fascination in the work of using
them to express his ideas seems a sort of mental aberration. He
can to some extent make allowance for it, on the assumption
that the artist is foolish enough to believe that he will be lucky
enough to find some equally foolish buyer who will make him
famous and pay him a lot of money for his pictures. But he
cannot understand why it is that, while the artist is often inter-
ested in the fame and the money, he is often more interested in
the idea he is trying to express that money and fame lose their
savor for him if they are procured at the sacrifice of freedom
to express himself. It is easy to understand why the business
man more or less despises a man who devotes his time to the
pursuit of apparently intangible values such as this instead of
devoting himself to enriching himself from his activities, and
why the quality-minded man is doubly despised when the busi-
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What is comfort?
Comfort is a condition of freedom from involuntary, unjust,

or imposed pain, cold, hunger and other distresses of the body.
Comfort is a state of moderate, temperate, stable physical well-
being. It does not preclude activity—even strenuous and adven-
turous activity. Activity and intense exertion destroy comfort
only when they become meaningless, purposeless and point-
less.

But comfort is a condition of mental as well as material well
being. We can hardly be comfortable when we are starving or
shivering. But we may be warm and well fed and still uncom-
fortable if we are fearful, credulous, ignorant, insensitive and
lack the capacity for discriminating use of the creature com-
forts which mankind has evolved.

Our present problem is: how can we secure the material es-
sentials of comfort without, in the process of securing them,
sacrificing our capacity for really enjoying them? And, is it
possible for us to do so—to end our present slavish dependence
upon the factory—in the face of the existing dominance of our
economic life by the factory and the factory system?

•

Suppose that my contention be granted—that the abolition
of all non-essential and undesirable factories would ultimately
not only add to the real comfort of mankind but reduce the
ugliness of civilization—isn’t it a waste of time to discuss an
idea that is entirely outside the realm of the possible?Wouldn’t
it bewiser to accept the inevitable and adapt ourselves to a state
of affairs which cannot be changed? Wouldn’t it, in short, be
wiser to try to make factory production less ugly and factory
products more satisfying than to waste time discussing their
abolition?

I do not propose to shirk these questions, for while I am inter-
ested in the possibility of a civilization less ugly and more com-
fortable than the one in which we find ourselves, I am equally
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There is no conquest of comfort if the things that satisfy our
wants are secured at the sacrifice of our capacity for enjoying
them.

And the capacity for enjoyment seems inextricably interwo-
ven with the methods by which we create what we consume.

•

It is not impossible for society to insure to all its members
the essentials of normal living: food, shelter, clothing and other
necessaries; self-expressive work; a normal sex-life including
parentage; an education and a social environment in accord
with its own aspirations.

Primitive societies often do it.
But the industrialized states, even with modern science to

assist them, seem unable to do so. They fail because they have
consecrated themselves to the production of wealth and not to
the production of comfort.

That comfort is to be attained through an unending increase
of production is a fallacy. It is more nearly true to say that it
is to be secured not by producing as much as possible but as
little as possible. Comfort really depends upon producing only
as much as is compatible with enjoyment of the work of pro-
duction itself.

It is because the factory production of food, clothing, shelter
and the trivia of existence is being secured at a sacrifice of self-
expression in labor, of a normal sex-life and parentage, and a
desirable educational and social life that the quest of comfort
through the factory is beginning to prove disappointing.

Mankind, by its too great devotion to the sheer increase in
the production of creature comforts, is making it impossible
to attain the comfort it has in view. It would be pathetic if it
were not so tragic: mankind forever seeking to attain a comfort
which it seems forever doomed to lose.

•
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ness man succeeds in using for his own enrichment ideas of the
artist’s which he happens to grasp and is able to exploit.

•

The great masses of average men and women, on the other
hand, hate and despise the intellectual individual because they
cannot understand the ideas in which he is interested; cannot
grasp the abstractions which seem so important to him; doubt
whether the values to which he devotes himself have any re-
ality at all. Mr. Everett Dean Martin tells of an occasion when
it was announced to a crowd in a New York theatre that only
twelve men in the world could understand Einstein’s theory of
relativity. The crowd hissed.

The masses are confirmed in this hatred of the sensitive and
the learned man because the “practical” men who rule and lead
them andwho are intent upon accumulating things which they
can see and feel and taste and which they too would like to
possess, confirm them in their belief in the value of things as
they are.

All leadership of the masses requires the practice of dema-
gogy. The leaders of the masses tend to subscribe to cant and
buncumbe in public, even when they are intelligent enough to
scorn it in private. Even when they do not need to flatter the
masses in this way in order to attain power or wealth—when
they are born to these things and inherit them—they still em-
ploy it in order to retain the positions which they already have.
The Tzar of Russia, born to autocratic power, was of necessity
a demagogue; he had to placate the stupid muzhiks in his do-
minions with the pomp and piety of Orthodox Greek Catholi-
cism. A fortuitous concordance of accidents—the ambitions of
StephenDouglas, the fears of the SouthernDemocrats, the split
in the Democratic party, the impotence of the Whigs—made
possible the election of Abraham Lincoln in 1860. But he had
to turn demagogue in order to keep the tired populace fighting
for an idea—for an abstraction—the preservation of the Union.
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Is it any wonder that the masses fear the intellectual? Even
if they could be made to grasp the ideas in which the intellec-
tual is interested, they cannot become interested in them, be-
cause their leaders, whether a Tzar or a Lincoln, insulate them
against novel ideas.

•

But this process of insulating the masses against exceptional
men is true not only of their political leaders—it is true of their
leaders in the pulpit and in the press. Let me quote from a very
popular writer for the masses, Albert Payson Terhune. In an
articlewhichwas entitled, “ARoughneck’s Religion,” published
in a magazine which has a circulation of 2,200,000, he said:

Not from the Roughneck has come the horde of sneers at
religion, either now or in the past. The Roughneck has ever
been sound, to the core. He has left doubts and atheism and
higher criticism and the like to the Intelligentsia (“the High-
brow Bunch,” as he would call them); and to the Parlor Intel-
lectuals who go smugly on, thinking 44-caliber thoughts with
22-caliber brains, and seeking to lead the Roughneck unlead-
ables.

I like the Roughneck. Perhaps I like and understand him
because I am one of him; and because, off and on, for a half-
century, I have associated much with him. It is he who is the
backbone of religion—not of dogma nor of quibble, but of the
terribly simple and irresistible religion which made him stand
in silent prayer at a prize fight.

So it was, nearly two thousand years ago, when Christ
walked the earth. The Bible tells us: THE COMMON PEOPLE
HEARD HIM, GLADLY, and that the Scribes and Pharisees
did not. Even in that day, you see, the Roughneck and the
Intelligentsia were arrayed in opposite religions camps.6

6 Albert Payson Terhune, The American Magazine, August, 1928.
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Part IV. The Material Aspect

XIII. Comfort

It is easy to see why we have come to believe that the unend-
ing increase in production which the factory makes possible
must ultimately make all mankind comfortable.

Until the coming of the factory, population pressed upon
subsistence. Malthus enunciated a law that seemed inexorable:
mankind’s capacity for populating the earth was greater than
mankind’s capacity for producing the means of subsistence.
But with the coming of the factory, capacity for production be-
gan to overtake capacity for consumption. Today it has reached
the point where aggregate production presses upon aggregate
consumption.

Our captains of industry have actually turned to stimulat-
ing consumption in order to create a market for all that their
factories can produce.

Is it any wonder that we have come to believe that the fac-
tory is destined not only to end the age of want but to usher in
an era of golden plenty?

•

If we assume that an insufficiency of creature comforts is the
principal cause of our discomfort, then the factory does seem
the answer to our quest of comfort.

But comfort has qualitative as well as quantitative aspects.
It is not enough that we should be able to secure a sufficiency
of the necessities and luxuries we desire.
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If the goal of humanity be still lacking, is there not
also lacking—humanity itself?
—Thus Spake Zarathustra.
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•

“There is no expedient,” says Sir Joshua Reynolds, “to
which men will not resort to avoid the necessity of thinking.”
Relatively few men enjoy thinking. This is the quality-minded
man’s greatest departure from the mass. He is “sicklied o’er
with the pale cast of thought.” He is never satisfied with things
as they are, but constantly striving to live life as he thinks it
should be lived; to devote his time to occupations to which it is
worthwhile devoting life; to produce during it the things that
will really increase the sum total of beauty and understanding.
Is it any wonder that the masses ridicule him; sometimes
persecute him, and when incited to it by their leaders, actually
crucify the man who really under takes to make them think?

•

Henry Adams said about some of the ideas of the scientists
of the nineties that they “were occult, supersensual, irrational;
they were a revelation of mysterious energy like that of the
Cross; they were what, in terms of mediæval science, were
called immediate modes of the divine substance.” This can be
said equally truly of all ideas, the understanding and creation
of which the quality minded man imposes upon himself and
for which he is so often penalized under the present state of
affairs.

It is simply impossible to measure the power of ideas. By
comparison with them, all the other powers with which man
plays are infantile. Ideas make economic power seem insub-
stantial. Political power seems even less substantial than eco-
nomic. Physical power, whether mechanical as in a dynamo
or animal as in an athlete, seems the least substantial of all.
All these forms of power last hardly a few generations. But
ideas have endured, some of them, throughout the centuries of
recorded history. Some which go back to prehistoric periods
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are still with us, sometimes in their original form, and some-
times in reincarnations. There are such hardy and enduring
ideas as those of personal immortality, and of the existence of
a god. Though false as the devil (who symbolizes another en-
during idea) they will probably in one form or another endure
forever. There are such ideas as those of the Buddha—the idea
of Nirvana; there is the Christian idea of the vicarious atone-
ment; and there are the ideas of Confucius about the supreme
value of wisdom. These ideas have not only the power to en-
dure, but the power to spread from person to person, nation
to nation, continent to continent by channels as mysterious,
when viewed from a distant perspective, as that in which elec-
tricity and magnetism travel. So it is with ideas which are em-
bodied in philosophy, in art, inmusic, in science; in comparison
the powers which the quantity-mindedman is able to seize and
for which the average man hopes, are mère ephemeral toys.

The child thinks that the toys for which it longs and which
it manages to acquire are far more desirable than the strange,
and to it incomprehensible things, which adults prize.

Knowing the superiority of ideas—their greater “dynamic”
and “kinetic” power, and the superiority both as occupation
and entertainment of the understanding and creation of ideas—
the quality-minded man can look, if he is free, at the activities
of the rest of mankind, its preoccupation with money, political
office, with automobiles, and similarly apparently substantial
things, much as an adult looks at a child’s preoccupation with
its toys.

•

We come now to the question of the effect upon the quality-
minded type of man of the domination of human activities by
the factory and by the needs of a factory civilization.

The factory has changed but little the fundamental relation-
ship of the quality-mindedman, the quantity-mindedman, and
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It may be true, as Glenn Frank says, that it is too late to re-
trace our steps—that the real task before us is to adapt ourselves
to what lies before us—to find silver linings in the clouds of en-
circling darkness. If it is too late for mankind to avoid what
seems to me the abyss, then let those who prefer to drift with
the tide no longer deceive themselves about what the present
civilization in its ultimate perfection will become. Imaginative
individuals are already describing it. The robots in R.U.R. are
allegorical figures, it is true, but they are prophetic too.

Those who do not care to drift with that repetitive tide must
free themselves from those who not only are willing to drift
with it but insist that all shall do so. It may be too late to check
the descent of mankind to the Avernus. But it is not too late for
intellectuals to prevent their own plunge individually into it.

“Men of superior minds,” says Confucius, “busy themselves
first in getting at the root of things, and when they have suc-
ceeded in this, the right course is open to them.”8

This is good gospel for quality-minded men. Let them place
the problem of charting a right course for society in a sec-
ondary position, since society is doomed to go where the fac-
tory will lead it. Let them think first of the problem of how they
should live their own lives.

The individual quality-minded man may not be able to pre-
vent society from plunging into the indignity of a mechanized
dark age.

But he may be able to save himself.

8 Confucius, The Analects, Book I.
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the averageman to one another.With one hand it has increased
the opportunities of the three types of individuals into which
we have resolved mankind to make life itself more dignified
and the individual life richer and more comfortable, and with
the other it has decreased them. In our industrial democracies
the intellectual is generally politically and economically freer
than he was under the agricultural feudalism which preceded
it.

The intellectual of the aristocratic class, it is true, enjoyed a
considerable degree of freedom, suffering only the handicaps
which his kings and his priests imposed upon him. The intel-
lectual of non-aristocratic lineage, however, was dependent for
the opportunity to live an expressive life upon the patronage
of nobles and churchmen. Industrial society such as we now
know has replaced the former variety of dispensers of patron-
age with a new variety. There has been an exchange of patron-
age by aristocrats to patronage by capitalists and politicians.
If the exchange has made it possible for quality-minded men
to enjoy a greater measure of personal freedom, it has been
secured by the sacrifice of the patronage of the much more dis-
criminating aristocratic class.

Unfortunately, the factory tends to an increasing extent to
destroy the value of this greater freedom by forcing the mod-
ern intellectual to engage in the production of trivia. In this
way it is actually hindering the quality-minded man from oc-
cupying himself with the work of contributing to the beauty of
civilization and to the understanding of life.

Our factory economy restricts the freedom of the quality-
minded man by forcing him to devote himself to the satisfac-
tion of the tangible desires of the masses. It exerts a pressure
upon him through his economic needs; he finds that he must
serve the factory directly, or compromise on some sort of ser-
vice for it, in order to live.

The service is sometimes direct and sometimes indirect. If he
engages in some sort of work for a factory, then of course he
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is yielding to this pressure by serving it directly. If he tries to
devote himself to work which apparently has no relationship
to the factory—as for instance, to teaching—he finds that the
whole institution of education is oriented toward the needs of
the factory. He finds that he is yielding to the same pressure
and serving the factory indirectly. The business men who form
the boards of trustees of modern schools and colleges are as
effective curbs upon the teachers of today, as the aristocrats
and the churchmen were in the period before the Darwinian
era.

The factory concerns itself with multiplying our tangible
wants and these are made so engrossing that no one is given
time, even if he has the inclination, to supply the world with
desirable ideas. Ideas must still be smuggled into the world
precisely as they had to be smuggled in during the past. Until
the man who is interested in ideas and who produces new
ideas is really free to do so—free economically, socially, and
politically—neither he himself, nor the world at large will
really be able to live in mental and physical comfort.

•

It is true that what the really superior man produces; what
he extracts out of his life, however circumscribed; what he ex-
presses in his work and in his moral, political, economic and
social philosophy, is ultimately accepted by mankind. But ul-
timately is generally a very long time. The bones of the pio-
neers are often bleached very white before their ideas are gen-
erally understood and before they are accepted by mankind as
a whole.There is a lag—a tragic lag both for the quality-minded
man and for mankind as a whole—between the time of the con-
ception of new ideas and the time of their acceptance.

The lag between the time when the earth was first conceived
as a globe by the Pythagorean philosophers and the time when
the fact was accepted by Ferdinand and Isabella was a period of
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the work of a bank president is nearly all routine; the work of
under officers and clerks in a bank is purely routine. Indeed,
for most purposes and most people, it is necessary to establish
something in the way of a routine and to make motions purely
repetitive—otherwise the individual will not get enough done
to be able to live off his own exertions.7

It is only for repetitive workers—for the semi-skilled laborer,
the “productive” salesman and the efficient business executive
that there is real demand and real opportunity in our factory
dominated civilization.

If the factory is permitted to continue forcing quality-
minded individuals into its repetitive regime; if it continues
to deprive them of the opportunity to earn their living in
ways which enable them to express the best that is within
them; if it ever succeeds in destroying completely their
life as intellectuals—a task to which schools, colleges, and
universities are to an increasing extent devoting themselves:
making potential quality-minded men into quantity-minded
salesmen, short story writers, advertising men, commercial
artists—then we shall have a new dark age. We shall suffer a
repetition of the disaster which the Catholic Church inflicted
upon mankind when it forced every intelligent person into
the cloisters by offering him the alternative of conformity or
of excommunication and extinction.

•

There is no doubt that mankind has already made its choice.
We are not at a cross-road. We are not confronted by two roads,
one leading to a factory-dominated world and a socialistic civ-
ilization, and the other to an art-dominated world and an in-
dividualistic civilization. We have long since passed the cross-
road. We are far along the road that leads to the goal of perfect
industrialization.

7 Henry Ford, My Life and Work, p. 103.
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There is little, if any, spontaneous progress in the ideas, the
work, the life of the masses of average men. They are clay
shaped from age to age by very small minorities of men.

And nothing much from within themselves makes for
progress and culture in acquisitive, power seeking, quantity-
minded individuals. Their very toughness enables them to
maintain their leadership whether society be savage, barbar-
ian, or civilized. And their preoccupation with accumulation
prevents them from devoting time to the objective thinking
which produces spontaneous changes and improvements.

Both the quantity-minded leaders and the herd-minded
masses of average men suffer from inertia; sometimes the
inertia of mass, and sometimes that of motion. In the Middle
Ages it was a static inertia—today it is a dynamic inertia.

But quality-minded men are forever spontaneously progress
ing: that is the thing that makes them different from their fel-
lows.

Let anything happen which prevents them from function-
ing; let them cease to put forth ideas, and society ossifies
at first and then collapses into darkness. The body lives on
but its brain ceases to function. Darkness comes on for all;
for the quality-minded, for the quantity-minded, and for the
herd-minded masses.

•

I believe that the factory menaces the very existence of this
leaven in the lump of mankind.

The factory, as it spreads, leaves quality-minded men no es-
cape from the horror of doing one thing over and over again
in exactly the same way once they have been forced to turn to
it for a livelihood. The business men who operate factories do
not have to escape from it because they are insensitive to its
horrors. Henry Ford says:

When you come right down to it most jobs are repetitive. A
businessman has a routine that he followswith great exactness;
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hundreds of years. The idea that the globe is round has not yet
been accepted by the entire unthinkingmasses of Christendom,
while the numbers in Africa and Asia who have not heard of it
is staggering.

The quality-minded man sometimes consoles himself with
the thought that the ideas which his contemporaries reject will
be gratefully accepted by a distant posterity. But the consola-
tion is hardly very great. He turns to this consolation not be-
cause he is indifferent to recognition of his work by his con-
temporaries, but because that is about all that he can find in
order to justify his working at all.

What is very badly needed is to shorten the lag between the
conception of new ideas and their acceptance by mankind. To-
day it is the needs of the factory that prevent further shorten-
ing of this lag, just as the church prevented any shortening of it
in the immediate past. It may be impossible to eliminate the lag
entirely. But even in our time it could be shortened if quality-
mindedmen in considerable numberswere tomake themselves
independent of the factory. The factory’s demands upon them
mean either an abandonment of intellectual life or an interfer-
ence with the spread of the ideas which come out of such a life.
They must free themselves from the factory and the business-
man, partly for mankind’s sake and partly for their own.

Only by freeing themselves can they dictate to the quantity
minded masters of the masses the terms upon which they will
furnish the intellectual and artistic effort the world must have
if society is to function well.

Only by freeing themselves can they insist that their ideas,
and not the dead and decaying flotsam and jetsam of old ideas,
of superstitions, of outworn values, of trivia of small minds—
shall rule mankind.

Only by freeing themselves can they attain a position in
which they can shorten the lag between the time that new ideas
are produced by them and the time the new ideas are accepted
by the world.
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•

Factories operate profitably only when directed by men who
are content to devote themselves to substantially the same task
year after year; when directed by men who can for a whole
lifetime devote themselves to the problem of making the same
product, of hiring and firing those whom they employ to make
and sell it, and of financing and earning profits from the mar-
keting of one product. The men who are willing to devote their
lives to this sort of work, to administering the factories, to cre-
ating markets for their products and to training in school and
college those who can administer, and sell and advertise, are
robots—sublimated robots it is true, but just as truly robots as
the laborers who tend and feed the machines in their factories.
Quality-minded men simply cannot do that sort of work. They
are neither tough enough to stand the strain of the administra-
tive and executive work in factories, nor thoughtless enough to
be unconscious of the boredom of spending their lives at work
of that sort.

Quality-minded men have something to say, something to
express, something to contribute upon other aspects of life
than that of production and distribution. But it is impossible
for them to say it, even though it means life more abundantly
for all, if they are harnessed in a treadmill in which production
and distribution absorb the best that is in them.

•

In ages when quality-minded men are largely free to express
themselves, the world enjoys a period of high civilization. In
ages when they are prevented from doing so, we have a period
of darkness.

A dark age is merely one in which the educational influence
of intelligent men has in some manner been destroyed. It is
the educational influence of the intellectual minority of quality
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minded men that makes for light. A dark age is one in which
the normal functioning of this minority has in some manner
been prevented.

The educational influence of quality-minded men is great
when they are free to say what they think, and almost nil when
they are constrained by church, government, or business to say
what they do not really believe.

Quality-minded men are a sort of leavening in the lump of
mankind. They produce ideas, create beauty, promote under-
standing. Willy nilly, mankind ultimately accepts what they
prescribe. It accepts their ideas slowly, reluctantly, inapprecia-
tively. There are long periods of time when mankind because
of an obsession with such a thing as religion, or such a thing
as feudalism, or such a thing as industrialism, abandons the
whole cargo of things truly civilized; when it sinks into a dark
age because it has forced its intellectuals into the cloisters, into
the armies, or into the factories.

Between the Spartans and the Macedonians, the civilization
created by the Greek intellectuals was destroyed.

Between the Goths and the Christians, the civilization
which the intellectuals built in Rome was destroyed. Solon and
Alexander, Alaric and Constantine were practical men. They
knew what they wanted and proceeded to get it even though
that involved driving the intellectuals into slavery, into war,
or into the church.

The Renaissance was merely a re-emergence of the intellec-
tuals —a period when the Catholic Church was forced by the
humanists to permit them to function. Just as the age of science
was merely a period which began when the Darwins, Huxleys,
Tyndalls and Haeckels were able to force the entire Christian
world once again to permit the intellectuals to function.

•
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manufacture domestic machinery, furnish the individual home
with power, multiply the agencies for credit so that larger and
larger sections of the population can buy the means of domes-
tic production. Let themwax rich and powerful in the process—
as those who pioneer in it surely will. They will at least make
it possible to lessen the ugliness of civilization instead of, as to-
day, making it almost impossible to do so. Above all, they will
make it easier for the quality-minded to achieve the freedom
to be themselves.

There will be fewer factories, less waste of precious raw
materials, and more time for all of us to devote to expressive
living if business men devoted themselves to making such
a world. And certainly in a world filled with creating and
producing homes there would be more comfort than prevails
in the factory-dominated homes of today.

XVIII. The Factors In theQuest Of
Comfort: IV. Wisdom

Three of the factors in the quest of comfort have now been
discussed.

A fourth yet remains to be considered.

•

At first, economists spoke only of three factors in the pro-
duction of wealth: land, labor and capital.

Then they found it necessary to add a fourth: management.
For it was soon discovered that administrative skill, courage
to take risks, leadership and ideas were just as essential to the
production of wealth as land, labor and capital.

So it is with regard to the factors in the production of com-
fort.

We may bring to the quest of comfort a productive home-
stead; we may provide the necessary time; we may acquire
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will be able to better test the validity of the argument so far as
his own situation is concerned. is constructed. It gives a rough
idea of how much of the time spent in gainful labor is devoted
to earning money for a comfortable life.

If this table means anything,3 it means that more than two
thirds of the time which we spend earning money—more than
four out of the six days of the working week—is really devoted
to securing the basic necessaries of a comfortable existence.

The question which has now to be considered is whether
we would save lime and enjoy equal or greater comfort if we
were to substitute a large measure of making-and-consuming
at home for much of our present well nigh complete depen-
dence upon earning-and-buying.

In short, can we produce the material essentials of comfort
for ourselves more economically than we can buy them?

That most of us, having become habituated to the present
earning-and-buying economy may not like the proposed mak-
ing and-consuming economy, does not prove its inferiority.
Habit simply has perverted the modern taste and rendered

3 The figure of 280 labor-days per year was arrived at as follows: 365
days per year less 52 Sundays; 8 holidays—New Year’s, Lincoln’s Birth-
day, Washington’s Birthday, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day,
Columbus Day, Christmas and 12 days for vacation. Vacation in the type
of family which we are trying to picture usually consisting of two weeks
but from this the two Sundays which have already been counted have to
be deducted. This makes the net result up to this time 293 labor days per
year. This could be further reduced by 25 days to 268 if Saturdays were reck-
oned as half-days. But this figure would be a rank misrepresentation of the
working lime of not only the vast majority of the population but even of the
more prosperous classes. In very few states are all eight holidays actually
observed; two-week vacations are by no means universal; neither are half-
day Saturdays. On the whole, a figure midway between 268 and 293 would
probably be a fair one.This makes the number of labor-days per year the 280
used in the table. It would no doubt be better to use labor-hours instead of
labor-days. But to make a fair estimate of hours devoted to labor per year
would be even more difficult. On a basis of labor-hours, the time spent earn-
ing a living would probably represent a greater proportion of the total year
than on the basis of labor-days.
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Items Days of la-
bor per year

32.5 percent
of income
devoted to
Food

91 days

17.5 percent
of income
devoted to
Clothing

49 days

16 percent
of income
devoted to
Shelter

44.8 days

4 percent
of income
devoted to
Fuel and
Light

11.2 days

70 percent
of income
devoted
to Basic
Essentials of
Comfort

196 days

30 percent
of income
devoted to
Sundries
and Savings

84 days

Total time
spent in
gainful
labor

280 days
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would bring into existence, and captains of industry would
begin the process of cramming domestic machinery down the
throats of the masses, just as their prototypes have always
crammed new ideas down the throats of the masses in every
age.

Alexander crammed Greek ideas down the throats of all
the populations he conquered. Cæsar crammed Roman ideas
down the throats of most of Europe. Constantine crammed
Christian ideas down the throats of the masses wherever his
rule extended. Manufacturers with their factories have up
to very recent times crammed the ideas of Smith and Mill
concerning the production and distribution of wealth down
the throats of most of the world. Between the industrially-
minded big-businessmen of America, the Fascists of Italy and
the Bolsheviks of Russia, mass-production under scientific
management is being crammed down the throats of the
modern world.

For the quantity-minded care nothing about the nature of
ideas but only about how they can be turned to account for
their own aggrandizement, their own power, their own glory,
and how they can use a new idea for the purpose of winning
in the competition with their fellows. The ideas which they im-
pose on mankind vary from age to age. There is no consistency
in them. They are perfectly willing to be pagan in one age and
Christian in the next; competitive in one age and monopolistic
in another.

For the past one hundred and fifty years they have
been busily developing the factory, filling the world with
smokestacks, and harnessing mankind to factory machinery.
In the next fifty years they may turn around and undo all that
they have recently done by decentralizing electric power and
promoting the sale of domestic machinery.

Well, let them wheedle, flatter, frighten, even bully mankind
into the idea of domestic production. Let them develop and
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might well be classified as productive on the assumption that
the family which provides itself with furniture is producing
for itself what a family in a hotel rents along with the shelter,
laundry and maid service which the hotel furnishes. Pianos,
phonographs and radio sets might also be classified as pro-
ductive on the assumption that they enable the family to
produce its own entertainment instead of paying for it in a
club, theatre or movie. But even if these items are classified
as non-productive, 36 percent of all the purchases of the
American people on the installment plan are of a productive
character. Add the purchases of real estate, which are esti-
mated at more than four times the aggregate purchases of all
the non-productive items, and it is plain that most of present
day installment buying is self-liquidating in the same sense
that investments in factories, factory machinery and real
capital for business purposes generally are self-liquidating.

In spite of the high cost of commercial installment credit, in
spite of the terrific burden of selling costs that are loaded upon
many of the things sold on the installment plan, it is the part
of wisdom for those of us who are without capital to buy and
equip a productive home on the installment plan.

•

So long as our scientists, engineers, inventors, all those
whose ideas predetermine the developments of this industrial
age, continue to concern themselves with the development of
factory machinery and factory techniques; so long as clever
business men, advertising men and salesmen continue the
development of mass production of consumption goods with
distribution in the national market at the expense of the local
production with local distribution, there is little hope for any
great development in domestic production. But let them once
begin to see the enormous market for household appliances
which a general movement toward economic self-sufficiency
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the conventional judgment worthless. The fact that paupers
cease to like work, does not prove that a life of pauperization
is superior to a life of work.

•

Earning the money with which to buy food absorbs nearly
two days of each week’s work—approximately 91 days out of
the entire year’s labor. Yet there are good grounds for believing
thatmuchmore than a third of this time could be freed for other
activities by turning to a make-and-consume economy.

If we divide the food budget of today into its component
parts, the fact that the great bulk of the foods we consume can
be raised in an organic home at once becomes apparent.

Meat, Fish, Eggs 31.3
Milk and Cheese 12.4
Bread and Cereals 14.7
Vegetables and Fruits 18.5
Fats 11.0
Sugar, etc. 3.7
Miscellaneous items 8.4

Percentage of Food Expendituresa

a U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1919, p. 187.

Meat, fish and eggs represent one-third of our food require-
ments. A poultry yard, a pig or two, and a herd of sheep and
goats can furnish us the great bulk of our requirements for
these proteid foodstuffs. The care and feeding of these animais,
if proper houses, yards and equipment are used, would not take
up more than a few hours per week of our time, since many of
the tasks in connection with their care could be entrusted to
the young and the members of the family too old to work out-
side of the home.
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Producing the next largest item, vegetables and fruit, for our-
selves is, if anything, an even easier task for us if we are anxious
to procure the essentials of a comfortable existence with the
minimum of labor-time. An adequate vegetable garden, which
will furnish us all of our vegetables and small fruits, need not
be very large, and it requires considerable time and attention
only in the early spring. The garden tractor and the wheel hoe
have so lightened the labor, that gardening when confined to
the growing of our own needs only, requires nothing much
more in the way of time than would furnish us the moderately
vigorous exercise which everyman needs.With a vegetable cel-
lar for storage and the kitchen properly equipped to dehydrate
and to can vegetables and fruits for the winter, a year-round
supply can be produced in much less time than is needed to
earn the money with which to buy them.

The bread and cereal bill can bematerially lowered by domes-
tic milling of cereals and flour, and by home-baking of bread
and pastry, and can be almost entirely eliminated in the case of
a large family where there are a considerable number of adults
by undertaking grain farming on a modest scale. If the family
is small, however, it would be better to buy wheat, corn and
the other cereals and be content with the saving in labor-time
which domestic milling and home-baking make possible.

Milk and cheese need hardly be purchased at all because they
can be produced on a relatively small scale without excessive
labor. The cow is the dairy animal for the large family only; the
goat is better adapted to the needs of the small family. Goat’s
milk is richer in fat and easier to digest than cow’s milk while
the goat itself is cleaner and easier to care for than the cow. It
is not, however, suitable for butter making. With either goat’s
or cow’s milk, cheese, (which is one of the most nutritious and
tasty items in the dietary), can be produced at a fraction of the
time required to earn money for buying it.

Fats today consist mainly of two items: butter and lard, and
their synthetic imitations—oleomargarine, crisco, cottolene,
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Productive Non-
Productive

Total

New passen-
ger cars

778 1,556 2,334

New trucks 485 485
Used cars
and trucks

400 561 961

Household
furniture

789 789

Pianos 234 234
Phonographs 174 174
Sewing ma-
chines

106 106

Washingma-
chines

104 104

Property im-
provements

108 108

Radio sets 181 181
Jewelry
store goods

108 108

Clothing 282 282
Tractors 75
Vacuum
cleaners

56

Other farm
machinery

31

Gas stoves 27
Mechanical
refrigeration

16

Miscellaneous
(not classi-
fied)

108

2,186 3,885 6,179
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is the net dividend whittled away through the production of a
greater supply than the market demands. Our own needs deter-
mine the amount produced and practically all that is produced
is consumed.

Our real problem is therefore only the initial problem of se-
curing the capital with which to purchase the machines which
make domestic production practicable.

•

That problem vanishes when proper use is made of credit.
There is, it is true, no excuse for buying on credit if cash is

available, or money can be borrowed on regular terms from
a bank. Installment credit—the form most generally used—is
rather expensive. But if due allowance is made for this fact,
it still remains the part of wisdom to buy equipment for do-
mestic production on this plan provided in each instance the
saving which a particular purchase makes possible is greater
than the cost of the installment credit. On most types of do-
mestic machinery the savings justify the payment of even usu-
rious “finance” charges. As a matter of fact, it is only because
so very large a part of the installment buying of today consists
of things that are productive in this sense that the whole edi-
fice of installment buying has not already collapsed. The fact
that so many of the things purchased on installments tend to
pay for themselves is the explanation of the public’s ability to
meet excessive selling costs and financing charges. Some fig-
ures compiled by Mr. Milan V. Ayers which were published in
Advertising and Selling for August 8, 1828, are here arranged in
two columns, one representing the public’s purchases of pro-
ductive goods and the other of non-productive goods, for the
purpose of demonstrating this fact.

The classification of the items as productive and non-
productive in this table is open to much question. Furniture,
to consider one type which I have classified as non-productive,
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etc. If the family is large enough to have a cow, the butter
problem is solved and if it has pigs the lard problem is solved.
The fats are thus procured with smaller sacrifices of time than
are necessary if they are purchased. The synthetic imitations
so widely advertised are not only inferior in nutritive value to
the organic fats, but sometimes positively harmful and we can
therefore afford to dispense with them entirely.

There remains the sugar bill—white sugar, corn syrups, and
similar sweets—the buying of which can be largely eliminated
if we will use the products of the honey-bee, the sugar-maple
and the sorghums as nature makes it easy to use them. Surely
honey, maple sugar and genuine molasses, (not the dregs of
sugar which now go by that name), furnish sugars which are
superior to the desiccated products bought from the modern
sugar refinery and glucose factory.

Such a program would not entirely eliminate the buying of
factory-made foodstuffs, but it would reduce the time which
had to be spent earning money to buy food to probably a quar-
ter of that necessary at present. Instead of having to spend
nearly two days a week earning money with which to pay the
weekly food bill, only half a day of our time would be needed—
the other one and one-half days would be freed for food pro-
duction on the family homestead. But a day and a half per week
would not be needed for this purpose—fifty days per year, an
average of less than a day a week throughout the year, would
suffice. And of these fifty days’ time, a full third would be fur-
nished by other members of the home.

This would mean that we, (speaking of the money-earning
members of the home), would be called upon to contribute only
33 days per year to the domestic production of foodstuffs. Add
the 23 days whichwewould spend earningmoney to buy foods
not produced at home and we would be devoting a total of 56
days per year, instead of 91, to the task of providing ourselves
with food.This is a clear gain of 35 days, in addition to the gain
of spending the time at work which is far more healthful, more
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interesting, more expressive than that of most of the repetitive
“jobs” open to us in this factory-dominated civilization.

•

We come now to housing, water, light, and fuel—both for
heating and cooking. Today the work of securing these items
absorbs about twenty percent of our time. For those who live
in the city this figure is much too low. In New York City, and
in many of the growing cities of the country, rent often rep-
resents more than twenty-five percent of the budget, with gas
for cooking and electric current for lighting still to be added.
In such cities, it is hardly an understatement of the situation
to say that over one-quarter of the time we spend at work is
devoted to earning the money for the sheer shell of existence.

The question is, can we furnish ourselves with shelter, fuel
and light with less effort than these figures indicate? Taking
the average figure, rather than the high New York figure, it
now takes a little less than one day’s time per week to earn the
money for these necessities of life—about 44.7 days per year.
Can they be provided at any reduction of this time?

If we assume that we have our own home; that the home
is equipped with a well and an automatic water pumping sys-
tem; that it has a hygienic sewage system; that it has a wood
lot which can at least furnish fuel for that source of great joy
in the home, an open fireplace, and that it has its own auto-
matic electric lighting system; thus reducing to the minimum
the necessity for buying shelter, fuel, light, water and sewage
disposal facilities, then all that these things will cost us is the
time we spend caring for the home plus the time we shall have
to devote to earning money to buy what cannot be produced in
the home itself. We shall have only to buy such supplies as oil
and gasoline, and paint and varnish. The care of such a home
with a “janitor” service fully equal to that of the average rented
home today, will require less than one and one-half days’ time
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If she presents him during the same week with two bills
each for $25—one for an improved fruit press, and the other
for groceries, he is apt to think of them both as just $50 worth
of household expenses. Yet the expenditure for the fruit press
is distinctly investment, while the expenditure for groceries is
distinctly current expense. The difference is practical, not aca-
demic. If the fruit press is properly used, it immediately begins
to earn its own cost. It either reduces her expenditures for pre-
served fruits and for table beverages, or, if she is already mak-
ing these at home it reduces the amount of labor expended
in their production, and so frees her time for other activities.
The saving made possible with domestic machinery is so large,
often larger than that which is possible as a result of the in-
stallation of machinery in a factory, that the investment in an
appliance such as a fruit press, is wiped out often in a single
season.The equipment is then on hand to effect similar savings
in the future and to make the purchase of other labor-saving
machinery just so much easier.

•

If the investment in house, in gardens, in poultry yards, in
fruit trees, in farm equipment, in machinery of all kinds is
considered from this standpoint, no family should hesitate to
use credit in order to purchase them. For, unlike expenditures
for consumption goods, they cost nothing. They pay for
themselves, for their maintenance, for their depreciation in
precisely the same way that properly selected and properly
operated machinery in the factory pays for itself. They are
different only in that the net dividends upon the investment
in them is so much larger than in factory machinery.

For with domestic machinery there is no cost of marketing
the production, and little loss from improper balancing of pro-
duction and consumption. The savings made possible by the
use of machinery are not in large part wasted by costs of trans-
portation, selling, advertising, wholesaling and retailing. Nor
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But already nearly ten percent of the national income is de-
voted to the purchase of goods and real estate in this way.
Nearly ten percent of the time spent by the American people in
earning money is now devoted to paying for what they have
purchased on installment credit. On the average, thirty days
out of the average man’s working year is already capitalized by
him through the instrumentality of installment credit. Yet the
yearly purchase of real estate on the installment plan amounts
to only $1,600,000,000. None of us need hesitate to take the first
step toward the establishment of a productive home for lack of
capital. Of course we have to show under the rules of the eco-
nomic game as it is played today that we can earn money, save
money, and pay money when we owe it. Yet if we prove these
things by accumulating a nest egg, however small, a building
and loan association will be glad to capitalize for us the time
that we are willing to appropriate to acquiring a home.

•

Modern accountancy has made it plain that there is a great
difference between expenditures for investments and expen-
ditures for current expenses. If the treasurer of a corporation
makes out two checks, each for one thousand dollars, and sends
one of them to a manufacturer of machinery for newmachines
which have been installed in his factory, and the other to a
banker for interest on bans, the two expenditures are clearly
distinguished in his mind and on the books of his corporation.
One represents investment—the other overhead expense. The
$1,000 invested in machinery is expected to earn enough not
only to enable him to pay interest on the investment, but the
cost of the machinery it self. The $1,000 paid out for interest
is an expense different in every respect. The treasurer finds it
easy to distinguish between the two types of expenditures. But
the self-samemanmay be very much surprised if he is told that
identically the same distinctions exist with regard to many ex-
penditures his wife makes for his home.
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per month. Add the time necessary to earn themoney for main-
tenance, supplies, replacements, taxes, insurance and interest—
probably a trifle more than one day per month—and the total
time required to provide shelter and the shelter items will still
be less by half than now has to be spent in earning the money
for rent, fuel and light.

But with such a home we should be furnishing ourselves
much more than the equivalent of rented and purchased shel-
ter, fuel and light. We should cease to be cave dwellers in a city
and would no longer crawl about in the canyons that are called
streets. We should be abandoning the noisy, crowded, treeless,
grassless cement desert of the city for the quiet, the privacy and
the blue and green of the countryside. We should be furnishing
ourselves not only a home but also a homestead—with land for
flowers and vegetables, for shrubs and for fruit, for pets and for
domestic animals. And time formerly necessary to earn money
for rent would be released to be used productively, creatively,
healthfully in the development of the homestead.

•

We come now to that very difficult subject, clothing. Cloth-
ing represents sixteen percent of the expenditures of the aver-
age American family. It requires forty-nine days of labor per
year to earn the money to meet the cost of procuring this item
of the average budget.

As long asmen andwomen—butmen especially—insist upon
wearing the style of clothing which they wear today, domestic
production can probably cut this item less than any other part
of the budget. Men’s clothing will have to be made by skilled
tailors as long as they insist upon the hideous garments which
they now wear. Women’s clothing, however, is fortunately still
simple enough to lend itself to home sewing. A very material
saving could be made in the time which now has to be devoted
to earning money if, as far as possible, it were made in the
home.
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While no revolutionary savings are probable on clothing in
the immediate future, a very great reduction in the economic
“sacrifice” needed for clothing ourselves is possible if we were
to take into our own hands the whole subject of costuming.
Today this is in the hands of a caste of “designers”—designers
working for textile mills which have to keep thousands of
spindles and hundreds of looms busy, and designers working
for the garment manufacturers who have to keep their serried
ranks of sewing machines busy. Naturally the fabrics and
garments they design have little relationship either to the
physiological or the esthetic needs of human beings. Whether
a new style is healthy or unhealthy, ugly or beautiful, is a mat-
ter of no consequence to the designer, provided it possesses
the one essential virtue of persuading consumers to buy new
garments and discard their old ones. New styles are produced
not because they are more beautiful or more useful than the
old but because they keep the wheels of industry turning.

If the designing of clothing were to be taken over by the
wearers of clothing, the costumes would probably be simpler
than they are today; they would probably exploit the sense of
beauty more intelligently; they would attain a dignity entirely
absent from the machine-dominated products of our factories.
And it is quite possible that if the designing of clothes became
an outlet for the creativity of the individual, a revival of home
spinning and weaving might accompany the new interest in
home garment making. A renaissance in sewing, embroidering,
knitting and the kindred arts might mean a revival of weav-
ing, the craft which furnishes a form for the expression of the
creative abilities of every individual, from individuals of min-
imum artistic endowment to those endowed with real genius.
This revival might be further helped by the fact that weaving,
if it were developed into a domestic artistic craft, would have
economic utility for other things than clothing. It would pro-
vide the home with fabrics for hangings and curtains, for robes
and bedding, for rugs and carpets.
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for its use indefinitely. And also it demands of us a financial
wizardry sufficient to secure money for 6%. In practice, money
costs more than 6% and provision must be made for the amor-
tization of the principal. This cuts down the dollars actually
realized through capitalization. More than $5,000 may be real-
ized if the money is wanted to build a home. Less than $500
may be realized if the money is wanted to purchase a tractor.

The saving of even one day’s time per week through domes-
tic production makes a capital of from $500 to $5,000 available
to us.

And cutting down the food bill by no means exhausts the
possibilities for saving time through domestic production.

•

If credit were to be defined as electricity has to be, by what
it does rather than by what it is, the temptation to say that it
is money would be irresistible.

With money we can go anywhere and buy almost every-
thing.With credit too we can go anywhere and buy almost any-
thing. In this crucial quality—as a medium for buying—money
and credit are almost indistinguishable.

It is not necessary to have money when it is possible to se-
cure credit.

The businessman who needs money with which to equip his
factory can capitalize it and with the proceeds from the sale
of stocks and bonds equip it as he desires. But with only time
to capitalize we cannot adopt the complex expedient of issu-
ing stocks and bonds. Nor do we need to do so. Not only can
we equip our homes with domestic machinery; we can secure
the homes themselves by taking full advantage of installment
credit, probably without paying the finance corporation more
for the credit we use than businessmen have to pay investment
bankers for the money they put into their corporations.

In America we have only begun to capitalize time through
the instrumentality of installment credit.
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failure to provide every man with some method of capitaliz-
ing time made wage-slavery possible. Disestablished workers
of all kinds, the professional workers as well as proletarians,
have had no access to the accumulated capital of society until
in recent years a new technique was developed which made
it possible for them to capitalize their time and so re-establish
themselves.

Now the one thing which the change in the economics of the
family and the home which is here proposed does is to release
time. Let our homes cease to bemerely a place for consumption;
let them become places of production as well, and much of our
time is freed to be used for other things than the buying of
consumption goods.

Less time has to be devoted to earning the money for rent
when we produce shelter for ourselves.

Less time has to be devoted to earning the money for food
when we produce most of our own foodstuffs.

Less and less time has to be devoted to earning money to
buy things which are to be immediately consumed as more and
more of the essentials of life are produced in the home itself.

Time thus becomes available for earning money to buy the
machines which make drudgeless domestic production possi-
ble.

But what is most important, the time saved is released for
capitalization.

For the time which does not have to be used for procuring
the necessaries of life is in effect an income-base and with an
income base, the magic of capitalization is made available for
us. If by domestic production we cut our food bill in half, we
save at least one day’s time per week. If we can earn $10 per
day, the 52 days saved during the year create an income base
of $520. Applying the formula, ($520÷$6) x 100, we get $8,666.
This sum be comes theoretically available to us for investment
as a result of domestic production of foodstuffs alone. But the
$8,666 can be realized only if we are willing to pay interest
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With scientifically designed domestic machines and equally
scientific methods for operating them, we could provide
ourselves more abundantly with more beautiful clothing,
and supply the home with many of its textiles at an actual
reduction of the time which now has to be spent earning the
money with which to buy factory-made products. Without
waiting for any revolutionary change of costume we could
cut down the time now needed to earn money for clothing
more than a third, especially since sewing time would be
contributed largely by those not now engaged in working
outside the home. Ultimately, by displacing the costume
values which prevail today with a better set of values, and
making our costumes and textiles both more beautiful and
more durable, the time now devoted to securing them could be
cut in half. Perhaps a quarter of the forty-nine days’ time now
needed would be devoted to earning money to buy what we
cannot produce for ourselves, and another quarter to making
clothing and textiles in the home.

We would be the gainers by fully twenty-four days’ time per
year.

•

We come now to the possibilities of economy in the eighty-
four days we now devote to earning money for sundries and
savings.

When we consider the vast number of things comprised in
the category of “sundries” which the factories make for us but
which we could make for ourselves, I am convinced that if I
have erred in these estimates, I have erred wholly on the side of
underestimating the net savings possible under such a making-
and-consuming economy as is here proposed. Soaps, cleaners,
floor wax, furniture polish, paints, medicines, germicides, cos-
metics, baking powders, beverages of all kinds—both alcoholic
and non alcoholic—are only a few of the innumerable things
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which we can make for ourselves of better qualities and at a
large saving of time, if the time necessary to make them be
compared with the time necessary to earn the money to buy
them. A considerable part of the time now devoted to earning
money for these “sundries” can therefore be saved.

Whenwe come to the time devoted to earningmoney for sav-
ing and investment, a making-and-consuming economy would
mean an even greater economy of time than is possible with
regard to any of the items of the budget which we have up to
the present time considered. For we save and invest today at
the high rate here estimated—10 percent of the total time de-
voted to gainful labor—in large part because of the economic
insecurity imposed upon us by our factory dominated civiliza-
tion. We have to save, when saving has not become a patho-
logical habit, because we must provide against illness, unem-
ployment and old age. But under a regime such as that which
I advocate this insecurity would almost entirely disappear. We
should live with almost absolute security as to the basic essen-
tials of life. We should be certain of food, clothing, and shel-
ter so long as any of the members of the home were able to
get about at all. Saving of money would not therefore be so
urgent. The mere possession of a productive home and home-
stead doubly reduces the need of saving because it provides the
essentials of comfort for dependents in case of our death. It is
no accidental coincidence that the great growth of life insur-
ance has been an accompaniment of the great growth of the
factory. With the factory came insecurity, and with insecurity
came life insurance.

With saving not nearly so urgent, it could be spread over
fully twice the number of years now given to the task of pro-
viding against the future. And if we devoted five percent of our
yearly time, instead of ten percent, to earning money for this
purpose, there would be a clear gain of fourteen days’ time per
year.
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Capitalization makes it possible to take anything capitaliz-
able which produces an income of $60 yearly and realize nearly
$1,000 upon it even though its real cost be only $100. The for-
mula is:

(I ÷ M) × 100 = D
which gives us:
($60 ÷ $6) × 100 = $1,000
I being the annual income from the property, M the prevail-

ing cost of money, and D the dollars realized through capital-
ization.

Plainly, the process of capitalization makes it possible to bor-
row capital with relation to the income from an investment and
not the cost of the investment itself. Capitalize any income-
basis with a net income of $60 yearly, and you can sell a thou-
sand dollars worth of securities to secure it, even though it may
actually cost you only a small part of that sum.

If that is not magic, nothing is.

•

Providedwe have something to capitalize, themeans for buy-
ing a homestead, for buying domestic machinery and for buy-
ing all that may be necessary to make an organic homestead
function, can readily be procured.

Strange as it may seem, we have only in recent years redis-
covered that time, the one universal possession of all men, is
capitalizable.

The ancient world knew it well. Even in America it was gen-
erally understood hardly more than half a century ago. Slavery
was a system for capitalizing time. The slaves were merely un-
fortunate creatures whose time had been made into property
by law. In abandoning slavery, and the system of indenturing
all sorts of workers, from servants to ministers of the gospel,
which is so similar to slavery, society lost sight of the fact that
time was capitalizable. This was no light loss to society; for the
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iridescent dream. They cannot seriously think about produc-
ing their own essentials of comfort nor of making themselves
economically free until some practical plan is available which
would enable them to secure the means for domestic produc-
tion.

How can a family today, which may be without any real
capital to begin with, secure a home and furnish it with the
machines that are necessary to produce a standard of living as
high as that to which it has been accustomed?

•

With rising land values; with higher wages for building la-
bor and high prices of building materials; with tools, supplies,
livestock, farm equipment, and above all machines, often outra-
geously high in price, (because of the selling extravagances of
manufacturers and distributors), a sum of money of which few
families can boast today is necessary to establish the creative
homewhich I have been describing.The average disestablished
family, even if it now has a large income, finds the cost of living
so high that it is certain to shrink from the task of saving the
money needed even for a modest first step toward acquiring
its own means for domestic production. How is this family to
go about securing the money to buy itself a homestead? How
is it to buy all of the things over and above real estate which it
will need if it is to produce for itself material comforts at least
equal to those which it now enjoys? It is difficult enough now
to save. How is the family to make the out lays required for
establishing a productive home and for equipping it with a full
complement of domestic machines?

Let us see whether these questions are not in reality much
less difficult than they appear at first sight.

•
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Even if we disregard entirely the economies possible on the
item classed as sundries, and add merely these fourteen days
to the economies previously enumerated, it is plain that more
than one third of the time we now devote to gainful employment
is unnecessary.

At least four months of each year might be released for play,
for education, for artistic, literary and scientific endeavor.

I say “of least” deliberately because the following table repre-
sents, I am sure, a very conservative statement of the possibili-
ties of time-saving under a making-and-consuming economy.

Item Time
Needed
Un-
der
Fac-
tory
Econ-
omy

Time
Needed
Un-
der
New
Econ-
omy

Net
Sav-
ing
Un-
der
New
Econ-
omy

For
Do-
mes-
tic
Pro-
duc-
tion

For
Earn-
ing
Money

Total
Time
Needed

Food 91 33 23 56 35
Shelter 44.8
Fuel
&
Light

11.2 56 18 15 33 23

Clothing 49 13 12 25 24
Sundries 56 (*) 56 56
Saving 28 14 14 14

84
Total 280 64 120 184 96

* Omitted because of the difficulty of making any estimate.The
probable saving is very large—perhaps as much as one-third of
the time at present devoted to earning the money for sundries.
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•

If we can persuade ourselves to devote to the quest of com-
fort some of the concentrated energy which we now devote
to the quest of wealth, we shall find that the domestic produc-
tion of the essentials of comfort makes it possible to furnish
ourselves with food, clothing and shelter not only in the qual-
ities and the quantities to which we are now accustomed, but
in qualities far superior to the factory products which we now
consume, and in quantities so abundant that hospitality might
again become one of the graces in which we could indulge our
souls.

The thought and the time which we now give to the four
factors which govern the production of wealth must be trans-
ferred to the four factors which govern the production of com-
fort.

For just as land, labor, capital and management are the fac-
tors which govern the production of wealth, so the homestead,
time, machines and wisdom are the factors which govern the
production of comfort.

The substitution of these four categories for the customary
categories of classic political economy will make both the prac-
ticability and the desirability of the economy I advocate self
evident.

XV. The Factors In theQuest Of Comfort: I.
The Homestead

A home, says the dictionary, is the house in which one
dwells, and a homestead, the home and the land immediately
connected with it.

In this civilization of apartment hotels, kitchenette flats, and
hall bedrooms it is being made easy for us to forget that there
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•

For time unnecessarily spent in labor which we do not enjoy
is a crime against ourselves and against civilization.

While we live we have only one thing to spend: time.
The way we spend our time; the activities to which we dedi-

cate the days, hours, and minutes of our lives, these constitute
the only stuff out of which we can create real comfort.

No amount of wealth and power; none of the creature com-
forts of which our factory-dominated civilization offers us such
an abundance; no purchased sport, amusement, art, literature,
music nomatter how perfectly executed, is a sufficient compen-
sation for the waste of precious time in work which destroys
our very capacity for enjoying life.

•

And now let us become really “practical.”
Let us consider the question of how we are to procure the

capital with which to establish such homes as I have described
and to equip them with the machines which will make it pos-
sible to devote our time to labor which we do enjoy.

XVII. The Factors In theQuest Of Comfort:
III. Machines

If the home is to produce, it must contain the means of pro-
duction. And if it is to produce comfortably, the “means of pro-
duction” must include the machines which will make this pos-
sible.

But by far the largest number of families in this factory-
dominated civilization have neither lands nor houses, tools nor
machinery. Money enough to buy them is for these families an
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The doctors are losing prestige. The business men are gain-
ing it.

Business in fact is being made into a so-called profession.
Schools of business are graduating professional administrators,
accountants, advertising men, and even salesmen. Degrees and
doctorates are awarded for activities that answer to none of the
requirements of professional life. The distinction between an
occupation that is followed for its own sake and one which is
followed for money’s sake is thus obliterated.

•

Finally to accommodate ourselves to the circumstances in
which this factory-dominated civilization has placed us, we
have had to transfer all the techniques which make the factory
efficient from the factory to the professions. Specialization, in-
stitutionalism, and expediency have to take the place of the
wisdom which ought to be the major interest of the learned
man. For our civilization has opportunities for expert techni-
cians rather than for learned men.

Those of us who expose ourselves to all these influences by
trying to earn a living out of some professional activity are sub-
jecting ourselves to the most prolific incubator of malformed
personalities which mankind has in all its history devised. For
in order to support ourselves and those dependent upon us we
are driven to devote our time to the cultivation of so narrow
a sphere of activities that we are largely helpless and utterly
useless outside of the field in which we make our living.

Unless we repudiate this regime; unless we free ourselves
from the servitude to the factory which such a method of
self-support imposes, the time we work and which should
contribute most to the conquest of comfort will burden us
with the heaviest of all discomforts.

Unless we do repudiate it, we acquiesce in an almost com-
plete misuse of our time; in a thriftless waste of the most pre-
cious of the attributes of life.
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can be no conquest of comfort without both a home and a
homestead. We can no more have real comfort in city flats than
we can have children without mothers. In both cases the object
sought cannot be attained if one of the means for attaining it is
absent. For when we take the places in which we dwell away
from the country; deprive our homes of intimate contact with
the growth of the soil; shut off our access to sun and light on
all sides, we do not merely deprive ourselves of fresh air and
sunlight, green grass and majestic trees—we deprive ourselves
of what is an elemental need of mankind: the inner discipline
which comes from communion with the land.

•

Man is a land animal. He may fly in the air that is above
the land; he may sail on the waters that surround the land, but
to survive he must always return to the land—the land from
which he comes, which sustains him as long as he lives, and
which re-absorbs him when he finally dies.

That we are land animals is one of those very obvious truths
which we tend to forget when we make the endless number of
decisions about what we should do and howwe should live. Yet
a full acceptance of it and deliberate application of the logic of
this fact to the practical problems of life are essential to free-
dom and to comfort.

As long as we have access to the land we remain free to labor
as wewish and free to live as we please.Themoment our access
to it is conditioned, is limited in some way, our possible free-
dom is conditioned. And where freedom ends and servitude
begins, there comfort ends and discomfort begins.

•

Out of the twenty-five million families in the United States,
thirteen million are landless and homesteadless.
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Under the system of land tenure prevailing at the present
time, the freedom of those of us who belong to these thirteen
million families is limited in innumerable ways. Much of our
time has to be devoted to earning money to pay rent. In one
way or another we have to support those who own land and
from whom we have to rent homes that we may have even a
limited access to land. What we pay as rent conditions our free-
dom. The two millions who occupy the Borough of Manhattan
in New York City can work and play, eat and sleep, only after
paying rent to the forty thousand landowners who hold title
to the various plots of land into which Manhattan Island has
been divided.

This system of land tenure, in which most of us supinely
acquiesce, requires us to work nearly a quarter of the time we
devote to gainful labor merely to shelter our families, or it com-
pels us to pay money for rent which we would prefer to spend
for other things. When we are homesteadless, we are thus com-
pelled to devote a large part of our strictly limited time on earth
to securing money to pay for the privilege of access to land; to
land which nature really provides us but which our system of
land tenure makes it easy for a limited number of landowners
to own and exploit.

Land ownership makes us freer than landlessness because
it releases labor-time which otherwise would have to be de-
voted to securing the money with which to pay rent. It is true
that even with homestead ownership we are still conditioned
under the existing system. We are conditioned by the interest
we have to pay upon any mortgage upon our property and by
the taxes which the state levies upon our homestead—grossly
inequitable taxes under the existing system. Yet if we own our
homestead free and clear, we are as free under the existing laws
of the country as it is possible for us to be.

•
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we tend to be warped in the direction of expressing ourselves
in money-making rather than in the work we do. And we pay
the inevitable penalty in self-frustration. Unable to use our
work as the medium for the expression of our creative abilities,
is it any wonder that artists, scientists, writers, lawyers,
doctors, teachers—learned men of all kinds —lack self-respect?

The time which we devote to the practice of our chosen
labors is infected by the same disease that infects the time
which laborers spend at their work in the factory. It is lime
devoted to a particular method of procuring money; not time
devoted to self-expression in work.

And like the great, unlearned masses, we are condemned to
find “happiness” in spending money, and not in the production
of creative works.

•

The dedication of our time to the commercialization of our
chosen work, something we can hardly avoid as long as we se-
cure a living by contributing to the functioning of the factory,
supplements our loss of self-respect by creating an actual con-
tempt for us in the general public. The learned man is deprived
both of self-respect and public respect.

Why should the businessman who is greedy for money re-
spect doctors when he sees that the doctors all about him are
just as completely absorbed in money-making as he is himself?
If doctors make it plain that doctoring is to them no more than
business is to the business man, a mere means to procuring
wealth, why should the business man dignify the doctors?

Consider the significance of the present-day acceptance of
this commercialization of the professions by our colleges and
universities. At the same time that our institutions of higher
learning place more and more emphasis upon the commercial
aspects of the professions, the process of professionalizing
even the most non professional of occupations goes on apace.
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I do not mean incompetents when I speak of amateurs. The
world does not need mere dilettantes who have neither the pa-
tience nor the stamina for the discipline which is necessary to
the production of good work. The world needs able men who
have such rounded personalities that they can express them-
selves in many fields with satisfaction to themselves and bene-
fit to society generally. A Benjamin Franklin who is a printer,
a writer, a scientist and a statesman; a Thomas Jefferson who
is a farmer, a philosopher, a teacher, a statesman, a lawyer and
a writer; a George Washington who is a military strategist, a
statesman, a surveyor and a farmer: these areworthmore to the
world than dozens of one-track-minded specialists and techni-
cians.

The versatility of these great men proves that it is possible
for men to be masters of many trades, provided they are mas-
ters of their own time.

As long aswe are forced to solve our basic economic problem
solely by the practice of our professions, we cannot afford to
experiment and adventure in any field that happens to interest
us. And what is even more important, we are not free to refuse
to do work which does violence to our inclinations and our
ideals.

To this extent we can free ourselves if only we organize our
economic life so that earning the money for the material essen-
tials of comfort ceases to be the major problem of our lives.

•

Because of the pressure of our earn-and-buy regime, we
have to measure our time by the money return we can secure
for it. In the case of those of us who devote ourselves to the
arts, the sciences and the professions, the consequence is
tragic. Undue emphasis has to be placed upon the vocational
aspect of our chosen work. The work therefore ceases to be a
way of living. It becomes a way of earning a living. Willy nilly
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As long as America wasmainly rural and agricultural, before
it became industrialized and largely urban, the homesteadless
family was a rarity. As long as there was an abundance of “free”
land, free to any family which was willing to pay for it with
no cost but the discomforts and privations of “homesteading,”
the economic sacrifice of the average individual family in pro-
viding itself with shelter was so slight that it could accept or
refuse employment on a basis of practical equality with those
who offered employment. Easy access to land furnished the av-
erage American an alternative to employment. For nearly half
a century it was a major factor in keeping down the numbers
in America who were willing to work for others. Only after the
most desirable and most accessible land was no longer free did
industrialization on a large scale become possible.

As the free land disappeared, the price of land rose. Rising
land values made it more and more difficult for the increasing
population, native-born and immigrant, to acquire land and to
establish their own homes and homesteads. More and more
men had to support themselves by working for others. They
furnished the factories with large numbers of laborers who had
to work in them in order to find work at all. They built up our
cities and filled them with tenement homes. Millions of immi-
grants who had been agriculturists in Europe were forced to
become factory hands and city dwellers in America. In addi-
tion, the factory, which was quicker than the farm to utilize ma-
chinery and power, offered farm workers more attractive con-
ditions of labor, while to the more ambitious men engaged in
farming it offered greater opportunities for advancement. The
government encouraged manufacturers in every way. Tariffs
were established to protect industry. The prices of manufac-
tured products were raised. Manufacturing profits were made
super-normally high, and because farm products could not be
protected, farming profits were made sub-normally low.

So began the steady absorption of our population by the fac-
tory. The constant decline of the popularity of farming as an
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occupation for ambitious men, and the rise to favor of all the
occupations which have to do with the products of the factory,
have continued ever since.

Thus has industrialized America created its present disestab-
lished population. In the beginning, the individuals disestab-
lished by the factory included craftsmen and artisans, most of
whom owned houses and shops and land which they cultivated
when not at work in their shops. As fast as factory products
came into the communities and replaced products made by the
craftsmen, the local market upon which the craftsmen were de-
pendent was destroyed. The textile mill destroyed the market
for the services of the weaver; the iron mill for the old iron-
worker and black smith; the patent flour mill for the work of
the local grist-miller; the shoe factory for the cobbler; the cloth-
ing factory for the tailor and dressmaker. These craftsmen and
the members of their families were forced to go to the cities
in which factories located. Their shops were closed or replaced
by stores in which factory products were sold; their homes and
barns, fields and gardens were abandoned and exchanged for
city homes.

They became home renters, most of them, at the same time
that they were made into wage-earners.

•

Before the industrial revolution, the home was both the resi-
dence and the producing center of the craftsmen. After the com-
ing of power and machines, home work by handicraft methods
became unprofitable, while home work by factory methods be-
came unbearable. With power, with division of labor, with spe-
cialization, and with serial production, work was transferred
from the home to the factory. The disestablished workers had
to earn their living in one place, and to spend their time living
in another.

The separation was certainly justified on esthetic, if on no
other grounds. For with the coming of the factory, the place
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ous play, we tend to lose not only the ability to participate in
play, but even the capacity to enjoy play as a spectator.

The penalty exacted by nature for a lifetime of vicarious play
is boredom.

•

For those of us who aspire to the cultivation of exceptional
talents; who aspire to write, to paint, to sing, to teach, a sav-
ing of one-third of the time which we now have to devote to
earning money for the basic essentials of life has revolution-
ary sociological implications. For it means muchmore than the
release of four full months out of each year for work which
we really love; it means also freedom from a servitude to the
factory-dominated world which forces us to prostitute our tal-
ents in order to earn a living.Wewould no longer be compelled
to routinize and commercialize work which should be a peren-
nial joy to ourselves and our fellows.

A beautiful civilization needs more men and women to
whom the work of their crafts and their professions is the
expression of their own inner aspirations and fewer to whom
it is merely a way of making a living. It is this deficiency in our
civilization which would be corrected by a release of one-third
of the time which quality-minded men and women now have
to devote to earning a living. Such a release would free them
for the practice of their professions in a genuinely amateur
spirit.

Theworld needs amateur writers, painters, sculptors, drama-
tists, teachers and scientists. It needs men and women who can
appreciate the great achievements of the arts and the sciences
because they are themselves engaged in contributing to them.
Many of the greatest achievements of the human race in the
arts and sciences have been the work of amateurs—men and
women who worked in many fields and brought to bear upon
each of them that fresh point of view which the specialists and
the technicians do not supply.
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The time we should devote to singing and to playing on mu-
sical instruments we now spend listening to singers, orchestras
and phonographs.

The time which we should spend, especially in youth, in
court ing and dancing in our homes, we now devote to pur-
chased entertainment in dance halls, movies and amusement
resorts.

And the time which at one time was given to extending hos-
pitality and to receiving it in homes has now been replaced by
the more convenient and more fashionable custom of buying
this hospitality from hotels and clubs which are in the business
of manufacturing it for us.

Why shouldn’t chess, checkers, cards and the legion of
games which can be played within the family circle enliven
our homes? Why shouldn’t our homes contain libraries, tennis
courts, billiard tables, swimming pools and rooms in which
to dance? It costs much less to secure and maintain all these
things in our homes than it costs us today to purchase their
equivalent in minute installments from clubs, pool rooms,
restaurants and theatres. In homes located, equipped and
organized for play few would feel the present drive to spend
time satisfying social instinct in theatres, hotels, roadhouses
and country clubs. And in such homes hospitality could be
dispensed with a lavish hand.

We must either provide play for ourselves or accept the ig-
nominy of buying substitutes for it. And if we drift with the
tide and spend our time upon the substitutes, we shall end by
losing our ability to enjoy any kind of play. So far, in fact, have
we already drifted that the schools find it necessary to provide
instructors to teach our children how to play. Failure to play, to
participate in play, evidently affects our habits precisely as fail-
ure to exercise affects our muscles. It is the law that faculties
which are not used degenerate. Certainly this is the law with
regard to the faculty for play. As we decrease the time devoted
to real play and content ourselves more and more with vicari-
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of work became large, noisy, ugly, and generally dirty and un-
pleasant.

After the separation, the home naturally began to lose its
importance. It shrank in size as rapidly as it began to lose its
economic functions. Today it has dwindled in function until
it is hardly much more than a place in which to sleep—where
time is spent when it cannot very well be spent anywhere else.
The smaller the number of rooms of which the home consists;
the fewer the pieces of furniture it contains, and the smaller
the quantity of household goods which need to be moved if
a change of “jobs” makes a change of location desirable, the
better. The more mobile the home, the better is it adapted to
the exigencies of this civilization.

As a matter of fact, the apartment hotel furnishes the home
which best meets the needs of a factory economy. Such a home
makes the fewest demands upon the time of the various mem-
bers of the family. It leaves the parents and older children free
to go to work; the younger children free to go to school.

The apartment hotel is still too expensive for the masses. But
it is being developed so amazingly that the time may not be
far distant when it will be within the means of even unskilled
workers. The so-called California apartment house, with beds
which fold up and disappear into closets, and which do away
with bedrooms, thus making it possible for a single room and a
kitchenette to serve all the needs of a small family, is a step in
the direction of bringing the apartment hotel down to a level
which eventually will enable the masses to live in them.

When the apartment hotel becomes available to the entire
population, disestablishment will be complete. People will be
land less, houseless, bedless, and the only property with which
they will burden themselves will be the clothes they have to
wear.

•
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For the masses with their relatively low standards of taste,
the change from the farm to the city and from the shop to the
factory had many sorts of compensations. In the city and its
factories they did not work so hard. They did not work such
long and irregular hours. They worked in large crowds amid a
pleasant excitement. They earned more cash, and were able to
buy things which under the old order they had either to make
for themselves or go without.

That the disestablished masses should overlook the fact that
the comforts which industrialism gave them with one hand,
industrialism took away with the other, is understandable.

And it is also understandable why they should fail to ask
themselves whether a redressing of the balance between the
farm and shop on one side, and the city and factory on the
other might not make it possible for them really to enjoy the
abundance which mechanical progress has made possible.

But it is not easy to understand why we, who pretend to be
intelligent, do not face the facts, and ask ourselves whether
supine acceptance of the ugliness, the discomforts, and the
servitude of industrialism is unavoidable.

I believe that it is possible for us to avoid these aspects of
our civilization.

I believe that it is possible for us to make a conquest of com-
fort, at least so far as the ultimate tragedy of life permits us
to do so, by turning to the production of the greater part of
what we need and desire for our own consumption in our own
homes and from our own homesteads.

It may even be possible for the masses to make a similar
conquest of comfort, improbable though such a contingency
certainly is.

For the individuals adventurous enough to repudiate com-
pletely the factory economy of today, the first step toward free-
dom is homestead ownership.

•
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the production of the beautiful tones of the song. No such feel-
ing is invoked when one hears someone quite spontaneously
break into song at work, or when there is singing within the
circle of a friendly group.

There are practically no good grounds for believing that ei-
ther the esthetic content or the educational value of play is
being increased by the sort of leisure which the factory seems
to be thrust ing upon us. Educational play today consists of
extension courses, lecture courses and chautauquas. Esthetic
play embraces art collecting, uplift work and that idiotic form
of self-expression of which the tea-room and the antique shop
are excellent symbols.

As to the play aspect of our sex-life there can be no doubt
that the factory is taking the place of the church as the greatest
prevention of courtliness in sex-life. Against the church, Have-
lock Ellis and his disciples, notably Judge Ben. B. Lindsey in
the United States, may be winning; but against the factory they
are almost certainly losing. The beauty which they are trying
to infuse into sex-life by freeing us from the incubus of church
dogmas is being withered by a factory-dominated civilization
which turns us into irresponsible animals to whom sex means
mere barbaric self-indulgence.

•

With the intensification of home life which would follow
upon an adventure in domestic production, the home would
become almost automatically the center of our social and play
life. Youth, maturity, and old age would not only work at home
but play at home as well.

In a factory-dominated civilization we spend our play time
in watching baseball, tennis and football rather than in playing
them.

The time we should devote to participating in sports we
spend as spectators of professional players.
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But play should also have the aspect of education. That we
can make play out of reading we know, but that we can make
play out of history, mathematics, and philosophy is not so gen-
erally recognized. We do not associate education with play be-
causemodern education is so largely cursed by compulsion and
burdened by preparation for money-making. To be play, edu-
cation must be pursued for its own sake.

Finally, play should have an esthetic content. Play should be
made out of both “useless” activities such as singing and danc-
ing and out of “useful” activities such as sewing, gardening,
painting, cabinet-making by pursuing them not only for their
utility but also with the intention of achieving esthetic forms.
It is in creative work in the fine arts and in pure science, how-
ever, that play can be made to manifest itself in the production
of the highest of human achievements.

Today we do not play—we only distract ourselves. We have
neither the time nor the inclination for play in these threefold
aspects. Yet real comfort is impossible without play in all these
aspects.

Our activities need re-integration if we are to play in this
high sense. We cannot put play in one tight compartment of
our lives, and work in another. We play best when we work
best.The two are really inseparable. For play is no passive thing.
We must participate in play if we are to extract from it all that
it is possible for us to secure from it. To the extent to which
we indulge in vicarious play, we sacrifice the courtly, the edu-
cational, and the esthetic potentialities of play.

Today there is hardly a single aspect of play which has not
been prostituted by a combination of exhibitionism and com-
mercialism. Professional singing, for instance, is a manifest ab-
normality. Do not the over-developed bellows and the artifi-
cial facial action of a professional singer largely destroy the
beauty of her performance? In order to really enjoy a profes-
sional singer one must either close the eyes or get far enough
away so that it is impossible to see the contortions involved in
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Here and there some of us may deliberately re-establish our
selves on homesteads.

But the great masses will never voluntarily do so.
History records almost no instance in which landless city

dwellers abandoned city life until they were driven into the
country by famine, pestilence or warfare. Not even pauperiza-
tion will make the city-bred masses consider any kind of life in
the country.The misery which they know in the city is as noth-
ing to the abject terrorwhich they feel at the prospect of having
to fail, for fail the majority would, in trying to secure a living
from the land. Once themasses of a nation begin to concentrate
in cities, the qualities essential to the enjoyment of country life
begin to atrophy. The city-raised individual is from childhood
deprived of the training, the knowledge and the mental habits
necessary to country life. He not only has none of the abilities
required to live comfortably in the country; he has none of the
values which make the countryman enjoy the country.

To the city dweller, whether from the slums with their ten-
ements or the fashionable districts with their apartments, the
country is a habitable place only in the extreme hot weather of
the summer.

Country life is inferior to city life because there are no
crowds. There are no crowded stores, theatres, streets.

Country people have to do a host of things for themselves
things which are done for the city dwellers either by the hotel
management, when they live in hotels, or by the janitor when
they live in flats.

And of course, country families must think ahead. Since they
cannot run around the corner to a store, they must put in a
somewhat larger supply of the goods they need from day to
day. They must think not only in terms of supplies covering
their needs for weeks ahead, but in terms of whole seasons.
If they are to secure vegetables from their gardens, they must
plan early in the spring what they want to harvest late in the
fall. Indeed, if they want tomatoes early in the summer, they
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must begin to acquire plants, or seedlings, the moment the
snow begins to leave the ground. This becomes so much a part
of the make-up of country people that it is second nature to
them. It is difficult to picture how intolerable the effort to ac-
quire this mentality is to the city dweller.

The average city family hardly thinks farther than from pay
envelope to pay envelope. There are few transactions of vital
importance to city people which require them to think months
ahead. Only one important incident in life requires them to
think as much as a month ahead, and this is the payment of
their rent. The only other incidents affecting their economic
life which dates farther ahead are installment payments on au-
tomobiles, furniture, pianos, radios. But these are broken down
into weekly and monthly payments, and require no particular
consideration of the future since they are really thought of in
terms of the current pay envelope.

One of the great tests of intelligence is the extent to which
the individual perceives the time value of future wants. The
city dweller is losing this ability. Like a child he is concerned
more and more only with present wants. And because of this
unavoidable economic myopia, he is degenerating in judgment
and discernment, socially and politically. In short, he is becom-
ing as dependent upon the articulation of his city as was the
Roman mob upon the tribute from the colonies during the de-
cline of Rome.

The masses of city dwellers will therefore stay in the city.
They are already anesthetized against the noise, the smoke and
smell, the crowds and the strains of the city, and they are im-
munized against country life by their utter inability to acquire
the wider mental horizon necessary to it.

The cities of our factory-dominated country will therefore
tend to grow larger and larger. A myriad of refinements upon
the existing devices for handling crowds in buildings, in streets,
in stores, and in transportation systems will make it possible
to accommodate crowds two, three and four times as large as
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difficult to spend their time at factory and office work. Above
the age of 45 the same fate overtakes the men.

Leisure is made compulsory for the aged by the efficiency
which is an inescapable necessity in our factory-dominated civ-
ilization.

Modern industry has no use for the aged. But neither has the
modern home. In an industrialized civilization they are useless
because they are functionless. They have to end their days in
an enforced leisure for which neither their youth nor their ma-
turity has equipped them. For the aged, the leisure with which
the factory endows themmeans in reality the boredom of sheer
idleness, the tragedy of compulsory uselessness, the frustration
of life’s only justification.

•

Enforced leisure no man wants.
Leisure for which we are unprepared is more evil than no

leisure. To contribute to our true comfort, the leisure we all
need should find us equipped intellectually, emotionally and
physically for educating ourselves and our fellows and for cre-
ative work in the arts and sciences. In short, it should find us
equipped to use our leisure for play in the all-embracing sense
in which Havelock Ellis uses the word in his very beautiful es-
say on “The Play-Function of Sex.”

Ellis describes in detail three kinds of play to which we may
give the names of courtship, education and esthetic effort.
Thought provoking as are his distinctions it is probably that
they represent only different aspects of the same essential
thing.

All sex-play should be courtship. It should be courtship, how
ever, not necessarily pursuit. This aspect of play is important
because courtship exerts a direct internal influence upon the
whole organism. It stimulates all the faculties. It acts upon our
whole being through our glands.
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a constructive part in our educations, isn’t it natural that we
should spend more and more of our childhood and youth in
school, beginning with the nursery school and ending with the
college, and less and less of that time at home? In the schools,
at least, the disposition of our time is not left to rank amateurs
at child training, such as parents, but to trained—though not
necessarily skilled specialists.

Carping critics may complain about the intelligence, the ini-
tiative, and the versatility of the product, but certainly the prod-
uct is more uniform, more interchangeable, more adaptable to
the range of demands which will be made upon it in after life,
than if it were left to spend too much of its time subject to the
infinite variety of influences in the home.

If we turn from a factory economy and adopt domestic pro-
duction, the present tendency to make us spend most of our
childhood and youth in the school and less and less of our
time at home would be reversed. Home, and not school, would
have to be made the central factor in our educations. Parents
would themselves have to devote time to the education of their
children and incidentally to educating themselves. The school
would be used only for academic instruction which could not
be furnished us at home, and we would spend most of our time
in childhood and youth in homes which abounded in opportu-
nities for learning both from observation and from practice.

•

For youth, the school. For maturity, the factory. For old age,
nothing.

The factory-dominated world is built around youngmen and
young women. It demands vigor. It is a mechanism geared to
operate at the optimum speed of the vigorous adult. Youth it
can use even though youth is burned up. But old age it cannot
use because it cannot afford to have its machines slowed down.
Above the age of 35 women workers find it more and more
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are now accommodated within the limited areas of each city.
Human ingenuity, scientific knowledge, scientificmanagement
will be concentrated upon the problem of enabling two human
beings to dwell, work, and move about where only one could
before.

And to almost none of the city dwellers will it occur that
the dedication of all this thought and effort to overcoming the
difficulties of crowding millions of people upon a few square
miles of land represents the sublimest foolishness in all human
history.

Without a complete collapse of civilization, of which there
is no immediate indication, it is exceedingly improbable that
the masses can be persuaded to adopt a normal country life.
Only individual families can therefore be expected to adopt it.
But those of us who will devote one-half the effort which we
now put into winning a precarious success in business or pro-
fessional life, into the solution of the problem of attaining the
first step on the way to economic freedom will find that all
the instrumentalities for achieving it are already in existence.
If we can generate the necessary initiative, we will find that
the agencies at hand, far from ideal though they may be, can
be used by us to establish homes and homesteads.

If any considerable number of the quality-minded would be-
gin in this way to free themselves, the quantity-minded drivers
of mankind would become dependent upon and subservient to
them.Then for the first time in history businessmen, politicians
and soldiers, who rule this society as the quantity-minded have
always ruled society, would find that they had to treat with
artists, scientists, teachers, doctors, and professional men gen-
erally on a substantially equal basis.

Business men would not be able to say to them: “You must
help me to make more goods and to sell more and more goods.”

Politicians would no longer be able to say: “You must teach
science as the ignorant religious masses demand.”
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Generals and admirals, and the imperialists who direct them,
would no longer be able to say: “You must write histories to
justify the wars the government proposes to wage.”

The artist who wishes to paint what he believes beautiful
would be in a position to refuse to do commercial work which
he despises; the scientist whowishes to accumulate knowledge
for its own sake could refuse to devote himself to cutting fac-
tory costs; learned men generally would be enabled to refuse
to devote their lives to manufacturing, selling, financing and
administrative routines.

Quality-minded types of men and women would possess
an alternative to the acceptance of work on terms which the
masters of industrialism dictate. They themselves, and not the
quantity minded, would determine how they lived and what
they did with their time.

A culture based upon significances and not uponmagnitudes
would be given the opportunity to acquire the social prestige
now accorded only to sheer size, and a really superior model
of living set for the imitation of the herd-minded multitudes of
mankind.

•

As long as we have to devote from one-fifth to one-third of
our time to earning money for rent, we are from one-fifth to
one third dependent upon and subservient to the factory econ-
omy of today. If we eliminate rent entirely, we immediately
become from one-fifth to one-third free.

We cannot, of course, entirely eliminate the expenses which
the landlords have to pay out of their rentals. Whether the
home is owned or rented, taxes, maintenance and depreciation
have to be paid. At best, therefore, we can only become free to
the extent to which we reduce our rent by eliminating what is
from our stand-point the tribute to the landlord.This reduction
alone is sufficient to justify home and homestead ownership.
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Ultimately it may furnish us an even greater leisure.

•

But the leisure with which we may be ultimately endowed
is almost certain to find us without the disciplines necessary to
its enjoyment.

It will be a leisure rendered sterile for us by the conditioning
to which youth, maturity, and old age are being subjected by
this civilization.

Consider the conditioning of youth with regard to leisure in
this factory-dominated civilization.

Year by year the number of states in which child labor is
prohibited increases. Year by year the age at which we may
begin working for a living is made later and later. It used to be
12, then 14, now 16 and ultimately it will be 18. By a sort of self-
denying ordinance, the factory-dominated world is enforcing
what might be called compulsory leisure upon childhood and
youth. By fiat of law, working absorbs less and less of our time
during youth and schooling absorbs more and more.

Naturally the school has had to take on the burden of edu-
cating youth in all directions—academically, vocationally, civi-
cally and domestically. And so we begin life conditioned by the
canons of efficiency that prevail in the modern school. For the
school not only trains our intellects; it trains our emotions and
it trains our bodies. It equips us for our vocations; it equips
us for citizenship; it equips us for home-life, it equips us for
culture. And in each case it adjusts us to the patterns of living
which a factory-dominated civilization has evolved. If it suc-
ceeds, it prepares us for our work as automatons and for our
life as consumers.

How entirely logical are the pedagogues who are studying
how to make it possible for the school to take over the full
responsibility of equipping us for our places in the world! The
factory having made the modern home incapable of playing
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Deliberate failure to work and deliberate refusal to earn
money are considered disgraceful today.

Before the coming of the factory there was no disgrace in
failing to do so.

Our moral code has accommodated itself to the needs of a
factory-dominated civilization and has made servitude to in-
dustry take on the character of a virtue.

For if we compare the aggregate time which was devoted to
work before the coming of the factory with the time which we
devote to work in the factory-dominated world of today, it is
extremely doubtful whether we have actually reduced the total
time we devote to labor. On the contrary, we may be actually
devoting more hours per year to work than had to be devoted
to it before the industrial revolution.

During the Middle Ages fully one-third of the year was de-
voted to holidays and festivals of various sorts. What we have
gained in the reduction of the hours wework each day, we have
lost by increasing the number of days we work during the year.
Today, in spite of power, machines, division of labor, serial pro-
duction, it is doubtful if we have effected any real saving of
time at labor. We have failed to reduce the time we have to
work partly, no doubt, because our standards of consumption
have increased, but mainly because the savings made possible
in manufacturing by the factory system have been so largely
absorbed by the distribution costs which are its inescapable
concomitants.

The progress toward leisure or which we boast may be en-
tirely illusory.

It is only when we compare the time devoted to labor over
comparatively recent intervals, the time men devote to labor
today compared with the time devoted to labor fifty years ago,
that we can credit the factory with shortening the time needed
to earn the living to which we are by present standards entitled.

Eventually the factory may enable us to get back to the
leisure of the Middle Ages.
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Ownership, however, is able to free us from the necessity of
paying tribute to other lords than landlords. Even a few acres of
land can reduce by from one-third to one-half our dependency
upon this factory-dominated civilization.

Ownership of a home frees us from dependence upon the
factory for earning the money with which to pay the landlord.
That alone is half of the possible reduction.

But ownership of a homestead frees us from dependence
upon the factory to earn money to pay the butcher, the baker,
the grocer, the milkman, the poultryman, and the vegetable
and fruit dealer. That is the other half of the possible reduction.

If some of the ingenuity we now expend in business and pro-
fessional life in order to secure the money to buy what we need
and desire were expended upon the development of a few acres
of land, our present abject dependence upon the functioning of
modern business for an income, and upon the factory itself for
goods, would be ended.

Over thirty percent of our income is spent for food—formeat,
for milk and eggs, for groceries and vegetables and fruits. The
factory furnishes these to us in neatly labeled packages, bot-
tles and tin cans—at a price which seems to me excessive. The
home and homestead can provide us with all that we wish of
everything but the exotics of the table—the delicacies and lux-
uries which come from distant sections and from far countries.
What is more, the homestead enables us to produce most of the
native foodstuffs purer, cleaner, fresher, healthier and tastier
than the factory furnishes them to us, for hardly much more in
the way of investment than is needed for modern labor-saving
gardening and kitchen equipment and for hardly much more
in the way of labor than is necessary to our good health and
good cheer.

The garden and the woodlot furnish an excellent substitute
for the present day cult of physical culture. Exercise is a basic
human need. Muscles must be brought into vigorous play; the
blood sent coursing through the veins; the whole body stimu-
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lated, unless we are to become soft and flabby, sickly and un-
comfortable. But exercise for the sake of exercise is an anachro-
nism. Yet it is to an increasing extent a part of our factory-
dominated life. At precisely seven o’clock in the morning, mil-
lions of us in America tune in our radios and go through our
“daily dozen” of exercises. Most of us, under city conditions,
ought to do so. But that fact doesn’t make the whole proce-
dure a bit less absurdly wasteful of human cnergy. Primitive
man never exercised for the sake of exercise. Yet this is pre-
cisely what we moderns find it increasingly necessary to do.
We waste energy in exercise which could be usefully and joy-
fully expended in a garden.

•

But if the homestead is to make its proper contribution to
the production of the essentials of comfort, no attempt should
be made to raise produce for the market. There must be no spe-
cializing in poultry, in fruit, in garden-truck—no effort to kick
out the factory system at the front door and to reintroduce it
at the back.

The garden must be just a family garden; not an intensive
truck farm with its accompaniment of back-breaking labors
and heart-breaking marketing problems. It must be confined
to the production of vegetables we wish to eat fresh during the
growing season and which we wish to store, to dehydrate, and
to can in glass jars for winter.

The poultry yard must be a substitute for the dairy and meat
market; not a poultry farm with its inevitable and inedible
white Leghorn egg-machines which produce a great stream of
eggs which have somehow or other to be marketed. It should
provide the home with fresh eggs, with broilers, roast chick-
ens, chickens for boiling, above all with the greatest delicacy
the poultry yard can furnish—capons. It should provide the
Thanksgiving and Christmas turkey. It should provide us with
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tee, while the social atmosphere of a groupworking together to
achieve common ends would furnish a third. But above all, the
fact that the tasks are comprehensible and that they could be
charged through and through with those creative and expres-
sive touches which develop personality would prevent work
from becoming flat and stade, uninteresting and abhorrent.

Finally, under such an economy no single task would be so
large as to constitute a full-time task. No one would be com-
pelled to take full-time jobs, to give to his craft or profession
his full time except during the seasons when home-work per-
mitted. Home-work would make it possible to make outside
work a service instead of a servitude. Above all, the total time
devoted to both home-work and outside work combined would
be smaller. We would have more time for the leisure which cre-
ative and productive work had disciplined us to enjoy.

•

Themethod of saving over one-third of the time now needed
to earn the money for food, clothing, shelter, fuel and light de-
scribed in Chapter XIV would mean a release of the earnings
of about four calendar months of the year for other purposes.
Or it would mean the freeing of that much time for the pursuit
of interests entirely different from those we call economic. A
family which began its quest of comfort with nothing, would
find it necessary to devote all the earnings of these fourmonths
to meeting the payments on the purchase of the home and its
equipment. But each year would find it able to release more
and more of its time for other than bread-and-butter activities.

Strangely enough, if mankind generally were to adopt this
procedure it would result in what can be truly described as a re-
capture of a leisure lost to it since the coming of the factory.We
may find that the greatest of all the advantages which would
flow from a renaissance of domestic production, both to the in-
dividual and to society as a whole, would come from the release
of our time for the cultivation of a more spacious life.
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to public institutions which at their worst are cruel, and at their
best, indifferent.

But under such an economy as is here advocated, young and
old, strong andweak, can all contribute time to the creation and
production of what the home needs and desires—time which
would be not merely a contribution to material well-being but
which would furnish them the great joy of cultivating grow-
ing things, of making things with their own hands, of devis-
ing their own sport, play, and recreation. Homemakers would
join the ranks of recognized producers. No member of a family
would be a luxury.The available labor time would be increased
with every addition to the number in the home. For children
take a natural and inherent joy in doing creative and produc-
tive work, while the aged and crippled are rarely so old and
infirm that they cannot enrich their own lives by sewing, knit-
ting, preserving, gardening or otherwise satisfying the produc-
tive instinct by contributing to the hundreds of creative tasks
in such a home.

Under such an economy the aggregate labor-time needed to
provide food, clothing and shelter would be distributed among
the various members of the family, each of whom would be
assigned work for which their strength, ability and inclination
fitted them.

Under such an economy time could be devoted to work and
to play, to production and creation with none of the insecurity
which haunts the myriads who can buy the necessaries of life
only as long as they hold their “jobs.” Fear would be banished.
Except for fire, war and other “acts of God,” everybody would
be certain of the essentials of comfort.

Under such an economy there would be no need for exces-
sive and exhaustive labor, for domestic machinery would not
only eliminate undesirable heavy labor, but reduce drudgery
of all kinds to a minimum.The great variety of tasks would fur-
nish a first guarantee against boredom; the changing nature of
work as the seasons progress would furnish a second guaran-
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squabs and guineas, delicacies which only the wealthiest can
today afford.

The orchard must be just large enough to provide summer,
fall and winter apples and pears, peaches, plums and cherries
for the family—a dozen and a half trees are ample. It should not
be an orchard with hundreds of trees with their pruning and
spraying problems, picking and packing problems, and ship-
ping and marketing problems.

There should be bushes between the trees which furnish the
small fruits—strawberries, blackberries, raspberries—all the
berries the family can consume fresh, canned, and preserved.

There should be two or three hives of bees to provide
honey the healthiest of all the sweets; nature’s own sweet
for which the white sugar of the factory is a tasteless and
health-destroying substitute.

Perhaps a few nut trees to provide a supply of pecans and
walnuts and so furnish the family the best of all the proteins
which nature provides.

And milch goats with their cleaner, healthier, sweeter milk
to take the place of canned cream and condensed milk and the
A, B and C grades of boule milk with their varying degrees of
germ laden cows’ milk.

But in no case should the farming be to excess. Nothing
should be done on a scale so large as to make the work
monotonous or to create a marketing problem. Surplus crops,
if large enough, might be sold, but they should first be used
to enable the family to indulge in an abundant hospitality.
For with pantries and cellars and storehouses full, hospitality
ceases to be a luxury; it becomes a joyous rite.

A home, a few acres of land, machines and equipment which
eliminate drudgery, and no more skill and application than
most human beings possess, make all this possible.

•
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But such a home provides us with much more than the
means for producing shelter and food. It provides us with
beauty as well. The flower garden, the grassy sward, the trees
and shrubs and rocks minister to that within us for which no
factory and no city provides a substitute. It is not only the
fact that the homestead furnishes a beautiful background for
family life; that it fills our homes with shrubs and flowers,
(without our having to pay florists for them), that makes
this esthetic content possible. It is the fact that planning and
planting and cultivating on the homestead are creative and
artistic activities for which the city offers no satisfactory
alternatives.

New York, that prodigious jewel of modern civilization,
boasted in 1928 of a new association—the Parks Association of
New York City, Inc. Outlining the purposes of the organization,
Nathan Straus, Jr., its president, said:

No human beingwas ever intended to spend his or her entire
existence in underground subways and artificially lit offices.
The more the necessities of modern cities require such unnat-
ural modes of living, the more urgent becomes the need for
adequate park space, adequate outdoor breathing-spots full of
sunshine and fresh air as an offset to those unnatural living con-
ditions. The Parks Association of New York City has assumed
as its task continual vigilance so that the City Government au-
thorities will properly maintain and increase our city parks.4

It is a strange world: mankind abandoning the country to
herd into cities and, once in the cities, moving heaven and earth
to bring the country into it—as if light and darkness could oc-
cupy the same place at the same time! But no matter how effi-
ciently the city dwellers may design their parks and how vigi-
lant may be their parks associations, at best these only enable
them to be spectators of grass, of trees, of shrubs and of flow-

4 Nathan Straus Jr., New York Times, May 16, 1928.
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with the precious thing to which it should be a mere servant.
Money should be a mere means to comfort. We should stop
seeking it the moment it interferes with comfort—the moment
we can better attain comfort through other instrumentalities.

The true economy is not of money but of time, just as the
true waste is not of money but of the irreplaceable materials of
nature.

Man has a habitable globe on which to spend his time—a ver-
itable treasure trove and alchemist’s laboratory full of useful
raw materials with which to produce whatever his genius may
lead him to design. Yet he burns the coal and the oil, cuts down
and devastates the forest, pollutes and poisons the streams and
lakes, and levels hills and mountains, not because this is the
wisest use he can make of his time but merely in order that he
may keep his factories busy and make the money with which
to buy what they produce.

•

With our present earn-and-buy economy, the ratio of money
income to the size of the family fixes economic status. The
large family is an economically handicapped family. Every ad-
ditional child is merely an additional handicap. In the family of
today the children, the aged, and the home-staying women are
on the liability side of the family balance sheet; only the actual
money makers are on the asset side. Hence the family of today
tends to restrict the number of its children; to shift the respon-
sibility for caring for its aged relatives and servants to public
institutions; to drive even the wife and mother out of the home
into money making, and to place its infirm and crippled mem-
bers in hospitals of various kinds. Child nurseries, boarding
schools, sanatoriums, hospitals and asylums of all kinds multi-
ply in industrialized nations because the homes cannot afford
to indulge in the luxury of caring for non-money-makers. The
care of the young and the old, the sick and the crippled, is left
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soil can not only be socialized by having a group cultivate the
garden together, or greatly reduced by using a wheel-hoe or
garden tractor—it can be entirely abolished by using mulching
paper. With mulching paper, the ground is covered at the be-
ginning of the season and once seeds and plants are set nothing
needs to be done to the soil until harvest time. Cultivation is
completely abolished.

If the home is located upon a proper homestead, if it is
properly equipped with domestic machines, and if the time of
those who live in it is properly organized, domestic production
will not involve a return to what seems to us the drudgery of
the pre-factory home. Scientific methods, domestic machinery,
and the products of essential and desirable factories make it
possible for us to turn to domestic production of most of the
things we need and desire without at the same time returning
to the simple life and the hard work of the past. We can use
scientific methods to increase and improve what we produce
in our homes; domestic machines to reduce the labor and time
which we have to devote to the various processes necessary,
and products made in essential factories to furnish us the
things we cannot make so well for ourselves.

•

It is perhaps one of the gravest defects of the earn-and-buy
economy which the factory has brought into being that it has
made money the measure of all things economic.

We measure the things we consume by what they cost.
We measure men we know by what they earn.
We measure the life we have to spend in terms of money; we

say that “time is money.”
Time is not money at all.
Time is life itself.
To make life itself secondary to so trifling a thing as money

is to make the ghastly mistake of confusing the means to life
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ers. To truly participate in the growth of the soil, the vicarious
country life of the city park must be abandoned.

•

In abandoning the country for the city, and the productive
home for the consuming home, not only we, but our children
have become victims of the factory system.

So remote are the productive processes in the city that our
children have to learn about them from pictures and books and
from the advertisements of the manufacturers who tell them
only what the manufacturers want the world to know. What
our children should absorb at first hand from observation and
practice they have to try to learn at second hand from adver-
tisements colored by the self-interest of the manufacturers or
from school teachers who have themselves in all probability
never once been inside the factories about whose processes of
production they are trying to inform their pupils.

Yet we plume ourselves upon the superiority of our modern
systems of education! Because our children are able to read
about fabrics in newspapers and magazines and to see them
on display in attractively decorated stores, we think them bet-
ter educated than the benighted children of a hundred years
ago whose education about fabrics began when the flax grew
in the fields or the wool was sheared in the spring. A hundred
years ago children needed neither textbooks nor teachers to
learn about the fabrics which were in use in those days. The
cleaning and scouring of the wool; the spinning of the fibre
into yarn; the weaving of the yarn into cloth; the dyeing and
finishing and cutting and sewing of the cloth into garments
were processes which they observed at first hand, and in which
they participated as soon as they became old enough. With-
out scientific pedagogy, intelligence tests, modern psychology;
without perfectly equipped, steam heated, automatically venti-
lated buildings; without specialists in mathematics, in history,
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in science; without modern texts and modern libraries, they
learned infinitely more about the processes of production than
our modern children.

The school of that age needed to furnish only what the home,
in many cases, could not: instruction in reading, writing and
arithmetic. In the better class homes, even this part of edu-
cation was a home responsibility. Instead of leaving the edu-
cation of their children to the tender mercies of great educa-
tional factories, full of teachers many of whom are working
for hardly much more than wages, the education of the chil-
dren was a matter for the personal supervision and constant
discussion of the entire family. No wonder Henry Adams con-
sidered the time he spent in school largely wasted. He learned
so much more at home.

The only productive activity which our children are apt to
see in their homes is that of cooking. Home sewing, especially
in the city, is vanishing. Both cooking and sewing are now prac-
ticed so little in the home that modern mothers are no longer
able to instruct their daughters in these arts. The schools there-
fore have had to add cooking and sewing to their curriculums,
in a probably vain effort to teach their pupils certain elemen-
tary facts in connection with housekeeping. But aside from
these two occupations, nothing goes on in our homes which
gives our children any insight into the amazingly complicated
world into which they have been born.

Our children drink milk which cornes to the house in cans
and bottles, and butter and cheese which comes in packages.
What can they know about dairying?

They eat factory-made bread, cake, cereals, vegetables, jams,
jellies, meats, sausages. What can they know of the work of
first growing and rearing the material for these products and
then processing them into the forms in which they are con-
sumed?

They go to stores in which their clothing, their shoes, their
hosiery, their hats are purchased ready-made. What can they
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Practically all the homework we consider unpleasant can be
socialized. It can be performed by the family as a group, or it can
be divided among the variousmembers of the family, or rotated
among them. This method of disposing of drudgery not only
distributes the work but tends to destroy its unpleasantness
by socializing it. Dishwashing, when one person has to do it
meal after meal, day after day, year in and year out, is certainly
not pleasant. Yet even such an essentially unpleasant task as
dishwashing assumes a different character if it is performed by
two or three people, one gathering up the dishes; one washing
them, and one drying them and putting them away. The task is
then disposed of in a fewminutes in an atmosphere of pleasant
activity and cheerful talk.

Nearly all the home work we consider unpleasant can be mech-
anized. The time which has to be devoted to unpleasant work
can be reduced or changed into less unpleasant work or en-
tirely transformed into pleasant work. Modern machines and
efficient methods can be used to reduce the laboriousness, the
dirtiness, and the time now devoted to such tasks. Such a labo-
rious task as that of procuring water can be completely mech-
anized and the whole hygienic life of a country home trans-
formed by the installation of an automatic air-pressure water
pumping system. Water can then be secured by turning on a
faucet instead of taking a bucket to a well and then carrying
it full of water into the house. Country life can be made more
pleasant not only by mechanizing the work of securing water
but by making possible the luxury of using all the water one
desires.

Finally, a surprising amount of the home work we consider un-
pleasant can be entirely eliminated. We fail to realize that the
elimination of wasteful methods in the country and the home
can be made to pay bigger dividends of comfort than their
elimination in industry. Cultivating the garden with the old-
fashioned hoe used to be one of the most tedious and unattrac-
tive of tasks in the country. But the battle with weeds and hard
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The factory cannot, in any of its myriad of manifestations,
furnish us with work which meets the deepest needs of our
being. But the home can.

For in the factory-dominated world we must spend our time
doing what machines require, while in a home-dominated
economy we can devote our time to making machines do what
we desire.

The more time we work at home and the less time we work
in the factory, the more comfortable we shall be.

•

But can we secure from an organic homestead the essentials
of a good living without drudgery?

I believe we can.
I believe that the drudgerywe associate with homework and

country life is avoidable.
We think of drudgery when we think of the farm and the

home partly because industrialism has made farm work and
home work profitless, adventureless, spiritless, and futureless,
partly because it still is in very large part arduous, monotonous,
repetitious, dirty, lonesome, endless, and partly because we
have been told for so many years that it is unpleasant in the ad-
vertising of manufacturers who would have us abandon home
production in order to buy what they have to sell.

Because we feel that the farm and home are futureless, we
have failed to give real thought to the problem of home and
country drudgery. But let us once recognize the infinite pos-
sibilities of the organic homestead, and we shall find that ma-
chines and methods have already been developed which prove
that the drudgery is not ineradicable and certainly not inher-
ent. We shall find, if we give serious thought to the matter, that
it is already possible to (1) socialize, (2) mechanize, or (3) abol-
ish most of the endless, hard, dirty tasks of housekeeping and
homemaking.
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know about the complicated economic activities of which these
things are the final result?

The modern school tries to teach them about this complex
world from printed books and pictures. And the very books
in which that world is described are printed so far from the
children that they cannot know anything about the fascinating
industry which is called appropriately the “art preservative of
all arts.”

The modern school is just beginning to discover the nature
of the handicap under which it labors. So-called “progressive”
schools are being established to try to fill the gap in the life of
our children.

Go into a progressive school. There you will find the pupils
working in gardens, building houses, working with tools, mak-
ing pottery, weaving cloth.The children are taught to spin, and
toweave, on spindles and looms often as primitive as the instru-
ments which savages use. Yet the most backward savage child
knows much more about textiles and their production than the
average modern child can hope to know.

The dye-pot having gone out of the home, the progressive
school is re-introducing it so as to put back into the life of chil-
dren the esthetic lessons it used to teach.

Elaborate curriculums and elaborate educational activities
are built around similar productive projects; about the grow-
ing of vegetables and flowers; the building of model houses; the
making of pottery, of paper, of flour. Ingenious educators are
busily tying these projects into their teaching of reading, writ-
ing and arithmetic. Thus the progressive school lays a founda-
tion for the education of the children of this factory-dominated
civilization.

We flatter ourselves that all this is an evidence of real
progress in education, and overlook the fact that much of
it is superfluous if children are brought up in productive
country homes which furnish to all the members of the family
a liberal education in the various manual crafts. Life in the
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country is the ultimate of progressive education. Rearing
and caring for growing things, animal and vegetable, is a
“head and hand” educational process. Country life produces
masters-of-all-trades. It produces human beings able to work
with hammers and saws and chisels; to tinker with iron work
and with machinery; to use spades and hoes and agricultural
implements; to operate water pumps and plumbing systems,
heating plants and lighting systems. These activities into
which children in the country are naturally inducted, furnish
real and not sham progressive educations. They furnish the
conditions needed for a firm foundation for a liberal education.
Life in the country furnishes opportunities for the study of
biology in the raising of poultry; zoology in thc care of animals
and birds; botany in the cultivation of gardens, flowers and
trees. It furnishes opportunities to study hydraulics in the
care of the water supply; electricity in securing light, heat
and power; chemistry in cooking and preserving; mechan-
ics in wood working and machine working. Above all, it
furnishes children a foundation for a normal emotional life
in the abounding panorama of nature, in the procession of
the seasons, and in the all important facts of life and death
which become less awe-inspiring and poignantly tragic when
children are prepared for them by a life of intimacy with what
we call the dumb animals.

We are rediscovering the educational value of these con-
tacts with reality through the experiments of our progressive
schools. That this latest development in pedagogy should
consist so largely of a discovery by the school of the impor-
tance of the culture-medium of which the factory and the city
have deprived mankind, is the most amazing of satires upon
civilized society.

•

If the day ever comes when we devote to the organization
of our homes and families the thought and interest which it
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prevailed because it enabled the worker to extract happiness
both out of the time spent in consumption and the time spent
in production.

•

But if we are not to spend our time at the kind of labor de-
manded of us today, how should we spend it? We have to pro-
duce the material essentials of comfort. How should we pro-
duce them so as not to sacrifice the comfort which is our object
while engaged in producing them?

Plainly we should not spend our time at work which disre-
gards our deepest needs as workers. The system of production
which we adopt should not neglect our needs as workers in or-
der to favor our supposed likes as consumers. The factory sys-
tem, with its atrophying of some of our qualities of mind and
muscle in pursuit of an ideal of unlimited production, should
as far as possible be abandoned.

There is a law: Man must use all the faculties of mind and
muscle with which he is endowed. This is the law of comfort.

We receive premiums in well-being to the degree in which
we observe the law, and we pay penalties of discomfort to the
degree in which we dare to disregard it.

We are rewarded with mental and physical health when we
obey the law.We are penalized by psychic frustration and phys-
ical atrophy when we fail to observe it.

Our factory-dominated civilization, with its minute special-
ization of tasks and vocations, has use for only a strictly limited
number of our faculties. It has to ignore our need of using all
the faculties we possess to the uttermost of our capacities. It
furnishes us an abundance of creature comforts and of leisure
for vicarious play, but these cannot compensate us for the frus-
tration and degeneration caused by denial of our needs aswork-
ers.
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A good living is not a mere matter of earning plenty of
money. It is not merely the securing of enough money to buy
all the components of what economists call the standard of
living. When we talk about a “good living” we are dealing
with our social ideals. A particular scale of living becomes
“good” only after society accepts it and we have come to
aspire to it. Mankind’s aspirations change from age to age,
and as they change the amount of money or the kind of things
that have to be secured, change with them. What was a high
standard of living two hundred years ago would mean a rather
barren, Spartan poverty today. Yet those who lived then may
have enjoyed a higher degree of satisfaction than we are able
to extract from our life today. The realization of comfort is
supposed to be higher today, thanks to the factory, but the
expectations of comfort have changed just as much. It is, if
anything, easier to fall short of expectations today than it was
a hundred years ago.

It will not do to say that we are more comfortable today be-
cause our houses, our clothing, our foods are supposed to be
superior. If the standard of living has risen, the standard of com-
fort has risen with it. It is in the degree to which we are able to
live up to the standard that we recognize as desirable that we
are really comfortable.

A good living, however, depends less upon the material pro-
duce of labor than upon the psychological life of the laborer.
A social ideal such as “a good living” represents aspirations
both as to what we should consume and how we should work
and play. It is not how much we produce in the time devoted
by us to labor so much as the nature of the work which we
do that makes for the really comfortable life. A method of la-
boring such as that which prevails in the modern factory may
enable us to produce things which the masses think more con-
ducive to happiness than another method of laboring such as
that which prevailed in the days of the handicrafts, and yet
handicraft labor might have provided more comfort when it
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is now believed should only be devoted to the organization
of business, of religion, of education and of politics, we may
develop true organic homesteads—organic in that they are con-
sciously and with the maximum of intelligence organized to
function not only biologically and socially but also economi-
cally. We shall then have homes which are economically cre-
ative and not merely economically consumptive.

The organized, perhaps incorporated, home may not be
needed to assure the economic well-being of the very wealthy,
but it is absolutely essential to the economic security of
the average individual. For the poorer we are, the greater
is the need of pooling individual resources and the greater
is the benefit from the formation of an economic unit large
enough to make it practicable for us to produce our own food,
clothing and shelter. Such an economic organism, (which it is
possible to establish without a preliminary lifetime devoted
to accumulation, reform legislation, or social revolution), may
be the only instrumentality through which those of us who
are not wealthy and who aspire to a superior life even in this
factory-dominated civilization—who seek conditions which
will enable us to express ourselves in art, literature, science,
philosophy—can achieve our hearts’ desires.

The natural family seems to me the normal nucleus around
which to build such a home. But an organic home might con-
ceivably be established by a group of individuals unrelated to
each other. Not marriage, not common blood, not even like
tastes are essential. What is absolutely essential is that those
who undertake to establish such a home shall be individuals
with like values. To function with real effectiveness the group
should be large enough to make division and rotation of the
work of homemaking possible. The homestead must be orga-
nized so that it can continue to function uninterruptedly even
when individual members are absent traveling or adventuring,
or working and studying away from home. The “family,” in
short, should be large enough to enable the members to en-
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joy sabbatical leaves of absence; yet not so large as to preclude
administration of its affairs by common consent based upon
common understanding.

•

Perhaps the best method of suggesting the potentialities of
such an organic homestead is an outline of a possible form for
its constitution:

Preamble- We, the members of this homestead, in order to
form a more perfect home, establish justice, insure domestic
tranquility, provide for the common interest, promote the gen-
eral welfare and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and
our posterity, do or dain and establish this constitution.

1. Membership. Membership shall be of two kinds: Regular
Membership and Auxiliary Membership.

a. Regular Membership shall entitle the member to
a vote at all meetings and to such an interest in
the homestead as may be from time to time agreed
upon. RegularMembers are those either born of the
regular members or those adopted into the home.

b. Auxiliary Membership may be accorded to those
from time to time employed on the homestead,
and shall entitle the member to such privileges as
the regular Membership may prescribe. Auxiliary
Members shall have no vote.

c. At the age of sixteen, the children of regular Mem-
bers are entitled to half-votes at the meetings. At
the age of nineteen full membership shall begin.

d. Adoption into the home shall be by majority vote.
Upon adoption, the member shall be provisionally
admitted, with a half-vote if between the age of six-
teen and nineteen. After each year of provisional
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found that hemust first disestablish the savages from their land
before he can force them to work steadily for him. Once they
are disestablished, they are in effect starved into working for
him and into working as he directs. Only after he has made it
impossible for them to support themselves as they desire, does
he find it possible to drive them to work for him according to
approved factory techniques, with sharp distinctions between
the time devoted to productive labor and the time devoted to
rest or play.

The savages may, in time, become just as inured to repeti-
tive labor as the so-called civilized factory worker. They may
in time come to enjoy it, just as Henry Ford says that his work-
ers enjoy it. But the fact that they have accommodated them-
selves to their predicament does not make them any less the
victims of an economy in which they have to choose between
the alternative of starvation or of submission to factory labor.

•

The second apology for repetitive labor needs more careful
examination. Is it true that man can produce enough to satisfy
his needs and desires only by working the best part of his wak-
ing day in a factory and under a factory regime? Henry Ford
voices his convictions on this point in rhetorical fashion:

If a man cannot earn his keep without the aid of machinery
is it benefiting him to withhold that machinery because atten-
dance upon it may be monotonous? And let him starve? Or, is
it better to put him in the way of a good living?6

Mr. Ford is evidently not aware of the fact that his defense of
factory work is based upon a very vague conception as to what
constitutes “his keep” or what constitutes a “good living.” And
he shows no appreciation at all of the fact that what constitutes
a good living is not measurable merely in economic terras.

6 Henry Ford, My Life and Work, p. 105.
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•

The apologists for the factory reply to this in two ways.
First, they say, most men do not dislike repetitive work. The

doing of one thing over and over again and always in the same
way holds no terrors for them. On the contrary, it is actually
the most pleasant kind of work to great numbers of men.

Secondly, they say, men generally are well justified in do-
ing this alleged “unpleasant” work during their working time
because it is only by devoting a certain amount of their time—
eight hours per day at present—to factory work that they can
produce enough to satisfy their wants during the remaining
sixteen hours of each day.

The first argument can be dismissed on the ground that it
is “immaterial, irrelevant, and incompetent.” It is immaterial
because the fact that the majority of men do not dislike repet-
itive labor has bearing on the matter only if repetitive work is
unavoidable in the production of the goods necessary to their
comfort, or be cause repetitive work itself is essential to their
happiness.

Men do not do repetitive work as a matter of choice. They
do it out of dire necessity. They can be driven to this sort of
work only if they are deprived of access to the land. Our sys-
tem of private property in land forces landless men to work
for others; to work in factories, stores, and offices, whether
they like it or not. wherever access to land is free, men work
only to provide what they actually need or desire. Wherever
the white man has come in contact with savage cultures this
fact becomes apparent.There is for savages in their native state
no such sharp distinction between “work” and “not working”
as docks and factory whistles have accustomed the white man
to accept. They cannot be made to work regularly at repetitive
tasks in which they have no direct interest except by some sort
of duress. Disestablishment from land, like slavery, is a form of
duress. The white man, where slavery cannot be practiced, has
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membership, the family shall by majority vote de-
cide whether or not to continue or end the provi-
sional membership. At the end of their third year
provisional membership shall end and full member-
ship shall be accorded.

2. Resignation. Membership may be ended by resignation,
by abstention and by expulsion.

a. Resignation may be at any time, such resignation
to be based upon a written agreement making all
necessary provisions for the duties which may
be owing by the member and for the member’s
equity in the homestead. All such resignations
shall be provisional for a period of three years,
during which time membership, at request, may
again be accorded provided the resigned member
discharge all obligations which may in fairness be
exacted to cover the period for which he has failed
to contribute to the support and development of
the home.

b. Absention from the home shall begin whenever by
majority vote it has been decided that a member
has wilfully absented himself from the home and
failed to discharge home obligations. Such absen-
tion shall be considered provisional for three years,
at which time it will become permanent expulsion,
and readmission there after can only be as a result
of application for adoption.

c. Expulsion shall be by majority vote, and such ex-
pulsion shall be accompanied by a settlement of all
interests which the expelled member may have in
the home. Such expulsion shall, at the request of of
the member, be provisional for three years, and if it
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be continued by majority vote for three successive
years, shall then become permanent.

3. Meetings. There shall be a regular weekly meeting of the
members of the home on Sunday morning of each week.
There shall be an annual meeting on the first day of each
year at which time an annual votes as to membership
shall be made.

4. Officers. All the officers shall be elected by majority
vote, and shall hold office for one year, or until their
successors may be elected. In general, the principle
of rotation of office shall be followed. Only regular
members shall, however, be qualified to hold office.
The officers shall consist of a Chairman, a Vice-chairman,
a Secretary and a Treasurer, who shall perform all the
duties usually performed by such officers. In addition
there shall be a Manager of the Household, a Manager
of the Homestead, an Assistant Manager of the Land-
scape, and an Assistant Manager of the Gardens. The
managerial offices may be combined in one person.
The Manager of the Household shall have complete
charge of all the activities within the household itself.
The Manager of the Homestead shall have general
charge of all the activities outside the household itself,
including all machinery, buildings, etc., and general
supervision of the three assistant managers whose
sphere of activities are described by their titles.
Other managers may be from time to time appointed.

5. Property and Finances.

a. The property and financial interests of the home
shall be kept separate from that of each individual
member.
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may live and live more enjoyably. We should labor to secure
what we need and desire, but it should be labor which enables
us to enjoy both the produce of our labor and the time spent in
producing it.

Does the factory make this possible? Is a method which re-
quires us to devote the greatest part of each day to labor which
we do not enjoy necessary in order to furnish us the things we
wish? Is it possible to intensify the enjoyment of the time left
over from work sufficiently to compensate us for consecrating
most of our waking time to boredom? I do not think so.

Man, as Alfred Korzybski points out in the Manhood of
Humanity, is a “time-binding” animal. He is different from
other animals. The dog, for instance, while freely able to
move in space, is unable to live in time. The dog is only a
“space-binding” animal. It has no notion of time in a degree
comparable to that possessed by man.

The unique fact of memory gives us a past, and the even
more astounding fact of imagination, gives us a future. We
find happiness a much more difficult achievement than do the
beasts of the field and forest because we are burdened by our
past and worried about our future.

We cannot live in the moment only, except by descending to
the level of the beasts.

We cannot confine enjoyment to an isolated presentmoment
without sacrificing our birthrights as humans.

We cannot, therefore, enjoy the creature comfort and the
leisure which the factory bestows upon us, with utter disre-
gard of what we have had to do in the past and what we shall
have to do on the morrow.

When we spend the best hours of our days doing repetitive
work which we do not enjoy in order to get the money with
which to dowhatwe thinkwill make us happy in the remaining
hours of the day, we destroy the very capacity for enjoyment
itself.
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What we need is not fewer hours of labor at the wrong kind
of work, but the substitution of work of the right kind for work
of the wrong kind. Labor must be self-justifying. It must be
both a means and an end—the means to life and the end of life.
It is only when it ceases to be an end—when it becomes only a
means to life—that it becomes a curse, and men seek to escape
from it as they seek to escape from a plague.

The factory, with its degradation of labor, perpetuates the
hatred of labor which had its origin when time devoted to
work meant time devoted to drudgery. For the factory relieves
the laborer of the indignity of hard labor only to replace it with
the greater indignity of repetitive work. Under our factory
economy it seems more necessary than ever before to escape
from labor to cut down the hours of labor per day in spite
of what machines may do to lighten work itself. It is factory
work which furnishes the real justification for labor’s struggle
for the shorter day and the shorter week. Trade unionism is an
effect of which factory work is the cause. The factory makes
the trade union necessary to labor not merely because labor
needs some such club to secure decent wages, but because it
has to shorten hours of labor if life is to be made endurable at
all.

Less and less labor—the eight-hour day, the five-day week,
and as the socialists hope, the time when only two hours per
day will have to be devoted to labor—is essential to the main-
tenance of a factory economy.

But less and less labor is not necessary to the conquest of
comfort.

•

What is the logical part which labor should play in the re-
ally comfortable life? Why, in short, should we devote time to
labor? To answer, “that we may support ourselves,” is to state
only half the truth. The full truth is: we should labor that we
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b. When any of the home property is used by a mem-
ber to the exclusion of others, such member shall
pay into the homestead treasury a fair rental for its
use.

c. When the home receives from any member prop-
erty or services in excess of that which is normally
prescribed, the member shall be paid for it from the
treasury.

d. A complete financial statement shall be prepared
once a year, and any divisible surplus disposed of
at such times and in such ways as the membership
shall direct.

e. Each member shall have such pro rata interest in
the entire property of the home as may be provided
at the time of acceptance into membership.

f. If an adopted member transfers no property to the
home at the time of adoption, the member’s inter-
est shall be confined to the divisible surplus accu-
mulated by the home after adoption. If the adopted
member does transfer property to the home at the
time of adoption, such transferences shall be added
to that member’s pro rata interest in the home.

g. An appraisal of the value of the home shall be made
once each year, and shall be used to determine the
relative value of the contributions of those admit-
ted to membership or the interests of those with-
drawn from membership during that year.

h. At the time of withdrawal, a member shall receive
back a pro rata interest, more or less than at the
time of admission, depending upon whether the
property of the family has increased or decreased
since admission, and in such form, if the family
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desires, as the member contributed property to the
family.

i. If necessary the family may issue notes or bonds in
order to make payment of such pro rata interests
possible.

6. Amendments. The Constitution may be amended at any
time by majority vote, but if such amendment be not in
accordance with the fundamental principles of this con-
stitution, such amendments may on the request of one-
third of the members be considered vital amendments,
and shall then be binding only if they have been adopted
for three successive years.

•

For quality-minded men and women, the economic indepen-
dence which such a homestead would furnish would be of rev-
olutionary consequence. For note this: while freedom from de-
pendence upon the factory would prove a boon to all types of
men, it has a distinctive value for this minority of mankind.
In our factory-dominated civilization it would enable them to
“sell” their talents without having to prostitute them. If the ma-
jority of our artists, writers, architects, engineers, teachers, mu-
sicians, scientists were in this way to secure the freedom to
refuse to do work which outrages their tastes, life for every-
body would undergo a radical change. The mere fact that busi-
nessmen would lose their power to dictate to the idealists of
the world; that they would have to solicit the services of ideal-
ists rather than that idealists should beg them to utilize their
services, would be sufficient to change a society in which em-
phasis is placed upon money into a society in which emphasis
would be placed upon ideals.

But it would go farther. It would furnish a better pattern of
how life should be lived because it would furnish mankind a
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extract happiness out of our work, as mere cogs in great indus-
trial machines, than could the enslaved Hebrews out of their
work toiling for the Pharaohs in the parching sunlight of an-
cient Egypt.

Today, as in ancient Judea, work is still considered the
greatest of all evils. The traditional reaction to labor of the
oft-enslaved Hebrews of yesterday continues unbroken down
to the present moment. One of the greatest blessings which
the factory is supposed to have brought to mankind is a
reduction in the time which men have to devote to work and
an increase in the time which they can spend without labor.

•

The real genius of our age is engaged in thinking about how
to abolish labor instead of how to ennoble it. Our efforts to en-
noble work are confined to fulsome eulogies of the dignity of
labor. But our conduct gives the lie to our words. We are con-
stantly seeking to escape labor, as we naturally seek to escape
from any thing which we think unpleasant.

The habit of thinking of work as something one has to do but
dislikes and play as something one likes to do but cannot, is poi-
sonous. It is a habit, however, which we cannot help forming in
a civilization in which work is made monotonously exhausting
and play meretriciously delightful.

If we are to spend our time wisely, we must destroy the
present dichotomy between work and play.

Expressive, productive, creative, interesting work is the only
thing to which we can devote much time without boredom.
Only very exceptional individuals can use large quantities of
leisure.

Much leisure merely releases men whose work does not
interest them for a restless search of amusement. Excessive
leisure turns them into creatures perpetually seeking escape
from a boredom which they carry about, much as snails carry
about their shells, wherever they go and whatever they do.
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XVI. The Factors In theQuest Of Comfort:
II. Time

Said the Lord God:
In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat Bread.

Cursed is the ground for thy sake.
In toil shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy life.

For untold centuries this judgment which the priestly rulers
of Israel put into themouth of their tribal deity has been quoted
as a justification of the hardness of human labor and the un-
pleasantness of the time man has to devote to self-support.

A bigger lie was never sent echoing down the ages.
For although much of man’s labor has been heavy and un-

pleasant, it was not necessary that it should be so either be-
cause Adam and Eve ate of the fruit of the Tree of the Knowl-
edge of Good and Evil or for any other reason. It is only be-
cause the time spent of labor has so often meant working with-
out playing; because it has meant sowing but not reaping; be-
cause it has meant endlessly toiling without expressing any-
thing, that mankind has come to associate labor with heavy
and unpleasant effort.

What the barbarian biblical authors set down as the rea-
soned judgment of the Lord God upon human labor, the
institution of slavery made a reality in the past, and the
institution which I call the factory makes a reality in the
present. The Hebrews were a slave-minded race. They had
been slaves in Egypt in the beginning. They were just escaping
the Babylonian captivity when their priests began to formulate
their philosophy of life for them. It was natural that their
vision of paradise should be a Garden of Eden—a garden
notable above all other of its delights for the fact that there
man did not have to devote time to supporting himself.

Today we still believe the cessation of work is a prerequi-
site to happiness. How perfectly natural! For we can no more
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more intelligent social leadership. Our plutocracy, which to-
day furnishes society with its culture patterns, makes accumu-
lation seem the most desirable thing in life. It stimulates all of
mankind to a reckless race for material possession on the the-
ory that wealth is the key to happiness. An economically in-
dependent, intellectual aristocracy would very quickly demon-
strate the hollowness of a life of mere acquisition. The ancient
Chinese long ago showed that it was possible to set up a civi-
lization in which belief in the divine right of learning seemed
just as natural to all classes as belief in the divine right of kings
seemed to the people of the Middle Ages.

Confucius said:
To learn, and then to practice opportunely what one has

learnt—does not this bring with it a sense of satisfaction?
To have associates in study coming to one from distant

parts—does not this also mean pleasure in store?
Are not those who, while not comprehending all that is said,

still remain not unpleased to hear, men of the superior order?5
How can the quality-minded create such a society unless

they fiée themselves from an economic servitude which makes
them ridiculed and despised by their fellows? Today it is in-
evitable that they should be despised and hated by the general-
ity of men; that they should be called “high-brow,” “theorists,”
and less elegantly, “nuts.” And why not? How can they win
respect for the ideals about which they prate when everybody
sees them prostituting their talents because they have to secure
money with which to pay the butcher, the baker, and the land-
lord; when everybody hears them preaching what they cannot
practice, and everybody observes them accepting the inferior
position to which business men condemn them? Let them re-
verse the whole present scheme of things; practice what they
preach, cultivate their talents, devote themselves to their own
interests, and work only in ways that are compatible with their

5 Confucius, The Analects.
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self-respect, and they will set up a new social order—an order
in which the philosopher, the teacher, the student shall be first
instead of last, and in which a marked shortening of the lag
between the conception of ideas by the learned and their final
adoption by the world will have lessenedwhat has always been
the greatest obstacle to the achievement of a beautiful civiliza-
tion.

•

Certain practical objections may be raised to the economy
here outlined by those who have solved the problem of
supporting themselves along other lines. They may have
large incomes—they may be saving and investing—they may
not be manually skilled—they may have no taste for bucolic
delights—they may need and crave the glitter that the city
offers—they may have become dependent upon the organized
menial service which the city store, the city restaurant, the
city hotel render. Many of these objections are based upon a
failure to grasp the distinction between what I propose and
the sentimentalism of the return to “nature” which Rousseau
proposed or the “back to the land” movement of twenty years
ago. Some of the objections are based upon a set of values
which are meretricious; values which cannot be transvalued
without great effort but which those who still possess the
possibility of basic re-education would certainly find worth
transvaluing. The best answer to the objection that I tend to
overlook the sacrifices involved and the practical difficulties
of what I propose is the fact that I am no advocate of poverty
and barrenness for the sake of its “beauty” and of hard manual
labor for its “moral” value. I suggest an economy which
begins with an organic homestead principally for two reasons:
because it makes for economic independence, and because it
makes for a richer and fuller life.
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selves as we live becausewe are rootless and adrift and hurtling
against every snag and rock in the stream of life.

We have applied all our ingenuity to solving the problem
of enabling hundreds of families to live in the same house—to
cook in separate kitchens, to marry, to give birth to sons
and daughters, and finally to die in absolute privacy. This
achievement we call an apartment. With equal ingenuity
we have made it possible for hundreds of perfectly strange
individuals to eat together and sleep under the same roof. And
we call this achievement a hotel. I refuse to believe that it is
impossible for men and women of like tastes, like educations,
like social backgrounds, to live together in such a home as I
have described, the individual members securing the freedom
to develop themselves by contributing a share of their time to
the labor which furnishes the entire group the essentials of
comfort.

Productive homes of this kind, by making us economically
independent, would free us from the necessity of spending our
time as the quantity-minded masters of the world now make
us spend it and would make for that reintegration of work and
play which is essential to a full conquest of comfort.

•

So much upon the subject of the homestead—the first factor
in the quest of comfort.

We have now to consider the second factor—the factor
which I have called time in order to emphasize the point
that the question of labor should be approached not from
the standpoint of how to increase productivity, but from the
standpoint of how to wisely spend the years and days and
hours of which life itself is composed.
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or sightless. The man who cannot operate machines and use
tools and the woman who cannot cook and sew are both
cripples. They are dependent upon others much as cripples
are. Practically every woman can learn to do household
work well. Practically every man can learn how to handle
tools with equal skill. Furthermore, a proper use of modern
machinery—domestic machinery, however—the electric drill,
the circular or band saw, the lathe, takes all the drudgery out
of home mechanics. The garden tractor and the wheel hoe take
the drudgery out of gardening, just as modern kitchen and
sewing equipment take the drudgery out of house keeping.
All the mysteries of which the carpenter, the machinist, the
electrician, the plumber are master are like all mysteries:
mysterious only to those who have never themselves made
any effort to do what these mechanics do. Any intelligent man
who can study textbooks and follow instructions can learn
enough of what is necessary about these crafts for life upon
the land and so acquire a new delight in life because he has
heightened his mastery of his environment.

(4) You say you have no triste for bucolic delights and crave the
glitter which the city offers? Then you are indeed unfortunate.
For then you are in need of a transvaluation of values excep-
tionally difficult of achievement. A steady diet of highly spiced
foods destroys the palate’s sensitivity to the fine bouquet of
natural foods. Frosting is a good thing on a cake, but the man
who eats nothing but the frosting develops a pathological ap-
petite which does not make it possible for him to enjoy the
cake itself. So it is with this matter of life on the land; it has a
set of values all of its own. They are immeasurably important
values: touching something very deep in the life of man. When
we lose our capacity for enjoying them; when we are unable to
take these basic cravings of the race and dignify and elevate
them into a form of artistic expression, we lose a part of our in-
heritance as human beings, and we become mere flotsam and
jetsam on the stream of consciousness, endlessly bruising our-
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Let us consider some of these objections in detail, and we
shall see that they are not nearly so formidable as at first sight
they might seem:

(1) You say you have already attained a large income, and so
doubt the wisdom of sacrificing it? But the sacrifice you fear is
illusory. Life on a homestead of your own does not involve any
sacrifice of real income. On the contrary, even when it reduces
gross income, it increases net income. Cutting down rent and
food bills does not involve a sacrifice of income; it produces a
net gain of income. It releases income for books, for music, for
art, for travel, for all of the luxuries of a cultured life.

But often such a life increases both gross and net income.
What you command for your work, for your services, for your
judgment at the hands of those for whom you work or who
are your patrons or clients depends to a very considerable ex-
tent upon the relationship between you and them as seller and
buyer. Economic independence immeasurably improves your
position as a seller of services. It replaces the present “buyer’s
market” for your services, in which the buyer dictates terms
with a “seller’s market,” in which you dictate terms. It enables
you to pick and choose the jobs you wish to perform and to
refuse to work if the terms, conditions, and the purposes do not
suit you.The next time you have your services to sell, see if you
cannot command a better price for them if you can make the
prospective buyer believe that you are under no compulsion to
deal with him.

(2) You say that it is easier to achieve economic independence
through saving and investment than it is to travel against the
whole stream of events today under a make-and-consume econ-
omy?

But even if it is easier to achieve economic independence in
that way, you will not be equally equipped to take advantage
of it when—and if—you achieve it.

For many years, and those the most vigorous ones of life,
you have to endure a regime of self-denial so far as doing the
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work you might most like to do is concerned. You will have to
postpone the time when you can enjoy your work until you
may be too old to really enjoy it. In the meantime you will be
working in one of the treadmills which must be kept moving
if the factory economy of today is to function. When the time
comes to release yourself, the years of routine will have played
their part inmaking you prefer the certainties of your treadmill
to the unknown dangers of the work and life to which you at
one time aspired. Most tragic of all, the years may have killed
the aspiration: you find yourself in the beginning of old age,
economically free, but unprepared to use your freedom.

But observe the irony of it all: you may spend your whole
life saving—investing in stocks and bonds—and by the very de-
ficiencies of the economic system to which you pin your faith,
fail to win the independence you seek. These things may cheat
you:

1. The investments you make may fail. You may pick the
wrong ones. You lose not only money, but the years of
time which you spent saving it.

2. The value of money may decline. When you wish to re-
tire, the original capital you thought ample may prove
insufficient be cause in the meantime the dollar will have
declined in purchasing power.

Of course the reverse may prove your good fortune. Instead
of losing on your investments, a “bull” market may result in a
great appreciation of it. While an appreciation of the value of
the dollar is improbable, other changes, perhaps in the nature
of industry itself, may greatly increase the yield on your
investments. But to the degree in which you strive to make
yourself independent through investments, to that degree
you plunge into speculation, and to succeed at speculation,
you, who are striving to be quality-minded, must become
money- and quantity-minded. You will have to match your
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wits against those professionally engaged in money-making
and in that game you, who have other aspirations, are almost
certain to come out second best.

The more you try to escape this hazard; the more security
you demand in your investments, the higher will be the institu-
tional burden which will have to be borne by the securities you
buy. By the time the yield upon them has been reduced to cover
the costs of supervising them by conscientious and careful in-
vestment bankers, brokers, accountants and trust companies,
the net yield is small indeed.

On the other hand, the acquisition of things which you can
use to produce the essentials of comfort—houses and lands, ma-
chines and equipment—are not subject to these vicissitudes.

Land endures forever. Houses can be made to serve for gen-
erations. Machines and tools, with care and replacements, can
be made to function indefinitely. These things may rise and
fall in money-value, just as investments in stocks and bonds
do. But unlike investments you do not acquire them for their
money-value. You acquire land for gardening; houses for shel-
ter; machines for saving labor. Moneymay rise and fall; science
and invention change the method of production and industry;
laws and governments come and go, but the land will continue
to feed you; houses continue to shelter you, and machines will
deliver power to you precisely the same year after year. For
their economic utility is dependent upon yourself and is not
subject to change bymarkets, by laws or by corporationswhich
you do not control.

Above all youwork and live as you aspire towork and live all
your life. You do not have to postpone the good life into some
indefinite future. You live it while establishing your homestead.

(3) You say that you are not manually skillful—that you could
not possibly master all the crafts which are essential in a home
and homestead such as I have described? You may be right, and
therefore as unfortunately crippled mentally as you would be
unfortunately crippled physically if you were armless, legless,
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the machines, but to these three factors we must add a fourth
which shall play, in our effort to produce comfort, a part similar
to that which management plays in the production of wealth.
This factor must, however, more than provide us with the crea-
ture comforts to which the existing state of art and science en-
titles us. It must make possible a spiritual7Whenever the term
“spiritual” is used in connection with comfort it is used as an
antonym for “material” and without any intent to suggest any-
thing mystical or religious. as well as a material conquest of
comfort.

Man does not live by bread alone.

•

The factor in the quest of comfort which deals with both the
material and the spiritual aspects of comfort, I call wisdom.

•

It is the factor in the quest of comfort which transcends the
production of material well being.

For wisdom is not only a combination of enterprise, knowl-
edge, experience. It is not only what economists call manage-
ment. It is also understanding.

•

And understanding we must have, in part to enable us to
achieve material comfort without sacrificing spiritual comfort
in the process of securing it, but mainly to enable us to create
a goal the human life less ugly than that with which we are
satisfied today.

For thus spoke Zarathustra:
7 Whenever the term “spiritual” is used in connection with comfort

it is used as an antonym for “material” and without any intent to suggest
anything mystical or religious.
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If the goal of humanity is still lacking, is there not also
lacking—humanity itself?

•

Whilst the whole world strives madly to become wise in the
production of wealth, it is time for some of us to become wise
in the production of comfort.

The consciously ignorant but inquiring man; the man to
whom experience is a liberal education; the man who appreci-
ates the importance of understanding, can acquire this wisdom
if only he will abandon the herd-taboos, the herd-thinking and
the herd-callousness of his factory-dominated fellow-beings.

•

For man, my friends, is a creature who functions between
two planes of values; a low plane upon which he acts automat-
ically and with the minimum of intelligence, and a high plane
uponwhich he acts consciously andwith themaximumof intel-
ligence. Whether he functions upon the low plane or the high
plane is determined by a fortuitous concatenation of accidents
over which he may have no control.

For you the reading of these lines may prove that accident.
If that be so, welcome to super-conscious participation in the

comedy and tragedy of man!
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Part V. The Philosophic
Aspect

XIX. The Conquest Of Comfort

All men crave comfort. But few are capable of experiencing
it.

For men are of two kinds: those who can understand, and
those who cannot. And only those are capable of experiencing
comfort who are capable of understanding it.

What is here said concerning the quest of comfort maymean
something to those who can understand. It will mean abso-
lutely nothing to those who cannot.

For
… No secret can be told

To any who divined it not before;
None uninitiate by many a presage
Will comprehend the language of the message
Although proclaimed aloud for evermore.1

•

Life is a sequence: birth, growth, consciousness, joy, pain,
reproduction, decay and death.

We have this sequence somehow or other to live. How shall
we live it, and what shall we think about it?

There can be no conquest of comfort, even though we sur-
round ourselves with all the comforts which civilization of-
fers us, until we answer this question for ourselves and put

1 James Thomson, The City of Dreadful Night.
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into the answer what ever may be needed of the accumulated
knowledge of mankind, of personal experience, and of the un-
derstanding that makes for wisdom.

Life, it is true, will still remain “a tale told by an idiot; full of
sound and fury, signifying nothing,” but we will be able at least
to console ourselves for enduring it at all.

•

Few indeed are those of us who achieve the privilege of an-
swering this question for ourselves. Most of us never even ask
ourselves the question because we accept the answer which so-
ciety provides for us in conventional custom, conventional law,
conventional religion.

For we are born subject to the tyranny of conventions.
We begin to absorb conventions from the moment we take

suck at our mothers’ breasts. And we continue to absorb
them thereafter until we die. We live out our allotted span
surrounded, immersed and engulfed by them. It is a miracle if
we escape the credulity which makes the masses of mankind
believe in them; it is twice a miracle if we develop the scepti-
cism which makes it possible for us to detect the falsehoods
in them; it is thrice a miracle if we discover how often they
become the barriers to our comfort.

For the society into which we are born is not of any intel-
ligent being’s contriving. It is a chaos of irrational, contradic-
tory, cowardly conventions which have acquired validity not
because of inherent truth and goodness and beauty but through
the inertia of great antiquity and general consent.

If we discover that the conventions which civilization ac-
cepts and which civilization generally imposes upon us are
merely the compromises of the timid and fearful, stupid and
ignorant masses with the ideas launched throughout the ages
by exceptional men, we will not hesitate to abandon them and
to replace conventions with principles of conduct which rep-
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I, at least, can say to the factory:
“Get thee hence. I want thy riches not, because I need them

not.”

•

A comfortable home in which to labor and to play, with trees
and grass and flowers and skies and stars; a small garden; a
few fruit trees; a workshop with its tools, and three big dogs to
keep the salesmen out—and I, at least, have time for love, for
children, for a few friends, and for the work I like to do.

More the world can give to no man, and more no man can
give the world.
THE END
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upon what the factory supplies them, should undertake the
conquest of comfort would be a miracle.

Why then have I spent all this time to tell the story of my
quest for comfort?

First,

Because a cold rage seizes one at whiles
To show the bitter, old and wrinkled truth
Stripped naked of all vesture that beguiles,
False dreams, false hopes, false masks and modes

of youth;
Because it gives some sense of power and passion
In helpless impotence to try to fashion
Our woe in living words howe’er uncouth.

And secondly, again in the words of the selfsame poet: that

—here and there some weary wanderer
In that same city of tremendous night,
Will understand the speech, and feel a stir
Of fellowship in all-disastrous fight;
“I seer mute and lonely, yet another
Uplifts his voice to let me know a brother
Travels the same wild paths though out of sight.”5

•

And so good-bye.
You probably will continue as before. And so shall I.
But I, at least, am free to continue the quest of comfort on

my own small domain—mine as long as I can scrape together
the taxes which the state levies upon it.

I, at least, have the opportunity to work out a manner of liv-
ing for myself without regard to the life that landlords, trades-
men, and manufacturers would impose upon me.

5 James Thomson, The City of Dreadful Night.
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resent the deliberate application of wisdom to every phase of
life.

•

This is an elemental fact about the good life which our
present morality does not recognize. Intelligence is suspected
today, on the theological theory, flattering to the inferior
masses of mankind, that intelligence is of the devil.

To the herd-minded there is no inconsistency in the belief
that men may be intelligent and yet immoral, and good even
though they be fools.

Now while intelligent men may live the good life, ignorant
and conventional men can never do so. Ignorant men cannot
be truly good. They can only be innocent.

To live the good life, we must eat freely of the fruit of the
Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil.

•

To the herd-minded who accept the conventions because
they “know” them to proceed from truth, the universe presents
no unsolvable riddle; life no inexplicable miracle; conscious-
ness no impenetrable mystery. For them the riddles of the
universe do not exist. Convention fills the infinite spaces of
the cosmos for them with a god. It makes life purposeful
for them with a promise of paradise. It makes consciousness
free for them by endowing human kind with an immortal
soul. Why should they therefore spend time struggling to
understand life—concerning which they think they already
know the truth?

Unfortunately for ourselves and for mankind, even the qual-
ity minded are influenced and governed by whole encyclope-
dias of equally false facts, false hopes and false fears. This is
our poignant tragedy: that so many of us potentially capable of
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understanding, accept these armies of conventional falsehoods
because we dare not take the time to question them.

We never get to ask “What is truth?” because we can not
spare the time to ask “What is falsehood?”

We have not the time—the time to read, to converse, to work,
to play—which is necessary to acquire wisdom.

We cannot—because we are too busy.
We are too busy, in this particular civilization, keeping

our factories producing—telephoning, dictating, conferring,
producing and marketing, advertising and selling, financing
and profiteering—to devote time to the acquisition of wisdom.
And so we continue the dupes of the colossal delusion that the
conquest of comfort consists of nothing but the accumulation
and consumption of the creature comforts that our factories
produce.

•

Not every man is capable of understanding. Men are born
with different potentialities for acquiring wisdom. The idiot is
born with zero potentialities. The perfect man with one hun-
dred percent.

Both throughout their lives react to their environments, but
their reactions to them—even when their environments are
identical—are different. A piece of quartz may be subjected to
all the artistic polishing of the most skillful lapidary; it will
never become a diamond. The final result of the polishing—the
quartz’s reaction to it—is conditioned by the original stuff of
which the gem is composed. The moron may be educated to
the nth degree, he remains a moron even though educated.
So it is with every man’s reaction to environment. Let his
environment be what it will, his reaction to it will vary with
his potentialities. And since potentialities are unknowable,
the ratio of the influence of potentiality upon the reaction to
environment is indeterminable.
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But they not only lack the will to achieve comfort; they lack
even the desire to attain it.

They are the slaves of habits—habits fastened upon them by
the unending repetitions of the work they do; by the universal
pressure to conform to what their fellows expect of them; by
the concentrated energy they put into living the kind of life to
which they are predisposed by a conventional environment.

Conventional educations, conventional occupations, con-
ventional experiences, make it difficult for them to be
unconventional in thought and almost impossible for them to
be unconventional in action.

They are afraid of the economic, social, mental, physical
struggle which the adoption of new values is certain to entail.

Above all, they are afraid of abandoning values which they
have come to know, for values for which they yearn, but which
they do not know.

•

The quest of comfort and understanding is an adventure. It
is a high adventure; a dangerous adventure; an adventure in
the transvaluation of values.

It is an adventure for freemen, and not for automatons; for
skeptical individuals, and not for credulous souls.

It is an adventure essential to sensitive non-conformists.
Unfortunately, our factory-dominated civilization seems to

have made most of us incurably conventional.
Most of us have become anæsthetized against the factory

and the ugliness, drabness, sordidness of the civilization in
which it has enmeshed us.

Most of us have come to accept the standards this civilization
imposes upon us.

Most of us are afraid even to consider changing them.
That any considerable number of those who secure the

wherewithal to live by serving the factory and who subsist
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avoid all those conventions which have up to the present pre-
vented the home from becoming the means to the noblest tri-
umph over life which man is permitted to achieve by the essen-
tial comedy and tragedy of life itself.

Confucius said: “Only two classes of men never change: the
wisest of the wise and the dullest of the dull.”

The only convention to which we who aspire to the superior
life can freely commit ourselves is the convention of perpetu-
ally revaluing all the customs, traditions, and ideas which we
adopt.

XXI. L’Envoi

The factory has taken us up on an exceedingly high moun-
tain and shown us all the great cities of the world, and the
riches within them.

“All these things are yours,” the factory says, “on condition
only that you bow down and serve me. Abandon strange and
dangerous ideas of your own. Think only of my greater glory.
Sink your initiative and your individuality in the conventions
that sustain me, and riches beyond the wildest dreams of Crœ-
sus shall be yours and your children’s.”

Thus has the factory tempted us. And thus has it enlisted
most of us in its service.

Mercifully, most of us are unconscious of the fact that we
have given up our birthrights for a mess of pottage.

•

This is my story.
Why have I told it? With any hope that the masses of men

will try the road to comfort along which I have been travelling?
No.

Men may be shown the way to comfort.
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How much of his potentialities each man realizes is deter-
mined by his environment—the effect upon him of his family,
school, friends, work—by the totality of all the circumstances
and conditions of his life. These determine what sort of man he
will finally become, and how much understanding he acquires,
much as the diamond polishing determines what sort of dia-
mond will finally emerge from the rough, but potentially beau-
tiful, gem. This environmental polishing process is man’s real
education. It is real education as contrasted with the academic
education to which the term “education” is generally confined.

What each man manages to extract and to incorporate into
his personality from exposure to his environment determines
the extent to which he realizes his potentialities. More than his
potentialities however, nothing that he may do and no educa-
tional process—nothing in his environment—will enable him
to realize. The quartz, no matter how much it be polished, can
never be anything more than perfectly polished quartz.

•

Reduced to a mathematical equation we may say:
R = x∙P∙E
in which R represents man’s reaction to life—the individ-

ual’s reaction to environment—his real education—expressed
in percentages of perfect reaction; P represents man’s
potentialities—his inherent capacity for acquiring knowledge,
intelligence, wisdom—expressed in percentages of perfect
potentiality; E represents the individual environment—home,
school, church, work; parents, friends, associates; party,
religion, nationality—the totality of his circumstances and
conditions—expressed in percentages of perfect environment;
while x represents the ratio of the influence exerted by his
potentialities upon his reactions to environment—the effect
which his capacity for learning has upon what he learns from
his environment.
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•

To illustrate: two men begin life with different potentialities:
Mr. Potentially Inferior begins with 10 percent of perfect poten-
tiality; Mr. Potentially Superior begins with 100. Environment
now determines for them howmuch of their potentialities they
will realize.

Mr. Potentially Inferior, if he encounters an environment
only one percent perfect, will be educated to only a portion
of his possibilities. But if he experiences an environment of 10
percent, he will fully realize his potentialities and attain to a
reaction to life of 10 percent of possible perfection.

If Mr. Potentially Superior passes through life in an envi-
ronment of only one percent, he may not even develop to the
degree that Potentially Inferior does in an environment of 10
percent, in spite of the fact that he has ten times the poten-
tialities of Potentially Inferior. But if Potentially Superior’s en-
vironment is 10 percent, or the same as Potentially Inferior’s,
Superior will be many times wiser than Inferior because his
enormously greater aptitude for wisdom enables him to extract
much more from the same educational opportunities.

If Potentially Superior’s experiences are, however, only one
percent; if they are such that he passes through life in an envi-
ronment which fails to develop his possibilities; if he lives in a
crude environment without contact with the accumulated wis-
dom of the ages, in spite of his high potentialities he will prob-
ably be an illiterate, untravelled, ignorant man; a mere rough
diamond. He will be one of mankind’s “mute, inglorious Mil-
tons.”

But if Superior’s experience were to be just the opposite; if
he were to live in an environment which developed his poten-
tialities and if every circumstance of his life combined to de-
velop his capacities; if he found in various individuals, various
books and various experiences those burning flashes of insight
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aspects of life must, if they are to bemade endurable, be infused
with our genius. Certainly, if we aspire to be superior beings,
that superiority should be used to ennoble every task in life
and not our special talents only.

But today conditions over which we have little control make
it exceedingly difficult to ennoble the ordinary activities of life.

We no longer control our lives sufficiently to enable us to
infuse our personalities into every aspect of it. Neither in our
factory-dominated work nor in our non-creative modern home
making, do we find scope for ennobling life.

The conflict exists today because we permit the quantity-
minded wielders of power to impose upon us the conventions
of a civilization which sacrifices normal life to the satisfaction
of their craving for acquisition.

All our work is therefore turned into channels which yield
the business world quantitative returns in terms of money. Ac-
tivities which should be the expression of our noblest ideals
become our means for earning bread-and-butter.

From this, one way of escape is for us to become economi-
cally secure as to the essentials of comfort.

Let us attain this security and we will discover that it is pos-
sible to do what we like on terms which we set forth; to indulge
in the luxury of friendship, and to work and play without sac-
rificing, real comfort on the altars of the conventions of civi-
lization.

•

Some such survey of what I have called the barriers to com-
fort and some sort of an outline of policies which might en-
able us to surmount them, (unsatisfactory as this one no doubt
is and dogmatic as it must appear compressed into so brief
a compass), is essential to the conquest of material and spiri-
tual comfort. For the family and home life here advocated can
contribute to freedom, self-expression and comfort only if we
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discover what he knows is not worth discovering; the artist
to paint what he knows is not beautiful; the sculptor to adorn
what he knows is not worth ornamenting; the writer to write
what he knows is not worth saying.

Beauty, which should be the natural consequence of efforts
to capture the significance of what we see or hear or learn
within whatever medium we like to use, is sacrificed to the
monetary needs of our factory economy. The artistic shams
which we are forced to substitute for it may continue to be
called beautiful but they are nonetheless innately ugly for from
them has been excluded all expression of our truest selves.

•

In the effort to resolve the conflict between the aspirations of
our individual egos and the social needs withwhichwe are con-
fronted, we have our choice of three alternative procedures: (1)
we can devote ourselves to the cultivation of self-expression;
(2) we can devote ourselves to the cultivation of the needs of
social life; or (3) we can devote ourselves to some sort of com-
promise which provides for both.

We reject the first if we sacrifice the development of our ca-
pacity for creating beauty in devoting ourselves wholly to the
social activities of civilization.

We reject the second if we sacrifice the responsibilities, the
disciplines and the possibilities of friendship in our devotion
to a wholly individualized career.

We reject neither entirely if we resolve the antithesis be-
tween them by creating conditions under which it is possible to
devote ourselves to both alternately. Plainly if such conditions
can be created, it is the part of wisdom to devote ourselves to
establishing them.

We wish to express ourselves and we wish to live. But to
live wemust mate, reproduce and rear our kind just as wemust
eat, sleep and clothe ourselves. Both the personal and the social
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which make life forever afterward more comprehensible, then
he would far surpass Inferior.

For Inferior’s reaction to life, no matter what his educational
opportunities, can never get beyond 10 percent of possible per-
fection. Superior, however, can assimilate when Inferior no
longer can. He can learn from environments of more than 10
percent—indeed, if he has a potentiality of 100, he will never
stop learning and will become wise to a degree that is incon-
ceivable to the man of such limited potentialities as Inferior.

Inferior can never rise above the herd. Inferior’s capacity for
climbing out from the overwhelming mass of falsehoods with
which all men are environed is too small to enable him to really
understand.

But Superior can. He has the necessary capacity, if he is
given, or gives himself, the chance. He can Begin his warfare
upon the all-encircling falsehoods of our civilized conventions
with some assurance that he will someday attain wisdom if he
is free to make the necessary effort.

And he must make that effort.
For Superior is potentially a man of wisdom. He must make

himself wise in actuality because every potentially wise man
is confronted by the alternatives of suffering frustration, or of
securing the freedom to live wisely.

•

In nothing is the difference between the inferior average
man and the superior exceptional man more clearly revealed
than in the complacence with which the average man accepts
the falsehoods of our conventions, and the energy with which
the superior man tries to free himself from these conventional
falsehoods—these innumerable falsehoods asserted as facts, ac-
cepted as facts, generally acted upon as facts but which a little
investigation reveals as incompatible with the facts they pur-
pose to describe or explain.
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Fortunately these falsehoods, which constitute what may be
called the barriers to wisdom, (and therefore to comfort), usu-
ally reveal themselves in self-contradictions. The comparison
of one group of conventional beliefs with another tends to re-
veal these contradictions. Through such comparisons conven-
tional false hoods can be made to destroy themselves. The de-
struction of the more important of these barriers to wisdom is
therefore an essential first step towards the attainment of wis-
dom itself.

•

It is a futile waste of time for us to look to modern “applied”
science for wisdom. modern science has been made the hope-
less serving-maid of the modern factory. It is concerned with
the problem of how the factory can be made to produce and
distribute more and more, not the question of how we should
live and what we should think about life.

As to “pure” science—well, its so-called laws of nature may
tell us how we live but they do not tell us how we should live.
They may tell us how we think, but they do not tell us what we
should think.

For science seeks no further than its natural laws. It seeks
these laws as if there were such things as natural laws.

Nature, however, knows no laws. Nature is as sublimely in-
different to us and our concerns as is god himself.

What we call natural laws are merely our own interpreta-
tions of nature’s undesigned and inexorable sequence of chang-
ing appearances. The uniformities and the regularities which
we think we have found and which we assume to be universal
and immutable and which we dignify by the name of natural
law—these sequences which we apprehend and measure and
record most of all need rationalization.

We have too credulously accepted the idea of inexpugnable
natural law.
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that irreplaceable hours have gone, and that however much
we may have achieved we have failed to extract from it that
which can only come from the understanding of our friends.
This is the great frustration—and consciousness of this failure
becomes the final tragedy of the super-conscious individual.

If we, however, sacrifice personal achievement for the sake
of family and society, again we find frustration. We end with
the equally melancholy discovery that even the happiest of
families and the greatest successes in society cannot compen-
sate us for the sacrifice of the dignity of living which follows
upon the suppression of the artist within us.

•

Civilization becomes beautiful in the degree to which those
who are capable of contributing beauty are free to express
themselves. To some degree all have something beautiful
to contribute. Even the most ordinary of mortals can create
beauty through the home while functioning as providers and
parents, if given the opportunity and furnished the proper
leadership. But those who have something exceptional to
contribute; those whom nature has endowed with greater
powers than conferred upon average men and women, must
be free to express themselves fully, not only for their own
sake, but for the sake of mankind.

It is here that the constraint which this factory-dominated
civilization imposes upon the exceptional types of men inflicts
the greatest of injuries upon not only the individual of talent
but upon civilization itself.

For the individual is made to produce not what he can best
produce but that which a factory civilization can best utilize.
He is either prevented from expressing himself altogether, or
his contribution is perverted so that it neither satisfies himself
nor lessens the ugliness of civilization. The teacher is made to
teach what he knows is not worth teaching; the scientist to
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lives for so non-productive an activity as getting acquainted
with one another, is necessary to the process. In the hurry
and bustle; the restlessness and moving from place to place;
the intensity of competition and the overwhelming group
consciousness of today, we have time only to cultivate crowds.
The more efficiently we complicate our lives, the more cer-
tainly do we destroy the conditions under which we can really
come to know each other. More and more we live in crowded
cities, sleep in crowded apartments and hotels, eat in crowded
restaurants, work in crowded factories and offices, play in
crowded clubs and theatres. And we overlook the fact that
we can be in the midst of these crowds—and still be quite
alone—tragically alone. To be alone in this sense is the true
misery which life can inflict upon us. For the pains of life—the
physical ills, the disappointments, the shattering of illusions,
the failures cease to be quite so poignant when we can share
them with our friends. Just as the joys of life are doubled and
redoubled when we can share them, and live them over and
over, with our friends.

For the cultivation of friends we need above all time for con-
versation and freedom to be ourselves—neither of which this
factory-dominated civilization dares to accord us.

And in preventing us from developing these aspects of life it
destroys the very grounds upon which we, as individuals, can
most surely enter into communion with other human beings.

•

If we devote ourselves exclusively to our careers—if we
specialize as civilization is pressing us to specialize today—we
will find that achievement alone is not sufficient to avoid
the curse of frustration. We shall probably end life with the
melancholy discovery that success, fame and achievement
are not merely vanity, but that they have gratified nothing
much more than vanity. We become conscious of the fact
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We have assumed that without it there could be no scientific
ordering of knowledge.

Yet a metaphysic which begins with the negation of natural
law furnishes us just as sound a basis for an understandable
universe as does one which begins with the affirmation of nat-
ural law. And such ametaphysic may actually aid us in arriving
at a better statement of the question of the absolute itself.

There is no more reason why we should accept the preva-
lence of law and order than there is reason for us to accept the
absence of law and order. One hypothesis is just as reasonable
as the other.

The view of nature as a series of events occurring in an in
variable order without the intervention of mutable personal
agencies is of very recent origin. Before the age of Newton
and Darwin practically all men thought of nature—as the sav-
age still thinks—as mutable, local, irregular and nonsequential.
And men begot, lived and died in spite of the fact that they
thought of the world as the plaything of propitiable supernat-
ural beings. Now we have universally accepted the idea of law,
and are blind to the fact that what we call law, is simply the
ideas of a particular set of thinkers at a particular time.

Ultimately we shall discover the natural law itself can only
be relative—and law therefore only to us.

•

Assume that the universe is chaos—that there is no ultimate
order to it whatsoever. What we apprehend as orderly—the se-
quence of causes and effects to which we give the name of nat-
ural law then becomes sequential only to us. It is orderly only
in our minds.

The universe is apparently orderly, not necessarily orderly.
The sequences which we see have order, universality, im-

mutability only relatively to our point of observation—relative
to us and our limitations in time and space and understanding.
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But, theymay have no sequence at all viewed from the standpoint
of eternal time or infinite space.

We are creatures that pick out of all the chaotic facts and
incidents which we apprehend certain ones apparently related
to each other causally, and upon the basis of these identified
relationships we build our magics and religions, our sciences
and philosophies. To us they have a well-nigh absolute validity.
But no matter how valid to us, they do not preclude the possi-
bility that there may be no design, no order, no uniformity, no
law, no inexorability in the totality of all events in all time and
all space.

The consequence of this assumption must be considered:
why does the attainment of some sort of order have such an
importance to us? Why science and philosophy? Why our
unending effort at understanding?

The answer is twofold: order, even if it is of our own devis-
ing, has for us a survival value, and to the extent of its corre-
spondence with truth it makes real comfort possible to us. The
wiser we are, the profounder our knowledge, the deeper our
understanding, the greater are the probabilities of our survival
and flic greater are the possibilities of our conquest of comfort.
If we touch a hot stove with our fingers, we discover a natu-
ral law, if we may use the term natural law a little freely: fire
invariably burns flesh. It always has burned it; it always will.
The comprehension of sequences of this sort contributes man-
ifestly both to survival and comfort even though they leave
untouched the ultimate reality of what takes place when flesh
is exposed to fire.

It is even possible to argue that every animate creature, and
perhaps in some way everything inanimate as well, survives
and is comfortable only if it develops for itself apparently inex-
orable sequences in nature, and adapts itself to them. For the
evocation of a relatively orderly scheme in nature according to
which it then governs its own existence is not an exclusive pre-
rogative of human beings. Each creature which evokes a rou-
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philanthropist who thrusts his goodness upon indifferent ben-
eficiaries; the lover who thrusts his love upon an indifferent
inamorata, are all made a little absurd because of this lack of
reciprocity.

Perhaps with intelligence to assist us in our contact with our
fellows, we can confine our friendships to those who can feel
friendship to us and so permit friendship to really contribute
to the resolution of this final difficulty.

•

Tomake this contribution to comfort by friendships possible,
the family circle, which is a small group, rather than the nation,
which is a large group, deserves to become the chief object of
our devotion.

Today we are told to devote ourselves to the well-being of
humanity—in the name of love.

We are told to devote ourselves to the prosperity of the na-
tion to which we belong—in the name of patriotism.

We are told to devote ourselves to the success of the institu-
tion for which we work—in the name of business.

But we are not told to what we should devote ourselves in
the name of friendship.

For friendship becomes infinitely diffused when we devote
ourselves to the institutions towhichwe are supposed to conse-
crate ourselves today. In schools it is diffused among hundreds
and thousands of pupils; in stores among great crowds of em-
ployees and greater crowds of customers; in factories among
armies of workers, armies of officials, and armies of distribu-
tors. It is dissipated into nothingness among the hundreds of
contacts which working in such institutions crowds into our
lives, and the conditions which make us think that we have
hundreds of friends, destroy the possibilities of any friendships
at all.

Friendship develops out of communion with our fellows;
and time, the one thing which we cannot spare from our busy
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The Individual Barrier

And thus we come to what seems to me the final barrier to
the conquest of comfort.

We are individuals, with needs and desires of our own, the
satisfaction of which is opposed to and in conflict with much
that is necessary if we are to be successful mates, parents and
social beings. And the greater our individual endowment, the
greater is this antithesis with which life confronts us. We crave
the joy which we can secure from doing creative work; we
crave the fame it may bring us, the wealth it may secure us
and the immortality it may win for us.

And so we are torn between the desire to sacrifice every-
thing and everybody to express ourselves in our personal ac-
tivities, and the overwhelming instinct to mate and to live the
social life which makes normal reproduction possible.If we are
to conquer this final barrier to comfort, we must resolve the
conflict between our individual desires and cravings for a per-
sonal fulfillment, and the demands and limitations which mar-
riage and home and society place upon us. We must end the
antithesis between our own ego and the other egos with which
it is necessary for us to come to terms.

•

Here it is that friendship can make its great contribution to
comfort. For friendship offers us the only satisfying synthesis
between ourselves and our fellow human beings.

Friendship is a mutual feeling. It presupposes a friend—one
who feels as friendly to us as we feel to him. To function
satisfactorily, it must be reciprocal. When we feel friendship
for someone who does not reciprocate it, or for large crowds
which cannot reciprocate it, friendship ceases to be a normal
expression of being. It becomes pathological. The statesman
who thrusts his sentiments upon indifferent multitudes; the
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tine that enables it to adapt itself to the minor changes in the
sequences of nature survives and lives more comfortably than
it otherwise could. But the moment some major sequence de-
velops which negates what seemed to it an immutable state of
affairs and which is beyond its range of adaptation, discomfort
sets in and destruction begins.

The whole universe is filled with things, animate and inani-
mate, intelligent and unintelligent, and of every gradation be-
tween these extremes, which are ceaselessly adapting them-
selves to their environments—which invent sequences to assist
them in the process of adaptation—sequences to some of which
mankind gives the august name of natural laws—and yet the ex-
istence of all these orders, laws, religions, philosophies, conven-
tions, traditions, customs—the existence of all these patterns of
being and action with which life is guided and governed—does
not reduce by a particle the probability that the totality of all
the events in the universe is chaos.

Mankind’s patterns have validity for man only to the extent
to which they contribute to his survival and comfort.

•

In far the greatest number of its manifestations human life
is governed by what might well be called race-patterns. These
patterns become life-routines, life-habits and life-instincts.

In all the lower, the physiological aspects of life, the
race-patterns are well-nigh absolute. And we observe them
instinctively. But in the higher, the conscious aspects, the
race-patterns are subject to change by the individual. Yet even
on these higher planes of being and action where wisdom can
function for us, most of us tend to accept the conventional
patterns, many of which are manifest barriers to the comfort-
able life. Most of us endure the discomforts which they inflict
upon us because we are not sensitive enough to be conscious
of them, or because we believe the discomforts inescapable
and so deliberately accommodate ourselves to them.
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Most of us tend to depart in no way from the patterns which
the masses of men have somehow or other accepted and to
which they have given a false validity though conventionaliza-
tion. We travel with the stream of conventions and not against
it or even at an angle to it.We hew no new paths—adopt no new
ideas and ideals—create no new folkways—devise no superior
patterns for our own conduct—make no intelligent effort to at-
tain comfort because we are not free to do so.

Only as we free ourselves from servitude to arbitrary
and non-creative routines; from conventions which do not
contribute to comfort—only as wc give ourselves the time and
leisure necessary to develop wisdom, do we begin consciously
to create patterns of our own and so take on one of the
attributes which give dignity to the conception of deity.

We may be interested in the qualitative aspects of living, but
if we are not free to devote ourselves to their cultivationwe can
never succeed in the conquest of comfort.

•

Ultimately the ideas of quality-minded men—the ideas of
the men who are free to devote themselves to the application
of wisdom to every aspect of life—are absorbed into the
race and culture patterns of all mankind. Their ideas are
imposed through the agency of conventionalizations upon
mankind and accepted by all types of men. The pattern which
a Havelock Ellis creates for conduct; which a Michelangelo
creates for art; which a Charles Darwin creates for philosophy,
is first accepted by the alert and intelligent minority; it is
then conventionalized, and so ultimately imposed upon all
mankind.

Today modern art is sweeping over America like a rash.
Quantity-minded men are persuading and making the herd
minded accept modern art. The masses are accepting a new
style in art, precisely as they accept a new style in dress,
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True, education has always been to some degree vocational.
It was a preparation for a military, a legal, a clerical or a politi-
cal career not so long ago. But modern education is dominated
as never before by the driving need of equipping us for a career
of money-making.Thematter of equipping us for living beauti-
fully is relegated to a subordinate place when it is not entirely
forgotten by our educational institutions.

As long as we think of education as pre-eminently prepara-
tion for money-making, we will never adequately prepare our-
selves to live the comfortable life.

Conventional education with its bias toward money-making
is, to those of us potentially capable of the good life, a danger-
ous barrier to the conquest of comfort. For conventional ed-
ucation inoculates us so strongly against non-conformity that
nothing which wemay subsequently experience can furnish us
a better set of values than those which now satisfy the masses
of mankind.

Conventional schooling makes education, which should be
the principal instrument in our warfare upon ignorance, the
principal agency in keeping us ignorant.

Instead of education furnishing us keys with which to un-
lock the doors to ever higher planes of values, it locks them
irrevocably against us.

•

Education ceases to be a barrier to comfort only if we can af-
ford to make the whole of life a two-fold process—a process of
acquiring facts about living, and of acquiring understanding of
their significance. The two processes must continue unremit-
tingly throughout life.

A lifetime devoted to such educationmay not, it is true,make
us perfectly wise, but it should at least make us wise enough to
escape from the false values to which the masses of mankind
unthinkingly dedicate their existence.
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It is the possession of this faculty of thinking with its lim-
itless capacity for enriching life which gives to education its
great importance.

•

It is the convention today to consider work the business of
adults; education the business of children. Because of this we
tend to feel that education should be laid aside with other child-
ish thingswhenwe growup.We think of education as a process
of equipping ourselves in childhood for our work as adults.

But since our conception of work in this factory-dominated
civilization is confined to activities which enable us to earn
money, conventional education warps our entire framework
of thought in a most unholy fashion. It implants a set of val-
ues in us during childhood in which acquisition is exalted and
sensitivity blunted. We emerge from our schooling fully con-
vinced that the problem of how to live and what to think about
life is nothing more nor less than the problem of becoming
successful—of wresting enough things from nature or our fel-
low men to gratify our needs and desires.

Our education makes us begin life toughened into a quan-
tity mindedness that is in most cases certain to disappoint us
because so few of us have the ruthlessness necessary to attain
the levels of acquisition to which convention dictates that we
should all aspire.

•

As the factory system grows into every nook and cranny of
life, the demand for specialization becomes more and more in-
sistent. Education becomes vocational to an ever-increasing ex-
tent. It becomes hardly much more than preparation for a spe-
cific kind of employment in a civilization which has use only
for specifically trained individuals.
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because they cannot avoid doing so. And ultimately they
acquiesce in the im position, enjoy it, rejoice in it and even
defend it. They do not, of course, understand the ideas which
intrigue the proponents of modern art any more than they
understand Ellis, or Michelangelo, or Darwin, but some trace
of the ideas of the quality minded survives in the conduct
of the herd, and if the ideas are good, quality-minded men
may inwardly rejoice at the grim irony which enables them
in this round-about fashion to impose upon all mankind their
methods of enduring life.

•

“In the beginning” man lived briefly and flamingly. Instinct
reigned undisputed. Man was the creature of his elemental
needs, and was whipped and driven by blind biologic and
physiologie necessity. Only when the quality-minded began
to find themselves sufficiently free for the consideration of
how men should live and what they should think, did the
conscious patterning of conduct for survival, for comfort, for
understanding begin.

These free men—or partly free men—who could give at least
some time to the cultivation of wisdom, are the men who for-
mulate what we may call mankind’s laws of normality: norms
deduced from the study of the necessities of human beings;
norms which must be observed if men are to live comfortably;
norms the violation of which are followed by premature decay
and premature death.

It is just as natural for human beings to be diseased as to be
perfectly healthy; to decay as to grow; to die prematurely as to
the of old age. But it is not just as normal.

To the extent of his ability to formulate these norms and thus
to introduce more intelligence into existence on his little speck
of the universe, man is god.

He becomes the creator of that which did not exist before.
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He imposes an order which he has created upon the uni-
verse.

For the norms which he creates tend to affect and modify
mankind’s subsequent being and action, and thus to introduce
a design, a law, an order in the universe when otherwise there
would have been only chance and chaos.

Confucius, Socrates, Schopenhauer; Darwin, Newton,
Copernicus; Phidias, Michelangelo, Rembrandt; Wagner,
Beethoven; Goethe, Voltaire, Shakespeare—men like these are
not godlike; they are by the supreme test of creativity the only
gods there are.

•

These norms are slowly and with great difficulty being es-
tablished by men who are free to study man as an animal, as a
creature who strives to satisfy his needs and desires and as a
self conscious being.

Man is an animal, with animal appetites and animal limita-
tions. By finding out what is essential to the normal function-
ing of man as an animal, we can determine what we ourselves
should eat and drink; what we should do to keep physiologi-
cally comfortable.

Man is a necessitous creature. He needs food, clothing and
shelter; he needs companionship, marriage, parenthood and he
needs knowledge.

By finding out how man functions when he normally satis-
fies his needs or desires, or how he malfunctions when he fails
in doing so, we can determine howwe should secure our living;
what sort of social life we should lead; how we should educate
ourselves.

Man is a self-conscious being. He is forever seeking to justify
his existence, his struggles, his pains, his joys; forever striving
to explain his being through philosophy.

By finding out what is man’s place in nature; how he strug-
gles for survival and what pains and joys are normal to that
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been emotionally prepared for it by first-hand experience with
it. Normal psychological development is impossible for us if
the contact with reality which doing these things represents is
taken from us and from our homes, and transferred to special-
ists and professionalism and to the institutions in which they
devote themselves exclusively to perform them for us.

We cannot equip ourselves psychologically for life if we se-
cure our knowledge of it vicariously from books, plays and pic-
tures. No school, no pedagogic system nor textbook can take
the place of seeing, hearing, touching, tasting, smelling and
feeling for ourselves. Vicarious experience may illuminate per-
sonal experience, but it cannot act as a substitute for it. Only by
a sufficient amount of personal experience can we acquire the
psychological mastery of ourselves and the emotional training
which is essential for the conquest of comfort.

If we run from the crassness and the crudity of real life, or if
we are shielded from it by institutions which presumably serve
us, we become psychological cripples.

Here self-sufficiency can serve us supremely well. It not only
releases us from servitude to the factory-dominated civiliza-
tion which today aborts our psychological development, but it
furnishes us in place of it a whole life of emotional education
through contact with reality.

And in thus reducing our emotional maladjustment to life
and stimulating our emotional adaptation to it, we tend to over-
come the psychological barrier to comfort.

The Educational Barrier

We come now to the educational barrier to comfort.
We think and therefore education becomes important. Our

thinking is often of a very low order, and the premises upon
which we base it generally abound in error. Yet think we do,
and the amazing fact is not that a few reason so well, but the
fact that even the lowest and most ignorant of men think at all.
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the awesome walls of our modern hospitals. Thus we are de-
prived of the prophylactic influence of naturally accustoming
ourselves to them. Birth and dying are the “business” of a
professional caste of physicians and nurses. Neither are a part
of the normal lives of ordinary men, women and children.

And while the physicians and nurses are calloused by over
exposure to them, we are emotionally atrophied because we
never experience normal contact with them at all.

This divorce between real life and what we experience of
life makes our emotions, which ought to be cushions which
relieve us of the jolts and shocks of life, the very sources of the
neuroses by which most of us today are plagued.

We have been made emotionally abnormal by deprivations
which have dried up our affections; starved our sympathies;
made us indifferent to misfortune, and paralyzed our under-
standing.

•

What the hospitals and modern medicine do to us with re-
gard to birth and death is typical of what is being done to us
in regard to other aspects of living equally important to the
development of a normal emotional system.

Take work for instance. Let us be deprived of all useful
work, and the result is emotionally disastrous. But it is almost
equally harmful to our emotional development if we are
deprived of certain kinds of work—if we do no manual work;
no creative work; no artistic work; no outdoor work; no
so-called unpleasant or dirty work. Without experiencing all
these kinds of work, it is almost impossible to understand the
work of the world, much less to plan intelligently as to how
we should ourselves work.

What is true of work is also true of love and sex; of marriage
and parenthood; of singing and music; of acting and dancing,
and of every phase of life which we can enjoy only if we have
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process, we make understanding possible and so attain the wis-
dom which alone can dignify existence.

•

Without understanding there can be no wisdom.
Understanding must do for the wise man what tradition,

habit, instinct, custom, law and convention do for the average
man.

The conduct of the masses of average men, their subjective
as well as objective behavior, consists of mere trial-and-error
reactions to the universe in which they find themselves.
Conventional conduct has for them survival value. It is a
race-preservation mechanism.

That which convention dictates furnishes a guide to life even
to the least understanding average man. The wise man, if he is
to survive, must meet the same pragmatic tests for which the
conventions were evolved. His conduct may therefore be objec-
tively quite like that which convention dictates. But that makes
him only the more unlike the average man. He is like the av-
erage man only to those incapable of distinguishing between
motive and action—between conduct which is in one case con-
scious and voluntary and the other unconscious and involun-
tary.

Both the average man and the wise man work. Both are ob-
jectively performing similar actions. But subjectively their be-
havior is different.Their motivation is not the same. Oneworks
because he has to work. He accepts his “job” without think-
ing much about the matter. The other works because he has
thought the matter through and has deliberately decided that
work—of the right kind—is essential to the superior life.

•

Today mankind lives odiously, gracelessly, vulgarly, because
the world belongs to quantity-minded men who cannot distin-
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guish between the enjoyment of the comforts of life and the
enjoyment of the comfortable life itself.

Life will remain more ugly than beautiful until the quality
minded men who can show all of mankind how to live com-
fortably, are free to be more and more directly the architects
of mankind’s conventions and the arbiters of its conduct.

Quality-minded men must therefore free themselves more
and more from servility to quantity-minded men and to the
institutions dominated by the quantity-minded. First, for their
own sakes—that they and their posterity shall be comfortable;
and then for mankind’s sake—that their pattern of living may
the sooner be imitated by the masses of men.

For in the conquest of comfort for themselves, they bring
about the conquest of comfort for all mankind. How they live
and what they think, in spite of the fools, the prudes and the
bigots, and in spite of the exploitation of their ideas by quantity-
minded men, is ultimately accepted and imitated by the masses
of herd-minded men.

It has always been so.
It will always be so.
For it is thus that the ideas of the quality-minded ultimately

impose themselves upon mankind.

•

It is an ugly world, my friends. Perhaps it may be made a
beautiful world, my friends.

It is an evil world, my friends. Perhaps it may bemade a good
world, my friends.

It is a foolish world, my friends. Perhaps it may be made a
wise world, my friends.

Free yourselves, my friends, and it becomes yours to make
it what you will.

•

For thus spake Zarathustra!
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As long as we are afraid of the law, as long as we are afraid
of society, as long as we are afraid of conscience, we cannot
substitute moral values devised for our comfort for the moral-
ity which the quantity-minded minority finds so well adapted
to the exploitation of mankind.

But if we are free enough to disregard the opinions of society,
clever enough to elude the clumsy activities of the law, and
courageous enough to rid ourselves of all fear of that part of
our subconscious memory which we now venerate under the
name of conscience, we can make the court of intelligence and
not the code of morality the supreme arbiter of our conduct.

The Psychological Barrier

We come now to the psychological barrier to comfort.
We are emotional beings. Unfortunately we are seldom very

desirable emotional beings. Our minds, just as our bodies, are
so far from any well designed norm that our psychological
equipment for life probably constitutes one of the greatest bar-
riers to the conquest of comfort.

For civilization tends to make us into emotional illiterates.
By the time we have arrived at the age of discrimination,

most of us are emotional ruins—our minds are habituated to
react ruinously in situationswhere above all others they should
help us to act with real wisdom.

•

To become psychologically normal we need from infancy
contact at first hand with those aspects of life that most power-
fully touch the emotions. This contact with reality is the prime
essential for a normal emotional education.

But our factory-dominated civilization seems determined to
rob us more and more of such an education.

It deprives us almost entirely of all direct contact with
birth and death. These crucial events in life are hidden behind
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•

Such a morality is manifestly impossible as long as we per-
mit ourselves to be intimidated by what religion, what society,
what law prescrites with regard to human conduct. We must
feel free to act upon our own judgments. Our conventionally-
conditioned consciences must be dismissed as guides to con-
duct.

The sins, the vices, and the crimes, on one side, and the
virtues on the other, which have been evolved because of our
conventionalization of our survival habits must be replaced
with conscious, voluntary, intelligent compromises designed
to make life richer, more beautiful, more satisfying both in the
present and the future.

For there are no supreme ends which can justify our inflex-
ible adherence to what convention calls duty. The ends which
are supposed to justify this adhesion are never noble enough.
Conventional morality is for us under a constant obligation to
prove that the ends at which it aims are worth the price which
conformity exacts of us. It is the greatest of all crimes to sac-
rifice what makes us happy immediately merely in order to
attain an end which our intelligence tells us does not merit
the sacrifice, just as it is the greatest of all virtues joyously to
sacrifice an immediate desire when we are convinced that the
ultimate end fully justifies it.

•

The full application of such a principle to conduct no doubt
has shocking implications to the conventional soul. For it im-
plies that not all lying is bad; not all stealing is bad; not all
killing is bad; they become good or bad by virtue of their con-
sequences. Moral conduct ceases to be behavior in accordance
with the accepted creeds and codes. It becomes a test of our abil-
ity to apply intelligence to action—of understanding the imme-
diate and foreseeing the remote consequences of our behavior.
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XX. The Barriers To Comfort

The Economic Barrier

First comes the economic barrier.
We must live. We must secure food, clothing, shelter—all the

essentials of comfort to which the progress of mankind enti-
tles us. We must adopt methods of procuring the things which
we desire as well as the things we need. If we adopt an eco-
nomic policy which provides us three things: security, satisfy-
ing work, independence—we procure not only what we need
and desire, we provide the conditions for spiritual comfort as
well. Without such a policy we may have all the creature com-
forts of civilization and still be uncomfortable.

Today it is the convention to solve the problem of living by
earning money, and to buy with the money what we need and
desire. So overwhelming is the force of this convention that
even those who inherit wealth in this country feel compelled to
devote their time largely to money-making—while those who
do not inherit wealth seem unable to think of any othermethod
than that of earningmoneywithwhich to buy themeans to live
according to the standard to which they aspire.

But for those of us who aspire to live the superior life, con-
formity to the convention that we must devote ourselves to
the immediate material conquest of comfort, means an almost
certain sacrifice of the ultimate spiritual conquest of comfort.
Conformity to this convention of our factory-dominated civ-
ilization seems incompatible with the security, the satisfying
work, and the independence necessary to real comfort.

For us, mere conformity to a scheme of existence which
seems designed by the quantity-minded for the exploitation
of the rest of mankind is no solution of the economic problem.
Only the herd-minded can dispose of their problems by
conformity to convention. Only those who are insensitive to
the spiritual outrage of a life of insecurity, of inexpressive
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work, and of subservience to modern business can be com-
fortable through conformity to the earn-and-buy economy
of today. For us, the alternatives of economic conformity
or non-conformity represent a choice between frustration
or deliberate adoption of an economic policy which makes
it possible to secure both the essentials of comfort and the
wisdom necessary to their enjoyment.

•

Such an economic policy has been described in some detail
in Part IV of this book. No doubt there are other policies which
we might adopt to attain the same ends. But whatever the pol-
icy we adopt, it should at least equal the one which I recom-
mend in providing security as to the essentials of existence; in
providing opportunities for engaging in satisfying work, and
in providing freedom to devote time to work and play which is
expressive of our real aspirations. All three of these are essen-
tial to any conquest of comfort. The last, we must not forget, is
most important to those who would live the superior life.

•

So we come to what seems to me the basic principle upon
which we must devise a policy which will surmount the eco-
nomic barrier to the comfortable life. Economically we must be
dependent upon no one but ourselves and those of our own house-
hold. For to the degree inwhichwe are dependent economically
upon others, to that degree do we cease to be free to live as we
would like to live.

In the feudal civilization of the past we had to work for the
nobility, and had therefore to be servants to the nobles and the
kings.

In our present factory-dominated civilization we have to
work for the factory in order to procure the essentials of life,
and so we are servants to the capitalists who own the factories.
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implies intellectual self-approval of ourselves and what we are
doing. To attain this self-approval wemust condition ourselves,
as the behaviorists would say, so that our habitual reactions
become intelligent rather than conventional; to temper our ac-
tions by “sick lying them o’er with the pale cast of thought.”

Such conduct may not invariably, it is true, furnish us full
gratification. It is utterly opposed to the idea that happiness
is only to be found in self-satisfaction. It involves enlightened
choices between conflicting desires—neither a full yielding to
instinctive impulses nor yet a stifling of all impulse by too great
consideration of remote satisfactions. It merely tempers the de-
sire for immediate satisfaction by consideration for the future.
It takes into account the fact that we are not only confronted
by the necessity of compromising between the present and the
future. We are also confronted by the necessity of choosing
among hosts of mutually exclusive immediate desires. No mat-
ter how our choices are determined—whether we let conven-
tional morality dictate our choices for us or we substitute a
personal morality according to which we make our choices—
the actual choices in specific instances can be only one of the
many conflicting desires with which we are on each occasion
confronted.

But choose we must. And if we substitute intelligence for
convention, the choice will mean conduct which consciously
relates each of our acts to the sequences of life as a whole. To
each moral judgment we apply all our wisdom in an effort to
extract the utmost gratification both from the particular event
and from the sequences of life in its entirety.

We escape the inhibitions which convention imposes even
though we deny ourselves the emotional releases of satisfying
unrestrained desire. What we lose, however, in superficial sat-
isfaction because of the restraints we impose upon ourselves,
we more than gain by the depth of our understanding of all
that we do permit ourselves to experience.
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It is our duty to live and to support our families.
Yet in time of war, it is our duty to the nation to die.
With such conflicts of duty we torture ourselves endlessly.

Our moral philosophy ought to deliver us from this kind of
conflict. It should furnish us a technique for compromising be-
tween immediate desire and ultimate interest; between direct
contacts with our fellows and remote contacts with them. It
should aim at reasoned compromises between what we decide
will yield us the maximum of immediate satisfactions and what
we believe will insure the maximum satisfaction in the future.
It must produce comfort both in time and in space: in time by
providing comfort now and in the future, and in space by pro-
viding comfort in our contacts as we meet our fellow humans.

The moral judgment, which precedes action, should follow
not upon instinctive but upon conscious decision; not upon de-
liberate effort to act in conformity with the conventional code
but upon deliberate effort to determine the immediate and the
remote consequences of the acts which we are contemplating.
Our acts may seem inconsistent with each other from time to
time and from place to place, yet they may be thoroughly con-
sistent from the standpoint of this principle. And if we pro-
ceed intelligently, we shall inflict less discomfort both upon
ourselves and others than if we try to act in accordance with
the prevailing morality. What is more, we shall avoid not only
the folly but the hypocrisy of pretending to be unselfish.

Wewill discover that the most intelligently farsighted conduct
will make us as considerate of others as it is of universal interest
that we should be.

If we are intelligently true to ourselves, we will be as just to
all whom our acts affect as we can be.

•

Obviously we can devise no such philosophy of morals as
long as we permit our conduct to consist of habitual conven-
tional reactions to the circumstances of life. For such amorality
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In a socialistic civilization we would have to work for the
state, and we would become servants to the men who govern
the state.

No matter how radically civilization changes, for us depen-
dence always means submission to the conventions, the disci-
plines, the censorships, the cultural values of predatory, ruth-
less, acquisitive, quantity-minded human beings who are more
interested in the exploitation of their fellows than in the ques-
tion of how life should be lived.

•

A very homely story from the Old Testament makes it clear
that when one man becomes dependent upon another, he may
be forced to sacrifice his birthright of freedom and happiness.
The story, somewhat freely quoted, is as follows:

And Jacob had pottage.
And Esau came from the hunt, and he was faint.
And Esau said to Jacob: “Feed me, I pray thee, with that same
pottage, for I am faint.”
And Jacob said, “Sell me this day thy birthright.”
And Esau said, “Behold, I am at the point to die, and what profit
shall this birthright do me?”
And Jacob said, “Swear to me this day.”
And Esau swore to him and he sold his birthright unto Jacob.
Then Jacob gave Esau bread and pottage of lentils, and he did
eat and drink, and rose up, and went his way.
Thus Esau lost his birthright.

Quantity-minded Jacob; how well he knew how to get what
hewanted! And Esau, mighty hunter though hewas, was shorn
of his birthright simply because he had neglected to provide for
his elementary economic needs.

•
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The legend of Jacob and Esau is an excellent illustration of
the operation of one of the most important of all economic
laws: the law that the terms upon which an exchange is made be-
tween two parties are determined by the relative extent to which
each is free to refuse to make the exchange. If both are free to
refuse, then the exchange will be made on equitable terms. Had
Esau been free to refuse to buy, he would have paid Jacob only
the reasonable, the market, the competitive, the just price for
the food he wanted. But he was not free. He was unable to
refuse to buy while Jacob was able to refuse to sell. The one
who was “free” (to refuse to make the exchange), dictated the
terms of the sale, and the one who was “not free” to refuse, had
to pay whatever price was exacted from him.

So it is today. So it has always been and will probably always
be.

Certainly in this factory-dominated civilization, the quantity
minded, by concentrating upon the acquisition of wealth, nat-
urally achieve a higher degree of freedom to refuse to make
exchanges than do we. For to the degree in which we become
interested in the qualitative aspects of life, we tend to neglect
the acquisition of this freedom.Thus the quantity-minded, who
are nearly always free, determine how andwhen andwhere we
should work, and what we, who are rarely free, should receive
for our work. But let us make ourselves free to withhold our
services, and we will determine not only the terms for which
we work but also the nature and the quality of the work we do.

•

What is more, just as our services as a whole are essential
to the maintenance of civilization, so our services individually
are important to the factories to which the quantity-minded to-
day devote themselves. Once we are able to withhold our ser-
vices, the quantity-minded would have to deal with us upon
the basis of dependence upon us instead of upon the basis of
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as the unmarried; to parents and those not parents; to bothmen
and women; to the strong and the weak; the rich and the poor;
the stupid and the intelligent.4

It is a code which assumes not only that we are all alike but
that we are alike throughout all our life. Yet the assumption
is false in both respects. Just as we are, each of us, not alike
but different from each other, so individually we are not one
unchanging individual, but a succession of different individu-
als. If we are to develop intelligent principles of conduct for
ourselves we must provide for these differences between our-
selves and other persons and for the changes in ourselves at
successive ages in our lives.

Only a relative morality meets these requirements.
What may be moral in one person, may not be in another;

what may be moral at one age, may not be at another.

•

Today we dispose of the problem of regulating our conduct
by conformity to conventional morality. And this morality we
are told is validated by the supreme ethical and moral value
of duty. Duty to god; duty to humanity; duty to the nation;
duty to family; duty to self—these are the supreme values of
our present moral philosophy. Yet if comfort is the great good
to be sought, duty becomes a manifestly inadequate value by
which to guide our selves. For duty is not an arbitrable ideal.
It plunges us into arbitrary decisions concerning mutually ir-
reconcilable alternatives. It validates all moral conduct on the
one ground of duty, yet no statement of our duties but contains
mutually inconsistent provisions.

4 In this respect the ten commandments are inferior to much of the law
with its distinctions between minors and adults, masters and servants, com-
petents and incompetents. Unfortunately the onward sweep of democracy
is emphasising more and more the assumption of the equality of all persons
before the law. That is why in this “democratic” country people like to say
that ours is a government of laws, not men.
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values of our own and the development of a self-consciousness
which enables us to utilize our own values. Progress over the
barrier can then begin because we are ready to abandon the
sacerdotalism upon which conventional morality relies to val-
idate its right to speak with authority.

For morality is not absolute. It is relative. The current moral-
ity furnishes us no intrinsic evidence of its validity. Tested by
its own canons, it is self-contradictory. And the extrinsic ev-
idence is equally disappointing. The will of nature, so far as
morality is concerned, is as inscrutable as the will of god is
uncertain. Neither sacred scriptures nor pure sciences furnish
any evidence of absolute moral authority.

The sense of sin and the conviction of innocence are there-
fore mistakes. The voice of conscience furnishes no rational
guidance upon moral questions. Because our acts are in them-
selves neither abstractly good nor abstractly bad, conscience
must be replaced by values whichwe ourselves decide are most
conducive to comfort.

Every act of ours is a unique event.
It is the essence of conventional morality to ignore this

unique ness; to classify our acts and upon the basis of the
classification to reward or punish. Whereas in truth we merely
act, and it is the consequences of the act upon all involved
which are important. Acts which our conventional code calls
immoral often have consequences which are good, and acts
which are called strictly moral often have consequences which
are bad.

The masses of fools stick to morality when every mandate
of wisdom cries out that intelligence should be substituted for
it.

•

The ten commandments constitute a code that applies to
childhood, youth, maturity and old age; to the married as well
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our dependence upon them. With the reversal of the present
relationships of dependents and independents would come a
reversal of the present division of the returns from common
effort. For to the degree in which we become free to refuse
to contribute our services to the enterprises upon which the
quantity-minded are engaged, to that degree we become able
to dictate terms and to secure a premium price for what we
choose to do or choose to produce.

This is a policy which puts self before society, but only be-
cause it is the essence of wisdom to put first things first. Civ-
ilization exists for man; not man for civilization. Those who
contribute most to civilization take only what is theirs in com-
mon justice if they organize their lives so that they are able to
work as they think best.

Until we have secured the essentials of comfort; until we are
able to devote ourselves to satisfying work; until we are free
to refuse to work and to play as those with inferior values and
with vulgar aspirations would force us to, a less selfish eco-
nomic policy is neither good for ourselves nor good for civi-
lization.

Only by the deliberate adoption of a policy which provides
those of us who aspire to the superior life with the freedom for
the expression of our own aspirations can wemake civilization
less ugly than it is today.

For if we free ourselves through such an economic policy
as has been here outlined, the humiliating process of waiting
years, generations, and centuries until the quantity-minded
find it to their interest to adopt our ideas would be ended.
Newer ideas and higher values would much more directly
enter into the conventions of civilization. The great lag in time
between the conception of new ideas and their acceptance by
mankind would be shortened.

Civilization would become less ugly at the same time that
life for us would become more comfortable.
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The Physiological Barrier

We come secondly to the consideration of the physiological
barrier to comfort.

We are animals with an insistent animal need of nutrition
and excretion, exercise and rest.

Today we submit to an incalculable amount of physical dis-
comfort because we conform to the conventions as to how we
should live and as to what we should dowhenwe are ill. We are
the victims of an enormous body of misinformation concern-
ing our bodily processes. Some of this is merely our traditional
heritage of ignorance but much of it is the result of deliberate
propaganda by those who profit from the foolish habits of eat-
ing, drinking, clothing, sheltering and caring for ourselves in
which we unthinkingly acquiesce.

Yet an enormous body of knowledge concerning the phys-
iological processes has already been accumulated. Most of
us, however, do not have the time to acquire this knowledge,
and many of us, even if we were to acquaint ourselves with
it, would lack the courage to use it. For we find it difficult
to practice what is preached by the men and women who
have accumulated this knowledge—not always recognized
scientists—when our lives are organized for us, in utter dis-
regard of our normal physiological needs as animais, by the
factory-dominated civilization by which and for which we
live.

As long as we devote ourselves whole-heartedly to the oc-
cupational specialties for which our factory-directed schools
have trained us and fill the rest of our lives with the routines
which naturally accompany them, it is difficult to develop a
conscious policy as to what we should eat and drink and how
we should work and rest.

Yet such a policy is essential to the real enjoyment of life.
For man is as artificial an animal as is the dog, the cow or the

chicken. Unlike a wild animal, he cannot rely upon his instincts
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We come now to the moral barrier.
We are creatures which have to be moral because we cannot

live without affecting our fellows.
We act. Our actions affect our fellows. But the judgments

of society upon our acts, and our efforts to adjust ourselves to
these social judgments, make the conquest of comfort impos-
sible for us as long as we are conventionally dependent upon
conventional society.

•

For until we can deliberately discipline ourselves to a self
consciousness which enables us to utilize moral values of our
own devising, we act as conventional morality would have
us act; we think of our own actions as conventional morality
would have us think, and we judge the actions of others as
conventional morality would have us judge them.

If our own actions and our judgment of the actions of others
are in conformity with the conventional codes and creeds of
so ciety, we are considered moral and we think of ourselves
as good. Moral conduct may not make us comfortable—
conventionally good people seldom are—but we can at least
console ourselves with the conviction of our innocence.

If, however, our actions and our judgments upon the actions
of others are not in conformity with the accepted patterns of
conduct; if, on the contrary, they violate the accepted stan-
dards, then society adjudges us sinful and criminal, and we
tend to think of ourselves as bad. Immorality may not make us
comfortable—conventionally immoral people seldom are—but
in addition we suffer the discomfort of living under a convic-
tion of guilt.

•

No progress over the moral barrier is possible until we have
the time and the freedom for two things: the devising of moral
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•

Government derives its potency mainly from two things:
ideas and force.

Ideas tend to impose themselves upon those who actually
wield the forces of government. It is the fact that ideas possess
this power that makes progress possible at all. Whatever we
are able to accomplish toward the making of a more beautiful
civilization comes from the innate strength and persuasiveness
of the ideas which we launch.

What is for us, therefore, supremely important is that we
shall be free to experiment with our ideas—all the ideas which
occur to us. We must put ourselves into a position where the
ideas which interest us can have real opportunity to function.

In a civilization in which the arts, the amusements, and the
educational institutions were the forums of its superior indi-
viduals, government would shrink in stature and importance,
and beauty would develop in myriads of directions in which it
is today cramped, cribbed and confined.

•

To free ourselves so that we can devote ourselves to thework
we like, would mean that we would be able to develop, to dra-
matize and to publicize our ideas.

The facile assumption of sovereign power, so flattering to the
herd-minded voter, we would lose through recognition of our
impotence in directly wielding the forces of government. But
we would be compensated for this loss by the real enjoyment
we would secure from conscious devotion to what we like best
to do.

And because of the indirect influence we would thus exert
upon government we would not only be adding to our own
comfort but to that of all mankind.

The Moral Barrier
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in physiological matters because his instinctive reactions have
atrophied during the long ages throughout which he has been
domesticating himself. He must substitute intelligence for in-
stinct, or accept the discomforts of contemporary physiological
life.

Certainly few of us use our intelligence with regard to this
aspect of our lives. We are not supposed to use our own in-
telligence. We are supposed to leave it to those who specially
devote themselves to such matters. We leave it to advertisers
to tell us what we should eat and drink; to offices and factories
to tell us how we should work, and to doctors and druggists to
tell us how we should care for ourselves when we are ill.

Naturally we accept the mental and physical ailments which
accompany such living as among the unavoidable ills of life.

•

Our factory-dominated civilization is making us into an over
fed, constipated, nerve-racked, physically inferior race. Hospi-
tals, sanitariums, and asylums multiply endlessly. We seem to
be sacrificing the abounding vitality we need if we are to be
comfortable, to the exigencies of surviving at all under our fac-
tory regime.

Consider, for instance, the matter of food and eating.
We eat, not when we are hungry, but when the clock tells us

to do so, and without normal outdoor work and play, we eat
too often and too much.

We eat too fast. We breakfast too fast because we have to get
to work on time; we lunch too fast in so-called “quick-lunches”
much as horses eat in their stalls; we dine too fast so that we
may the more quickly go out to amuse ourselves.

We eat foods which the factory produces for us and to an
ever increasing extent leave it to bakers, delicatessen and
restaurants to cook and serve them to us.

But since so much of what we eat consists of foods first de-
vitalized by the factory, we have to turn more and more to
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doctors, dentists, osteopaths, chiropractors and physical cultur-
ists to repair the damage which our dietetic conventions inflict
upon us.

For the devitalizing of our foodstuffs seems to be an in-
escapable accompaniment of our present system of divorcing
production from consumption. Producing food in one place
and consuming it in another makes it necessary to transport
and store (and therefore embalm) foodstuffs which in their
normal state decompose with great rapidity. All the skill of
modern science and all the ingenuity of modern business
are therefore focused upon the development of processes
which make it possible to transport foods thousands of miles
and to preserve and store them for months and years. Not
palatability but salability is the objective of the processing
of wheat, corn, sugar, rice and practically all our staple
foodstuffs. Our conventional dietary of lean meat, white bread,
cooked starches and plenty of fats and sugars, no matter how
abnormal physiologically, seems an inevitable consequence.

Is it any wonder that so many of us really die at forty and
then rely upon drugs and doctors to keep us existing during
the rest of our lives?

•

But when we turn the solution of any of the problems of
living over to those who pretend to be able to do what they
manifestly are incapable of doing, we invite quackery.The con-
ventional treatment of the commonest, and therefore the most
important of our ailments by our physicians, surgeons and
dentists proceeds with a disregard of elementary physiological
principles almost as complete as that of shamans, voodoo men
and other primitive medicine-men. Modern practitioners of
the art of healing find it just as profitable as the quacks whom
they have supplanted to be blind to the fact, (to which their
victims seem equally oblivious), that the real cure for our ills
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Having failed throughout all history, over and over again,
in competition with the quantity-minded for the control of
government, it is the part of wisdom to reconcile ourselves
to the fact that government is one of the institutions which
we cannot directly use to make civilization more beautiful.
Above all, we must guard against over-valuing the cultural
potentialities of government and of under-valuing institutions
like the press, the stage, and the class-room which are so much
more adaptable to intellectual, moral, and artistic idealism.
By over-estimating the importance of legislative, judicial,
administrative, and military activities, we tend to ignore the
evil of the prostitution of what might be called our primary
fields of activity to the selfish interests of the quantity minded
and forget how many of us are forced to prostitute ourselves
to the industrial behemoth which they have brought into
being, by designing, writing, acting, and teaching what we do
not believe to be good or true or beautiful.

As long as we are content to be chained to behemoth, we
shall lack both the freedom and the time to make our ideas
dominant in the fields of activity where they would contribute
most to the individual improvement of mankind and we shall
continue unable to refuse to do work which outrages our high-
est aspirations. But with freedom from the constraints which
behemoth imposes upon us as long as we are dependent upon
it, we would be enabled to develop the techniques and the dis-
ciplines needed to secure control of the institutions which are
the most efficient vehicles for projecting ideas into society.

In a society in which the press, the stage, and the class-room
were controlled by the quality-minded, leviathan would be re-
duced to normal dimensions. Control of the irreducible mini-
mum of government remaining would become of little impor-
tance because the ideas of the quality-minded, rather than the
interests of the quantity-minded, would become of paramount
interest to government officialdom.
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pendence of the advertising industry, and schools and univer-
sities refuse to continue themanufacture of mere specialists for
our factory-dominated civilization—let these become the fields
of expression of living artists; of those to whom music, drama
and the dance are first of all expressions of the creative spirit; of
those to whom journalism, literature, art, science, philosophy
are fundamentally means to the good life, and we will find that
we can safely surrender politics and government entirely to the
politicians because we will be able to impose upon them ideas
immeasurably superior to those which they now promote.

But to take possession of these fields of activity, we must
make ourselves economically free to boycott the quantity-
minded individuals who now control them. Once we make
ourselves free to engage in or to refuse to engage in work for
which we have prepared ourselves and for which we have
developed unusual skills, the artistic, amusement and educa-
tional institutions will become ours by sheer force of their
dependence upon us. With these in our hands, public opinion
could be made a civilizing instead of a vulgarizing influence.
And the politicians, with their fear of their constituents, would
prove just as responsive to an enlightened public opinion as
they now do to a vulgarized public opinion. For politicians live
by anticipating the direction in which public opinion turns;
they do not actually direct its movement.

With these three instruments we could lessen the veneration
which gives to the government its present sacred character in
the opinion of mankind; we could persuade the public to deny
to politicians their ever-increasing tendency to interfere with
the rights of the individual, and we could end by so reducing
the need of social control as to gradually reduce government
and the politicians who operate it to a state of innocuous desue-
tude.

•
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is not to be found in correct medication but in correct living.
Their preoccupation with the pathological is really a subtle
form of quackery fully as dangerous to our comfort as are
many of the recognized forms of quackery.

One of the great disservices rendered us by this conventional
medical emphasis on pathology is preoccupationwith the germ
theory.

In the pre-scientific past, it was difficult enough to see that
disease was really caused by some deviation from normal liv-
ing. As long as disease was ascribed to the instrumentality of
demons and devils, mankind devoted itself to propitiating the
supernatural agencies which were believed to cause it. But it
is almost as difficult for us today to appreciate the importance
of normal living now that all disease is believed to be caused
by those minute invisible organisms, (popularly called germs),
which mysteriously ignore some of us and equally mysteri-
ously seize upon others for destruction. Now that disease is
ascribed to the activities of germs, naturally we devote our-
selves to the destruction of these malign creatures instead of
learning how to maintain health through normal living.

For the amazing thing about our bodies is the remarkable ex-
tent to which they are self-protective and self-regulatory. Let
us live a normal life; let our bodies function normally so far
as nutrition and excretion are concerned; let us work and rest
normally and a normal blood-stream is the inevitable result.
With a normal blood-stream we will have normal organs, nor-
mal muscles, normal bones and normal skins and membranes
and these will make short shrift of germs when they do enter
our bodies, as enter they will no matter how many antiseptic
precautions we may employ.

•

To live comfortably, we need normal exercise and we need
normal rest.
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But the work which we do today and the rest which we are
able to secure furnish us neither.

We spend most of our time indoors, and we herd in cities
in which great crowds, tall buildings, factory smoke and au-
tomobile exhausts vitiate the good fresh air and shut out the
health-making sunshine. We either do work which uses prac-
tically none of our muscles, as in office work, or perform the
same operations over and over again, and so use only a few of
the many muscles we ought to use. And the tempo of our work,
instead of being set by some such rhythm as that of recurring
seasons of the year, is set by clocks and machines. We move
at the pace which machines dictate or work with papers at a
desk at a tension equally abnormal. Business makes us write or
dictate large numbers of letters; call and receive dozens of tele-
phone messages; rush here and there in subways, street cars,
taxis, autos, trains, and crowd as many human contacts into
each of our days as the necessities of the gigantic mechanism
of which we are cogs require.

As for our leisure, that too is keyed to a tempo over which
we have relatively little control. We read newspapers daily, not
one but several, because newspapers must get out edition after
edition.We eat regularly—and rapidly—in restaurants in which
we have to vacate our seats before the food served us has hardly
been ingested, and when we eat at home, rush through our
breakfasts in order to catch trains and too often rush through
our dinners in order to go to movies, dance halls or clubs to
amuse our tired selves. And after this sort of “play” we rush
home to a fitful sleep, from which an alarm-clock wakens us to
resume the factory dominated rhythm fromwhich there seems
to be no escape.

•

Such a regime literally forces us into a physiological life
which inevitably proves a barrier to comfort. And there is no
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yield to these various forms of duress without too great suffer-
ing. Perhaps philosophy can reconcile us to paying the taxes
imposed upon us, even though we see every day how the tax-
payers’ money is wasted by those who hold political office.

(3) Voluntary contributions to the work of government, such
as voting, party work, office-holding, and agitating, educating
and organizing reform movements—these can be reduced to
almost nothing. An occasional effort in this direction may be
justified, but earnest devotion to these contributions to govern-
ment is almost certain to disillusion and disappoint us.

•

But if we thus abandon hope of achieving much improve-
ment through the agencies of government, is there any field of
effort which we can cultivate in order to impose upon society a
superior conception of how life should be lived? For the more
sensitive we are to the stupidities, the injustices and the ugli-
ness of civilization, themore important it becomes that we give
expression to our feelings in some activity designed to correct
them.

Such fields of effort do exist, and unlike the field of govern-
ment, we are temperamentally fitted to engage in cultivating
them. Let us make the arts, the amusements, and the educa-
tional institutions of society our own, and we will have: first,
a channel into which we can pour our own creative instincts,
and secondly, a powerful instrumentality for the improvement
of mankind. Let these three fields be kept free from malforma-
tion by the greedy, the fanatic and the ignorant, and ideas, now
neglected, misinterpreted or falsified for the sake of securing
and holding wealth and power, will be developed, dramatized
and publicized. Let the fine arts end their present status of suf-
ferance at the hands of dealers in antiquities; let the stage, the
concert hall, and the arena be taken from those who cater to
the vulgar; let newspapers and magazines declare their inde-
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of tissue—the coarsening of taste—the narrowing of sympathy
to the emotions of a caged rat.3

•

Incompetent and imbecile, with a saving trace of grandeur
this describes government as it is and not as idealists, aristo-
cratic, democratic or socialistic, would have it.

How are we to permit such an institution, (with which we
must come to terms) to function in the directions in which it
ministers to our comfort and yet reduce the annoyances it can
cause us to the minimum? Short of escape to a desert island,
how can we live the good life in spite of it?

Economic independence cannot, unfortunately, completely
free us from government. But it can enormously reduce the
field of activity for government as a whole.

(1) Dependence upon the public services furnished by the
government itself or by quasi-governmental institutions oper-
ated upon franchises, can be materially lessened. We can fur-
nish our ownwater supply; our own sewerage system; our own
fire protection; our own schooling. Some of these things for
which we now turn to the public services we can do completely
for ourselves. Others we can do only in part. To the extent to
whichwe enable ourselves to do them, we avoid the annoyance
and escape the incompetence of having them performed by the
state.

(2) Support of the government through the taxes we pay
we cannot avoid, nor can we entirely escape from such forms
of government support as military service and jury duty. But
in accordance with the illustrious precedents recorded on ev-
ery page of the histories of government, judicious flattery and
bribery of officials can enable us either to eliminate entirely or
in large part reduce taxes and similar demands upon us. Fortu-
nately, we have progressed to such a point that it is possible to

3 Henry Adams, The Education of Henry Adams, p. 365.
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hope of comfort until we discover that conformity to a regime
evolved by men “who aren’t in business for their health,” is a
sin against the holy ghost.

There can be no real enjoyment of comfort until we discover
that the most important thing for which we ought to be in busi-
ness is our health.

Certainly those of us who aspire to live a superior life must
devote more of our thinking to the problem of how to live and
less to the problem of how to earn a living.

The Social Barrier

Third comes the social barrier.
We are inescapably gregarious and to enjoy the society of our

fellows are confronted with the demand that we conform to the
social conventions amidst which we find ourselves. We are ex-
pected to sacrifice individual ideas of social intercourse which
seem good to us because society cherishes such absurdities as
the belief that strange ideas are essentially bad while familiar
ideas are essentially good, and the belief that whatever is new
is better than what is old not because it is truer, better, or more
beautiful, but just because it is newer. To accept conventions
which proceed from assumptions of this kind, (without regard
to whether they increase or decrease our own enjoyment of
living), is to surrender our birthright of individuality. An un-
thinking acceptance of conventions which are considered valid
not in proportion to their reasonableness, their kindliness, or
their beauty, but merely in proportion to the effectiveness with
which they impose the ideals of society as a whole upon each
individual, makes any real conquest of comfort impossible.

We cannot, of course, entirely ignore the social conventions;
we must provide for meeting our fellow human beings. We
must work and transact business with them; we must agree
with them about political matters, and what is equally impor-
tant, learn how to disagree with them; wemust play with them;
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entertain and be entertained and give to our children the oppor-
tunity for meeting those of the opposite sex so that they may
not only mate but also experiment with life; finally, we must
be alternately participants and audiences in the play-aspects
of life—artists displaying what we have created for the appre-
ciation of others, and audiences appraising what others have
created. If we leave the whole of this vast area of life to conven-
tions evolved by the masses of mankind out of the imperfectly
understood ideas of quality minded individuals, social life be-
comes a perpetual crucifixion of the beautiful life.

•

Social conventions we must therefore have, though not nec-
essarily those which prevail at present. We must have them,
solely and simply because of their convenience. They make
it unnecessary to provide by a sort of special legislation for
each occasion upon which we come in contact with our fellow
human beings. They save both time and tempers. They elimi-
nate irritations which are inevitable unless human beings are
in some kind of agreement as to how they will behave when
they have to meet each other.

Conventions of this kind are really nothing other than forms
of etiquette. They have no more justification for their being
than that which justifies the manners of any polite society.
They should be subject to revision, suspension, and revocation,
whenever they no longer serve the purpose for which they
were originally devised or whenever special circumstances dic-
tate the wisdom of a change in them. Each individual and each
group must determine this for themselves, and the deviation
and the deviator from these conventions must be judged solely
from the standpoint of the purposes and consequences of his
conduct.

The formulation of these conventions—the general mould of
social life—must therefore be taken from the churchmen, politi-
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exercise it. Their preoccupation with the arts which lead to
power and which enable them to maintain it after they have
secured it is inescapable. The ambitions which should animate
them and the purposes for which their power should be used
have to be subordinated to “practical politics.”

Rarely does the true quality-minded individual attain to
power. When he does, he is almost compelled to sacrifice
the ideals to which he may originally have been genuinely
devoted in order to maintain power. He is almost certain to
sacrifice them unless his tenure of power is accompanied by
a social convulsion which carries his ideals into force almost
in spite of what he himself may do. Ordinarily the task of
maintaining himself, and his party, in office is so great that
the inclination to make wise use of whatever power he secures
rarely survives the ordeal.

Generally, the quality-minded man functions in politics only
to the degree that politicians find it necessary to use his abil-
ities, and though he sometimes imposes his ideas upon the
politicians the process of emasculation to which they are sub-
jected by legislative, judicial and administrative officials so al-
ters them that they defeat the purposes for which they were
originally conceived.

A life-long study of politicians, of all quantity-minded men
perhaps the most odious, made Henry Adams use these bit-
ing words to describe political office, the struggle to acquire
it, maintain it and administer it:

Office was poison; it killed—body and soul—physically and
socially. Office was more poisonous than priestcraft or peda-
gogy in proportion as it held more power, but the poison he
complained of was not ambition; he shared none of Cardinal
Wolsey’s belated penitence for that healthy stimulant, as he
had shared none of the fruits; his poison was that of the will—
the distortion of sight—the warping of mind—the degradation
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individuals seek makes it very desirable that the alternative
should be controlled as far as possible by us personally and
not by the community as a whole.

We develop government because it is an agency which gen-
erates social control, when we should develop institutions like
the family which are agencies for generating self-control.

•

What we call a government is after all nothing but a group
of individuals, who, by a variety of sanctions, have acquired
the power to govern their fellows. The sanctions range from
the fraud of divine right to that of sheer conquest; from the
imbecility of hereditary privilege to the irrationality of count-
ing voters. In most cases the extent to which these sanctions
produce capable legislators, judges and administrators, will not
bear critical examination

Nominally, government exists and functions for the public.
Actually it exists and functions for the benefit of those who
have in one of these absurd ways acquired power to govern. It
is accepted mainly because of the sheer inertia of great masses
of people. Ostensibly, of course, it is accepted because it con-
fers a sufficiency of visible benefits upon society to make the
officials who operate it tolerated in spite of the selfish and idi-
otic exercise of the powers conferred upon them.

Unfortunately for quality-minded individuals above all
others, government furnishes for quantity-minded individuals
the opportunity to sate to the full their greed for wealth and
power. Power, for its own sake, is rarely attractive to the
quality-minded individual. It is too ineradicably quantitative.
The really superior man, just because he is intelligent enough
to know the limitations of his knowledge and the fallibility
of his judgments, has no taste for the ruthlessness which is
essential to the exercise of power.

For government officials must, first of all, maintain power.
Only by maintaining power can they have the opportunity to
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cians and captains of industry, from the quantity-minded dom-
inators of mankind and assumed by those to whom living is a
test of art and of intelligence and not merely the gratification of
undisciplined appetite or unthinking acceptance of whatever
is.

•

Unfortunately, few of us are really free to experiment in this
sense with conventions. Instead of our social life being a delib-
erate experiment in creating conventions, it involves a repres-
sive conformity to pre-existing patterns.

We stand in abject terror of what “they” will think about the
way we live. The terror may be sub-conscious, and the degree
to which social pressure influences our actions may not be rec-
ognized. Yet it affects practically every moment of our lives.
Our treatment of each other, even in such intimate relations
as husband and wife and parent and child, is dictated by the
conventions of our class. We dress ourselves, we shelter our-
selves, we feed ourselves and we entertain ourselves, not the
way beauty and comfort dictate as to dress, as to housing, as to
food and drink, as to work and play, but according to the con-
ventions which “the crowd” accepts. And we dare not depart
from the conventional social form of life; it would mean, not
only ostracism from society, but ostracism from business. For
conformity to convention is not merely a price exacted of us for
acceptance by society; it is a price which we have to pay today
if we are to be permitted to support ourselves at all. Plainly, we
can indulge in no individual experimenting in social life until
we can afford to ignore the conventions of society; until we
are independent enough to dictate the terms upon which we
will cooperate with the integrated mechanism of business, and
until we have provided against loneliness by placing ourselves
within a group such as the family in which our own position
is so secure that we can dare to be ourselves.
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The Biological Barrier

We come fourth to the barrier formed by our civilized sex
conventions.

We are biologically incomplete, male or female halves of per-
sonality subject to an imperious mandate that we mate and
consummate our beings in the reproduction of our own kind.
This effort at consummation constitutes our sex-life.

We cannot, even if we try, evade living a sex-life. For if we
try to evade it by refusing to live a normal sex-life, we find our-
selves rewarded with a redoubled volume of sex of a perverse
type.

St. Anthony immured in his solitary desert cave did not es-
cape living a sex-life. He did not conquer sex by repudiating it.
He succeeded only in saturating his life with it.

•

In our factory-dominated civilization, mating has to be post-
poned long after nature most strongly urges us to mate. Mar-
riage is a luxury in which marriageable youth, if it is at all in-
telligent, hesitates to indulge.

As industrialization becomes more and more complete, and
the integration of production makes more and more vocational
specialization necessary, the spread between the time when it
is easiest for us to adjust ourselves to a mate and the time when
our income permits us to marry grows wider.

The more ambitious we are to wrest creature comforts from
our complex civilization, the greater becomes the spread. The
higher the place we strive to attain in the hierarchy of mod-
ern business, the longer is the apprenticeship we must serve
at meagre pay, after spending years at school and college earn-
ing nothing at all. By postponing the time when earning can
begin so long after adolescence, conventional education tends
to pervert our entire life. Education, which ought to be a course
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For government is, at best, a necessary evil. It does not be-
come less evil because it seems necessary.

•

There are three needs of mankind, and therefore three func-
tions, which seem to justify the existence of governments. The
first is the protection of society as a whole, and of the law-
abiding members of it, from the illegal, and sometimes anti-
social activities of individuals. The performance of this func-
tion has brought into existence the police powers of the gov-
ernment: law, law enforcement and the courts of law.

The second function is the protection of the government
itself, from the attacks of other governments, and by virtue of
what is presumably the corollary of self-defense, the function
of attacking other governments which may for some reason—
good, bad or indifferent—interfere with the activities of the
attacking government. The performance of this function has
brought into existence the war powers of the government:
armies and navies, international law and diplomacy.

The third function is that of rendering various social and eco-
nomic services which seem, like our schools, too important to
en-trust to private initiative, or which seem, like the issue of
money, too dangerous to entrust to private monopoly. The per-
formance of these functions has brought into existence the so-
cial activities of the government: public schools, postal service,
streets and roads, fire protection, water supply and a myriad of
similar municipal and national activities.

If we admit, for the moment, that these functions are
essential to mankind’s well-being, it does not necessarily
follow that the only way in which they can be provided is
through the agency of political government. History, which
is one long record of the imbecilities and the injustices of
governments, furnishes us good grounds for seeking some
alternative solution for them. And the comfort which we as
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selves and worthy of our worship, let us devise a new worship
of the lares and penates—of the spirit of the home, the family
and the fireside. These at least are worthy of consecration at
our hands, because they are capable of responding to the best
that we may give to them.

If we must have a religion, let it be this religion which con-
duces to our comfort rather than erects barriers to it.

The Political Barrier

We come next to the political barrier to the comfortable life.
We are born into a political status.
We have no choice about the matter. We are subject, or cit-

izen, or comrade by virtue of the fact that we are born under
the dominion of politicians who have constituted themselves
into a monarchy, a republic, or a commune. We can change our
political status by emigrating from the subjection under which
we are born to some other which we may think more desirable,
but we cannot free ourselves from subjection to government
altogether. In this respect we have somewhat less freedom to-
day than even with regard to religion. We can avoid tithes, in
many states, but none of us can avoid taxes. Public opinion has
progressed to the point where it recognizes that abandonment
of the church is not in itself an evil however sinful it may be
from the standpoint of the clergy. But it has not yet arrived at
a point where it recognizes that the abandonment of the state
is equally free from evil. In deed, the process of turning one’s
back upon the government, especially during times of crisis,
is stigmatized as treason, and the unpatriotic individual who
dares to do so is fortunate if he escapes the jailer’s and execu-
tioner’s attentions for his temerity.

But while we may have to consent to a political status and to
contribute to the support of the government, we do not need to
over-estimate the extent to which politicians and the political
state contribute to our comfort.
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of instruction in the essentials of the good life, is thus warped
into an actual barrier to it.

•

But while industrialization can press us to postpone mar-
riage, it cannot postpone sex-development. Here the church
steps in with conventions which forbid all pre-marital sexual
experiences. Marriage, says the church, is the only thing
that can sacerdotalize sex-life. Between the church with its
categories of sin and the law with its categories of crime, the
sex-starved followers of convention are impaled either on the
Scylla of frigidity or the Charybdis of prostitution.

True, the revolt of womankind, or rather the economic inde-
pendence which the factory has conferred upon them has en-
couraged pre-marital sex-experimentation. But while this ex-
perimentation does temper the evil of both frigidity and pros-
titution, it can contribute little to our happiness until the ex-
cessive importance which convention attaches to chastity is
ended. Its claim that all sex-life must be suspended until we
are ready to marry with benefit of clergy must be ridiculed out
of existence.

For the church, with its idiotic cry of “unclean,” has made
us associate the sex-act with a mystic carnality only to be ex-
orcised through sacraments of which the clergy are the dis-
pensers. So pervasive is the association of ideas with which
the church has infected western civilization that even irreli-
gious nonconformists cannot entirely escape from the asso-
ciation of sex and evil. Because of its unearthly and unnatu-
ral idea that the sex-act is the original sin, the church strives
with threats of hell to confine all sex-life within the marital
state. As long as the idea prevails that marriage is a sacred
and indissoluble union necessary to sacerdotalize the sex-act
and justifying the suppression of all extra-marital experimen-
tation, there is no hope that we shall be able to evolve more
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beautiful sex-conventions. Hypocrisy, jealousy, frigidity, pros-
titution, abortion—these fruits of our present sex conventions
will remain to plague us.The rigors of themarital tie will not be
relaxed. Departures from sexual fidelity will continue to have
an undue importance for us. And marriage, instead of being a
voluntary experiment in the consummation of being, will re-
main one of the most disappointing of all our institutions.

•

It is not the least of the discomforts we can attribute to this
factory-dominated civilization that it has put a blight upon par-
enthood.

For there can be no true conquest of comfort without par-
enthood.

Parenthood is a great adventure. It offers us unlimited
opportunities for self-expression, yet it is the greatest of all
disciplines. Parenthood, through every stage—conception,
pre-natality, infancy, childhood, adolescence, mating, and
finally the second cycle of life—is potent with joys that can
fully compensate us for the pain and suffering which seem
invariable accompaniments of everything worthwhile.

But to make parenthood enjoyable, it must be freed from the
black curse under which it struggles and labors today. For chil-
dren today are economic catastrophes. We marry late and have
few or no children, for a decent standard of living can be main-
tained only on condition that we sacrifice our normal life as
mates and parents and, for all practical purposes, sterilize our-
selves. So we turn to contraception and even embrace abortion,
with its risks, rather than burden ourselves with the economic
handicap of children.

Birth should certainly be controlled, and the coming of chil-
dren spaced so as to minimize the unavoidable physical and
mental strains upon the mother, but children should not be pre-
vented from coming altogether. Contraception should be used
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•

The question of god, for instance, is considered an impor-
tant question. Most of us are born to believe that there is a god,
and never really have occasion to ask ourselves the question
because our parents or our churches have answered it for us.
All that we have to do is to accept it. Some of us, like Cotton
Mather, have wrestled with the question in pain and sorrow
and acquired a belief in god, while a few of us after similar
considerations of the question have finally come to the conclu-
sion that there is no god. Society has said, believe in god or
suffer ostracism. The church has said, believe in god or suffer
excommunication. Sometimes the state has said, believe in god
or suffer prosecution.

Nature, however, has said nothing. The sun shines and the
rain falls precisely the same upon believer and upon unbeliever.
The foodstuffs they eat will nourish the two precisely alike; the
water refresh them alike; the coal and wood warm them alike.

So that in the truest sense this question is an unimportant
question, and would deserve nothing at our hands, but for the
importance which the masses of men are made to attach to it.
If we are to avoid the discomfort of having to conform to their
opinions with respect to religion; of being silent about our
beliefs; of perhaps having to render obeisance to the church;
and worst of all, of contributing to the support of the church
and of the institutions which propagate religions ideas, we
will have to be economically independent of those who believe
in them and of those who use the belief in them to buttress
institutions—such as the state—which they control.

Only then will the religious barrier to our comfort really dis-
appear.

•

If we must have the psychic release of genuine religious ex-
perience; if we must aspire to something above our individual
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There are certain questions which are of tremendous impor-
tance. There are other questions which have a reputation for
being important, but which are as a matter of fact of little or
no real importance at all.

Take the question of foodstuffs and eating. Now there we
have a really important question. In some way or other we
must answer it daily—not daily but several times each day. It
acquires its importance from this, that we must eat or die.

So it is with all the really important questions in life—nature
puts them to us, and nature demands that we answer them in
some way or other under penalty of the natural consequences
of our failure to do so. It is this way with the food supply and
eating; with the water supply and drinking; with the shelter
which we must erect against the inclemency of the weather.

But there are many questions of little real importance which
convention makes loom large in our eyes. These are questions
which seem to be important, which have a reputation of being
important, which have been made to have a sort of artificial im-
portance but which, in the fundamental sense outlined above,
are of no importance at all. We may attempt to answer them
or we may ignore them; we may answer them affirmatively or
negatively; we may build our whole lives around them or we
may treat them as unimportant incidents in life—and nature
will exact no penalty for our attitude toward them as long as
we do not let them affect our attitude toward the really impor-
tant questions in life.

Religious questions are of this sort.They are questionswhich
have acquired a factitious importance. We make much of them,
not because nature requires that we pay any attention to them,
but because convention tells us that wemust concern ourselves
about them because of the penalties which god is supposed to
inflict upon the irreligious after they are dead, and because sad
experience tells us that we had better pretend to do so in order
to avoid themore tangible penalties which society inflicts upon
the irreligious while still alive.
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to regulate child-bearing, not to end it. Unfortunately, in this
urbanized and factory-dominated civilization, the invention of
means for controlling birth, surely one of the greatest steps yet
taken toward the realization of a really beautiful civilization, is
being used not to increase true comfort, but merely to make it
possible for us to sustain life and to secure the things which
our factories belch forth.

•

No really beautiful civilization can be built as long as we
merely increase population quantitatively. It is quality, not
quantity, that is important. Cultural values can be high only
when the proportion of individuals of high sensitivity, who
are interested in qualities rather than magnitudes, is also high.

It is ugliness and not beauty that is inevitably coming from
the present steady increases in the quantity of herd-minded
human beings. This is the type of all types which should be
encouraged to exterminate itself. Where this type increases
rapidly, mobs, not individuals, are created. Politicians profit
from the existence of mobs of herd-minded voters; imperialists,
from the existence of mobs of herd-minded “cannon-fodder”;
churchmen from the existence of mobs of herd-minded wor-
shippers, and business men from the existence of mobs of herd-
minded workers and customers.

A fecund population of this type is necessary to a factory
dominated civilization with its constant proliferation of facto-
ries, first to consume its constantly increasing production of
goods, and secondly to furnish it automatons who will content-
edly produce and distribute them.

•

Against the family, that remarkable instrumentality slowly
evolved to meet the imperious biological mandate that we re-
produce our kind, the factory wages a ruthless war of exter-
mination. For the family is essentially centripetal. As long as it
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creates and produces it tends to be self-sufficient. It tends to ab-
sorb itself in the task of making life endurable for its members.
It is a conservator of our independence. Industrialism seeks to
root out individual devotion to the family and the homestead
and to replace it with loyalty to the factory, just as religion
seeks to transfer it to the church, and politics to the state and
nation. The factory has pretty well succeeded in dissolving the
family into its component parts and in transforming the indi-
viduals thus produced into malleable mobs who produce and
consume, work and play, live and die, all for its glory.

We may think the economic conventions of the day too
strong; we may think the satisfaction of sex apart from par-
enthood more pleasant; we may think the development of our
individual egos most important, and on these grounds seek
for some novel instrumentality to take the place of the family.
But to the degree in which we aspire to the superior life we
must intelligently provide for the functions which the family
can perform and which no other institution yet devised seems
better fitted to perform.

First, the family can provide for our economic functions. It
can furnish us a superior instrumentality for securing most of
the essentials and many of the luxuries of life.

Secondly, the family can provide for our biological functions.
It can furnish uswith desirable conditions underwhich tomate,
reproduce, and rear our children.

Thirdly, the family can provide for our social functions. It
can furnish us a really satisfying field in which and through
which we can entertain, educate and express ourselves.

Given these four factors: (1) ourselves, with aspirations dif-
ferent from our fellows; (2) the rest of mankind, incapable or
unwilling to interest itself in our ideals; (3) the present polit-
ical status and prevailing money-economy, and (4) the exist-
ing machines and methods, labor and resources for procuring
the essentials of living, and the family seems to me an institu-
tion which can perform these three functions far better than
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told misery of religions warfare, persecution and bigotry for
which the doctrine is responsible.

There is not a single good reason why those of us whowould
be comfortable should give to ideas of this sort amoment’s time
beyond that necessary for dismissing them.

•

The dictionary tells us what religion is. It says that religion
involves the recognition of god as an object of worship, love
and obedience; that it is a system of faith or worship. But un-
fortunately the dictionary does not tell us what it is not. I say
unfortunately because religious apologists always gomuch far-
ther than the dictionary. Sooner or later they always claim that
it is also the basis of morality and good conduct.

But the selfsame theory of revelation upon which the
Christians base the validity of their moral law, makes valid
the moral laws of all religions. The same sort of prophetic
intuitions that make Christian canons the moral law, make
Mohammedan canons and Buddhist canons and Aztec canons
moral law. If all there codes agreed with each other there
would be some plausible argument for assuming that there
is such a thing as moral law, and that the codes of each of
the religions were merely different statements of the same
absolute ethic. They do not, however, agree with each other.
Worse, they utterly contradict each other. So that we are
driven to conclude that no religion speaks with authority
upon morality, and that morality has nothing whatsoever to
do with the basic fears with which religion itself deals.

We must get rid of religion, among other reasons, because
it is a hindrance to the formulation of a morality intelligent
enough to make possible the conquest of comfort.

•
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By making us think of ourselves as immortal souls, religion
makes what we do here and now shrink in importance, as the
finite shrinks when compared to the infinite. As long as we ac-
cept our commonmortality—as long as we live upon the theory
that this life ends all; each year, each day, even each hour we
live has the importance which comes only from the unique and
the irreplaceable.

Into this life, into this adventure, into this moment we must
therefore put the very best that is in us, and from it we must,
by the same token, extract the very uttermost that we can.

•

But of all the weird, horrible, unimaginative inventions of
religion, heaven and hell are the most outrageous.

Religion having invented a soul and then endowed it with
immortality, some sort of celestial residence had to be devised
for the immortal soul. Heaven and hell are really postulates
devised to make tenable the prior postulates of religion.

Religion postulated god, and then found that it had to ex-
plain why he created mortal man. It explained man by postu-
lating eternity for his immortal soul. But when it postulated
an immortal soul, religion found that it had to explain where
that soul was destined to go. And so it explained by postulat-
ing heaven and hell. Now there is nothing in life, horrible as it
is in many of its aspects, that is as horrible as hell, and there
is nothing in life, monotonous as so much of it is, that is quite
so inane as an eternity of heaven. Heaven does not attract nor
hell terrify individuals of discriminating taste.

The doctrine that we are doomed to either heaven or hell has
neither the internal validity which can make intelligent people
embrace it nor the external value which would make them rec-
ommend it for the rest of mankind. There is little evidence that
threats of hell or hopes of paradise have made the masses of
mankind better, while there is unlimited evidence as to the un-
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the best combination of factory-hotel-laboratory-club which
socialization offers.

•

The family is an institution potent for comfort to those of us
who value above all else our individualities. Abandonment of
the family and the institutionalization of the economic, biolog-
ical, and social functions the family can so well perform, seem
desirable only to those to whom extreme independence has be-
come abhorrent, perhaps because our factory regimentation of
life has habituated them to herd-living and inculcated in them
a distaste for individual solutions of the problems of life.

That the average man should seek to solve his problems by
turning to something exterior and in his opinion superior to
himself, is natural. In the past, his problems were solved for
him by the nobility and the church; in the present they are be-
ing solved for him by our factory-dominated conventions; in
the future why should they not be solved for him by a benign
and intelligent state? That the herd-minded individual should
look to something exterior to himself is only to be expected.
But when we look to something outside of ourselves, we aban-
don our birthrights; we sacrifice upon the altar of conformity
the one quality which lifts us above the herd. We blunt our
personal reactions to life in compromising with conventions
evolved for the exploitation of mobs of individuals, organized
crowds, and the populace of a whole nation.

•

The development of a family on a homestead of its own is
not only potent with comfort; it is potent with social progress.
For the family on its own homestead is a social microcosm. It
furnishes us the opportunity to deal with all the problems with
which society as a whole has to cope. What is most important,
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the problems of private property, land tenure, inheritance, rent,
taxation, free trade, tariff, law, education as they develop in the
life of the family may be disposed of without sacrificing the
unique interests of the individual to the supposed interests of
the different masses.

Were we to accept the family and not the factory as the true
stage upon which to enact the drama of our lives, not only
would we be free from the exactions of our factory-dominated
civilization but the less independent rank and file of mankind
would be tempted to imitate the sort of life that they would see
us live in order to win a similar freedom. By degrees their folk-
ways would absorb our conceptions of how life should be lived.
More of the ideas of those of us who are interested in the quali-
tative aspects of life and fewer of the ideals of those who are in-
terested in its quantitative aspects would be accepted by them.
And those of us who believe that life is enriched by the de-
gree in which we individually control our environment would
be able to nullify the activities of those who believe that the
social environment—the factory, the church, the state—should
control all of the important activities of individuals.

•

Fear of the high cost of living, a barbaric desire for sex grati-
fication alone, or an overweening concentration upon our own
egotistic ambitions may lead us to reject the whole scheme of
life for which the family stands.

We may, it is true, refuse to reproduce our kind. Or we may
institutionalize the family, as some idealists believe is desir-
able, and concentrate the actual procreation and education of
our kind upon selected individuals. But if we do, each of us,
who individually make the refusal, incur the penalties of self-
frustration. If we reject parenthood, on the theory that frustra-
tion is the lesser evil, thenwe not only embrace the discomforts
of frustration; we reject a way of living which may be made, if
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universe as a whole. Intelligence is man’s means for rationaliz-
ing his reactions to an apparently irrational environment. It is
a survival mechanism. Without what he calls intelligence, he
could not build and create and live as he does. Intelligence is a
harmonizing, a designing, a rationalizing reaction to life. It is a
reactionwhich is evoked inside each individual man, and never
quite alike in any two of them. And no matter howmuch he ex-
erts himself to impress his intelligence upon nature as a whole,
in the end the implacable, impersonal and irrational events that
we call nature prevail. The music of the spheres is musical only
to those who can hear music; to the untrained ear it is merely
noise.

Nor can there be a supreme goodness in the universe, by
any definition of goodness which is understandable to man.
The good man does not brutally, painfully, slowly, tortuously,
remorselessly destroy those whom he loves. And certainly he
does not do this with the deliberation which would have to
be assumed as a part of the proceedings of an all-wise, all-
powerful being. Yet this is precisely what god does, has always
done, and will always continue to do, except as men’s intel-
ligence lessens momentarily the implacable, inexorable, inex-
pugnable processes of the world god is supposed to have cre-
ated.

•

Out of our fear and our egotism, religion has evolved immor-
tality. And immortality, of all the ideas with which religion has
cursed us, is one of the greatest barriers to the comfortable life.
It makes life seem long, whereas life in reality is short—a brief
candle, as the poet put it. Being so short, a moment between
two eternities of nothingness, life has a sacredness of which
religion, with its immortality, robs it.

The doctrine of immortality is a crime against the sacredness
of this life.
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mistaken about any position we take. But we must be atheistic
in that we must deny the existence of any of the gods which
man up. to the present time has evoked.

“For I the Lord thy God am a Jealous God,” says the Bible.
This seems to be true of most gods. Once we begin to believe
in a god; once we begin to propitiate him; once we begin to re-
solve our problems by putting the issue and responsibility on
god, we put more andmore belief, andworship and responsibil-
ity upon him.The Bible merely rationalizes the process when it
says that we ought to do this because god jealously requires us
to do it. The process itself is an indubitable psychological fact;
it is an easy way of dodging the need of thinking about life.
Once we discover how apparently easy it is, we are tempted to
dodge more and more.

How can any intelligent man believe in the existence of a
jealous god? About a jealous Jehovah we must be atheists, just
as we must be about a triune god consisting of Father, Son and
Holy Ghost; just as we must be about gods like Jove and Juno;
just as we must be about gods like Kali and Siva or Isis and
Osiris.

While we do not have to deny the existence of what is called
the supreme power, we very nearly must deny the existence of
a supreme personality, of a supreme intelligence, of a supreme
goodness. Personality is the sum total of the flavor of a person—
of a being that has brains, eyes, ears, nose, mouth, hands, legs;
in short, of a man. Take from man all there things—not just
some of them—but all of them—above all take from him the
limitations inherent in them, and personality disappears. The
personality of a painter is a product not merely of his capac-
ity for seeing but of the limitations of his sight. Let him be
all-seeing and he would have no more personality than has a
photographic camera. By every definition of personality, no
supreme being can possibly be endowed with it.

So it is with intelligence and goodness. By every possible def-
inition of the term intelligence, there is no intelligence in the
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we are wise enough, a positive contribution to the enjoyment
of life.

Surely it is the part of wisdom for us to take up the family,
which is already ours to develop and which requires no pre-
liminary political reform or social revolution, and with all the
intelligence we can command transform its potential contribu-
tion to our comfort into a reality.

The Religious Barrier

We come now to the consideration of the religious barrier to
comfort.

We are fearful; fear is bred, and perhaps, born into us. It is
an emotion which we share in common with all animals. We
tend to be fearful for the same reason that all animals tend to
be fearful; because it makes us run, or strive to destroy, what
is strange and therefore probably dangerous to us. We have
scarcely ceased from running fromunusual noises like thunder;
fromunusual sights like lightning; above all fromunusual ideas
like atheism.

But fear is a protective device for us only as long as it re-
mains a device to insure caution. When we become fearful of
non-existent dangers; when we begin to fear ghosts, sex, gods,
hell and their like, then we transform the figments of our imag-
ination into actual dangers. We make real dangers out of what
actually has no reality at all. And fear, which should be an in-
strumentality for our protection, becomes an agency for our
destruction.

•
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Religion2 is a solace, a habit and an escape. It is a solace for
the fearful; a habit which justifies those who do not think, and
an escape for them from the hard facts of life.

Yet it is nearly all snare and delusion. It evades the problems
with which it purports to deal. It does not settle them. On the
contrary, its evasions create more problems than there are to
be disposed of originally.

Why is it not wiser to leave unanswerable questions unan-
swered, than to accept pseudo-answers to them which rarely
have much more than their antiquity to recommend them?

Until we utterly and completely exorcise all religion from
our being; until we drop all fears, superstitions, rituals, habits
which spring from religion, no true spiritual comfort is possi-
ble; we are not properly equipped to extract from every mo-
ment of life the uttermost of truth, goodness and beauty.

•

Religion first of all invents a god or gods, or mystic powers
over and outside of the tangible powers we know.

But whereas both common-sense and science begin with
premises and end with conclusions that are demonstrable and
tend therefore to dispose of the questions with which they
deal, religion with its resort to god raises more questions
than it answers. Nothing is gained by shifting the point of
inquiry from nature which can be observed, measured and
analyzed, to god who cannot be known and concerning whom
the lowest savage and the most highly civilized man can speak
with equal authority.

What profit is there in disposing of the question of the na-
ture of nature by substituting the question of the nature of god?

2 Throughout this discussion, the term “religion” refers more particu-
larly to the theology of the various churches rather than to the very often
beautiful “way of life” which those with a flare for mysticism refer to as
religion.
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Nothing is gained, and something very valuable is lost. What
is lost in the process is our acceptance of ignorance as a nat-
ural state. The superior man knows that he cannot know very
much.Themore he knows, the more he discovers what he does
not know. For him, education is a voyage of discovery which
always reveals new and hitherto unknown areas of ignorance.
The superior man goes through life with a host of questions
to which he has only provisional answers. He accepts his igno-
rance as he accepts any other of the inescapable facts of life.

Only the truly inferior man is unconscious of his ignorance.
The more conventional, the more religious, the more igno-

rant a man is, the greater is his assurance of knowledge. He
knows there is a god. He knows what he must do to get into
heaven and to keep out of hell. He is a vade mecum of such
“facts” and not the slightest doubt concerning their verity ever
ventures to obtrude upon his assurance.

As we begin to doubt, we begin to understand. The more
we doubt and question, the more conscious we become of our
ignorance. To accept god is simply to ignore the fact that we
do not know the nature of nature.

The physicist who accepts god may be a good physicist. He
may be able to restrict his dogmatism to that carefully circum-
scribed area of his mind which he calls his religious sense. The
fact that he has failed to be provisional in religion may not in-
terfere with his being provisional in physics. But it tends pow-
erfully to warp the application of what he knows to the prob-
lem of living. It creates in a thousand different aspects of his
thinking the habit of being dogmatic—a habit from which we
must protect ourselves, if we are to be comfortable, as we must
protect ourselves from dependence and disease.

•

How can we avoid being both agnostic and atheistic? We
must be agnostic in that we are willing to admit that wemay be
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